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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The prir 'Ial charge of the National Assessment of Vo.._ :ional Education
(NAVE) is to .,ort to Congress on the status and achievements of vocational
education under the Carl D. Perkins Act (Public Law 98-524), which was
enacted in October 1984. Among the investigations commissioned by the NAVE
to address the information needs of Congress was a small exploratory study
of exemplary secondary vocational education; the findings of this study are
reported in this volume. Included in the report are detailed case studies
of seven effective high school vocational education programs or schools and
a synthesis of major findings based on the case studies.

Study Purposes and Methods

The chief ourpose of the study was to explore the question of what
works in secondary vocational education--whether exemplary vocational
programs or schools can be identified, whether their key features can be
described, and whether there are lessons to be learned that can assist
policymakers, educators, and researchers in devising strategies to improve
the quality and outcomes of secondary vocational education. In designing
tho study, we were particularly interested in the applicability of the
effective schools research to vocational education. Further, an important
purpose was examine the extent to which models, or archetypes, of secondary
vocational education can be articulated and whether such models are
susceptible to evaluation based on student outcomes-or some other measure of
program performance. Finally, one important objective was to examine the
extent to which exemplary programs and schools can be replicated or adapted
in other settings.

Activities undertaken to accomplish these purposes included the
following:

o Review of recent research on the characteristics of effective
schools

o Consultation with a panel of expert researchers and practitioners
in elucgaor, vocational education, and evaluation design

o Preparation of detailed case studies based on site visits to high
school vocational programs in seven schools or localities

o Analysis of issues relevant to the implementation, evaluation, and
replication of exemplary vocational programs based on the
information contained in the case studies



Scope of the Study

The study was commissioned as a small, exploratory study; as such, its
scope is limited, and the reader is cautioned that our findings should be
viewed within the bounds of the study's. At the same time, we did attempt
to select schools and programs that would provide some variation in
settings, goals, and organization of secondary vocational education. Based
on these objectives, we selected the following schools or programs for case
studies;

Csnuttlasnalmiiisharhsaaa
o Washington High School

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

o Fridley High School
Fridley, Minnesota

ahulaithimAmichgal

o High School Academies
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

22raiat.Y.LV22ati.211111-11122.1.

o Walter Biddle Saul High School of Agricultural Sciences
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

arriLikuaissnrara

o A. Philip Randolph Skills Center
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Wright Vocational Cooperative Center
Buffalo, Minnesota

Itinerapt Vocational %goat/MI

o Woodland Cooperative Center
Staples, Minnesota

Visits to these schools occurred in spring and fall 198?. In each
visit we interviewee district administrators responsible for vocational
education, school administrators and teachers, guidance counselors,
vocational education students, parents, representatives of advisory
committees, and employers. We also observed classes. Additionally, we

1
This term has been coined to describe a vocational education

cooperative arrangemeut that does n21 involve an area vocational physical
plant. Rather, students and/or teachers are transported among the
participating school districts for particular programs.
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reviewed relevant documents that helped explain the nature and effects of
secondary vocational education in the communities we visited.

Study Findings

Erpram Effectiveness

Among the chief characteristics of secondary vocational programs that
apt -r to foster effectiveness are the following:

Clear and uniform understanding among administrators,
teachers, parents, .nd students conc.:ming the chief goals of
secondary vocational education in a particular slitting

o Consistent attention to the development of student self-
esteem

o Strong program or school leadership, which is characterized
by creativity, flexibility, and commitment to vocational
education as an integral component of secondary education

o Inclusion of employability skills development as a key
component of vocational curricula

Presence of a strong cooperative education component that
proviies students with support as they make the transition
from school to work

o Implementation of strategies to provide effective programs
for speci21 needs students, including students who are
handicapped, economically or educationally disadvantaged,
limited English proficient, or disaffected

Exatam..Extluiki1ILX

In terms of program evaluation, the availability of studetit outcome
data is very limited. Thus the postsecondary or later labor market payoffs
of participation in secondary vocational training are unclear. At the same
time, schools do track and can document some intermediate program outcomes,
including particularly increased student attendance, retention, and
graduation rates. Systematic and reliable evaluation of participant
outcomes will likely require well- planned (and probably costly) national or
state-level studies.

Program Relaitationor AdaDlation

There is some evidence that effective vocational education practices
can be transported from one place to another. The academies prcgram in
Philadelphia, for example, has been widely adopted or adapted both within
and beyond that city. The vocational cooperative model in Minnesota seems



eminently replicable in other rural school districts. Owing at least in
part to the well-known effectiveness of the Saul School in Philadelphia, at
least two othe, cities (Chicago and Milwaukee) have established urban
agricultural sciences specialty high schools in recent years. These
observations suggest that, with appropriate local adaptation, an effective
vocational program in one setting can in fact be reproduced in other
localities.

is en

Every program we visited was actively coping with the problems and
challenges facing all of public education in the late 1980e as well as some
that are specific to vocational education. Among these challenges were

o Declining enrollments and resources

o Continuing stigma attached to student participation in high
school vocational education, particularly in a decade where
national attention has been focused primarily on academic
improvement and reform

o Continuing difficulty in overcoming sex stereotyping

o Declining time within student schedules to elect vocational
courses, in the face of increasing graduation and competency
requirements.

In response to these and other challenges, vocational educators in some
localities are designing and implementing a "new generation" of vocational
education programs that pay more attention to the integration of academic
and vocational education and to ensuring the options of their students. For
example, the High School Health Academies in Philadelphia, the Randolph
Skills Center's high tech program operated in collaboration with two
comprehensive high schools, and Milwaukee's Computer Specialty program all
involve a high degree of collaboration between academic and vocational
instructors. FUrther, they focus more directly than "traditional"
vocational programs on expanding career options for participating students,
particularly on preparing students for enrollment in postsecondary
institutions of all types. Ails the scope of our study was very limited,
the existence of such programs suggests that rather than abandoning
vocational education, school districts may be using its strengths in the
context of their broader educational improvement efforts.

Organization of the Report

The case stndies of the schools and programs we visited are presented
in Chapters III through VII of this volume. Study findings based on
analyses of the case studies are presented in Chapter II. In consultation
vith the Director of NAVE, we decided to develop detailed case studies of
each of she sites visited. This decision was based on a perception that
case studies of a small group of purposively selected effective vocational

vi



programs might be useful to the researchers and polLymakers who are
currently engaged in a comprehensive examination of the status of vocational
education in the nation. Furthermore, we believe that profiles of exemplary
vocational programs are an important contribution to the growing body of
case study literature on high schools.
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I. OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

What is effective vocational education in high school? What
does it look like? Where does it happen? How has educational
reform affected it? How is it responding to the nation's late-
century circumstances? Host important, what does it do for
students? How does it affect their lives?

The principal cNarge of the National Assessment of Vocational Education
(NAVE) is to report to Congress on the status and achievements of vocational
education under the Carl D. Perkins Act (Public Law 98-524), which was
enacted in October 1984. In response to that charge, NAVE staff developed a
comprehensive study plan to examine vocational education in all its various
manifestationsprograms located in secondary and postsecondary
institutions, programs that target the special needs of handicapped or
disadvantaged or language minority students, strategies for responding to
the nation's changing demographic and labor market conditions, the benefits
of vocational education for its participants, and what states and localities
are doing to ensure the effectiveness of vocational education as the nation
moves into the 21st century.

One of the National Assessment's activities intended to address the
information needs of Congress was the commissioning of a small exploratory
study of effective secondary vocational education. In general, the study
explored the characteristics of effectiveness in high school vocational
education through a review of relevant research, consultation with expert
researchers and practitioners, conduct of site visits to selected secondary
schools, and development of detailed case studies. This report includes (1)
a discussion of study purposes and methods, (2) a synthesis of major
findings, and (3) case studies of seven effective secondary vocational
education schools or programs.

Study Purposes and Methods

The chief purpose of the study whose findings are reported in this
volume was to explore the question of what works in secondary vocational
educationwhether models of exemplary vocational programs or schools can be
identified, whether their salient features can be described, and whether
there are lessons to be learned that can assist policymakers, educators, and
researchers in an ongoing effort to improve the quality and outcomes of
secondary vocational education. In undertaking the study, we were
particularly interested in the applicability of the effective schools
research to vocational education. Further, an importarl' objective was to
examine the extent to which models, or archetypes, of secondary vocational
education can be articulated and whether such models aru susceptible to
evaluation based on student outcomes or some other measures of program
performance. Finally, we were interested in examining the issue of
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replicability; that is, are exemplary programs and schools idiosyncratic. or
do they embody strategies that can be transported from one setting to
another?

To accomplish these purposes, we undertook seviral interrelated
activities. A review of recent research on the characteristics of effective
schools generally and exemplary vocational programs and schools in
particular helped to refine the study's focus. The advice of an expert
panel helped us to establish some guidelines for our work, including
selection of the detailed case. study method, determination of criteria for
identifying and choosing schools to visit, suggestJc.n about different
approaches :4) secondary vocational education, and roc,...amandations on
assessing ow:comes. The assistance of practitioners facilitated our conduct
of case studies at selected schools, and the involvement of the NAVE
directcr and other staff member2o in the visits and in data analysis
contributed to development of this report.

Our intent from the outset of the study was to look intensively at a
small number of schools or programs rather than to undertake a broadly
focused investigation.' The schools ve visited for the case studies
included in this volume were selected to ensure that we would be table to
observe secondary vocational education in a variety of settings under a
range of condltiona. The criteria we used for their selection included the
following.

First, because the environment in which schools operate has important
implications for what happens there, we decided to explore secondary
vocational education in a range of localities and settings. We identified
schools in cities, suburbs, and rural communities.2 Within this
configuration, we also identified vocational education offered in different
school settings: comprehensive or specialty vocational high schools, area
vocational-technical schools (sometimes called skill, or sham:A-time,
centers), school-within-a-school models, and a "cooperative without a roof,"

Next, we identified schools and programs operating under differing
state, district, or school perceptions of the primary mission and goals of
seconder' vocational education. While the goals of vocational education are
never entirely distinct, administrators and practitioners do tend to place
relatively greater emphasis on one or another of its potential purposes,
particularly at the secondary level. We focused on two major goals that
typically guide the delivery of vocational education in high schools:

'Other studies commissioned by the NAVE include national surveys,
systematic reanalyses of national cross-sectional and longitudinal data
sets, and other activities that will provide national information on the
status of vocational education.

2To the extent possible within the study's budgetary constraints, which
required the cluotering of sit04, we also attempted to achieve some measure
of variation in geographic location, since the goals and practice of
vocational education differ substantially across regions in the United States.

1-2
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o To provide vocational skill training, which aims to prepare
students for entry-level jobs in specific occupations, such as
automotive technician or dental assistant

o To provide vocational exploration, which aims to introduce high
school students to one or more occupations in which they might be
interested, thus enabling them to begin the process of making
career choices

Finally, we attempted to ensure, insofar as was possible before
actually going to schools for interviews and observations, that the
candidate schools and programs were in fact exemplary. That is, we
attempted to ascertain, based on our prior work in vocational education,
discussions with researchers and practitioners, and review of earlier
studies of exemplary secondary vocational education schools and programs.
that each of the schools to be visited is demonstrably effective in
accomplishing the goals it has set for itself in vocational education.
Given the study's exploratory nature, however, we did not attempt to obtain
outcome data or other information to ensure that the schools we selected
were necessarily *the best" in their localities. In Philadelphia, for
example, schools other than the ones we selected are also reported to be
operating highly effective programa. However, we purposively selected
schools that are acknowledged to be both highly successful inA
representative of a range of the approaches, strategies, and delivery
systems specified in our study design.

We did not select any "average" schools to serve as a comparison group.
Rather, we have used as a reference our extensive prior experience in
conducting detailed case studies in both comprehensive and vocational high
schools and programs around the nation. This experience, in conjunction
with our familiarity with the extant research literature on secondary
schooling and schools, provided the context within which we observed the
programs and schools we visited, as well as.a framework for the development
of the study's findings, which are presented in Chapter II.

It should be emphasized in regard to the question of the effectiveness
of /secondary vocational education that the measurable outcomes of secondary
schools and programs must be analyzed in the context of its stated goals.
For example, schools that aim to train students for jobs after high school
are appropriately evaluated on their success in placing students in jobs,
and are more effective to the 'extent that such jobs have payoff potential in
terms of income and career advancement. However, it is also appropriate to
assess program effectiveness in these schools in terms of students'
enrollment in postsecondary training; for some students in such schools,
completion of a high school program may constitute an appropriate
intermediate outcome. On the other hand, exploratory vocational education
is probably most appropriately evaluated almost exclusively in terms of
student enrollment in further training at the secondary or postsecondary
level. However, entry into a job, particularly one that provides on-the-job
or other postemployment training, is also an appropriate measure of
performance for some students in exploratory vocational programs.

I - 3
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Based on our objectives of exploring exemplary secondary vocational
education (1) in a range of settings and (2) with variability of educational
goals, we selected the following schools or programs for case studies:

Comprehensive Him SsimaglA

o Washington High School
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

o Fridley High School
Fridley, Minnesota

;choql-Within-a-School

o High School Academies
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

121aLAIMIL2Watisma.Aiigb School

o Walter Biddle Saul High School of Agricultural Sciences
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

o A. Philip Randolph Skills Center
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Wright Vocational Cooperative Center
Buffalo, Minnesota

ItinerAnt Vgcational Education3

o Woodland Cooperative Canter
Staples, Minnesota

Visits to these schools occurred in spring and fall 1987. In each
visit we interviewed district administrators responsible for vocational
education, school administrators and teachers, guidance counselors,
vocational education students, parents, representatives of advisory
committees, and employers. We also observed classes. Additionally, we
reviewed documents, including district vocational education plans,
curriculum guides and other instructional materials, evaluation reports,
student follovup reports, and other available materials that helped explain
the nature and effects of secondary vocational education in the communities
we visited.

3This term has been coined to describe a vocational education
cooperative arrangement that does nkt involve an area vocational physical
plant. Rather, students and/or teachers are transported among the
participating school districts for particular vocational vrograms.
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Organization of the Report

The case studies presented in Chapters III through VII of this volume
constitute the study's data. Study findings based on analyses of these data
are presented in Chapter II. In consultation with the Director of HAVE, we
decided to evelop detailed case studies of each of the sites visited. This
decision was based on our perception that case studies of a small group of
purposively selected effective vocational programs and schools might be
useful to the researchers and policy makers who are currently engaged in a
comprehensive examination of the status of vocational education in the
country. Furthermore, we believe that profiles of exemplary vocational
programs are an important contribution to the growing body of case study
literature on high schools.

While the organization of the individual case studies variwu bomewhat
to accommodate the unique aspects of the settings and localities, in general
they are arranged similarly and include the following components:

o Overview of the school's setting, mission, and goals

o Description of the school's environment

o Analysis of the district structure of vocational education,
including the role of vocational programs, decision making
and governance, supports and constraints, relationship of
vocational and academic components, and changes over time in
vocational education

o Description of the school's vocational programs and outcomes

o Profile of the vocational teachers

o Profile of students

o Indicators of the school's success--or "exemplariness"

The case studies are grouped according to the types of delivery systems
encountered. Thus, Chapter III of the report includes tiro case studies of
vocational education in comprehensive high schools. Chapter IV presents a
school-within-a-school model; Chapter V, a specialty vocational high school.
Chapter VI includes case studies of two area vocational-technical centers,
and Chapter VII is a case study of a rural vocational education program that
we have called `itinerant" vocational education. Authors of the case
studies are identified at the beginning of each one.



II. STUDY FINDINGS

Tht principal purposes of the study included (1) exploration of what
works in high school vocational education, (2) examination of program
evaluation issues, and (3) consideration of issues concerning program
replication or adaptation. This chapter presents the study's findings,
which are based on the case studies included in later chapters of this
volume. In considering these findings, the reader should keep in mind that
the number of schools we visited is smallseven in all. Further, our
schools were purposively selected, and thus do not represent the range of
approaches to vocational education in high schools, although, as noted
earlier, we did att It to obtain a measure of variability among the cases
in terms of program goals, settings, environments, and the like. This
chapter includes sections on the following top'.cs: (1) characteristics of
effective secondary vocational education, (2) outcomes of effective
vocational education, (3) transportability of effective programs, and (4)
challenges faced by secondary vocational educators as they work to ensure
the quality of their programs.

Characteristics of Effective Secondary Vocational Education

High school vocational education occurs in a variety of settings,
including comprehensive and vocational high schools, area vocational
centers, and specialized organizational configurations such as specialty
programs or schools-within-school. Although there is considerable overlap
in its broad purposes, the vocational education that occurs within these
settings tends to focus on one or the other of two major goals--either to
train students for jobs following high school or to introduce them to a

variety of careers that they may (or may not) choose to pursue after high
school through additional training or education.)

This is not to say that vocational educators do not articulate
corollary purposes for vocational education. Among the corollary purposes
of particular interest in the schools we visited are reinforcement (or,
quite often, ramediation) of academic skills, the teaching of basic
employability ski)ls and behaviors, instruction in life skills, and perhaps
most pervasive, tne building of students' self-esteem. In addition,
vocational education in particular settings may be expected to aid in
dropout prevention, attract higher achieving students in the context of
overall school improvement initiatives, serve as magnet programs to assist
districts in meeting desegregation requirements, and respond to community
needs and interests or to specific labor market trends. One of the

1This report does not devote much attention to what is usually called
"personal service" vocational education- -those courses chat students take
less as vocational training or exploration then to meet avocational objectives.



indicators of the effectiveness of the schools we visited was the ability of
district and school administrators to accommodateperhaps to juggle--a
multiplicity of sometimes competing goals and priorities in such a way as
not to impinge on the quality of the instruction that was occurring in the
classroom.

Given this multiplicity of priorities, one of the challenges in
identifying and describing effective vocational education is to sort ovt
what vocational education is about in ' 'Nen locality; that is, how schools
develop and deliver services that will 't the needs of students who come
to it with widely varying abilities, objectives, and interests. This is a
particularly critical problem for vocational educators in the late 1980s, as
they face a large number of changes and challenges in secondary public
education overall. Because of current demographic trends, they are
competing for students in an era of declining enrollments and resources.
They are also facing the challenges posed by the academic reform movement
and attempting to accommodate major changes in the nation's labor market.

Within this multiplicity of settings, goals, and conditions, however,
the schools we visited provide evidence that vocational education can be,
and is, effective for the variety of students who elect to participate.
Among the characteristics that appear to affect the quality and outcomes of
the programs we visited are (1) careful articulation of program goals, (2)
strong leadership, (3) high levels of teacher engagement, (4) commitment of
administrators and teachers to students' personal development, (5) provisio,1
of special services for target populations, and (6) inclusion of a
cooperative education (co-op) component in the schoo.'s vocational
curriculum.

PrsAramSystla

braining for jobs. In the schools we visited, there tended to be a
clear consensus among district and school administrators. staff, and
teachers concerning the goals of vocational education. Generally speaking,
in the Philadelphia programs jobs were the primary goal. At the Randolph
Skills.Center, the purpose of vocational education, from cosmetology to
biomedical instrument repair, is to train students for good entry-level jobs
that have career advancement potential. The school adds and drops programs
according to their likely payoff for students in terms of earnings and
advancement. (For example, the principal had recently dropped a program in
geriatric care; although there is high labor market demand for such workers,
wages top out at a low level.) Students are encouraged to complete a
vocational program that includes introductory and advanced courses in a
particular trade as well as cooperative education, which Randolph staff
believe is critical to the later labor market success of students who are
unlikely to have had much direct or even indirect experience with the world
of work. Additionally, the school targets small businesses for first jobs
for its students, based on the understanding that small employers, who
cannot afford to provide much in the way of formal postemployment training,
are more likely to hire young graduates who may lack job experience but have
mastered entry-level job skills in school. The notion is that such first
jobs will lead to higher paying positions in larger companies, or promotions
in the smaller businesses.
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Job training is also a primary goal of the agricultural sciences
programs at Saul. Even though a majority 'f the school's graduates go on to
postsecondary institutions (generally in fields related to their high school
vocational education), the school has over the years developed a reputation
that for the most part ensures training-related jobs for its graduates. For
example, turf management occupations, a variety of jobs in the ?arge city
park adjacent to the school grounds, and laboratory animal maintenancc
positions were cited as good (and feasible) entry-level jobs for
metropolitan graduates of secondary-level agricultural science programs.

Career exploration. Exploratory voca:ional education is characterized
by a broader range of goals than are the programs that train students for
immediate job placement. Even so, the individual exploratory programs we
observed also tended to reflect consensus about the purposes of their
programs. In Minnesota, for example, in part because of state policy, the
schools see their mission as one of 'introduction," exposing students to a
variety of potential occupations that they can prepare for during further
training at one of the state's postsecondary area vocational-technical
institutes or elsewhere. Students tend to take one course in one or more
particular occupational clusters rather than enrolling in a program of
vocational training as they do at Randolph and in the Academies. Thus they
have the opportunity to test out a variety of potential career areas, and a
decision nat to pursue an occupation is as important an outcome of such
programs as is the decision to enter a field.

The 'traditional' vocational programs at Washington High School in
Milwaukee have in recent years modified their gods to focus mainly on
career e%ploration. In part because of limited resources, but more
importantly in response to the implementation of occvoationallu specific
magnet programs throughout the system, the industrial and other programs at
Washington High attempt to provide an occupational grounding that will
motivate students to continua training at the postsecondary level. With the
exception of welding, where students do sometimes go directly into a related
full-time job, even the co-op programs stress career exploration rather than
preparation for specific jobs.

Two specialty programs we visited have a somewhat more expansive, or
ambitious, goal within the broad rubric of career exploration. both the
High School Health Occupations Academy in Philadelphia and the Computer Data
Processing specialty at Washington High in Milwaukee represent a type of
merging, or "next generation,' of programmatic goals. While their primary
focus is not on immediate job placement (and indeed, many of their graduates
go on to college in fields that are not directly related to their high
school vocational education), they are intensive 'programs" along the model
of the vocational programs at Randolph or Saul, with students enrolled for
three or four years. At the same time, while much of their emphasis is on
career development rather than jobs, a significant number of program
completers do in fact enter training-related jobs on a full or part-time
basis directly after graduation. Overall, however, these programs embody
the broader emphasis--on academic skills, on career planning, and on
preparation for postsecondary education--that many analysts believe
represents the most appropriate focus of vocational education at the
secondary level.
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Pplovabilitv skills development. Whether the principal goal isoccupationally specific training leading to jobs, vocational exploration, orsome blend of the two, a key objective of all the vocational education weobserved is to impart basic employability skills and behaviors to students.Thus vocational courses and programs are intentionally used as a vehicle toteach students to survive, and f,ourish. in the workplace. Among thecapacities that teachers attempt to impart are strategies for obtaining,retaining, and leaving jobs; appropriate behaviors like punctuality andregular attendance; effective interactions with coworkers and supervisors;and related life skills; that indirectly affect work, including budgeting,dealing with taxes, and even how to register to vote.

Strategies for infusing these skills vary somewhat according to theprincipal goals coL vocational education as well as other conditions. such asavailability of part-time jobs for students. One of the primary vehiclesfor teaching employability skills at Randolph, for example, is co-op, whichis viewed by the Center's administrators and teachers as a critical "laststep' in preparing students for immediate
training-related placement.Additionally, the shops at the Center are organized like the workplace, withinstructors playing the role of a supervisor and studems following asimulated workday with scheduled breaks and lunch. Finally, the school'sguidance staff has developed an intensive, one-week group counseling seminarrequired of all seniors. This seminar emphasizes employability and lifesurvival skills, as well as serving as the vehicle for students to "developa plan" for obtaining a job or entry into a postsecondtry institution. Thusthe school places considerable emphasis on employability to complement theoccupational skills that students learn in their vocational programs.

The High School Academies program employs a number of strategies toassure that its graduates have attended to and assimilated lessons onemployability skills. In addition to constant reminders in the classroomabout appropriate workplace behaviors, students in the Business Academiesare required ro come to school dressed for the workplace on certain days.Each eleventh grader spends a morning at a local business learning about thejob application process. twelfth graders participate in practiceinterviewing at actual job sites, with written feedback to both the studentsand the program. At some schools that house academies, the inculcation ofemployability skills is a major challenge, requiring a full four years ofintensive work and a great deal of patience and perseverance on the part ofprogram staff.

At Washington High, co-op is the main vehicle for students to learnabout the worldof work and its behavioral demands. Flowing from theessentially exploratory nature of the traditional
vocational courses at thatschool, co-op is not particularly intended to result in job placement, andmany of the jobs are in occupations like fast food or retail sales. Eventhough students will not likely make careers of these jobs, they play a keyrole in students'

employability development. One co-op coordinatorcommented that he stresses with employers that he is less interested in hisstudents' job skills than in their attendance, responsiveness, andseriousness. His students need to learn communication, and life survivalskills and At sense of adult responsibility that will facilitate theirsuccess after school, and co-op is an excellent opportunity for them to pick
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up these skills and behaviors without really knowing they are "learning" in
a formal school sense.

In Minnesota, where the two vocational cooperatives we vlsited serve a
number of very small, basically rural communities, vocational educators have
taken somewhat different approach to employability skill development.
Becalms the number of jobs is limited, vocational courses in these schools
simulate the world of workthere are model stores and offices, students in
construction build a house, and those in child cars observe and tend
children in high school-based nursery schools or daycare centers.
Additionally, in many instances instructors adopt a mentor-supervisor role
in the lab or shop portions of their courses, treating their students as
workers as such as students.

Thus, a consistent objective of vocational education at the secondary
level is to teach young people hog to work---how to behave in the workplace.
This objective pervades both the vocational training that intends to enable
students to go to work directly after high school and the vocational
exploration that tries to assist students in deciding on '" 7pes of
careers they wish to pursue through additional training a. nigh school.
It is an important component of effective secondary vocation' education,
and is thought by virtually all our respondents to be critical to their
achievement of the primary goals they have articulated for their programs.

School and Program Leadership

One ot- the major tenetsindeed, by now probably a cliche--of the
effective schools research is the key role of leadership in successful
schools. Thus., it is not surprising that leadership plays critical role
in the vocational schools and programs we visited. What may distinguish
vocational education from regular academic schools and programs, however, is
the variability in the levels at which leadership may affect program
quality, perhaps in part because of the variability in organization of
vocational education, In some instances, a principal is the key leader
whose vision and commitment set the tone for a school, but in other
instances strong and creative leadership may reside in some other position,
such as a district official, program head, or even a business executive. In
any case, among the qualities that characterize the key loaders we observed
were a great deal of energy, commitment, and creativity in approaching
resource and other problems that must be dealt with in maintaining effective
vocational programs.2 To illustrate the leadership qualities that appear
critical in effective vocational schools, we have selected several examples.

Perhaps the "prototypical" strong leader Among the schools we visited
is the principal of the Randolph Skills Center in Philadelphia. A former
science and mathematics teacher, the principal ias well as the two vice
principals) has been at the Center since its opening in 1975. Thus the
school in some ways ig his philosophy. There is a very high level of

21t is interesting that many of these persons did not come from
vocational education backgrounds; they were often former academic teachers.
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consistency among school administrators and teachers on the chief mission ofthe Center and on the appropriate strategies for accomplishing that mission.

Perhaps the two key elements to leadership--and
excellence--at Randolphare a strong, visible administrative presence and a carefully implementedphilosophy of orchestrated change, combined with very close attention tovirtu.ully all the details of running a school. Regarding the former, theprincipal and vice principals spend a good part of each day out in the shopsand not in tha school's administrative offices. They are not monitoring thebehavior of students (or teachers) so much as offering support, workingactively to ensure the smooth operation of the school. Regarding thelatter, *stable change* is reflected in the principal's adding, dropping, orreconfiguring curricula in response to labor market trends and his analysisof their likely career payoff for studants. The vice principals haverecently traded responsibilities; even the building configuration changesoften, with walls relocated to accommodate space needs of new or changingprograms.

These strategies work. Virtually all respondents at the school believethat Randolph is the best school in Philadelphia, and all attribute itsexcellence to the quality of its leadership. A vice principal commentedchat the school is *better than excellent. . .because everything is spelledout and well organized. There is no doubt about the processes, curriculum,expectations, and everyone, including teachers and students, knows whatthose expectations are.* Another respondent noted that the school'sleadership, which is "color blind,' cares about the students and teachers aspeople and about continuously upgrading the education provided by theCenter.

in other circumstances, the leaders may be other than a principal. AtWashington High School, for example, the magnet computer program's"implementor,* a jab title created to describe the dual teaching andorganizational responsibilities of the program's director, is key. Theoriginal implementor, nov assistant principal, is described as having hadthe technical expertise, creative vision, and personal energy and charismato develop a great deal of school and community support for the program.The current implementor, a math teacher, has continued the level ofleadership established by her predecessor. The means by which she came tothe position is instructive to any consideration of how programs obtaineffective leaders. Because in Milwaukee teacher assignment and transfer arenot in the purview of school administrators, her assignment was essentiallycoincidental.

One of the key actors in the academies program in Philadelphia is theschool district's liaison, whose responsibilities include day-to-dayfunctioning of the program: advocacy within the district and in thebusiness community, program development, troubleshooting, and qualitycontrol. Both district and academy administrators pointed to this person'sleadership as a major factor in the ongoing success of the academies.Additionally, in its early years the program obtained important leadershipfrom a business executive whose company placed him on essentially permanentloan to the program. This arrangement facilitated the integral involvementof business in the program's operations and successes, a pattern that hasbeen maintained over the program's nearly 20 years of operation.
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Finally, the Woodland Cooperative in Staples, Minnesota, is
administered by a vocational educator who was formerly a vocational
agriculture teacher. The director of the Center has a solid grounding in
the community, great energy and creativity, and a personal vision of what an
effective secondary vocational cooperative should look. like. To some extent
a "one- person show," he is responsible for all aspects of the Center,
including hiring and supervision of staff; planning, development, and
evaluation; purchasing; liaison with the community and the governance
structures of six school districts; and tracking of state and national
legislation and trends relevant to vocational education. All this, and the
director knows virtually every adult and most students in the six
participating districts by name. Thus he has a particular flair for
marshalling the human and fiscal resources needed to support a high-quality
program.

This capability characterized each of the leaders described above. One
of their key accomplishments is this ability to obtain the resources
necessary to implement programs according to their visions of the role and
potential of vocational education for high school students. The principal
at Randolph won a grant to implement a new program. The support of the
business communities that flows to the academies in Philadelphia and the
computer magnet in Milwaukee is real, not token contribution of equipment or
supplies. Further, the integral involvement of business that the educators
have managed to achieve has infused a real- world., business view into the
problem-solving, resource allocaticn, and other responsibilities of the
educators.3 Thus even in an era of declining resources for education, the
administrators of effective schools and programs can find ways to access
what they need to ensure the viability of their programs.

It is evident from this discussion that the sources of leadership in
local secondary vocational education are in some ways serendipitous. Many
are from academic backgrounds, although there are excellent persons coming
from specific vocational education training and experience as well. Some
are from the business community. Some are trained as school administrators.
(others are veteran teacheri or spent their early career years in pursuits
only tangentially related to education. What they seem to share is a
-commitment to vocational education, which they believe, at its best, can
X2a for all sorts of students in all sorts of settings. They also share
the energy and flexibility to use their en/ironments effectively in ensuring
program quality. Finally, their personal dynamism snd charisma help to
engender the enthusiasm and commitment of teachers, students, parents, and
others engaged in one way or another in the educational process. An
important question relevant to the future of secondary vocational education
is whether there are enough such leaders to go around.

3 Even in the presence of dynamic leaders, however, community
characteristics may affect the level of resources available to support good
vocational education. For example, in Fridley. Minnesota, the graying of
the community and changing labor market have made resource acquisition
difficult; even for highly committed leaders. Thus to some extent
leadership must have a baseline of human and monetary resources to allocate
to the provision of high-quality programs
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It is obvious that the ultimate responsibility for ensuring the quality
of vocational courses rests with teachers. As would be expected in a study
that intentionally visited effective schools and programs, the teachers we
interviewed were articulate, committed, and able. What is perhaps somewhat
less predictable was our observation that many of them are particularly
sensitive to the totality of their students. The instructional environment
of vocational education, where teachers typically interact with students for
several periods a day, appears to foster relatively closer relationships
than are often thought to characterize high school student- teacher
interactions. Further, most of the teachers we observed assume a role that
more closely approximates a mentor-supervisor than a stereotypical teacher
role. Of necessity, students and instructors work closely in a hands-on
way, and good vocational teachers spend considerable effort on teaching and
modeling strategies for living as well as skills for working.

Many of these teachers display great commitment and energy. For
example, a food service instructor at the Randolph Center literally bubbles
over with the accomplishments of his students, ranging from promotions to
salad chef to acceptance in such major schools as the Culinary Institute of
America. The best of the teachers ve met, nearly all of whom were trained,
often to the master's level, in vocational education, have adopted a role in
which the school and the workplace coalesce. As noted above, they tend to
behave like line supervisors who are providing on-the-job training. At the
same time, they appear comfortable with the tools of education - -using the
classroom as an opportunity to teach academic and conceptual skills, to
improve students' communications skills, and to give advice about career
opportunities.

Many of them are clearly working hard to keep up. At Washington High
School in Milwaukee, the head of the industrial-technical education
department had spent nights and weekends learning to program a computer-
controlled milling center. At Randolph, an automotive teacher had recently
taken a course in repair of computer-controlled car engines. At Saul,
instructors have revised their eatcutting program to accommodate the
industry's move to prepackaging, and the Woodland Cov.ter in Staples,
Minnesota, has added desktop publishing and computer-ane.sted design to its
curricula.

At the same time, many of the teachers we interviewed are concerned
about the tenuous position of vocational education, particularly in the
context of school reform. On the one hand, they recognize the need for
school improvement, and they know that vocational education must change to
remain viable. On the other han4, they articulate their concern that
vocational education, which they view as an important component of a total
secondary program, will disappear from high schools. An instructor at
Washington High School echoed tha views of many of our respondents:

The vocational education programs that are foundering at the
secondary level are the traditional ones, and if a school is
implementing newer concepts. . the programs will do all right.
. . .Secondary vocational education has to adapt in order to survive.
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This and other schools we visited are implementing changes to make
traditional vocational education more relevant to their students, and in
many localities the teachers are playing a very active role in these
changes.

The quality and enthusiasm of the teachers in the vocational programs
we visited are particularly noteworthy given the fact that, in general,
program administrators do not have much hiring and firing authority. This
is particularly true in the urban districts, where teacher assignment is
governed by both union and school district policies and procedures.
Nevertheless, it was our observation that dynamic prolgams seem to h....a a
way of attracting, and retaining, capable personnel. At the Randolph
Center, for example, many of the teachers have been at the school since its
opening, and there have been very few requests for voluntary transfers.

Further, certain schools within large districts (like the Saul School)
seem to acquire reputations as "plum" assignments, and good teachers
reportedly tend to request assignment to those schools when enrollment
patterns or other factors require changes in school staffing. To a great
extent, the success of programs like the High School Academies is dependent
on the quality of the staff the program can attract. As that program has
grown, procedures for nether selection and subseouent in-service training
have gradually been formalizsd. When a new acadmsy is opening, or when an
established one needs staff, other teachers in the host high school are
given first priority. Seniority plays a major role in selection, but other
key criteria include ability to work as part of a team, capacity to be more
to students than just an instructor, and openness change. Thus even in
environments where school administrators lack direct hiring authority,
strong programs are able to influence staffing configurations and thus to
attract the quality of teachers needed to ensure program effectiveness.

5tudInt,gauumanc

The finding of the effective schools research that high expectations
for students and a high level of student engagement are important components
of successful schools appeared to be manifested at the schools we visited in
a very high level of attention to students' self-esteem. To a remarkable
extent, vocational teachers and administrators we interviewed focus on
students' personal development as a critical component in effective
vocational education at the secondary level. Their concern that students
learn what they were teaching, whether that was primarily occupationally
specific skills, attitudes and behaviors that would facilitate labor market
success, or information that would support dacisionmaking about posthigh
school educational and career paths, is expectable. However, ma4
(particularly urban) vocational educators agree that before direct
instructi,,n can take hold, a much more fundamental issue must be addressed.
In their experience, many of the students who enroll in vocational education
have very low self-esteem, often resulting from a history of limited success
in school in addition to personal and family problems. They tended to view
vocational education as a milieu in which these students could learn to
succeed, thus increasing their self-images and significantly increasing thz
likelihood that they would become productive nembers of society.
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One of the most pervasive mechanisms for increasing self-esteem is to
treat high school students as responsible adults, and to expect them to act
that way. Consistently across the schools we visited, instructors simulated
the workplace in their shops. They expected students to behave as adult
employees, and they themselves tended to assume the role of mentor-
supervisor. In this context students responded to behavioral expectations
by working in a quiet, orderly, engaged fashion, saving chit chat for breaks
and changes in classes. This strategy helped to create an atmosphere of
serious attention and commitment to the tasks at hand, and students received
positive reinforcement from their peers--and themselves--as well as from
instructors as they mastered their assignments.

Another key to increasing students' self-esteem, particularly in thiu
inner-city schools we visited, was the widespread use of cooperative
education. First, students are taught that they must meet certain academic
and behavioral standards in order to earn co-op placements. Co-op thus
becomes a privilege, and those who participate start with a sense of having
achieved something. Second, their on-the-job behavior (attendance,
punctuality, cooperativeness, dress, and demeanor) are monitored closely by
both co-op coordinators and employers, and they receive supportive
instruction both at the work place and in class. A communications
instruc or at Washington High School described the importance of co-op to
students in this way: "For some students, co-op is their only chance to
find a spot to be." He believes that co-op is very valuable, especially for
disadvantaged students, because such students often lack the self-esteem and
maturity to get and hold a job. For such students, co-op is virtually the
first time that they begin to see a tangible relationship between work and
school, between performance and having money.

Vocational education teachers are well positioned to support personal
development among their students. In many instructional configurations,
they spend more considerably more time with _their students than do academic
teachers, and they get to know them better. In some instances, they tend to
become counselors and advisors--often serving in some sense Sri loco parenqs
for their charges. At the Saul School in Philadelphia, for example,
vocational teachers work with students for large blocks of time, and in the
view of one instructor, "We may be the single most important adult in their
lives. . . .It's not unusual for us to talk to students about their families
and problems they have at home; because were interested in their future,
we're dealing with the whole child."

The High School Academies program in Philadelphia places particular
emphasis on the centrality of self - esteem. Students in the Health Academy
are frequently and strongly encouraged to aim high and to believe that they
can complete a high school program that will allow them to pursue further
education and a wide range of health-related occupations. The Business
Academies work on raising students' self-esteem by establishing highly
visible rewards for realistically achievable milestones. For example, two
months of successful on-the-job performance lead to membership in the Gold
Star Club. Academy sweatshirts, banners. keychains, and the like reinforce
the notion that participation in the program is 4 mink of distinction. All
of these strategies have a single goal. to convince inner-city youth that
they can compete and succeed.
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Concern for students' self-esteem was an impetus for a special
intensive counseling program developed by the guidance staff at the Randolph
Skills Center in Philadelphia. The program teaches students a variety of
survival skills. including how to manage money, how to arrange for child
support, insurance, and loans, hoc. to register to vote, and how to plan for
adult life. Additionally, the program helps to reinforce the knowledge and
behaviors students learn in their shops and co -op, all of which are intended
to instill the confidence that they can succeed in the labor market and in
other aspects of adulthood.

The importance of building self-esteem through vocational education
cannot be overemphasized. At its best, this aspect of quality vocational
education, in combinatf-41 with its other instructional objectives, can have
very important payoffa for individuals and society. As the principal of
Randolph commented, "secondary vocational education Nuk4 when a student
does not follow the welfare tradition of his family. To break this cycle,
we neer' good training for high-paying occupations; and we need to teach
students how to manage effectively, not only in their first job but in
future jobs as well." Key to this mission is to instill in students the
belief that they sin succeed. and the schools we visited are paying close
attention to the psychosocial capabilities students need to succeed as well
as to their conceptual and vocational skills. Perhaps this attention is one
of the key factors that distinguishes effective secondary vocational
education programs from those that are merely typical.

latiALisuutlati2ntansLixasuma

One of the characteristics of the schools we visited is the creativity
with which administrators use vocational education to attack some of the
endemic problems of secondary education generally and of vocational
education in particular. Two of the thorniest issues being confronted are
(1) the difficulties of providing appropriate educational options for
special needs populations, particularly educationally disadvantaged,
handicapped, and other at-risk groups, and (2) the legitimacy of secondary
vocational education, particularly or higher ability students who may more
appropriately spend their high school years preparing for college.

Many of the innovative steps being taken by vocational education appear
to be premised on two widespread beliefs. First is the frequently heard
claim that vocational education keeps students in school, offering an
applications - oriented approach to learning that many students, particularly
those with special needs, find more compatible char the theoretical
approaches that tend to characterize academic courses. Secondly, many
vocational educators believe that, given rapid changes in technology and in
the nation's labor market, vocational courses have a place in the secondary
education of all students, regardless of their later educational and career
plans.

Some of the programs we visited are by definition And mission special
programs that were developed to serve the needs of special populations
(particularly those with economic and educational disadvantages), while
others focus more specifically on attracting "nontraditional" students to
vocational education, which in this case means the higher ability students
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who often avoid vocational training in high school. Some schools are usingvocational education to do both.

In Philadelphia, for example, the idea for the High School Academiesprogram was conceived in 1969 by local educational and business leaders as astrategy to confront the city's educations) and employment problems that hadcontributed to the outbreak of violence in 1968. Originally targeted todisadvantaged students in inner-city high schools (a group that continues tobe the focus of many of the academies), the program offered studentsvocational training and jobs to capture and sustain their interest incompleting high school. The efficacy of the program's philosophy isreflected in its high student retention and completion rates, as well as inits continued growth since its inception. Further, based on a belief in thepotential of the model for all students, in the past few years the districthas successfully broadened the program's scope to target higher abilitystudents. The two new stealth Academies, for example, are attractingstudents who aspire to college and professional careers, and for many of thestudents, these aspirations are thought to be realistic.

Similarly, Philadelphia's Randolph Skills Center has recentlyestablished a new program that is offering high tech training in an attemptto attract higher achieving students to vocational education, and theComputer Specialty Program at Washington High School in Milwaukee has muchthe same goal, in addition to its use as a magnet program to facilitateretie_ balance at the school. The Saul School has traditionally attractedlargely college-bound students, who, along with their parents, have viewedthe school's small size and orderly and safe environment as a good choice.All of these programs are popular with students; most have at least twoapplicants for each available slot, and they are apparently succeeding atsending their graduates on to postsecondary institutions.

At the same time, virtually all the schools we visited are using
vocational education as a learning environment for special needs students.The Woodland Center in Minnesota operates an alternative center to attract
disadvantaged and handicapped dropouts back to school. The Randolph Centerin Philadelphia, 28 percent of whose students are handicapped, providessupport services for all special education students as well as special
programs for its more severely handicapped students and has an extended dayprogram for limited English proficient students. As noted above, several ofPhiladelphia's academy programs specifically target academically deprivedstudents, with retention and graduation as major program goals.

Perhaps most striking in its implementation of vocational programs forspecial needs students is Washington High School in Milwaukee, where SSpercent of the student body is economically disadvantaged and a high
proportion have educational deficits. The school has made a major
commitment to cooperative education, which instructors and administratorsclearly view as a dropout prevention strategy for at-risk students. Thesuccess they have experienced with this strategy has led them to implement anew pre-co-op program for some of the school's most highly at-risk students,and while the program only started this year, officials are optimistic aboutits likely effects. Additionally, the department of industrial-technical
education offers a bilingual vocational course in manufacturing to limitedEnglish Asian students. Finslly, the school overall enrolls a large number



of special education students, and many of them are succeeding, with theassistance of supportive services, in the school's Computer Specialtymagnet.

In effect, then, one of the components of the vocational educationschools and programs we visited is the use of vocationally oriented coursesto address the particular educational requirements of special needs
secondary students. Vocational education is viewed as an appropriate"medium" in which to attack these students' special educational problems.Co-op jobs help to keep students in school; combined with high behavioral
expectations and intensive remediation, they can turn some disaffected
students around. Special education students are taking regular vocational
education classes and receiving the support they need to succeed. Specialcurricula are being implemented for students whose English proficiency islimited or whose educational deficits are severe. In the schools wevisited, these types of prcirams were reported to play an important role inthe schools' educationAl offerings for all students, and most of our
respondents commented that such courses are integral to their overall
vocational offerings.

Cme re ive Education

As noted throughout this distussion, most of the vocational educatorswe interviewed identified a strong cooperative education program as a key
component in effective vocational education at the high school level. Whilethere is some variation in the organization of co-op across districts, ingeneral co-op programs include a part-time job (typically 20 hours per week)accompanied by a classroom component during which students focus on
employability skills, work on job-related activities such as maintaining
records of earnings or completing income tax forms, discuss methods ofdealing with job-related problems, and the like. Employers of co-op
students must agree to complete periodic evaluations of students'
performance and contribute input to student grades for the course. Studentsreceive credit toward graduation for 0--op; thus they are receiving credit
for working as well as for co-op clas. As with scheduling, the amount ofcredit allowed for co-op varies. In many localities, participation
restricted to the senior year, although in some districts students canenroll in co-op as either juniors or seniors, and some schools permit
students to take co-op for two years.

The objectives of co-op follow those of vocational education generally.At the Randolph Center, for example, students take co-op in their field of
training (e.g., dental assisting, culinary arts) and thus it is an integral
part of their occupationally specific vocational program. While the HighSchool Academies do not cell their junior and senior-year job placements
'co-op," the intent is the same. Elsewhere, as st Washington High inMilwaukee or Fridley in Minnesota, co-op is primarily exploratory in nature,with the objective to orient students to the world of vork rather than toprepare them for a job in a specific occupation. In either case, however,
an important objective is to inculcate appropriate job behaviors. In somesense, then, co-op is "transitional." Students are working at real jobs,but they are sore closely supervised than they would be in the "real world,"and they have access to more support both on the job and at school.
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Employers monitor their progress; the co-op coordinator visits the workplace
several times a semester; and students can discuss specific work-related
issues in class. Thus co-op, by virtue of being both a job and an
educational experience, provides students with a head start into the labor
force and, if it works as intended, facilirstea their transition to
adulthood.

Virtually all the study's respondents expressed very strong support for
co-op.4 In fact, in the view of many teachers and administrators, one of
the chief disadvantages of increased high school graduation requirements is
that many students no longer have time in their schedules to participate in
co-op, which requires that most regular courses be completed before the
beginning of the senior year.

Perhaps one of the most important benefits of co-op is its contribution
to student self-confidence and self - esteem. First, most schools require
students to have met certain milestones in order to be eligible for co-op.
At Randolph, for example, they must have achieved a IS average in their
vocational courses, and at Washington High they must have completed their
basic graduation requirements. Thus co-op is something to be earned, and
students begin their participation with a feeling of having achieved some
level of personal competence in school. Perhaps more important in the view
of many teachers and administrators, is the fact that for many students co-
op is their first real experience of success in the adult world. They are
treated like adults and expected to act accordingly; as one instructor
pointed out, many students find that they can succeed, thus gaining the
self-esteem and confidence that will facilitate their movement from the
somewhat protected environment of school into the labor market. Finally,
for many students the co-op job is their first experience of earning money
and due having access to discretionary funds that many of their classmates
take for granted. All of these factors are extremely important,
particularly for economically and educationally disadvantaged students who
have experienced considerable failure and frustration in their lives.

Outcomes of Effective Vocational Education

The schools we visited do not routinely track the postgraduation
employment or educational experiences of their students except as a part of
periodic district or state-required follow-up studies. Thus, to the extent
that a state, such as Minnesota, conducts follow-up studies in conjunction
with evaluation or monitoring activities, some longitudinal information on
student outcomes may be available. Additionally, in some localities,
attempts are made to determine immediate postschool outcomes, including

4Localities that do not have an adequate supply of jobs to support co-
op programs also recognize its benefits. Schools in such areas often
suhetitute either simulated work in the school setting or unpaid volunteer
work (such as in daycare centers, nursing homes, etc., depending on student
interest and capabilities) for actual co-op. Some of the rural communities
in Minnesota, for example, use these alternatives to co-op because of the
limited availability of suitable co-op jobs for high school students.
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enrollment in postsecondary institutions or job placement. Elsewhere.however, outcome information tends to be primarily anecdotal in nature,basod on students' statements of postschool plans, the reports of parents,or teachers who try to keep up with graduates rather than on systematic
information collection activities.

Postgraduate surveys are expensive, and school administrators claimthat they lack the resources to perform systematic follow-up of program
completer.. Ynless a district or state provides resources (including
design, conduct, and analysis of information collected), schools are limitedin their capacity to investigate the extent to which participation invocational programs has a measurable payoff for students. This does not
mean, however, that school administrators fail to recognize the importanceof ongoing evaluation of their efforts. When asked about outcomes, bothschool and district administrators tend to point to what one might term
"intermediate" outcomes, including particularly school attendance and
retention rates, as measures of their programs' success.

Information we were able to obtain on these intermediate outcomes, aswell as on the traditional student outcomes of secondary vocational
education (i.e., postsecondary enrollments and job placements), are
presented in this section. As noted in the previous chapter, postsecondary
enrollments and job placements ore discussed in the context of the specific
goals of the programs and schools we visited.

israindinaiAncLgigirasaparAs.

When asked for evidence of the quality and effectiveness of their
vocational courses and programs, administrators often point to attendance as
an indicator of their success. In Philadelphia, for example, the citywidehigh school average daily attendance is 67 percent. In each of the three
schools we visited, however, attendance is considerably higher. At
Randolph, daily attendance runs between 83 and 85 percent. The High School
Academies have an overall attendance rate of 91 percent; the Business
Academies report 95 percent, and the Health Academy at Overbrook High School
has achieved 96 percent. The Saul School reports an average daily
attendance of 96 percent. The Academies and Saul also achieve much higher
student retention than characterizes other high schools in the district.
'Mile the official annual districtwide dropout rate in Philadelphia is 9.8
percent, the Academies retain 99 percent of their students. Ninety-one
percent of Academy students graduate (versus 77 percent districtwide).Saul's graduation rate is approximately 90 percent.'

handolph's dropout rate is somewhat higher than that reported by the
Academies and Saulbetween 10 and 12 percent. School administrators
commented, however, that not all of these students actually leave school.
Because of the Center's week-about schedule, students who are doing poorly
in their academic programs may have to drop their vocetiorll education in
order to complete their academic, graduation requirements. Further, the
Center has a very high proportion (28 percent) of special education
students; dropout rates among these students tend to be higher.
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As a comprehensive high school, Washington High in Milwaukee does notkeep separate attendance records for students enrolled in vocationaleducation. The school's overall attendance averages 82 percent, and one ofthe specific goals of the school's improvement activities is to increasethat rate. The dropout rate, which runs 10 to 12 percent per year, is alsoa focus of school improvement activities. One of the strategies currentlybeing tried to improve these statistics is the previously mentioned pre-co-op program intended to keep highly at-risk students in school to graduation.
Thus vocational education is seen as integral to the school's efforts toretain and graduate students.

Additionally, regular cc-op coordiaators in several settings identifiedco-op as a critical component in dropout prevention. As one coordinator
commented, many students want to take co-op, and since they have to be ingood standing at school to participate, the program has a holding power oversuch students. While the evidence in this regard is largely anecdotal,
observations at the schools we visited suggest that vocational educationdoes work for some students in terms of sufficiently engaging their interestto keep them in school.

Overall, secondary schools in Minnesota report substantially lower
dropout rates than do the other schools we visited. In the communities
served by the Woodland Cooperative Center, for example, the annual dropout
rate averages two to three percent per year. Nevertheless, these
communities are using vocational education as a mechanism to attract
students back to school. An Alternative plucation Center, funded primarily
through state vocational education funds,° is attracting 60 to 70 percent ofthese dropouts back to school. Students spend four periods a day at theCenter, working on academic courses they need to graduate, employability
skills development, and activities designed to improve self-esteem. Theyspend the remainder of the school day in regular or vocational classes or inco-op. Thus the program, which combines academic, vocational, and "life
skills" components, is another example of an innovative use ,)f vocational
education curricula and resources whose effectiveness is measured by i
administrators in terms of student retention.

- 9 . DA

Much of the research on the effectiveness of secondary vocationaleducation focuses on the benefits that accrue to its participants. While
the chief benefit ''f job trainirl is obviously placement in a training-
related job with earnings potential that exceeds what would be expected in
the absence of training, because of the perceived ;talus of continued
education, enrollment in postsecondary education training is a1.so
considered legitimate outcome, particularly to the extent that students
enroll in fields related to their high school training. This a rigorous
determination of *effectiveness," or "exemplariness," should be based on
levels of achievement on one or both of these measures.

6Perkins funds for handicapped and disadvantaged students ware used to
purchase a computerized, individualized basic skills lackage and a teacher
aide for the 1986-87 school year.
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All of the schools vs visited cited one or both of theme variables as
important indicators, depending on their stated educational goals, of their
programs' effectiveness. However, none of the schools collects all the
information necessary to measure this achievement in any systematic way.
The schools that focus on job training (principally the Randolph Skills
Center Ind the Business Academy in Philadelphia) do have placement
information as yell as counts of postsecondary enrollments, but they tend
not to have information on the nature of job placements or on the
postsecondary programs that students enroll in. Further, although
enrollment in postsecondary vocational programs or in college academic
curricula is a principal goal for many of the programs we visited,7 few of
the schools have systematic information on the postsecondary enrollments of
their vocational graduates, and none has information on what the students
actually take (or whether they complete postsecondary school). Even so,
review of the data that are available from the schools we visited does
provide some insights into the postgraduation experiences of students who
have attended schools or programs that can, based on other evidence
discussed earlier in this chapter, be considered effective.

The principrl goal of the Randolph Canter is training of students for
immediate ent:' a the labor force. The school's success at achieving
this goal is s j_.ated by a high placement rate; according to a speech by
the Governor of Pennsylvania, the school placed nearly 80 percent of its
graduates in spring 1986, and the projected rate for 1987 was 82 percent.
The principal's target is $5 percent. Information on the training
relatedness of these placements was not available, however. The school also
sends a number of students to postsecondary education; students we talked
with were enrolling in chef's training schools, a proprietary aeronautics
program, and various four-year schools in fields related to their training.
The Philadelphia Business Academy, in one-year foll -up surveys of
graduates, reports that 86 percent of the 1984 grads cos were employed or in
postsecondary school; the figure for 1985 graduates was 87 percent. Among
1986 graduates, 43 percent were employed, 25 percent were enrolled in
postsecondary institutions, and only eight percent were unemployed (compared
with a national unemployment rate of 19 percent for youth overall and 40
percent foc black youth). Thus these schools are graduating students who
achieve at least initial success in the label. market.

Both the Computer Specialty Program at Washington High School in
Milwaukee and the Saul School in Philadelphia have an essentially dual
mission; that is, both stress enrollment in postsecondary institutions and
training-related job placements as acceptable alternatives for their
.Immil.

7In this regard, it is interesting that many of the vocational
education instructors we interviewed pointed out that the emphasis on
enrollment in postsecondary education can be deceiving; a more appropriate
measure of effectiveness for both academic and vocational students is
graduation from postsecondary programs, on which virtually no schools
apparently have good information. Perhaps somewhat defensively, vocational
educators tend to believe that their students would likely approximate the
experience of nonvocational high school graduates if postsecondary
completion rather than enrollment were used as a criterion of effectiveness.
This is an issue that probably needs more attention in future research.
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students and hence as appropriate measures of their programs' success.While the Computer Specialty does not maintain statistics on its graduates,teachers and administrators at Washington believe that the postsecondaryenrollment rate of program completer' is considerably higher than theschool's overall 35 to 40 percent. Tho -Iul School in Philadelphia sendsupwards of two-thirds8 of its graduates to postsecondary institutions; mostenter institutions where they can pursue fields related to the agriculturalsciences training they TOCSIN* at Saul (Pennsylvania State, Temple, DelawareValley State). The school's commitment to postsecondary enrollments isreflected by the policy of posting a list of all seniors who have beenaccepted to college.

The Health Academy at Overbrook High School in Philadelphia has as itsprimary goal to send students to further education or training. While thisacademy is too new to have graduated a class, a sister Healt.n Academy (atKing High School) sent 13 of the first 17 graduates to postsecondaryinstitutions; the other four students entered the military. In terms ofpostsecondary or later labor market success, it is too early to tell howthese new programs will fare.

The goal of postsecondary enrollment follows logically from the statedmission of secondary vocational education in Minnesota, which emphasizescareer exploration rather than skill training. Most of our respondentsagreed that while some of their students do acquire sufficient skills toenter thu labor force immediately after high school, their expectation isthat students will attend postsecondary institutions, with those who developspecific occupational interests as a result of their high school vocationalcourses likely to attend one of the state's well-regarded area vocational-technical institutes. Data available from the three schools we visitedsuggest that postsecondary enrolllent is consistently high among vocationaleducation participants.9

Of the 228 1985 graduates who had participated in vocational programsat the Wright Vocational Cooperative, findings of a one-year follow-upsurvey indicated th't 47 percent were enrolled in postsecondary institutions(institutional type vas not specified). Fort- three percent of those notenrolled were employed, as yore 25 percent of students enrolled in school.Only three percent were unemployed. At Fridley High School, 85 percent ofthe 264 responding graduates of the class of 1984 were attending some typeof postsecondary institution, and 75 percent were omployed.10 (It is

8This number is down somewhat from the postsecondary enrollment ratethe school formerly achieved. A study completed in the early 1980s reportedthat over 90 percent of the school's graduates went on to college.

9Secondary schools in Minnesota, based on st.tto encouragement orrequirement, routinely perform followup surveys of their graduates. TheWoodland Center, acting on the recommendation of a 1981 state evaluation,has conducted followup surveys of the classes of 1981 and 1985. FridleyHigh School undertakes a student followup survey every five years, and theWright Center also conducts such a survey in response to state requirements.

10This cohort included nonvocational as well as vocational students.



interesting that 47 percent of respondents reported having been in a general
program in high school). Forty-five percent were attending a college or
university; 13 percent, a community college; and 27 percent, a postsecondary
vocational school.

The Woodland Cooperative Center provided follow-up information on 1981
and 1985 graduates. Fifty-nine percent of 1981 graduates and lixty-three
percent of 1985 graduates were attending postsecondary institutions one year
after graduation. Thirty-one and 30 percent, respectively, were enrolled in
vocational schools; the remainder, in two or four-year colleges.
Additionally, three percent of 1981 graduates, and seven percent of 1985
graduates, were enlisted in the military, whirrs they would likely have been
engaged in vocational training. Five-year follow-up information on the 1981
graduates indicated that 20 percent of respondents were still in school,
while 69 percent were employed, and five percent were in the military. No
data were available, however, on the relationship between students' jobs and
the vocational education they received in either secondary or postsecondary
school.

As this discussion indicates, schools vary substantially on the extent
to which they attempt to track the job placement or postsecondary enrollment
patterns of their graduates. In four of the school:: we visited, data on
actual postsecondary enrollments were not available, although most schools
had some information on students' plans to attend school after graduation.
Even the schools in Minnesota that perform follow-up surveys do not obtain
information on the relationship between vocational training and job types or
types of postsecondary programs. The extent to which vocational courses pay
off for students in terms of employment or earnings cannot be determined.
Thus the ability of researchers to verify thus successes of these schools is
limited. Inferences regarding effectiveness must therefore rely on within-
school factors, like improved attendance and retention; reports of students,
teachers, guidance counselors, and administrators; and other types of
observational evidence (e.g., school climate, student morale) rather than on
*hare data.

Given the relative time and resources required to perform useful
follow-up surveys, it is unlikely that most high schools in the country,
absent special federal or state mandates or assistance, can be expected to
provide documentation of their successes. Thus a more promising approach to
determining the payoff of vocational education is probably the longitudinal
studies that such federal agencies as the Departments of Education and Labor
support. It is important, however, that such studies account for the
differences in philosophy and goals of vocational education in the many
school districts across the country. The outcomes tabulated should take
into account the educational goals intended.

Transportability of Effective Vocational Programs

An important issue in the context of school improvement is the extent
to which effective practices are transportable from one setting to another,
and thus,can serve as "models* for other chool sys-ems to adopt or adapt in
their efforts to ensure high-quality educational services. This issue is
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particularly relevant to secondary vocational education, which is currentlffacing the same challenges as academic education along with some that areunique to vocational programs. Given the multiplicity of factors thatcharacterize effective vocational education at the secondary level,
including particularly the leadership capabilities of individuals, thequality and commitment of teachers, and the need for programs to 'work"within idiosyncratic settings, the likelihood that effective vocational
programs can move from one place to another may be limited.

Nevertheless, some of our observations during the study suggest thatexemplary models and strategies of vocational education are susceptible toadoption or adaptation in other settings, particularly when those settingsshare some of the characteristics of the model program's context. First,transportability, or dissemination, is often thought of in a cross-sitesouse, but our observations in Philadelpnia and Milwaukee suggest that
"within-site' transfer of model programs is also a legitimate way to viewtransportability.

In Philadelphia, the High School Academies represent a model of
exemplary vocational education that was initially conceived and implementedon a small scale to attack a particular local problem but has subsequentlybeen refined and expanded throughout the sclool district, as well aselsewhere in the country. Thus while the first academies were configured toprovide occupationally specific skill training to highly at-risk youth, morerecent iterations of the model emphas :e broader career development goals,participation of lower risk youth, a high le.rel of integration o17 academicand vocational components, and a greater focus on preparation for
postsecondary education rather than immediate job placements. The
fundamental characteristics of the model have remained the same; all theacademies are organized alone a school-within-a-school structure, use blockrostering (in which students remain together throughout the school day),provide a high degree of structure for students, and retain a high level of
private-sector involvement. Each is also somewhat unique, reflecting theenvironment of the school in which it is located and other characteristicsrelevant to its specific occupatio al or career orientation.

Similar'', Milwaukee has implemented both magnet programs within
comprehensive high schools and magnet high schools throughout the city.Again, while each varies according to its environment, overall the
organization and philosophy of the programs constitute a model that theschool system has been able to implement across the schools in the city.

,Mors broadly, we also observed the more traditional transfer of models,or components of models, across sites. Perhaps the most stAking example,because of its apparent incongruity, is the presence of a specialtyvocational agricultural high school in etropolitan setting. The SaulHigh School of Agricultural Sciences in Philadelphia was the first suchendeavor, and in years past the apparent incongruity of cows, horses, andpastures in the city raised eyebrows. The strategy worked in Philadelphia,as the school's historically high attendance, graduation, postsecondary
enrollment, and job placement rates testify. Perhaps even more striking anindicator of this model's efficacy has been its popularity in the community:in years past, the school has had four applicants for each slot. Morerecently, since the city has established a number of other magnet programs
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and chools, the school's popularity has declined somewhat, but still has
two applicants per slot. Furthermore, a least two other large cities- -

Milwaukee and Chicago--have established vocational p,,,,ricultural high schools
in recent years, and expectations for thet.e schools. ..re high in both
communities.

When Philadelphia decided to establish area skill centers in the mid-
1970s, administrators visited other well-known centers around the country,
notably the Skyline Center in Dallas, and adapted some of the organizational
features of other centers. Additionally, Randolph adopted many of the
vocational curricula available from the Mid-America Vocational Curriculum
Consortium in Oklahoma. Thus while the school district did not precisely
replicate a model program from elsewhere, officials did acquire information
and materials from other sources to facilitate their establishment of a
highly effective area school that has continued to be an important component
of effective vocational education in Philadelphia.

Finally, the model of area vocational cooperative centers that groups
of small school districts have formed in Minnesota has permitted the
concentration of resources necessary to provide the type of exploratory
vocational education the state has adopted to students who otherwise would
likely-have had very limited access to vocational education at the secondary
level. This model of vocational education makes sense in the types of
settings In which it occurs, and although some of Minnesota's vocational
cooperatives have not survived, administrauors of those that have continue
to view this model as a useful strategy for rural communities in that state
and elsewhere.

These examples suggest that dissemination of effective programs and
practices in secondary vocational education is a reasonable strategy. Among
the characteristics that appear to maximize the likelihood of successful
implementation are the flexibility to adapt programs to local circumstances,
a willingness to make modifications over time in response to changing
conditions, careful and thoughtful planning by district and school
administrators, and a commitment to vocational education as an important
component in a district's overall secondary educational program.

Challenges to High School Vocational Education

Despite their success in providing quality vocational education, in
each of the schools and localities we visited, discussion of educational
challenges and problems quickly became a key theme. Some of these issues
are affecting public education in general and others are particularly
germane cv vocational training in late - century America. Unexpectedly, but
perhaps nut surprisingly, one of the most salient indicators of the
effectiveness of these schools and programs is their success in implementing
strategies to respond to the challenges of the times.



Kffeos_of the Academic Reform Moyealat

Allegations concerning the mediocrity of public education in thisdecade have led many states and local school disricts to adopt measures forimproving educational quality and student outcomes. Among the changes thathave been widely implemented are increased academic graduation requirements,competency tests that students must pass to graduate from high school, andincreasing attention to the appropriate role of vocational education andother electives in the academic preparation of high school youth. Ofparticular interest regarding vocational education's role is"whether
participation in vocational courses helps to reinforce students' academicachievement.

aistarasLAKILMUMinfiyausarjmra. Increased graduation
requirements and mandated basic skills tests, both of which are beingimplemented in many localities, have placed major constraints on the timestudents have available for vocational courses and other electives duringtheir high school years. These new requirements have posed challenges forvocational education in virtually all of the schools that we visited.Philadelphia, now state-mandated graduation requirements (called Chapter 5)have reduced the elective time available for students who want to enter avocational program; in many instances students have to postpone vocationaleducation until eleventh grade, and if they fail required academic courses,they say have to drop vocational education altogether. Thus, for example,cosmetology students at the Randolph Skills Center are often unable tocomplete the number of contact hours required for eligibility to take thestate licensing examination. To accommodate the needs of such students, theschool permits them to take classes as "postgraduates" after they havefinished high school. The Saul ,school in Philadelphia em7.1oys anotherstrategy, operating an extended day to enable its students to meet themandated graduation requirements and obtain enough credits to complete theirvocational programs.

In suburban Minneapolis, vocational educator: are trying, not entirelysqccessfully, to correct students' misperception that foreign language is anatsission requirement for the state university that precludes enrollment invocational classes. Industrial-education teachers at Washington High Schoolin Milwaukee have reorganized the content of their programs to offerstudents the opportunity to take vocational education within the constraintsof increased graduation requirements; part of this reorganization hasinvolved changing the Locus of these courses from occupationally specificskill traini.-4 to exploratory vocational education.

While increasing graduation requirements have reduced students' timefor electives, the problem becomes even more complex in districts that alsorequire students to pass competency tests in order to graduate. In
Milwaukee, students who have not passed reading and math competencies by theend of eighth grade must take competency classes in addition to their otherrequired high school courses, a requirement that further limits the timeavailable for vocational education and other electives. Concerned about theimpact of increased requirements on wet-risk" students and the survival ofvocational programs, teachers are developing creative vocational options totry to keep students in school and encourage them to work on academicachievement. For example, Washington High School has recently implemented a
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pre-co-op program for the most highly at-risk students that combines a paid
job with special individualized remsdiation intended to help students
fulfill graduation requirements. Additionally, regular co-op is used as a
"carrot* for increasing students' motivation to stay in school anal in good
academic standing.

on. The role of
vocational education in secondary students' overall educational experience
is also a specific issue that has emerged in the past decade. Of particular
interest is the extent to which vocational classes help to reinforce (or, in
some instances, remediate) basic academic skills. In addition to teaching
the vocational skills that constitute their official syllabus, are
vocational teachers contributing to the educational improvement objectives
of the academic reform movement by helping to ensure that their students
possess the basic academic skills thought critical to successful adult
functioning?

In the schools we visited, the answer to this question varies. At one
erd of the spectrum are the High School Academies in Philadelphia and the
Cr.reer Specialty program at Washington High in Milwaukee. Based on its goal
to make explicit to students the link between traditional academic
coursevork and career success, the academies program uses team teaching and
career-specific curriculum materials to achieve a high degree of integration
in academic and vocational instruction. Washington High s Computer Data
Processing program is highly integrated with the school's mathematics
department. The program's teachers are math teachers; there is an algebra
prerequisite; and the implementation of the program has been accompanied by
a striking level of integration of computer technology into nearly all
academic and vocational departments in the school. This integration is one
reflection of the principal's belief that basic skills instrumtion is the
responsibility of every teacher in the school The success of the school's
efforts at curricular integration is reflected in a recent evaluation of the
school's industrial education program: The use of basic and academic
skills was observed in several aims through writing, mathematical, and
computational skills.

In some cases vocational educators are attempting to attract brighter
students to vocational education by integratiqg academic and vocational
components. A new high tech electronics program recently initiated at
Randolph Skills Center in Philadelphia pairs the center with one
comprehensive public and one parochial high school. The progrim is
organised to ensure that students will have the academic training necessary
f:r success in the specialized vocational courses. Both components have
bean designed collaboratively by the vocational and academic faculty, who
lifer periodically to review st....dent progress and make any needed adjustments
in the program.

In other (and perhaps more typical) schools, there is limited evidence
of a conscious intent to thtroduce academic skills into vocational courses.
In the Woodland Cooperative in Minnesota, for example, students enrolling in
Machine Shop II may elect an eight-credit version of the course that
includes two periods a day of related math. Further, since no math or
science courses are required after the tenth grade in the cooperating high
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schools, vocational teachers in courses like electronics commented that theyroutinely review or introduce relevant academic topics in their classes.

On the other hand, even when vocational courses do include academic
components, school and district administrators do not always encouragestrong commitment to the strategy of infusion by legitimizing the academicstatus of vocational courses. For example, the director of the WrightVocational Cooperative Center in Buffalo, Minnesota, responding to increasedgraduation requirements in the participating school districts, has tried topersuade home schools to grant science and math credit for Bose of the,.".evter's more academically rigorous courses, such as electronics and medicaloccupations. After long discussions with the Center's governing board andapparent agreement, however, one local school administrator adamantly said,*I'm not going to Give more than one-quarter [academic) credit," even thoughthe courses in question are full-year courses.

While some vocational educators enthusiastically embrace the idea of
integrating academic and vocational instruction, others do not believe thatvocational programs, whose objectives are to train students for good entry-level jobs, can or should realistically

assume responsibility for teaching
students ,skills that they failed to easter in their first nine or 10 yearsin school.. Nor do they believe that it makes sense to deny students theopportuni:y to participate in vocational education because of poor academicskills. An administrator at the Randolph Skills Center in Philadelphiaoffered no following view, which acknowledges the complexity of the problemfor innercity youth in particular. He commented that students should lave'a good grounding in basic skills by the end of the ninth or tenth grade; ifthey do not, keeping them out of vocational education in their last twoyears is not likely to increase their academic achievement unless 'somethingradically different is done" in their academic courses. He and others atRandolph argue that, for such students, vocational education may keep themin school 4-4214 hence serve as a vehicle for at least obliquely exposing themto basic agademic skills as ''fey learn or review the'math and reading theyneed to pass their vvcationa. courses. A teacher a'.; Washington High, whoconcurred in this view, pointed out that vocational education cannot reallyteach students to read, although it can to some extent help if vocational
teachers are able to °camouflage" the academics within vocational. content.

It is likely that we observed relatively more infusion of academic
skills--end attention to this issue--in the schools we visited because oftheir overall high quality and innovativenesa. The issue of
vocational/academic program integration is complex. In some localities
vocational and academic teachers have very little regular communication;both groups concede that they "could do more" to ensure the integration ofstudents' academic and vocational experiences, but there is no great rush totake the Lnitiative. This lack of communication is most understandable in
settings *there academic and vocational components are in separate locations,
as they are in the shared-time centers we visited in Philadelphia andMinnesota. Even in a specialty vocational school like Saul, however, thereappears to be relatively little planned and deliberate infusion of academicsinto vocational courses or, for that matter, use of vocational subject
matter in academic instruction. The academic component is both literally
and metaphol-ically on one side of the boulevard, and the vocational ismostly on the other.
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While the organizational structure of vocational education may militate
against integration, the problem is likely a larger one than simply where
the buildings are located. There are clearly traditions, sagas, and
prejudices involved that make structural and programmatic changes difficult.
It is a challenge that many of the programs we vx:ited are attempting to
meet, but it is clear that more needs to be done if " ocational education is
to play a major role in students' academic progress in high school. The
fact is that coordination of disparate parts of the high school curriculum
is hard work, and progress in that direction may be a painstaking task. Our
impression is that integration of academic and vocational education is most
easily accomplished as part of a whole new "gestalt" approach to education,
such as Philadelphia's academies or Milwaukee's career specialty programs.

Declining Enrollments

In addition to the challenges posed by increasing graduation
requirements, competency tests, and other results of nationwide school
improvement efforts, vocational education programs are particularly hard hit
by the overall enrollment declines that have occurred in the post-baby boom
era. As with other challenges ro vocational education in late-century
America, the implications of--and local responses todeclining enrollments
are complex and variable.

At the most superficial level, increased &codeine requirements mean
declining enrollments for vocational education because many students do not
have time in their schedules to elect vocational courses. In Philadelphia,
for example, increased graduation requirements have meant that student: who
want to complete a vocational program at Randolph must find the time to
complete 25 credits, nine of which are in vocational education (versus the
21 required for graduation). To graduate from Saul, students must complete
29 Carnegie units. In both instances, students have to use virtually all
available electives, and then some to participate in vocational education.
Thus students who want vocational programs have to make sacrifices that
nonvocational students do not--longer school days, less time for other
elective courses like art or music, participation sports and other
extracurricular activities, and the like. (It is ironic that the vocational
students must spend more time in school to graduate than is required of
students on a traditional academic track.)

Factors other than increased attention to a sdamic curricula have
affected vocational enrollments as well. In Philadelphia and Milwaukee,
administrators commented that citywide implementation of magnet programs has
tended to draw students away from traditional vocational education, although
this trend does not necessarily mean an absolute decline in enrollments at
individual schools. For example, during the 1970s the Saul School had four
applicants for each available slot. By the time of our visit, that number
had declined to two applicants per slot. Declining overall enrollments in
combination with the district's ezdtablishment of a number of citywide magnet
programs were offered as explanations for the change. Inevitably Saul has
become less selective, and is gradually adjusting to the changing
characteristics of the students it enrolls. Nevertheless, Saul has not
faced (and probably will not face) the implications of not having enough
applicants to fill the slots available.
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In Milwaukee, the citywide system of magnet schools and programs tendsto draw students, particularly the brighter ones, away from "traditional*
vocational programs. An industrial-technical education instructor commentedthat in years past. some of the school's best students enrolled in hiscourses, but they no longer do so. As a result, that department offersfewer survey courses than it used to. FUrther, enrollments in homeeconomics have declined at Washington High, and the co-op programs in theseand other departments engage in active recruitment to obtain students. TheComputer Data Processing specialty, however, has 200 applicants for the 110slots available annually for black student' 11

While all of these factors affect the number of students enrolling invocational education, equally important is the absolute decline in the
number of high school students. In the case of Randolph and other shared-
time vocational schools such as the Wright Vocational Center in Minnesota,the home comprehensive high schools, faced with declining enrollments and
potential reductions in force, may actively discourage students from
enrolling in vocational courses or programs. Randolph's enrollment is downto about 800 students from a capacity of almost 1,500. According to avocational instructor at Wright, The high schools see us as a threat
because of declining enrollment. We're just one more place for their
students to go and not be in their classes."

In Fridley, Minnesota, a suburb of the twin cities, the school-agepopulation has declined by about 40 percent in the past 15 years. Thischange has had important implications for the district's school system, and
particularly for vocational education. Following the district's philosophyto provide for all its students' educational needs, the high school has thus
far managed to resist joining a vocational cooperative; the view is that
such alternatives as multidistrict centers or magnet programs will likely
result in a vocational *track' that will discourage the broadly based
participation in vocational education that the community her traditionallyvalued. On the other hand, vocational education in Fridley is shrinking.At least one program has been dropped; enrollment in several programs is
increasingly marginal and two departments have been reduced to a single
instructor. Thus the superintendent sees change, though regrettable, asinevitable if the district is to maintain the scope of offerings that
students--and parents--desire.

How are good schools responding? One way is to implement new programs
that students will want to take. e.g., the Randolph Center's new high techelectronics program. In addition to the objectives of attracting brighterstudents to vocational education and operating a joint program that will
improve the integration of academic and vocational components, the programhas incorporated an interesting strategy for combatting the effects of the
district's overall declining enrollments on vocational education. Rased onthe experience that the comprehensive high schools are discouraging theirstudents (especially brighter ones) from electing to attend the shared-time

11As one of the programs designed to improve racial balance in the
city's high schools, the computer specialty has 110 slots available for
black students and 110 available for students of other ethnicities in each
entering freshman class.
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Center beginning in the tenth grade, the program's designers have structured
the program such that interested students enroll in the paired comprehensive
high schools as ninth graders. This strategy is attracting students to the
comprehensive schools, which have their own enrollment problems, as well as
facilitating their enrollment at Randolph as tenth graders.

Similarly, the industrial-technical education department at Washington
High has established a Technology Resource Lab, which they believe will
attract even the computer specialty students to the school's basement to
learn about real-world applications of new technology. Further, the
department sponsors tours for elementary students and actively recruits
sight!. graders who may be interested in attending the school. Other schools
vs visited are also trying to attract students--some by offering
vocationally oriented dropout prevention programs, others by implementing
articulation agreements with postsecondary technical institutes, still
others by volunteering to establish special districtwide programs for
limited English proficient or special education students, One indication,
then, of the effectiveness of the schools we visited is the variety of
creative approaches they are using to attract students by offering rood
vocational education that will serve the needs of the full spectrum of
students in their districts.

Declining Rejources

All vocational education is expansive, and high-quality vocational
education, particularly in an era of very rapidly changing technology, is
especially so. To keep up, schools need expensive electronic equipment,
such as robots, state-of-the art computers, and other hardware. Even the
less highly technical programs need better equipment--most of the persons we
interviewed see little sense in teaching typing, even on IBM scilectrics,
when soon nearly all employers will be doing word processing exclusively on
some type of computer. Further, costs are in some ways independent of the
number of students who elect vocational education tnd therefore do not
proportionally decline with declining enrollments.L2 A district
administrator in Milwaukee, for example, pointed out that You need to
maintain an industrial arts laboratory the same whether it's used for two
sections of students or for ten."

Complicating the issue for districts that try to provide high - quality
vocational education is the reluctance of many administrators to commit what
often--in an overall district budget may seem an inordinate amount of
resources. (The computerized milling equipment at Washington High, for
example, cost $22,000--for a single piece of high tech equipment!) In this
connection, most of the persons we interviewed during our visits concurred
in the view one administrator, who commented that in vocational education,
particularly at the secondary level, It's hard to get rid of the 'lathe
mentality' where the expectation is that you buy piece of equipment and
it's good for 20 years."

120f course, the problem of limited resources is exacerbated by
declining enrollments, given that funds are typically allocated on the basis
of the number of students enrolled in vocational classes.
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Administrators are using a number of strategies to ensure the relevance
and effectiveness .f vocational programs in an era of declining resources.At the Randolph Center, for example, the principal applied for--and won--a
grant that enabled the Center to set up its high tech electronics program
that offers students a variety of specialties, including robotics,
electronic product repair, biomedical instrument repair, and computer
electronic technology. All of the academy programs in Philadelphia garner
significant private-sector funding, a total of approximately $800,000 inschool year 1985-86. These funds support the "extras' needed to operatti the
academies, including extra teachers, materials and applies, state-of-the-
art equipment, needed renovations, and the like.

Most of the persons we interviewed commented on the importance of
private-sector support that goes well beyond the donations of equipment that
have traditionally been the chief contributions of business and industry to
secondary vocational education. While such donations, particularly if the
equipment is new, are useful, dollars provide significantly more latitude
for program operations and enrichment than other types of support. The
computer specialty at Washington nigh is a case in point. in order to train
students who will be able to compete in the labor force, the program is
committed to state-of-the-art equipment. The school has recently purchased
an IBM System 36 with $40,000 raised over the past three years. The
program's "implementor" (a local title) is currently developing funding
documents for use in the business community as well as with school district
decisionmakers in a campaign to raise funds for a new VAX.

Creative organizational configurations are another strategy considered
by districts in their attempts to provide high-quality vocational education
with limited resources. A number of the small school districts in
Minnesota, for example, are members of vocational cooperatives, where
districts pool their resources in order to offer a broader range of
vocational programs than would be possible foi any individual district. The
superintendent in Fridley, Minnesota, is currently considering this
alternative, along with such others as a bond issue, as possible strategies
for maintaining the level and quality of vocational education to which his
district has always been committed.

Finally, for "special° purposes, districts make creative use of
available federal funds. Washington High is using Perkins disadvantaged
setaside funds to implement a new pre-co-op program for highly at-risk
students, and the vocational magnet programs at Washington and elsewhere inthe district were established with federal magnet funds. The Woodland
Cooperative in Minnesota used setaside funds to purchase computerized,
individualized basic skills package and teacher aide for its Alternative
Education Center, a dropout prevention program with a vocational component.
The Ewan's, Academies in Philadelphia use funds from the Neighborhood
Assistance Act to reimburse employers for 50 percent of the wages earned by
some of the program's co-op students.

In general, then, While declining resources represent an important
challenge to secondary vocational education, the programs we visited were,
by and large, meeting this challenge. The energy and creativity that
characterize the leadership of these programs and schools overall were being
directed toward solving the problem of ensuring the quality of the programs
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within the context of funding limitations. The schools and programs are
generally well equipped, and while students may have to share or even come
back after school for more *hands-on* time, these programs tended to have
the human and physical resources to accomplish their instructional
objectives.

Many of the vocational teachers and administrators we interviewed
during our visits mentioned stigma" as a factor that they often confront as
they attempt to attract students to vocational education. A cluster
coordinator at the Randolph Center, for example, commented that many of the
guidance cour lore at the city's comprehensive high schools stereotypically
view vocational education as ". . .dumb kids banging blockm together." Thusbright students are often actively discouraged from electing vocations'
education. This perception has been intensified in recent years as students
are encouraged to focus on college enrollment and as school systems have
defined school improvement in terms of more science, mathematics, and social
studies, largely to the exclusion of vocational education.

When brighter students are actively discouraged from electing
vocational education, students whose likelihood of being able to attend
college- -for academic or monetary reasonsis not high also tend to view
vocational education in a negative light. This 'spill-over' effect means
that some srac+..nts may end up with neither adequate basic academic skills
nor any orientation to employment. The chairperson of the English
Department at Washington High, who teaches both advanced placement English
and a Chapter 1 writing lab, commented on the implications of this
phenomenon.

In her view, echoed by many of our respondents, the displacement of
vocational education in high school is doing a disservice to many students.
Academic teachers tell students they must go to college in order to get a
good job end "be successful and important. Society has thus seriously
devalued blue collar jobs, and a. . .we need to let students know these jobs
are okay to do, so they won't just get caught up in a pattern of academic
failure and frustration." She believes that the stigma society has imposed
on things like plumbing, welding, and construction has led young people to
frown on vocational education and guidance counselors to "dump on it."

The principal of the Randolph Center in Philadelphia expressed the same
view. In the Center's early years, the feeder high schools saw it as a
dumping ground and tended to direct their lowest achieving, often
disaffected, students to the Center. The Center has strongly resisted
accepting students who they believe cannot succeed in their programs, and to
some extent the aptitude levels of their students have increased over time,
although according to administrators, the average achievement level of
students at Randolph is still betv%...n the 30th and 35th percentiles.

Even in Minnesota, which has a strong tradition of vocational oducatioh
at the secondary level, stigma is an issue that administrators and teachers
must face. In Fridley, for example, vocational educators are bitter about
what they see as the elitism of national reports like Liati2ILASAlik. One
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vocational coordinator commented that the worst thing in education rightnow is the message out of Washington that we should totally eliminate
vocational education." The local implications of these trends are striking,as other institutions, families, and the public tend to 'buy into' theargument that stronger academics are the sole solution to all the nation'sproblems. For example, Fridley officials say, surveys of employers keepharping on their desire for employees with good basic skills. The schoolsrespond by raising academic requirements, but the reality Ls that withoutsome job-related skills, you can't even get an interview." Thus in Fridleyas elsewhere, officials from the superintendent on down are actively tryingto "break down the stereotypes" that plague vocational education. Amongtheir strategies are more frequent interactions with parents to change the"birdhouse" image of vocational education.

The schools we visited actively fight stigma - -by recruiting students,by implementing now programs and designing new courses that they believewill prepare students for the i cure, by devising mechanises to involve
parents more extensively in their students' education. These strategies arebased on a consistent belief in the efficacy of vocational education for'urge numbers of students. Administrators at Randolph, for example, believeart high-quality, occupationally specific vocational education is a
pauticularly important component of the overall educational offerings oflarge metropolitan school systems, where a significant proportion of
secondary students will not at least immediatelycontinue their educationpast high school. Administrators responsible for the Health Academy inPhiladelphia and the Computer Specialty in Milwaukee believe that
vocationally oriented curricula can be an effective vehicle for imparting
academic and cognitive skills, for helping students to decide on careerpaths, and for preparing them to enter the labor market. They apply a
substantial amount of personal and professional energy to making their
programs sufficiently attractive to engage students and thus to accomplishthese goals.

Similarly, staff and administrators in Milwaukee perceive vocationaltraining as an important'component of their district's secondary education.The Business Education Department at Washington High operates a lab in
conjunction with the computer specialty, thus orienting students to "hightech" aspects of business occupations, which have potentially high payoff inthe labor-market. The district as a whole has made vocational education animportant component in its citywide magnet initiative.

Finally, in what might be called a "new generation" of vocational
education, exemplified in the High School Academies, Randolph's high tech
curriculum, and Washington High's Computer Specialty, administrators and
teachers, recognizing the utility of high-quality vocational training formany types of students, are fighting stigma by implementing programa that
can expand options for students by preparing them for both postsecondary
enrollment and good entry-level jobs with the potential for career
advancement. Given the currant tendency of students to work and attendschool at the same time, these types of programs may be a good answer to the"banging blocks together" stigma attached to secondary vocational educationin many localities as well as a means to encourage students to pursue
vocational programs in high school and beyond. In summary, then, perhaps
the best defense instinct the current stigma attached to secohdary vocational
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education is high-quality programs that good students dill want to take.
The schools we visited are working to ensure that the curricula they offer
students meet the educational needs of all the students in their schools:
they are attracting a relatively heterogeneous population that includes
college-bound as well as noncollege-bound youth to courses in such diverse
fields as automotive technology, food service, and agricultural sciences.

13211fliczLajj,hgatzking_tat

In the schools vs visited, there is not such sense of a federal
"presence;* the funding and other aspects of the Perkins Act tend to have
more influence at the district level, where administrators are responsible
for allocating federal along with other funds and are responsible for
implementing other provisions of federal statutes. Additionally, in states
like Minnesota, most of the funding that flows from Perkins goes into
postsecondary rather than secondary vocational education, a state policy
that further reduces local sensitivity to the federal role in vocational
education at the secondary level.

There are, however, some exceptions, and the funding and other
provisions of Perkins sometimes present opportunities for local districts
and schools and sometimes constitute chelenges that they must address.
Milwaukee, for example, has used Perkins disadvantaged setaside funds to
start a special pre-co-op program for SOME of the city's most highly at-risk
students. At the same time, district and school officials indicated that
new restrictions on program improvement funds have had deleterious effects
on other initiatives they are attempting. Specifically, Washington High is
trying to implement a full-scale co-op component for the computer specialty
program. They have been informed that since the school already has co-op
(it industrial-technical education, business, marketing, and home economics-
related occupations), Perkins funds cannot be used to implement the program.
Further, tLe view of officials we interviewed is that the requirements on
program improvement funds are too restrictive ,generally. Effective
implementation and modification of a new program may take several years to
accomplish, and such programs should be "given a chance" to mature before
they must acquire other funding.

Whether because of Perkins or its predecessor, the 'equity" provisions
of federal vocational education statutes by and large appear to hs-.re
facilitated needed services for special needs populations, although more so
for handicapped, limited English proficient, and disadvantaged students than
in the area of sex equity. At the Randolph Center, for example, we observed
a relatively striking level of mainstreaming of special education students.
Nenty-eight percent of the Center's student population is special education
students, with Perkins setaside funds used to support "Shop Training
Assistants' who work with students to ensure that they keep up in their
vocational courses. Additionally, in response to recent federal



initiatives, that school is implementing strategies to integrate severely
handicapped students within the school's environment.13

In Minnesota, Perkins funds provide .;oecial services for handicapped
students, such as a vocational transition program for both handicapped and
disadvantaged students, which emphasizes a "fundamental careers curriculum"
including employability training and life survival skills instruction. The
Wright Cooperative Center in Buffalo offers a special orientation and
assessment program to help special education students, decide about enrollingin vocational courses. Additionally, two of the schools we visited
(Washington High and the Randolph Center) have implemented programs for
limited English students, the former in machine shop and the latter in
cosmetology.

On the other hand, even in exemplary schools, and even when
administrators have apparently made a uerious commitment, it would appe
that more than the current level of federal encouragement will be required
to achieve sax equity in secondary vocational education. As our interviews
suggest, however, it is possible that sex equity initiatives need to be more
broadly focused than primarily at vocational educators. Although to some
extent self-serving, many vocational educators are probably accurate when
they identify parents, the students themselves, and particularly
nonvocational guidance counselors and other school faculty as sharing
responsibility for lack of progress in nontraditional enrollments in
vocational education.

As the experience of the Woodland Cooperative Center in Staples,
Minnesota, demonstrates, the issue of sex equity is very complex. A 1981
evaluation that assessed the issue of sex role stereotyping reported the
following:

Progress is being made to assure that sex bias and sex-role
stereotyping are being eliminated from center vocational programs.
Interviews with seven staff members indicate that many students ara
aware of the opportunities for them in "nontraditional" vocatl,:nal
courses. Information has been given to students to !morsel:4s their
awareness of career opportunities available to them. Some classes
cover career opportunities within the curriculum. Enrollment figures
indica,e that traditionally "male and female" programs have
nontraditional students in almost all of the vocational classes.

The progress in this area made at the Canter is evident in the fact that
one-third of the students enrolled in model office are male, and accounting
is evenly divided between males and females. Further, two of the officers
in the FFA are female. On the other hand, the building trades and machine
shop enroll males alm.)st exclusively, and child care and health occupations
enroll mostly females.

130n the other hand, the District Executive Director of Career and
Vocational. Education reported that the matching requirements of Perkins had
cawed the district to lose a large amount -f funds under the setaside for
disadvantaged studelitl.
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The problem is similar at the Wright Center in Buffalo, Minnesota.

Medical occupations, child care, and model store enroll mainly females,

while electronics, machine shop, and auto mechanics enroll mainly males.

Vocational instructors described the reasons: *Students say that

'electronics is for boys' and its hard to get beyond that stereotype.* The

child care instructor noted that a boy who takes child care "needs to be

real brave. . .because he will get teased." Further, home school staff can

be responsible for promoting sex stereotyping in vocational courses.

According to this teacher, "Once a counselor talked a boy out of [child

care]. I was very upset. The students do a lot of stereotyping on their

own. We don't need to add to it.*

At the Randolph Center in Philadelphia, we heard similar views. One

respondent commented that sex stereotyping is largely parent.11y determined,

and the school can do little to change these attitudes. Even nudants who

want to enter nontraditional fields are discouraged or forbidden, primarily

by parents but also by advisors st their home schools. For example, one

girl who wanted to attend landol0 to become a plumber was told by her home

school counselor that it was against the law :for girls to be plumbers; she

remained at her home school in the business program.

Even so, as the Woodland evaluation and the experience of Randolph

illustrate, some progress is being made. Twenty-two percent of the female

students at Randolph are enrolled in traditionally *male* occupations, with

five concentrating in welding (perhaps in part because one of the welding

instructors is female) and 12 in biomedical electronics. There are nine

females in the electrical program and nine in telecommunications. (On the

other hand, the proportion of nontraditional enrollments among male students

is much lower--only three percent.) Perhaps greater attention to the

attitudes of school personnel other than vocational educators, along with

active wurk with parents and the student* themselves, is needed to increase

the relatively modest accomplishments we observed in the area of sex equity.

Summary and Conclusions

The purpose of our study was to identify and describe some

characteristics of effective secondary vocational education, as well as to

examine issues of evaluability and transportability. While the programs we

visited were not necessarily uniformly exemplary, each provided insights

into the provision of effective vocational education in a variety of

settings and for a variety of students. Among the chief characteristics of

the programs that appear to faster program effectiveness were the following:

o Clear and uniform understanding among administrators, teachers,

parents, and students concerning the chief goals of secondary

vocational education in a particular setting

o Cons:Astent attention to thd development of student self-esteem

o Strong program or school
creativity, flexibility,
an appropriate component

leadership, which is characterized by

and commitment to vocational education as

of secondary education
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o Inclusion of employability skills development as an integral
component of vocational curricula

o Presence of a cooperative education component that providei
students with support as they make the transition from school to
work

o Implementation of strategies to address the problems of special
needs students, including students who are handicapped,
economically or educationally disadvantaged, limited English
proficient, or disaffected

In terms of program evaluation, the availab!iity of student outcome
data is very limited. Thus the postsecondary of later labor market payoffs
of participation in secondary vocational training are unclear. At the same
time, schools do track and can document some intermediate program outcomes,
including particularly increased student attendance, retention, and
graduation rates. Systematic and reliable evaluation of participant
outcomes will likely require well-plannod (and probably costly) national or
state-level longitudinal studies.

There is some evidence that effective practices can be transported from
one place to another. The academies program in Philadelphia, for example,
has been widely adopted or adapted both within and beyond that city. The
vocational cooperative model in Minnesota seems eminently replicable i.
other rural school districts. Owing at least in part to the well-known
effectiveness of the Saul School in Philadelphia, at least two other cities
(Chicago and Milwaukee) have established urban agricultural specialty high
schools in recent years. These observations suggest that, with appropriate
local adaptation, an effective vocational program in one setting can in fact
be reproduced in other localities.

Despite their effectiveness, every program we visited was having to
cope with the problems and challenges facing all of public education in the
late 1980s. Among these challenges were:

o Declining enrollments and resources

o Continuing stigma attached to student participation in high school
vocational education, particularly in a decade where national
attention has been focused primarily on academic improvement and
reform

a Continuing difficulty in overcoming sex .stereotyping

Declining time within student schedules t* elect vocational
courses, in the face of increasing graduation and comr.stency
requirements

Within these problems and challenges, however, vocational educators in
man!, localities are designing and implementing a new generation" of
vocational education programs that pay more attention to the integration of
academic and vocational instruction. For example, the High School Health
Academies in Philadelphia, the Randolph Center's high tech program operated
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in collaboration with two nearby comprehensive high schools, and Milwaukee's
Computer Specialty program all involve a high degree of collaboration
between academic and vocational instructors. Further, they focus more
directly than "traditional" vocational education on expanding career options
for participating students, particularly in their specific emphasis on
preparing students for enrollment in postsecondary institutions of all
rypes. While the scope of our study was very limited, the fact that we
found such programs as those in several settings suggests that rather than
abandoning vocational education, school districts may be using its strengths
in the context of broader educational improvement efforts.

r
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III, VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN
COMPREHENSIVE HIGH SCHOOLS

A large proportion of the vocational education taken by the nation's
high school students is delivered in comprehensive high schools--the
"typical" secondary school where students take their academic courses as
well as some or all of the vocational education that is available to them in
their home communities. Most comprehensive high schools offer at least some
vocational education, including business and office education (typing,
accounting, and the like), hove economics, industrial arts (or "shop," as it
is typically called), and marketing and distribution.

In some localities, comprehensive high schools offer a full range of
occupationally specific vocational programs. More often, however,
comprehensive high schools offer vocational education that is essentially
"exploratory" in naturedesigned to introduce students to a variety of
potential careers rather than to train them for a job immediately following
graduation. In these circumstances, secondary students who want vocational
7rograms rather than an introductory course or two go to an area vocational
center or a vocational high school for the vocational courses they elect.

In comprehensive high schools and other settings, a number of changes
in recent years have had important implications for the delivery of
secondary vocational education, including:

o declining enrollments

o increased graduation and competency requirements that limit the
time students have available for electives, including vocational
education

o shrinking education budgets

o declining popularity of vocational education, as students are
encouraged to prepare for entry into postsecondary education

In response to these and other factors, school districts are adapting
their delivery of vocational education in comprehensive high schools in
different ways. Washington High School in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, for
example, has implemented a vocationally oriented program in an effort to
attract students from all over the city. As part of the district's citywide
magnet programs that were first developed to achieve desegregation goals,
the school operates a "career specialty program" in computer data
processing, in addition to courses in "traditional" vocational education.
The first case study in this section describes both of these types of
vocational education at Washington High.

The second case study in the section describes a different response to
changing circumstances in public education. Fridley High School in Fridley,



Minnesota, is struggling to maintain the full range of high-quality
exploratory vocational programs on which it has prided itself for three
decades. The only high school in a relatively small school district,
Fridley illustrates some of the difficult problems and decisions facing
countless suburban school districts across the country.



Washington High School
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Nancy E. Adeliman
Becky J. Hareard

I. Overview

The Setting

The line for first lunch is long--but not as long as it used to be, we
are told. Students tile through a door, inserting a bar-coded plastic
identification card into a "reader." The machine responds with a green
light if it is the student's correct lunch period and scans the card for a
code indicating the payment required when a lunch is served. Sine this is
a closed campus and the cafeteria is the only show in town for over 1,600
hungry adolescents, and since nearly 56 percent of the students are eligible
for free or reduced price lunches, any labor-saving improvement in account-
ing procedures is a welcome relief for the lunchroom staff. In fact, the
system might well catch on in school cafeterias across the country.

That's what a major computer company thought when the coordinator of
Washington High School's Computer Data Processing Career Specialty Program
broached a unique idea.' If the company would provide a machine to read the
cards, students in the computer specialty would develop a computer program
and specifications to streamline the transfer of food service information
between the school and district's coatral office computer. The computer
company liked the idea and designed a machine especially for the purpose.
Washington computer students modified the existing system and are gradually
working the bugs out of it. They are rightfully proud of their accomplish-
ment and grateful to the faculty for trusting their capabilities. As the
President of the Student Government put it, "They [the faculty] let U.S think
about the problems and work on them even if they could solve them faster."

A sense of pride.-both personal and in the school - -is an important goal
at Washington High School. Of its 1,670 students, 40 percent score in the
lowest three stanines on achievement tests in reading and math. The overall
grads point average for the school is 1.7 out of a possible 4.0. The tenth
grade, as a body, fail"' nearly one-third of their classes last year There
were 55 suspensions ft. eery 100 ninth graders enrolled. In short, it is
an inner city high school with many at-risk students. It is not, however, a
school that has given up. The star in its crown is the Computer Data
Processing program, but it is working successfully on many fronts to become
a school that students from its own neighborhood and from all over the city
choose to attend.

1Milvaukee has a clustet of magnet programs, designed to help :pools
achieve racial balance. Called "Career Specialty Programs," they axe
described in detail in Section III of this case study..



Within the broader context of the school system's philosophy and goals
of education, which are outlined in a subsequent section of this case study,
Washington High School has developed statements that reflect particular
areas of emphasis, given its setting and its students. Selected statements
are quoted below:

o Communication and cooperation with parents and community members
are a foundation in efforts to improve educational opportunities
for Washington High School students. Role models from the
community are vital resources to the growth of our studericc.s.

o The teaching of reading, writing and math, in the content areas by
all teachers, is essential to the development of basic competen-
cies for our many skill hanaizapped students.

o The continuation of curriculum that is widely varied in both
depth of instruction and variety of opportunities is essential.
Wherever possible, computer technology should be incorporated into
the instructional process.

Because many students have long histories of school failure,
school procedures and teacher classroom policies emphasize
provision of opportunities for successful learning experiences.

o We must struggle to maintain a warm, friendly, and o....ciered
atmosphere that provides students and staff with a feeling of
personal security even though many students suffer from the lack
of such an environment in their daily lives and sometimes threaten
the atmosphere in school.

o Our strengths, whether curriculum such as the data processing
specialty, or our co-curriculum such as our basketball team or
math track team, must be emphasized to develop the positive self-
image vital to both the individual student and to the institution.

2Sh12.01 CUmatl

Washington High School sits on a broad, four-lane boulevard with a
grassy median strip. With its athletic fields, it covers a city block and
is the largest school building in the school system. The "old main" section
of the school opened in 1924; the most recent addition is a gym and 25 meter
swimming pool completed in 1985.

At mid-morning on a brisk fall day there is relatively little vehicular
traffic on the boulevard and virtually no pedestrian traffic on the
sidewalks in front of the school. We enter the school through an unlocked
main door and are directed to the second floor office by a pleasant hall
monitor who has been told to expect us and assigns a student guide to show
us the way.

111-4
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While there is no sense that Washington High is a fortress under seige,
it is clearly a tightly buttoned-down school. Five nonuniformed security
guards are on the premises during the school day with a mandate to patrol
the hallways, prevent fights, and generally establish an adult presence.
They keep in touch with walkie-talkies. In addition, certain teachers are
assigned as hall supervisors during class periods, with instructions to
patrol stairwells, check lavatozles, and query all students moving about.
All teachers are expected to monitor the corridor in front of their own
rooms between classes.

The student disciplinary code is uncompromising: students are
suspended for infractions ranging from smoking to loitering to abusive
language. More serious offenses (drugs, assault, weapons, vandalism) result
in suspension and involvement of the Central Office. Suspension is not just
a threat. One of Washington High's objectives under its Effective Schools
plan is to reduce the number of suspenxions, per 100 students, from 55 to 49
for freshmen, from 40 to 35 for sophomores, and from 24 to 22 for juniors.
This is a penalty that is frequently invoked.

In spite of--or perhaps because of--the very structured environment,
Washington High School is on the upswing after a difficult period. In the
thirties, forties, fifties, and much of the sixties, Washington was the
premiere high school in the city and probably in the state. The school
served the highly motivated, academically inclined students of a principally
Jewish neighborhood. Graduates from that period include former Governor Lee
Dreyfus and actor Gene Wilder as well as a multitude of doctors, dentists,
lawyers, and businessmen.

By the early seventies, Washington High had changed significantly, in
large part due to the redrawing of school attendance boundaries. An
increasing black enrollment led to nearly inevitable racial clashes chat
spilled out of the school grounds and into the surrounding streets and
alleys. A series of violent incidents and attendant negative media
publicity tarnished the school's image badly. A current student says,

Washington's biggest problem is the old rumors that still circulate
about how bad the school is. The school got its bad reputation from
the 'troubles' that occurred back in the 1960s and we have never been
able to shake it. People say if you go to Washington, don't show your
face in the lunchroom. This really hurts because it's not like that
now.

The current principal was assigned to Washington as part of an overall
determination to set the school back on the right track. Firm and
consistent but low key, he has guiied Washington back to a point where a new
sense of pride is emerging. Students Agat to come to Washington again. The
Computer Data Processing specialty draws some students from other areas of
the city. However, others are choosing the school, not the program, because
it has a growing reputation for being safe, orderly, and supportive--not to
mention the fact that the basketball team won the state championship in 1985
and 1981? As one student put it:

My brother went to this school and the teachers straightened him out.
I think it is great school. I came here and fell in love with it.
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The computer specialty is needed and there will be a lot of demand for
it. But the English faculty is good, too. The science labs are great
and the tech lab in the basement is good. There is lots here for the
students to do.

A very small number of students at Washington High are eligible for
traditional academic recognition awards such as National Honor Society or
the school honor roll. Thereore, administrators and the student government
make a special point of recognizing other types of personal accomplishments
such as increases in grade point average, punctuality, and good attendance.
Milch of the creative thinking on ways to bolster the self-esteem of the
student body is the responsibility of the faculty's "Positive Reinforcement
Committee," augmented by the student government's efforts to boost school
pride.

II. The School and the Community

taunts lend thk BligtvborhoOd

Washington High School is located in an area of Milwaukee known as
Sherman Park. which has a citywide reputation for community activism.
Throughout the often trying times of the late sixties and the seventies, the
Sherman Park Neighborhood Organization fought major and successful battles
to keep the community surrounding Washington racially balanced and stable.
A cornerstone of its campaign was maintenance of a reputable and desirable
high school that would retain long-term residents and attract new, upwardly
mobile inhabitants. To this end, the organization actively campaigned for
and helped raise funds to support school enhancement projects such as the
relatively new gymnasium and pool, which are considered neighborhood
resources.

Despite its excellent standing with the community generally and, as
will shortly be described, the business sector, Washington High is not happy
with its success rate in involving the adults who should be most intimately
concerned with the school's effectiveness--the parents of current students.
Ideally, home and school should be working hand in hand to adress the
generic problems of an urban school: raising attendance rates and academic
standards, lowering dropout rates, controlling and diffusing the inevitable
conflicts in a multiracial setting populated by volatile adolescents.
Instead, the school feels that it is largely confronting these issues alone
or even, at times, in direct opposition to the atcizIldes of families. As
tne principal stated, "It is a real struggle."

Advisory GrouLt

The computer data processing program actually grew out of an inquiry
from the private sector. Serendipitously, an executive with the J.C. Penny
Company called Washington High School in 1975 to inquire what the school was



doing in the computer area at just about the same time that a new superin-
tendent of schools was promoting an "Options for Learning" initiative that
would eventually lead to development of magnet programs in all city high
schools.

Following up on the private sector interest in high school graduates
trained in computer programming and applications, a math teacher at
Washington High spearheaded formation of a five-person advisory group that
soon produced the outline for a high school level computer "maior." This
teacher (now an assiftant principal at Washington) became the program's
first "implementor." His interest and expertise in computer technology, in
combination with strong interpersonal skills, were critical factors in
creating a firm foundation on which the specialty area could grow. Largely
through his efforts, a highly supportive atmosphere for the program
developedboth within the school and in the community.

At least theoretically, all the career specialty pLlgrans in Milwaukee
have Advisory Committees composed of employers, representatives of higher
education, and citizens. The Computer Data Processing career specialty
program at Washington High School has a very active, stable, and large (25
members) Advisory Committee considered by many school officials to be the
best in the city. Originally composed almost exclusively of representatives
of the business community, the committee now includes several representa-
tives from various institutions of higher education as well. Although
initially skeptical that high school students could master programming,
committee members have been unfailingly supportive of and ultimately amazed
at the popularity and success of the program.

The full membership of the computer program's Advisory Committee does
not meet frequently. However, its subcommittee structure is extremely
active, assisting school people with preparation and presentation of
proposals, budgets, and planned program changes. Members willingly provide
plenty of information on current and future personnel and skill needs "out
there" and leave the school to get on about the business of preparing
students to enter that world.

EmPloyers

Washington High School has had a long-term partnership arrangement
(since 1978) with a local automotive products firm, the A. 0. Smith Company.
More recently, the school has also entered into special, ongoing relation-
ships with Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company, St. Joseph's
Hospital, and Marian. Catholic Home, Inc These businesses serve as sources
of advice, support, and some co-op job placements for all of Washington
High's programs, including but not restricted to the specialty computer
area.

2The unique position of implementor was created by the school district
in order to allow lead teachers associated with the career specialty
programs the flexibility to perform the various duties required to coor-
dinate a successful operation.



According to Washington's principal, edo_ators have benefitted a great
deal from business involvement in the school. In general, he believes,
business and education have very different philosophies and approaches to
problem solving, a point that he illustrated with the following anecdote:

Our computer program's Advisory Committee presented a five-year plan to
the School Board. We asked for a substantial amount of new money from
the district's development fund for the program. The business mar who
made the presentation ended his talk with a hypothetical question to
(the] superintendent about how educators would decide to allocate funds
between two programs: 'one successful and growing and the other
shrinking and not doing well. The superintendent answered that many
educators would seriously consider giving the money to the weaker
program to help it get better - -a decision that would be unlikely in the
private sector.

However much they may disagree with or are perplexed by the educator's
logic, Washington High's business partners have not attempted to interfere
in the management of the school or its programs. They ban prodded and
encouraged tne administration and program people to adopt such bus{ 7-ss
strategies as long-range planning and regular, honest evaluation )f
strengths and shortcomings. And much of what they have advised has made
sense. As one administrator put it, "The association with business has
changed the way that we operate around here. We don't waste as much time
getting things done as we used to. We move faster."

Washington High continues to strengthen its ties with tho business
community. Negotiations are currently underway to establish an agreement
with Wisconsin Bell 'telephone and other companies whereby qualified
graduates of the computer specialty rogram will be hired at above minimum
wage. In addition, the school and local companies are exploring the
possibility of establishing a scholarship fund to be made available to ex-
Washington students for further education.

III. District Structure of Vocational Education

She Role ofC Ypcationapl Education

111), 11

Development of career specialty magnet programs in Milwaukee has had a
profound effect on the philosophy and goals of all secondary education in
the city. In many school systems, career education was one more educational
fad, promoted by the federal Office of Education in the early 1970s but
felling by the wayside when new ideas or ):!iorities came along. That has
not been the case in Milwaukee. Career educaition has become a central theme
around which curriculum revisions in both academic and vocational fields
have been constructed over a 12-year period.

All fields of study offered in the schools are viewed as having both
general and specialized content. At general level, all students are
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expected to be able to read, write, and perform basic mathematical computa-
tions. Similarly, they should all have a basic understanding of the roles
of agriculture, business, family, and industry--the standard vocational
areas--in society. Ideally, this general knowledge should be acquired
before the ninth grads; high school then becomem a time for increasing
specialization and the refining of general education, whether in a college
track academic program or in a vocational area. The way in which academic
and vocational courses are combined in the individual student's program
defines a career development emphasis. This is as true for the prospective
engineer or doctor as it is for the aspiring auto mochanic or food service
worker.

Career and voca,:ional education in Milwaukee is based on a set of
assumptions that include the following:

o Vocational education curricular fields are for alt students.

o Vocational education curricular fields are viewed as disciplines
in the sans sense as mathematics, science, social studies, etc.

o Educators teaching courses within these curricular fields, whether
they are regarded as general education or specialized education,
are all vocational educators.

o While occupational preparation can occur in all curricular fields,
vocational education curricular fields are unique in that
occupational preparation is a major component of their mission.

o Occupational preparation is educational activity directed toward
preparing students for a particular occupation or cluster of
occupations which may be paid or nonpaid.

o Occupational preparation is directed toward both entry-level jobs
and those requiring continuing education.

o Occupational preparation can take a variety of forms. These
include in-school instruction, simulations, cooperative education,
internships, and other on-the-job experiences.

o Career education is an approach in which the career development
skills needed by all persons are infused in all curricular fields.

o Career specialty programs [such as the Computer Data Processing
Program] involve all curricular fields, including the vocational
education discipitnes.3

In essence, then, Milwaukee is striving for an across-the-board
integration of academic and vocational education--the "infusion* of each one
into the other that Philadelphia's High School Academies Program has
achieved on a small scale. If Milwaukee can fully implement its stated
philosophy cit)*Ida, it will have accomplished a massive restructuring of

3Theso statements are drawn from the "Milwaukee Public Schools' 3-Year
Local Long-Range Plan for Vocational Education for 1985-86 through 1987-88."



vocational education. This calse study examines how efforts to innovate and
revise are playing out ire otleteigh school.

1111LAUCIALaaakeigi

Vocational educations in Milwaukee has been strongly affected by a 1976
court order to integrate he school system. When a new superintendent was
hired in 1975, he brought with hi* a strong interest in developing
educational choices for semmndary school students through a plan that he
called "Options for Learning." The court order to desegregate the city's
schools provided a andato for change that speeded approval and 'implementa-
tion of a magnet school prog,tes involvingegvery high school, but it is
likely that at least some specialty schools and programs would have been
developed even without the Lepel impetus. Philosophically, the magnet
programs are rooted in a Alpine to give students and their parents choices
in terms of school location, instructional approaches, special subject
emphases and/or career specialLzation propane. One administrator at
Wa,hington High characceritefitte tenure of this superintendent (who has
rt.:ently moved on) as at ties Oven "there were tremendous opportunities in
the school system for people wheLwanteld to do things."

Although some magnet Progress have been developed for the elementary
and middle school levels (cg, foreign language immersion schools), the
greatest program variety iS available in the 15 city high schools. Five of
the high schools are called "dtrelds magnets." These schools--two
academic, one busInesa, ova arta, and one trade and technical school--select
each entering freshman oleos from among a pool of applicants who may have
attended the lower grades in any pert of the city. Selection criteria vary
among the schools but all oust meat established racial balance guidelines.
Technically, all students in the district are eligible to apply to these
schools. When there are emoresapplicants that spaces, admission decisions
are made by random selection The district relies on the junior high school
guidance system to assist students in malting realistic choices about which
high school to attend.

The remaining 10 Milwaukee high schools are defined as comprehensive,
neighborhood schools, offering academic, general, and vocational programs.
However, each school also has one al more "career specialty programs," which
are also a part of the demertegastion mechanism. Like the citywide high
,schools , the career specialty programs draw students from all parts of the
city. Where a program draws more applicants than slots available for
particular racial grata, tudenes Alt chosen randomly. A list of the career
specialty programs appears blow:

Law and Protective Sarvicsie
Applied Technology
Marketing
w-wironment
Broadcasting
Medical Sciences E. ReealchCaro
Food Service
Agribusiness & Natural

Resources
Computer Data ProcesaiNg

Mathematics/Science
Word Processing
Energy
Electronics
Transportation
Travel & Tourism
Recreation/lifetime

Sports

International Studies



Technically speaking, most career specialty programs are not vocational
education. Few state or federal vocational education dollars are now or
ever have been used for their support. Some of the programs are distinctly
college preparatory, such as the mathematics/science specialty, journalism,
and international studies. Others, however, are really occupationally
specific vocational education programs. The transportation program, for
example, has seven areas of emphasis: (1) truck operations; (2) auto body
technology; (3) vehicle diagnosis and repair; (4) diesel technology; (5)
transportation marketing education; (6) transportation office; and (7)
transportation management. The program thus crosscuts at least three
traditional areas of secondary vocational education: trade and technical
skills, business education, end marketing education.

Approximately one-third of Milwaukee high school students are enrolled
in either a citywide high school or ono of the career specialty program&
The remaining two-thirds are required to develop a "career interest program"
(or CIP) that gives focus to their elective course choices during their four
years in a comprehensive high school.4 Eighteen career interest strands are
outlined in the materials prepared to help students and their families plan
a high school program. Nine of the strands are unequivocally "vocational"
by any traditional definition of that term. The elective, vocational
(;.reams associated with them are offered through the business, home
ec:TI'Aics, and industrial education departments of the 10 comprehensive

Essentially, the career interest program is designed to forestall
.(- s' tendencies to "dabble" and encourage them to focus their efforts

in is essentially an occupationally or academically specific program.

1rasiirazat,L12ratignallso
Tn addition to its specialty programs and schools, the school district

also offers a full range of "traditional" vocational education programs to
secondary students. Administered by the Department of Vocational and
Special Programs, secondary vocational education is organized into tradi-
tional occupational clusters at the district and school levels. The central
office staff includes area supervisors in the following occupational
clusters: business education, home economics, industrial education,
marketing education, and office education.

As is occurring in other localities around 'he country, in Milwaukee
traditional vocational educationthe courses and programs that are not

41n the fall of 1986, Milwaukee added nine new guidance counselors
citywide for the specific purpose of providing more intensive career
planning assistance to disadvantaged students. These counselors administer
on: or more vocational assessment inventories to disadvantaged ninth glaciers
taking vocational education in the comprehensive high schools. Inventories
used include a model developed for use by all Texas schools and the
computerized MESA, and Discover systems. An IEEP--Individualized Education
for Employment Plan--is developed for each student assessed which in turn
ties in with the required Career Interest Program that guides the in-
dividual's program planning. The assessment program is funded through the
Perkins Act disadvantaged setaside.
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offered as specialty programs--is currently being challenged to adjust tochanging demographic and educational circumstances. The labor market in thearea is changing, with increasing numbers of service jobs and declines inother, more traditional areas such as manufacturing. Declining enrollmentsdistrictwide have reduced the level of resources, including particularly
teaching staff, available to support vocational programs, and in many
schools one or more programs have closed.

In tho view of some of the teachers and administratlrs we interviewed,
the specialties have drawn off some of the more talented students who mighthave enrolled in traditional vocational education in the past. Further,
increased graduation requirements have made it difficult for many studentsto take enough vocational education courses in high school to prepare
adequately for good entry-level jobs. To accommodate changes in graduation
requirements, the length of class periods has been reduced, and students who
used to be in shop for two hours are now there for 47 minutes, which,according to teachers we interviewed, is not really enough for intensive
skill training. Implementation of competency requirements has meant that
many students--often those who are likely to be attracted to vocational
education in order to prepare for jobs immediately after high school--find
themselves having to take competency courses in high school in lieu of otherelectives such as vocational education.

However, as one vocational teacher commented,

The vocational education programs that are foundering at the secondary
level are the traditional ones, and if a school is implementing newer
concepts--competency-based instruction, for example--the programs willdo all right. If you offer "techy" classes, students will often want
vocational education rather than computer classes, because they can get
some real-world applications and ideas. Secondary vocational education
ties to adapt in order to survive.

The district overall is making changes in its traditional programs inorder to meet the vocational and career needs of its students. As notedelsewherein this case study, some of the specialty schools and programs areusing vocational education in creative ways to support the specialty.
Further, the hiring of a new curriculum specialist for industrial-technicaleducation has resulted in some important districtwide and school-levelchanges.

To start with, the old name, "industrial arts," and the "shop"
stereotype it brings to mind have been abandoned in favor of "industrial-
technical education." (According to one vocational teacher, these changes
are intended to make technical education more consistent with state and
national trends, in the labor market as well as in rewer approaches to
vocational education.) Specifically, some of the old programs have been
reorganized into communications, manufacturing, and power and energy. Thenew supervisor is working with the high school department chairs on a new
five-year plan that incorporates these reorganized programs. Eventuallyeach school will have a specialty, and the programs will be spaced out
around the city; three schools will have manufacturing, three communica-
tions, and three power and energy. Program location will be arranged to
improve access for all the city's students. This configuration will enable
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the district to concentrate resources, mainly because there are no longer
enough students to support as much vocational education as the district
offered in the past.

The structure of the curriculum has been changed to reflect this
reorganization. As an example, at Washington High School students who
enroll in a communications program (graphic arts, drafting, CAD, etc.) take
the following sequence:

9th grade: exploLatory technical education (3 units of 6 weeks
each; essentially an Industrial Arts survey)

10th grade: Communications

11th grade: Graphic Arts 1 or Drafting 1

12th grade: Graphic Arts 2 or Drafting 2

Prior to the reorganization, students began the concentration in graphic
arts or drafting in tenth grade, which, along with longer class time, meant
more time for in-depth, skill-specific training in a particular occupational
specialty as well as providing time for co-op in the 12th grade.

On the one hand, the reconfiguration of technical programs means that
students cannot enter higher level skill training until 12th grade; thus the
new system does not really permit students in high school to learn all 0-e
skills they need for job success. On the other hand, the new organization
is thought by teachers to have some advantages. First, it enables students
to develop an impression of what industry is like now (versus 15 years ago)
by exposing them to a number of different zypes of specialties within an
occupational cluster, reflecting the increasing differentiation that has
come with more and more sophisticated technology. The intent is that
students will obtain basic vocational skills that they can increase in
postsecondary vocational education or through on-the-job training if they
enter the workforce immediately after high school. Teachers and administra-
tors hope that high school vocational education organized in this fashion
will "turn students on to an occupation and motivate them to continue their
training at the postsecondary level, after which they will be ready to go
into a good job in their chosen career.

In part to encourage students to pursue vocational training in and
beyond high school, the district has in recent years implemented nine
articulation agreements with the nearby postsecondary technical collegethe
Milwaukee. Area Technical College (MATC). Two programs are in air con -
d'tioning & refrigeration and in electronics technology. The latter program
was developed in response to unfilled labor market demand for trained
electronic technicians. General Electric Corporation worked with the
district to improve the high school component of the program in order to
ensure instructional quality that would enable high school studentg to
obtain advanced standing in the first-year electronics courses at MATC.
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Policymaking for the Milwaukee Public Schools lies with an elected
nine-member Board of School Directors who are informed and advised by a
Superintendent of Schools, a Deputy Superintendent, three Assistant
Superintendents, and a substantial central administrative infrastructure.
Top district administrative positions related to vocational education
include a Local Vocational Education Coordinator and a Director of
Vocational and Special Programs. In addition, program specialists are
employed for each specific vocational area (o. g., business, technical
education) as well as for career education, exceptional (special) education,
and education of the educationally and economically disadvantaged.

alips=32cLcestnituain

According to some educators in Milwaukee, vocational education in the
city's schools has been adversely affected by the magnet schools program.
This is not because of direct competition for funding, since the magnets
were initially funded with federal magnet schools money. How-er, the
career specialties have drawn students away from regular vocational
education programs; fewer enrollments, of course, mean less basic state
support for vocational education. As one technical education supervisor
pointed out, "You need to maintain an industrial arts laboratory the same
whether it's used for two sections of students or for ten." When the
dollars earned by enrollments can no longer sustain basic maintenance and
replacement of equipment, then a program goes into decline.

On the positive side, the career specialties have brought vastly
upgraded equipment and facilities for vocational education to selected
schools. Students who opt to attend the magnet programs receive state-of-
the-art secondary school vocational training. Some regular vocational
programs in individual schools have adapted th'.ir curricula to take better
advantage of potential links with a career specialty program. Thus, at the
citywide High School for the Arts, technical education focuses on.training
to support the arts (e.g. set building, stage lighting, and glass blowing.)
At the citywide business high school, industrial arts has been resurrected
as an "entrepreneurial lab," focusing on advertising and other skills
related to the commercial emphasis of the school.

The computer data processing specialty at Washington High School has
always had a strong consortial relationship with the school's business
education program. Both programs are housed in close proximity to each
other on the school's fir.ltrth floor. Currently, the Industrial-Technical
Education Department is seeking strategies to strengthen its logical ties to
the school's wealth of computer equipment and expertise. More will be sail
about interdepartmental relationships at Washington High in a later section
of the case study.

Obviously arguments both pro and con about the impact of the career
specialty program on vocational education in Milwaukee can be and are made.
The state of Wisconsin evaluates each school district's vocational education



programs every five years. In the most recent evaluation, conducted in
October 1986, the visiting team of educators found that:

There is. . .an emerging problem as deliberc-..e efforts are made to
disassociate specialty programs from vocational education. The
creation of such a distinction is neither logical nor in the long-range
interest of students or community.

To counter this tendency, the evaluators recommended that all occupational
education programs be managed and operated under a consistent set of
guidelines and that a new central office position for planning, implementa-
tion, evaluation, and facilitation of stronger relationships between
academic, career specialties, and comprehensive vocational programs be
created.

This criticism did not surprise school officials. Milwaukee is an
anomaly among school districts in Wisconsin, and there is a long-standing
debate between MPS and the State Department of Public Instruction on
appropriate educational strategies for the state's only really urban
district. Thus, when the state suggests that the magnet programs may be
"creaming" the best students and leaving traditional vocational education in
the dust, Milwaukee school administrators tend to shrug and carry on with
what they believe works. They have already heard the jokes about "The State
of Milwaukee vs. The State of Wisconsin" many times.

Since the state will not accept most of the career specialty programs
as legitimate vocational education (transportation and word processing are
the notable exceptions to this statement), the district has pursued their
development and institutionalization under other auspices--principally
federal magnet school funds and local budget allocations. According to the
central office vocational end career education staff, Perkins Act money has
been of little help to either the specialty or the traditional programs.
Vocational educators are particularly concerned about the loss of federal
support for cooperative education undo: the new law. The aistrict had used
funding provided by the old Vocational Education Act to help defray the
costs of (1) summer extensions to co-op teachers' contracts and (2) the
release time during the school year when co-op coordinators must supervise
students in their job placements. Milwaukee believes that this is an
entirely appropriate area for federal dollars to supplement local support
for vocational education.

Relationship to the_Academic Program

Wisconsin approved new statewide high school graduation requirements in
1985. Anticipating this change, Milwaukee had already raised the number of
units of credit required for nigh school graduation from 18 to 21 (the state
recommends but does not require 22) and the number of specified units from
eight to 13 beginning with the class of 1989 (currently eleventh graders).
Requirements for the class of 1988 and for All other students are presented
below:



Class of 1988

English
Math
Science
U.S. History
Social Studies
Phys. Ed./Health
1 additional
academic unit

Electives

Total

3.0 units English 4.
2.0 units Math 2.
2.0 units Science 2.
1.0 unit U.S. History 1.
1.0 unit Citizenship or 1.
2.0 units politica/
1.0 unit economics

World history 1.
9.0 units or geography

Phys.Ed./Health 2.

Electives 8.0 units

21.0 units Total

O units
O units
0 units
0 unit
0 unit

O unit

O units

21.0 units

1

Career sp ;cialty programs or career interest areas identified by students
generally specify from four to six of the eight units allowed as electives.
For example, students in the career interest program in construction
planning and design must take three units of drafting, one unit of metals
technology, and two units of woods technology.

In addition to required courses, all students in Milwaukee must pass
competency tests in reading, writing, language arts, and mathematics in
order to graduate. For a school like Washington High with a large propor-
tion of educationally disadvantaged students, these tests are a major
hurdle. Citywide, approximately 50 to 60 percent of students meet their
reading and math competencies on the first try at the end of eighth grade.
At Washington, about one-third of the seniors still have one or more tests
to pass before June if they s.re to graduate with their entering class. The
school offers "competency" classes in English, reading, and math to juniors
and seni.ws in need of remedial work to pass the tests; these courses appear
to count toward total English and math course credit requirements for
graduation.

As in other districts across the country, it is the perception of
school-level vocational educators in Milwaukee that increased academic
requirements have hurt vocational enrollments. Certainly at a school like
Washington, remedial classes geared toward the competency tests take their
toll. A teacher commented that "Kids who fail their ccmpetency exams get
really stacked up with courses in their junior and senior years." However,
teachers also believe that students are taking the competency tests more
seriously and are really trying to pass them earlier.

Unique Featurga

The Computer Data Processing Career Specialty Program is Washington
High School's most unique program and the reason that the school was singled
out for this study. There are, however, several other programs in operation
et the school that ar =e of interest, particularly in the context of educating
disadvantaged students.
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Prpject CARE is a school effectiveness program that orerates in each of
Milwaukee's 10 comprehensive high schools. Using its own baseline
statistics on attendance, test scores, and failure rates, each school
identifies improvement objectives. To assist the effort, the nerd of
Education provides each school with $150,000. Washington High's goals
include lowering the proporticn of tenth graders scoring ir the low category
on a standardized reading test from 41 percent to 34 percent, reducing the
percentage of courses failed by tenth graders from 31 percent to 29 percent,
and raising the tenth grade attendance rate from 80 to 82 percent. (Similar
objectivez are set for ninth and eleventh graders.)

Chanter 1

Unlike many school &stricts with large numbers of disadvantaged
students, Milwaukee targets a significant segment of its federal Chapter 1
money at the secondary level. At Washington High School, 55.7 percent of
the students qualify for free lunch and a large number of these are low
achieving as well. As part of Project CARE, some Chapter 1 funds are being
used to support a "family plan" that clusters at-risk students into groups
of 120 where, it is hoped, they will fins a sense of purpose, identity, and
affiliation with the school that is often lost in a student body of nearly
1,700. Four family groups have been formed, each with a teacher-sponsor.
Basic skill instruction in reading and math takes place within the "family"
context.

Ovarall, Washington High School has 9.2 full-time-equivalent Chapter 1
staff. Fully one-third (a total of 550) of the students at the school are
enrolled in a Chapter 1 writing lab that is condmzed in conjunction with
classes offered to help student: meet their competency requirements.

The structure of the Chapter 1 writing lab reflects the schoolwide
infusion of computer technology that has be:n one result of the school's
computer specialty program. Originally started ar a pilot to explore ways
to help students improve their writing skills, the program has now been
fully implemented. The model uses a shared instruction approach such that
while the teacher-student ratio in the classroom is one to 30, in the lab it
is 1 to 15, which permits extensive one-to-one interaction between students
and teachers.

The instructional design is as follows. Students spend time in their
competency class writing a draft of an expository essay. Then at intervals
they cycle through the lab for three one-hour periods. Using Bank Street
Writer on. Apple microcomputers, students key in their essay and then spend
their lab time revising their work. The two teachers5 in the lab sit with
individual students to help them with revisions, and at the end of the three
days students have a theme that is graded according to competency test
standards.

5Teachers assigned to the lab are those thought to be most effective at
working with students on an individualized basis.
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According to the chairperson of Washington's English Department, this
approach has a number of advantages for students. The one-to-one attention
that forms the program's basis is an excellent vehicle for teaching the
skills required to develop and refine ideas. Use of a computer for
composition and revision keeps students engaged in what they are doing (and
is much better than the computerized drill and practice that many remedial
programs use). Thus the system permits students to move sentences and
paragraphs around in a way that enables them to literally see the process of
developing ideas that is so critical to effective written communication.
This method of learning is far superior to the copying and recopying that
characterize writing and revision in the old. precomputer days. Finally,
students are learning word processing skills that may be useful to them in
the future in other ways.

An important additional benefit is the self-esteem building that occurs
as teachers work closely with individual students and offer compliments as
students work to develop their writing skills. Students build confidence in
themselves as thinkers and students, and the confidence in turn leads to
increased interest in their work and willingness to explore learning--to
take risks rather than retreating into an 'I don't want to because I don't
think I can pose.

Perhaps the clearest indication of the efficacy of this approach to
Chapter 1 services was our observation of the students: they were fully
engaged in their work in the lab. Students waiting for assistance from one
of the teachers continued working rather than talking with others or sitting
idly. Equally impressive was the fact that the teacher we interviewed,
whil, she was extremely responsive and courteous during the discussion, was
clearly eager to get back to her students in order to continue helping there
with their work.

Pre-Co-on

As part of an ongoing strategy of providing special assistance. to
facilitate the educational success of disadvantaged students, this year the
district has implemented a new program in four high schools whose purpose is
to help "highly at-risk" students prepare for regular co-op. (This program
is supported under Perkins II-A funds for disadvantaged students.) At each
school, 15 students have been selected by school counselors for participa-
tion Eventually, all participants will be juniors and than will enter
regu,ar co-op as seniors, although in this first year, some seniors have
beer. admitted. Participating students take a somewhat reduced academic
loaf, attending school for one-half dcu and working at a paid job the
reAainder of each day.

At each school, one teacher has been selected to operate the program.
Teachers have the students for one class period daily, during which they
work on employability skills as well as receiving individualized assistance
in reading. math, and other areas (to facilitate success in thei regular
courses). They also take two .regular classes. In addition to preparing
students to enter co-op, the program aims to reduce dropout rates and
improve attendance among participants, improve student grade point averages,
help them to pass their competencies, and eventually ensure that they
graduate from high school and are able to obtain jobs or enter further



training. Pre -cc -op teachers work with their students' other teachers as
well as parents and employers to keep track of student progress, identify
problems that need to be resolved, and try to turn the students around
regarding their attitudes toward and involvement with school.

Most of the students enrolled in pre-co-op at Washington are "slow
learners,"6 although one is an A student who is disaffected. Most have
problems with reading and writing, and only four of the 15 students have
passed all their competencies. In the year prior to entering pre-co-op one
student, typical of the population targeted by the program, had a grade
point average of .299 (on a four-point scale), had had 54 home room
absences, and had passed only one of the four competencies. He is working
at a small manufacturing firm doing clean-up, where he is receiving good
evaluations from his employer. He is also attending school regularly.

Pre-co-op at Washington High School is run by a home economics teacher
who has been at the mchool for three years. She reported that she had
attended a summer session at the University of Wisconsin at Whitewater,
which had enabled her to help develop the program. While she was interested
in it, she did not particularly want to give up her regular teaching
assignment to take it on, but did So at the request of central office. Now,
however, she has become committed to the program. She has become aware of
how much attention these students need, and she believes that this approach
wil work. When asked whether she will continue with next year, she
replied, "Absolutely."

The pre-co-op teacher works closely with students' parents, who she
says are generally very interested and involved. (She has stressed with
parents as well as with her students that the program is vary expensive, and
requires full commitment of students and their families if they are to
benefit from their involvement.) She spends considerable time at:anging
jobs and monitoring her students' progress at work, including interacting
personally and by telephone with employers. Students are working in a
bakery, in interior construction, in fast food, with a small housecleaning
company, and in local businesses doing janitorial or warehousing work. She
noted that she has had to find more than one job for several students, but
hopes that their current placements will "take." Further, she expects that
14 of her 15 current students will eventually graduate from high school.

brent-Infant_Profram

According to local educators, Milwaukee has the somewhat dubious
distinction of owning the highest teenage pregnancy rate in the nation. The
school district sponsors one alternative program for teenaged parents and
two daycare programs in comprehensive high schools, including one at
Washington. The program at Washington is supervised by a home economics
teacher, but the actual childcare providers are hired through a community
service agency. A maximum of 20 infants and toddlers can be accommodated,
ind there is a significant waiting list. Participating mothers are required
to enroll in a parenting class.

6The program is not, however, open to special education students.



On the day that we visited the nurseries, a total of seven babies were
present. An epi.....emic of diarrhea accounted for some absences. However, as
the program supervisor pointed out, achieving regular attendance is
difficult. Even with door-to-doo transportation provided, the young
mothers must be organized for the day with diapers, bottles, and the other
paraphernalia associated with traipsing babies around--not to mention their
own books and homework assignments. For all but the most highly motivated,
it is a daunting regimen.

Jguage Minority Program

Milwaukee has a small but increasing group of Asian immigrants. In
fall 1987, this group represented about 2.4 percent of the city's population
(up from 2.2 percent the previous year). High school Asian students who
need language-related services to support their educational programs are
sent to Washington. Among the courses these students take at the school is
a bilingual vocational class in manufacturing. Taught by the chairman of
the Industrial-Technical Education Department, the course enrolls 15
students and provides an interpreter to assist the students in understanding
the material covered. The teacher commented that the course is a pleasure
to teach: the students are very bright, work very hard, and for the most
part are doing very well in the course.

IV. The Programs

The Comer Data Processina Career Specialty

The first thing to understand about the computer specialty program at
Washington High School, we are told, is that it is not a department. That
is also one of its main strengths and a major reason that it has had a
significant impact on the whole school. The program developed through a
consortium approach involving the math, business, and science departments.

A very strong and successful link to business education is made through
the accounting classes. Business teachers are delighted to have the
computer specialty students in their classes because "they do their
assignments and are generally a good influence." A somewhat more tenuous
connection has been formed between physics/electronics and the computer
program. A third initiative--development of a robotics "spin-off" from the
metals and foundry program in the industrial-technical education department
--has not flourished but has also not been abandoned. Similarly, creating a
link to the marketing/distributive education program through a school store
featuring computer-related merchandise has proven difficult; teachers are
planning one last try to get this project going this year.

As we noted earlier, specialty programs in Milwaukee are headed by
teachers who are given the special title of "implementor." The computer
program has had two implementors; both have been math teachers. Respon-
sibilities of the position include recruiting students, managing the
curriculum, scheduling and coordination, fund raising, providing student
services, general troubleshooting, and acting as a resource for other
schools in the system. Most of the teachers in the program are certified
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mathematics instructors who signed on at the outset. They had a personal
interest 1.1 computers, took a limited amount of training, and were able to
add computer certification to their etedential without difficulty in the
years before the state created a separate certificate for computer instruc-
tors.

ZALtari12111=

The Computer Data Processing specialty program at Washington. High
School officially has 575 ItuCents enrolled--approximately one-third of the
school's total enrollment. In fact, about half of first-year students in
the program must spend the year "getting up to speed," particularly in math,
since full participation in the program requires a student to have completed
algebra or be concurrently enrolled. A computer literacy class, which is
actually outside the recommended course sequences, allows the students to
feel that they are participating in the computer specialty during this
interim period. (The literacy course is required for all exceptional
education students enrolled in the specialty.) On average, about half of
the provisional group will not be able to meet the algebra requirement even
after a year of math review. This application of a prerequisite to program
admission is atypical of the career specialty programs in general. Students
must maintain a "C" average in their computer classes to remain in the
program; teacher recommendations are also strongly weighed in making
decisions about continued participation.

Theoretically, the computer specialty program is open to all students
in the city. About 50 percent of the students currently enrolled come from
outside the immediate neighborhood of Washington High. This proportion
includes a relatively small number of students from suburban schools who are
eligible to attend Milwaukee schools under a state desegregation initiative
(Chapter 220) to encourage interdistrict exchanges of educational opportuni-
ties. Because Washington High is a majority black institution, the computer
program seeks to attract nonblack students whose presence will help the
school meet desegregation guidelines. Of the 220 slots allocated for
freshmen each year, 110 are for blacks and 110 for other racial groups. On
the average, the program receives over 200 applications from black students
and has to turn some away.

Throughout the city, exceptional education students are eligible for
career specialty programs generally, subject to agreement between
exceptional education staff and the program that the placement is appropri-
ate. Washington High's exceptional education teachers have been especially
aggressive about getting their students involved in the computer specialty.
Learning disabled and emotionally disturbed students are mainstreamed into
regular computer classes, with various kinds of extra support provided as
needed. Deaf students are also participating in enter the computer
specialty program.

7Students may enroll in the computer specialty for one, two, three, or
four years on a full-time or part-time basis.



The Computer Data Processing program laboratory is located on the
fourth floor of Washington High School. Completed in 1982, it is a climate-
controlled, highly secured facility, surrounded on three sides by the
administrative offices for the computer program, business education
classrooms, and the office education duplicating center.

The laboratory contains a variety of computer hardware, ranging from a
small mainframe (the VAX) to a slew of Apple Its to a brand new, state-of-
the art IBM System 36 that links multiple IBM personal computers. There are
also a few WANG dedicated word processors for the use of office education
students. It is a quiet room, divided into sectors through the placement of
the various types of terminals. Although some group instruction takes place
in the lab, it is mainly a place where students work individually on
projects or tasks assigned in classrooms. While in the lab, students are
very task-oriented; on-line time is a valuable commodity. There is subdued
talk as they consult each other on probleas or procedures but no overt
"goofing off." One boy is visibly distressed when a teacher puts his
program on hold to demonstrate a feature of the terminal to visitors.

The lab is open from 7:30 in the morning until 5:30 in the evening.
One of three paraprofessional lab assistants is present at all times. These
individuals are not net *Basra), trained to the use of computers. Rather,
they are there to sign hall passes, monitor behavior, and contact the
appropriate people if a problem develops.

Needless to say, maintaining and supporting this laboratory are
expensive propositions. The initial equipment was purchased with federal
money in the early years of the program, but the rapid pace of advancement
in computer technology over the past decade has challenged the computer
specialty program's capacity to keep up. And keep up Lt must; its mission
is to give students a competitive edge in a field that is probably changing
more rapidly than any other.

With the recent loss of over $100,000 in federal funds annually, a
great deal of tine and energy is being expended on developing new sources of
major capital for the program. The newly purchased IBM System 36 cost
$41,000, raised over a three-year period. The VAX is running at full
capacity and should be replaced in the near future. Current plans are to
solicit external funding from local businesses to be used in combination
with whatever can be extracted from the district. The program's Advisory
Committee has helped the program implementor develop "funding documents"
that can be used to make the case for new equipment with internal (school
district) and external audiences. Everyone involved believes that it will
be easier to convince the business world of the wisdom of capital investment
than to move the school district's budget committee. As one sympathetic
administrator pointed out, "It's hard to get rid of the 'lathe mentality'
where the expectation is that you buy a piece of equipment and it's good for
20 years."
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The Curricula

The Computer Data Processing program has four strands. Approximately
one-third of the students enrolled are in the programming/systems strand,
which Ls a college preparatory curriculum, culminating in an Advanced
Placement course in the Pascal programming language. The recommended course
sequence for this group includes:

Introduction to Computer Data Processing (9th grade)

Intermediate Programming gx Computer Applications 1 (10th grade)

Computer Applications 1 or 2 (11th grade)

Advanced Plm.:emont Computer Science (12th grads)

Students completing these courses will have been introduced to three
computer languages: BASIC, COBOL, and PASCAL. About 15 students take the
AP course annually and about half of these will score well on the AP
examination yielding college credit. Students who follow the college prep
strand, in combination with their other graduation requirements, can be
expected to attend a four-year college or university.

In addition to the college prep sequence, the computer specialty
program offers a computer programming/small business concentration, a
computer technology concentration, and a recommended set of courses for
students who do not intend to pursue their education after high school. The
computer technology sequence was designed to combine the study of computers
and electronics. Of the four strands, this one has been the least popular.
Theoretically, the technology sequence should appeal to students with an
interest in the "inside" of a computer--how it is constructed, how it is
maintained, how it can be a, pted and modified. However, in order to obtain
an entry-level position in computer technology, high school graduates would
need to take some postsecondary training at a two-year institution. This
may be one reason that the strand has not caught on. College-bound students
opt for the academic sequence and lower achieving students are uninterested
in a career path that has no payoff without further education and training.

The third strandComputer Programming/Small Business--was introduced
three years ago ard has been an immediate success. It has always been
somewhat of a problem for the program to define appropriate computer career
paths for nonacademically inclined students, particularly since data entry
position, have virtually dried up in the Milwaulv.4 are.. However, the use
of computers in small businesses is a growth field and the courses developed
make sense to studauts who, even if they plan to attend college, want and
need directly marYlstable skills. The following courses are recommended for
students in the small business strand:

Introduction to Computer Data Processing (9th grade)

Topics in Intermediate Programming 21
Small Business Computer 1 (10th grade)

Computer Applications in Business Cs Industry 1 2x
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Small Business Computers 2 (11th grade)

Computer Applications in Business & Industry 2 21
Other computer elective (12th grade)

All students in the strand learn the BASIC language, and those who choose
the Computer Applications course also learn CP,OL. The popular "Small.
Business Computers 1 and 2* classes focus on software packages rather than
programming and provide experience on IBM personal computers and the System
36. Students are strongly recommended to concurrently take the Business
Department's accounting course in order to gain a better understanding of
how small businesses routinely use spreadsheets and accounting programs to
manage their affairs. Teachers encourage students taking this sequence to
set their sights on further training at a two-year college or technical
school.

The fourth strand is called "Computer Paraprofessional.* The goal of
the sequence is to prepare students for direct employment. As with the
other strands, students begin with Introduction to Computer Data Processing.
They may then take Small Business Computers 1 and 2 or branch out into
related marketing or business education courses, including work study
placements in offices using microcomputers.

A limited number of students are selected to participate in field
experiences at two Milwaukee businesses. Each semester, seven seniors spend
a total .1f 12 hours at Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Compaily learning
about employment possibilities and viewing first hand the job responsibili-
ties of individuals in the computer system and operations divisions. A
similar six-hour experience is offered to all Computer Technology 2
enrollees by Digital Equipment Corporation. PartIcipantz visit with field
service employees both in the office and on call.

While relatively few students are currently placed in paying jobs, many
gain real, practical experience in the use of computers through in-house
projects undertaken for the school and the community. The design and
implementation of the new lunchroom system described earlier is one example.
Students have also tabulated ballots and surveys for various community
groups, designed payroll and book distribution programs for schools, and
developed computer-assisted instructional units for use by elementary school
ceachers.

One of the future goals of the computer specialty program is to develop
a more broadly based co-op program for seniors. This year, the program was
able to place 12 of its top students in paying jobs. Both the school and
the Advisory Committee are eager for this number to grow. However, AS we
have pointed out elsewhere in this case study, cooperative programs cost
money. Use of Perkins money for the venture has already been disallowed.
which means that the program will need to turn to the business community for
support of co-op as well as updating equipment. Several educators at
Washington High commented that necessity was pushing the school into an ever
stronger relationship with the private sector and severing its dependence on
the district's central administration for approval. In their opinion, this
trend is likely to have lasting and fundamental ramifications for the



structure of schooling, although they are not prepared to predict what the
long-range outcomes might be.

Traditional

In addition to the career specialty program, Washington High School
offers vocational education courses in home economics, business and office
occupations, marketing, and industrial-technical education. The school
offers co-op in each of these occupational clusters. Students. take
vocational courses as electives. There are self-contained pre-HERO (home
economics related occupations) classes for special education students, as
well as one self-contained industrial arts surrey for special education
students who are ninth graders. All other special education students taking
vocational education are mainstreamed in the shop courses, with special
education teachers working with the shop instructors to adapt the learning
environment to the needs of the students.

As elsewhere in the country, at Washington High School traditional
vocational education is having to adjust to change. The chairperson of the
English department, who teaches both honors/advanced placement English and
Chapter 1 writing, believes that the displacement of vocational education
is doing a disservice to many students. Academic teachers tell students
they wist go to school and to college in -rder to get. a good job and "be
successful and important." In her opinic4, society has seriously demoted
blue collar jobs--"we need to let students know these jobs are okay to do,
so they won't just get caught up in a pattern of academic failure and
frustration." She believes that the stigma society has imposed on things
like plumbing, welding, and construction has led young people to frown on
vocational education and guidance counselors to "dump on it." The diffi-
culty is ..hat students who cannot go on to college really have o place else
to go.

Hone Economics

The Home Economics Department, according to its chairperson, is in a
survival struggle, having declined from a seven-person department in the
past to a low of two teachers two years ago. There are now four teachers in
the department, perhaps in part because of parenting class requirements for
students with babies in the parent-infant center and the pre-co-op program
that is operated by a home economics teacher. Additionally, HERO, which
unlike the other co-op programs enrolls both juniors and seniors, is
apparently popular with students.

Offerings in he Home Economics Department include a first-level
survey, Clothing and Textiles, Food and Nutrition, Child Development, Family
Living, the HERO class and on-the-job sequences, and the course for students
with children in the parent-infant center, which includes one semester of
parent education and a second semester of cereer decisionmaking. As noted
earlier, there is also a class for special education students, and pre-co-op
is offered under the de pertment's sponsorship. While teachers in the
departmont recognize the dec. '!.ng popularity of home economics among high
school students,they believe t much of what they offer--instruction in
nutrition, child development, family living, for examplehas great
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importance for students at Washington in that these courses provide
information on functioning in the adult world that is not directly covered
elsewhere in the school and may not be available in their home eLviron-
ments.8

Dusintss Education

Business education, office education, and marketing education form a
single department at Washington High School. A total of 17 courses are
offered, including on-the-job-training in the office and marketing areas.
Business classes include Recordkeeping, Accounting 1 and 2, and Business
Law. Career Typing or Typing 1 eventually enroll about 70 percent of the
total student body--down from 100 percent several years ago when knowledge
of the keyboard was a graduation requirement. The accounting classes enroll
a large number students from the computer specialty program's small business
strand.

The computer laboratory also serves as a spectacular Business education
Resource Center and Office of the Future facility. Developed in close
cooperation with Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company, the equipment
installed simulates the actual office machines used by this large local
employer. A Royfax duplicator and a Kodak Extreprint 180 that collates,
staples, reduces, and runs back-to-back copies reproduced one-and-three
quarter million pages in one recent year. (All copywork for the school is
done here. on order, by students.) Othor machinery used my office education
students includes IBM selectrics, Apple and IBM microcomputers, and four
WANG 250 data entry/word processing stations.

The chairperson of the Business Department characterized the students
who enroll in office education as "average C+ kids." Overall, enrollments
in the department are declining because of academic requirements and the
competency tests. The typical office education student does not go on to
postsecondary education. Accounting courses and marketing are successful in
attracting boys, but females dominate in most of the department's courses.

Marketing 1 enrolls about 60 students, dropping to 25 in Marketing 2.
Participation in the senior year marketing cooperative education class is
2ependent on previous classrocl performance, which acts as an incentive,
particularly LO the juniors in Marketing 2. Many who do eilirn placements
retain thei: retail jobs while attending postsecondary institutions.

Industrial - 'Technical lsiuraLtian

As noted in an earlier section, the shops have recently been
reorganized, a move that has been motivated by the need to adjust to
increased graduation requirements and declining enrollments as well as by a
districtwide initiative to revamp industrial-technical education in order to
bring it more into line with national and state pedagogic and labor market
trends. These changes are tantamount to a change in mission--from an

81n this context, i is inter sting to note that many of the teachers
and administrators we intcrviewle at Washington commented on the very
difficult persoral problems that many of their students routinely experience.
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emphasis on skill training to a focus on more broadly based career explora-
tion- -for the traditional shop classes.9

At the same time, Oa shop teachers are working to make industrial-
technical education more attractive to the students. In part a reflection
of the schoolwide infusion of computers, the department has recently opened
a new Technology Resource Lab, in which applications of computer technology
are emphasized. The lab includes robotics, fibre optics, lasers, CAD, voice
recognition units, and the like. It is sufficiently attractive even to th.e
fourth-floor computer specialty students to bring them down to the basement
to lock at how their academic courses can be applied in a real-world
setting. Further, the department holds tours for other schools, particu-
larly elementary schools, to enable students around the city to become
acquainted with the new high tech.

Another interesting indication of the commitment of the shops to
keeping up is a numerically controlled, computerized milling center.
Purchased at a cost of $22,000, the center is used for instruction of
students in manufacturing classes along with more traditional machining
tools and equipment. The teacher, who is also department chair, commentwi
that he had attended training when his department obtained the cerer and
also . spent a lot of nights learning how to program it." Asked how
the students were doing, he commented that they can use the equipment with
assistance, but most of them do not really understand how to program it.
Nevertheless, use of the equipment keeps them engagea and interested, and to
some extent serves as a vehicle for students to increase their math skills.

isroom Commonenti

Our classroom visits focused on the computer specialty program.
Computer programming instruction takes place in standard classrooms with
desks, blackboards, and no computers. In an early morning Introduction to
Computer Data Processing class, about 20 students crowd a small room..
Visitors have a hard time finding a seat. There are three teachers in the
room. The young woman leading the lesson demonstrates the concept of a
sloop" in a computer program. Students have a worksheet that is reproduced
on the blackboard. The instructor (a student teacher, it turns out)
competently walks the class through the exercise--questioning, checking for
comprehension of the principles involved. The other two teachers circulate,
looking over shoulders, making sure all the students are catching on. It is
certairel a favorable student-teacher ratio. With the exercise completed
and a homework assignment described, students begin to gather their
belongings and drift across the hall to work on individual projects in the
computer 1;1%. Some remain in the classroom to talk with a teacher.

We learn later that this clegs contains several learning disabled
students and is essentially team taught by a math teacher and an exceptional

9Students lob- want occupationally specific training in industrial-
technical education can attend Milwaukee Technical High School or one of the
vocational career specialty programs, such as the transportation specialty
at Pulaski High School.
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education teacher. Having two teachers in the classroom (three for a few
weeks with the student teacher) ensures the extra time and support that help
the special students to succeed in their first computer course. Mainstream-
ing is complete in this class. We, as observers, were unable to tell which
students had handicaps and which did not:. The exceptional education teacher
did seem to take particular care that three or faur students had written
down the homework assignment.

Another introductory computer class is taught by the specialty
program's implementor. A math teacher by training ("Geometry is my first
love."), she could be released fully from teaching but insists on being
assigned one class per day to keep. her hand in.10 Sixteen students are
present as the bell ..ings; eight are white, six are black, and two are
Asian. There are nine boys and seven girls. One girl is deaf and has an
interpreter sitting with her, signing the teacher's comments, q- .estions, and
lecture. Thera is obviously a large age range in the class, indicating that
some students do not enter the specialty program until quite late in their
high school careers. One particularly engaging boy looks like a sixth
grader. He is actually 13 and a gifted student who has been accelerated
into high school courses.

The first task of the morning involves review of the homework assign-
ment from the previous night. The teacher is meticulous about determining
who has done the worksheet (both sides). Whet counts is not whether you got
all the answers correct but whether you made an attempt. This strategy
acknowledges a basic premise of the effective schools literacure regarding
expectations. As a teacher, you do not have the right to assign homework
unless you expect it to be done and demonstrate that the expectations count.
Most of the students in this class had done the assignment, although some
did not notice the back side of the sheet. Four or five students, including
the deaf girl, go to the board to put up their solutions to the problems.

The pace of the class (and the students' artention) picks up as new
material is introduced. The lesson is quite mathematical (random numbers
and integer fu .ltions) and the teacher is in her element. "Isn't this fun?"
she says. And, in fact, her enthusiasm is contagious. The students ask
questions that show they are thinking and engaged. There is clearly a wide
range of abilities in the class. Three or four studatts would answer every
question if allowed to. However, as good teachers do, this one calls on all
the students, not to embarrass the nonvolunteers but to check that everyone
is catching on.

An interesting pattern of numbers is noted by one of the students. The
teachet* is delighted. 'Isn't that spay-shal?" she quips, imitating the
church lady on Saturday Niaht Live. The kids love it. As the bell rings,
she asks a boy to stop by her desk on the way out. "Are you getting it?"
she asks. He says he will come by after school, if that's all right. Of
course it is. The teacher explains that the boy is learning disabled and
she is Ice ng special tabs on his progress

10Implementors are automatically released half time. Individual
principals may arrange additional release cis* if a program's size or level
of activity warrants it.



Toward the end of the class, the teacher reminded students that she
would not see them the next day because they would be having "testing."
There was immediate reaction, even from the two or three students who
appeared to be half asleep. "What test?* "It's not time for the test yet."
"They didn't tell us. That's not fair.* Their immediate (incorrect)
thought was that the math competency test was being sprung on them and they
were in a panic. The competencies are obviously a major source of anxiety
for these students and not something that they take lightly. The teacher
reassured them that this was achievement testing and had nothing to do with
graduation requirements.

HarLL'auagzLiar,s,

Washington High School has made an important commitment to cooperative
education for students enrolled in the traditional vocational educatiot
programs, including home economics related occupations (HERO), industrial-
technical education (called industrial cooperative education, or ICE),
marketing, and office education. Each of the four co-op programs at
Washington is staffed by a co-op coordinator. The coordinators work under
an extended contract, which enables them to begin work a month before the
opening of the regular school year and provides coordination time (for
visiting students' work sites and developing jobs fpr co-op participants)
during the year at a rata of one-half hour per studint per week. During the
summer the coordinators do home visits with parents of each entering student
to discuss the program's requirements.

As with most high school co-op programs, students work half a day and
also attend a co-op class, where they learn job-related skills, such as
resume development, job interviewing skills, appropriate job behaviors
(timeliness, how to get along with coworkers and supervisors), and personal
planning and management. Students in HERO, ICE, and Office Education earn
three credits, and those in Marketing earn four.

Except for HERO, which admits Juniors, students enrolled in co-op must
be seniors. Prerecuisites vary: Office Education students must have
completed a typing course, and students in ICE are required to have
completed one shop course prior to entry and be enrolled in another in
conjunction with their co-op. (Welding students must meet higher require-
manta: total of two courses prior to entry, and their co-op jobs are
essentially on-the-job training.) Marketing students are required to have
completed Marketing I prior to co-op. (Many of these students already have
a job, and co-op is a strategy to keep them in school.) Grade point
Averages of studer%s in co-op range from 1.2 to 3.8, which is a decline from
the 1970s, when students were required to have a 2.J average.

About one-quarter to one-third of Washington's seniors are involved in
co-op; individual program enrollments are as follows:
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Emu= Enrollment

HERO II 24
ICE 11
Marketing 25
Office Education 20

Several coordinators commented that there are more co-op slots available
than there are students to fill them. One reason is that many of the
students who are likely to elect co-op (primarily the noncollege bound) have
not completed theft competencies and thus may not have time in their
schedules for the program. (For example, in HERO about 40 percent of the
participants have yet to complete their competencies.) Another issue,
according to the ICE coordinator, is that considerable attention must be
paid to recruiting students into the program. He has found that "running a
good co-op program" requires careful screening to ensure that students will
be serious and reliable; otherwise, problems are likely to arise on the job
that have implications not only for that student but for an employer's
willingness to take students in the future.

HERO jobs are in food service, ranging from fast food to family
restaurants and catering companies. Because of increasing demand in this
field, jobs are relatively easy to find And employers are willing to
accommodate students' school schedules. Further, co-op often leads to
offers of permanent eLployment. However, according to the vocational
guidance counselor, the income from such jobs is seldom enough for a person
to be self-supporting following graduation.

Marketing students work in a variety of retail settings (department
stores, fa..it food, and the like), and Office Education students obtain
typing, filing, and other office jobs in local businesses. According to the
ICE coordinator, technical jobs are a little more difficult to develop than
those in ether areas, in part because of the need to divid job slots across
the shops (e.g., welding, printing). At the same time, such jobs are more
likely to pay more than minimum wage (many students are starting at $3,85
per hour) than those in other fields. Additionally, these students are
sometimes aSle to enter good jobs in these fields after graduation.

Generally, however, the objective (and utility) of co-op is really to
develop employability skills (job-seeking skills, appropriate work
behaviors, and the like) rather than to train students for a specific
career. As one coordinator commented, "For some students, co-op is their
only chance to find a spot to b.." Co-op helps students because they cften
lack self-esteem and the maturity to get and hold a job; co-op teaches them
a way to go about it. In this connection, the ICE coordinator tells
employers than he cares less about student skill levels than their
attendance, responsiveness, and seriousness. They need to learn communl,:d-
tion and life survival skills, such as budgeting and planning, and -o-op is
an excellent opportunity for them to pick up these skills without really
knowing they are "learning" in a formal school sense.

This view of co-op is shared by the other coordinators as well. They
believe that for many of their students, co-op is the first time they have
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succeeded in life, and consequently they begin to see a relationship between
work and school, between performance and having money. Often their school
work improves both while they are in co-op and in the year before they enter
the program, when they are trying to complete enough school work to make
time in their schedules for co-op. Co-op class supports this process in
that students are required to develop resumes, do training plans, and work
on aspects of human relations that will help them as they leave school and
enter adulthood.

LasszararrazilaLtuSauun2nra.

Vocational clubs do not appear to be an important component of the
traditional vocational education offered at Washington High School. One of
the shop teachers explained why. While the school does have a chapter of
Vocational-Industrial Clubs of America (VICA), participation in VICA is
expensive, and most of the students enrolled in 'he shops cannot afford
membership. He commented that he does have his students doing a Lot of the
same activities, but without the cost that would accompany formal membership
in a club chapter.

Intsezatimazigi-Shi-Agagsmia212zum

A recent evaluation of vocational education in Milwaukee particularly
noted Washington High School's industrial-technical education program for
its success at upgrading traditional industrial arts to technology educa-
tion, and suggested that:

The efforts of Washington High School should be recognized districtwide
and used as a model for program development in other schools.

Of particular interest to the evaluators was the school's success in
infusing th(... school's computer specialty program into the curriculum.

The Computer Data Processing program is clearly highly integrated with
the mathematics department at Washington High school. The teachers are math
teachers, there is an algebra prerequisite for full program participation,
and students in the college-bound strand of the program do not stop with
algebra. But the effects of the program's presence in the school have
penetrated considerably farther than math. We had never seen so many
computers in a school! In addition to the specialty program's computer
laboratory, there is a math lab, a reading lab, a writing lab, and a science
center - -all with their own Apple Its. The principal is not exaggerating
when he boasts that 'Computer technology has been infused into all depart-
ments the school.'

This did not happen by chance. As a vocational education teacher
explained:

The administration was clever not to make computer sciences a depart-
ment. In oruer to succeed, they had to cooperate with other programs.
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Although the program was initially threatening to some teachers and some
departments, its fledgling need for whole-school involvement in order get
off the ground quickly reduced any perceptions of territorial encroachment.
Establishing Washington High as the computer center for the school district
quickly became a common mission and did much to restore the faculty's sense
of the school as a place where important educational things were happening.
Nearly everyone got the "computer bug;" today, over 90 percent of the
faculty are computer iterate and use computers as a teaching tool.

The principal is committed to a belief that basic skills instruction is
the responsibility of every teacher its the school:

I feel strongly that the teaching of basic skills cannot be one
teacher's responsibility. I have been harping on the teaching of
reading and writing across the disciplines for years. I have insisted
that all teachers have essay exams, which has caused the mathematics
teachers some problems.

How does this philosophy play out in areas beyond the computer specialty
program? The same vocational education evaluation report that spoke
favorably about technology education and the computer program also noted
above average integration of vocational and academic education in tradition-
al vocational subject areas: "The use of basic and academic skills was
observed in several classes through writing, mathematical, and computational
skills." In this connection, one of the teachers commented that students in
communications will often develop a resume in his co-op class much more
effectively than they do in English. At the same time, students' reading
levels tend to be low, and vocational education does not so much succeed at
teaching reading as in increasing students' motivation and perseverance to
do a job. This teacher believes that if students do not learn to read well
in elementary school, it is very difficult for them to learn this skill in
high school vocational education.

Asked about the utility of vocational education as a vehicle for
improving basic skills, several co-op coordinators commented that vocational
teachers teach basic skills in a camouflage0 waythey teach writing and
verbal communication skills through requiring various records, resumes, and
the like from their students. Since many students like their vocational
classes and stay awake in them, they may at least pick up a few basic
academic skills that have drifted over their heads in other classes.

On average, the higher ability students at Washington are likely either
to be in the computer specialty program or too busy taking college preparat-
ory courses (foreign language, extra English, and math courses) to be in
vocational education. Most of the vocational education instructors we
interviewed acknowledged that their students are less likely to continue
their education past high school than are the computer specialty students.
Thus the challenge is to offer them courses that will entice them to stay in
school (which vocational courses tend to do for many students, particularly
those enrolled in co-op) and at the same time to pvepars them for labor
force participation. The current structure of vocational education at
Washington does not provide intensive occupationally specific skill
training, although most instructors try to stress job readiness and use
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vocational courses to keep students in school long enough to e- - the all-
important high school diploma.

In summary, while there is acknowledgment cf the need _ academic and
vocational education to be integrated, and there is commitment from many
academic and vccational teachers to do the best they can, many believe that
societal' values have created a situation that militates against recognition
of the legitimate role of vocational education, even in a school where only
about 15 to 40 percent of the students enter postsecondary institutions.

Zakta2111212i-riaLSSAUSLULLLTSEXATA

We did not obtain student level outcome data for e.ther the computer
specialty program or the regular vocational program. Since some ter-
ticipante in the computer program attend pert-time and actually graduate
from other high schools, aggregation of college-going rates and job
placements. becomes complicated. There 1g attrition from the program--for
every 200 entrants, only about 80 stay to the end--and educators worry about
this. On the other hand, the specialty programs are considered exploratory
and computers are not everyone's cup of tea. Many program completers do go
on to postsecondary education at four-year state institutions, at private
colleges and universities, including MIT, and at the Milwaukee Area
Technical reellege. Others go directly to work. A computer program "alumni"
group has formed at one large employer in the area.

Computer program boosters tend to emphasize other kinds of accomplish-
ments as indicators of the program's success. Thus, for example, teams
fielded by the program have been winning local, state, and national
computing competitions on a regular basis since 1979. The specialty program
teachers were abte to partially repay the A.C. Smith Company for its long-
term support by designing and delivering a computer training course that
prepared company supervisors to use a computerized system of tracking
employee absences. A summer program offers elementary school students an
introduction to computers. Evening adult education programs are heavily
enrolled.

All of those thinto contribute to the self-esteem of the school, the
program, and -- ultimately- -the students who attend Washington High.
Improving the school's image is an important outcome for everyone involved.

V. The Teachers

.Z8rektre114PkettreaDing. and Exterience

Mere are 127 teachers at Washington High School. Teachers in the
Milwaukee Public Schools are unionized. Over the years, union officials
have cooperated with district officials in finding ways to allow teachers in
the career specialty programs to assume nonteeching responsibilities.

The vocational education teachers at Waxhington represent a mix of
experienced, long-time practitioners and newer teaehers. For example, the



department chairs of industrial-technical education and home economics havebeen et the school for many years, while one of the home economics teachers
is new this year and another has been at the school for three years. Mostof the teachers we interviewed were trained in the University of Wisconsin
system, primarily at Stout, which is the main four-year university in the
state for vocational education.

The Chairman of the Business Education Department has been at
Washington High since 1967. She holds a bachelor's degree In b siness
education and has graduate credits from the University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee. In order to maintain her certification, she must accumulate five
credits every five years or spend some time working in a job related to he.!
teaching assignments. The school system recently paid for her to receive
training on WANG word processors and the IBM System 36.

One of the industrial-technical education teachers we interviewed is
heavily involved in local and state Technology Education Associations; he is
currently vice-president of the Wisconsin Association. He views this
participation as important to keeping up with state and national trends in
curriculum and instruction. His participation in these activities helps him
to learn what others in his field are doing and to bring this knowledge to
his work with students at Washington.

Ever since the beginning of the computer specialty program in 1975,
provision has been made to release one participating teacher each semester
for training in private sector uses of computers. The school district
continues to pay the released teacher' salary. This component of the
program is considered critical in the continuing effort to stay current with
the field and is a valued professional development activity for teachers.

=he Implementor: & Profile

The implementor for the computer specialty program is an extraordin-
arily dynamic person. If the school had conducted a nationwide search for a
person to head this program, they could not have uncovered a better
candidate. As it happens, her assignment as a math teacher to Washington
High was a fluke. School level administrators have no control over teacher
hiring or transfer policies. The principal said, "It's completely an
accident as to how she got here, but I shudder to think what we would do
without her."

The program's survival is largely in the implementor's hands at this
point. She is the "front office" person who must make contact with sn4
convince local businesses that the computer specialty program is a worth-
while investment. It will be mainly her responsibility to develop more
placements if on-the-job training is to expand. Of course, she has the
complete backing and full Cooperation of the Advisory Committee and the
school's administration. Nevertheless, the hustle is all hers.

The implementor is a "people parson." One is struck by the personal
interest she conveys in every interaction, particularly those involving
students. A group of seniors beading off on a field trip is exhorted to ask
intelligent questions and gently ribbed about the relative importance of
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lunch in the context of the overall venture. A newly married couple is
greeted with shouts and hugs. The pair met in the computer program; the
wife is working while the husband attends college.

As a teacher and advisor, the implementor has a reputation for being
helpful and caring, but tough. One student said, "When I came here, I was
'iffy' about the computer program. I heard that I would hate (the impLmei-
tor) becaue she makes you work. What you've got to realize is that in the
long run, it's all for your own good." Another student called her "one of
the most A.nfluential people in my life." This boy started out in the
computer program, but his primary interest is writing, specially poetry.
Rather than try to hang on to him, the implementor arranged for him to enter
a poetry contest, located a scholarship that allowed him to attend a summer
literature seminar at Marquette University, and ultimately applauded his
decision ' p out of the specialty program.

T1 .ntor's right-hand person was also originally trained as a
math tam .r. An expert in the technical side of computers, he teaches the
computer cochnology classes and keep the program's machines functioning.
Needless to say, his full-time presence in the school is critical to the
program's success. "Without him," says the principal. "we would be it.
trouble." A University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee faculty member is also in the
school on a regular basis.11 An Advisory Committee member, he also places
and supervises student teachers in Washington's computer program and teaches
in-service classes in the educational applications of computers for teachers
from other schools.

Attitudes Toward yqgationel Education and- Students

The teachers we interviewed believe that vocational education,
particularly co-op, can be an effective mechanism for keeping students in
school, motivating them to continue their education at the postsecondary
level, and helping them to prepare for life and work as adults. Their
ability to prepare students for good entry-level jobs is limited by factors
that are essentially beyond their control. At the same time, f.ir many
students, particularly those who are typically called the "et-risk" group,
they believe that participation in vocational education gives students a
chance to succeed at something, in many instances for the first time in
their lives.

These attitudes reflect a commitment to their students and to what they
are trying to do with students that characterized the comments of all the
teachers we interviewed. For example, the home economics teacher who
supervises operation of tho parent-infant center emphasized the importance
of the parenting classes to the young mothers whose children attend the
center. A Communications teacher tries to "turn students on" to the point
that they will decide to continue their education at the postsecondary
level. During our interview, the vocational guidance counselor was on the
telephone with a student who was in the process of dropping out of school;

=11101P1M.1,

11Milwaukee has a strong tradition of school-college collaboration.
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school work often improves, and they are learning skills and behaviors that
may improve their chances of going on to postsecondary training or obtaining
a good job when they leave high school.

One of the most important themes of these activitiesand also of the
specialty--is the consistent pattern among the administrators and teachers
responsible for their implementation of getting students into smaller groups
where they can provide a level of individual attention and caring that seem
critical to the 55 percent of Washington's students who are economically and
educationally disadvantaged. both individually and in groups, each of the
teachers we interviewed emphasized the feed to create an environment in
which they can help students build their self-esteem and thus begin to view
themselves as worthwhle individuals who have the capability to succeed both
in high school and beyond.

As noted throughout this case study, the computer specialty, initially
established at least in part to support the district's desegregation
requirement, is clearly an excellent program that has helped to revitalize
Washington by attracting good students, extensive private-sector commitment,
and pride on the part of administrators, teachers, students, and the
district. Even so, perhaps the most important indicators of successor at
least of a strong movement ir. that direction--at the school overall are the
other programs and initiatives underway tu address the acrdemic and personal
needs of all the s'f..udencs there. One hopes--and expectsthat Washington
High School will continue on its path toward recapturing the excellence it
was known for in Milwaukee in the past.
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administrators, teachers, and students--is working hard to achieve the
educational goals that characterize the school system's philosophy.

First, the school is clearly under control, a critical first step in
achieving excellence, if t.ne lessons of the school effectiveness research
are to be believed. There are security guards and strict hall monitoring
policies in place, but the net impression a visitor has is of an orderly and
all-in-all pleasant environment. While administrators and teachers appear
uniformly sensitive to and realistic about the personal and educational
problems of many of the students, they have obviously succeeded in creating
an environment in which students can (and 4o) work hard at learning.
Further, they have high expectations. The specialty implementor expects her
students to do their homework, the co-op coordinators insist on responsi-
bility--both at school and on the job--of the students they admit to their
programs, and the pre-co-op director stresses with parents as well as
students that participation in her program is an expensive privilege that
they must take seriously.

The computer specialty is very important to Washington High School- -
computer technology has infused much of the school's academic and vocational
offerings. It draws talented students from around the city and suburbs,
thus inevitably improving the overall quality and self-image of the school.
Perhaps most striking, it has attracted very serious and important private-
sector involvement to the school at a level of intensity that is not often
seen, for all the rhetoric, in inner city high schools. It has contributed
to a "business" attitude among faculty and administrators that overall has
infused an important problem-solving mentality into education at Washington.

Perhaps even more impressive than the computer specialty program
itself, which is clearly the school's centerpiece and pervades many of the
departments, are the myriad other programs that Washington has implemented
to address the personal and educational needs of the other" students--those
whose ability, achievement, or interest levels preclude their involvement in
the specialty. For example, the pre-co-op program, though new this year
has the potential to turn around some of the school's most highly at-risk
students. Already the participants are doing better: they are coming to
school regularly, working on reading, math, and other deficits, and are
getting good evaluations from their employers. CARE, using Chapter 1 funds
to implement family clusters for students who need smaller groups to
identify with than the student body as a whole, is also attacking the atten-
dance, behavioral, and academic deficits of many students.

The Chapter 1 writing lab is helping students learn to write as well as
to do word processing, and, perhaps most importantly, helping them develop a
sense of competency and achievement The parent- infant center is attempting
to keep young mothers in school and at the same time to learn how to care
for themselves end their children in the 'real world," a goal that, if
successful, may help to reduce the likelihood that the current babies will
experience many of the same personal and academic difficulties that their
mothers face at school and elsewhere. Co-op, which is a key part of the
'traditional" vocational education at Washington, is both a dropout
prevention strategy and, according to all of the co-op coordinators, an
arena in which some of the school's students experience success for the very
first time in their lives. The result is that their commitment to their
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heard at Washington. The students who are struggling elicit a great deal of
sympathy an a desire to help in any way possible from both teachers and
peers. Some faculty and administrators do believe that many students have
unrealistic aspirations, given their academic deficits. However, the goal
is to overcome as many problems as possible in the four years that the
ache:a can have some impact on these individuals' lives.

VII. Summary Theme: and Indicators of Success

The Milwaukee Public School system has developed an elaborate plan for
the delivery oZ career and vocational education. It is rooted in the belief
that All studams should receive occupational preparation, a term that in
this context is very broadly defined Thus, the student who expresses
interest in becoming an engineer and takes four years of high school math
through calculus 13 gaining occupaioral preparation just as surely and
deliberately as the student who enrolls in an automotive repair sequence.
Philosophically, traditional vocational education fields are viewed as
disciplines, differing from the academic fields only in the centrality of
occupational preparation in their primary mission statements.

The career specialty magnet programs ari the real test cases for this
overall philosophy of vocational education. Ideally, the programs are
designed to be interdisciplinary, offering students an unusual opportunity
to make connections between required academic subjects, the often more
attractive hands-on electives, and finally, the possible career paths to
which a program of studies may lead. It is probable (just by the law of
averages) that the effectiveness of the various magnet programs has been
variable. But this may have more to do with vision and leadership at
individual schools than with the ultimate workability of the plan.

At the school we did visit, the specialty program is working well and
in fact has achieved an interdisciplinary character that is rare in
secondary education. But that is only part of the story. The majority of
students at Washington High School are only tangentially affected by the
success of the ^omputer data processing program. We were equally interested
in how the school balanced its responsibilities and resources as both a
magnet nro-ram host and a comprehensive, neighborhood high school. All in
all, we v a impressed with both sides of the equation.

The district's approach to educational (including vocational
emu ational) improvement is both reasonable and ambitious. But how does it
plt1 out in a school that has experienced some unique problems (referred to
by students. teachers, and administrators as "the troubles" that occurred in
the 1970s) along with the full set of difficulties that have faced most
urban high schools in recent years? While Washington High School may not
"be there" yet, in terms of student rerention and achievement, confidence
that most students leave the school well prepared for postsecondary
education or good jobs, and the like, it is clear that the school--its



Attitudes Toward Vocational Eaucatiu

Students we interviewed at Washington tend to be proud of the computer
specialty, but they all wanted to hake the point that there is more to
Washington High School than just that program. Several of them had chosen
Washington because of the specialty but had later changed their minds. The
student government president, for example, felt that the specialty took too
much of his time and changed to a regular college preparatory program. One
girl originally enrolled in the specialty because her mother does data
processing at a K-Mart and believes that computer expertise will assure
people of good jobs in the future. This girl has dropped out of the
program, however, because she prefers working with people rather than with
machines. (She plans to be a psychologist or a social worker.) Another
senior had initially chosen the specialty at Washington because he wanted to
attend the school (some of his friends were enrolling at Washington) and
knew that signing up for the specialty would get his there. A good student,
he has since "taken" to computers and plans a career as a computer main-
tenance and service technician.

Because there is so much pressure to complete graduation requirements
and pass tests, vocational education probably has less influence on
retaining potential dropouts and preparing them for jobs than it did in the
past. Students who remain in school are entitled to their elective choices,
but co-op placements are limited to the most responsible and the highest
achievers within a vocational area. Understandable though the system may
be, hard-core disadvantaged students are probably not well-served by this
pecking order. Washington High may typify the conundrum of our educational
times: how to establish defensible standards that do not become scone walls
to the ideal of equal education and employment opportunities. Urban
vocational And academic educators will grapple with this issue for many
years to come.

Hopes and Aspirations

All of the students we talked with plan to go to college. One senior
will attend the two-year Milwaukee Area Technical College to become a
computer service technician. Another 1,,oy plans to go to Madison in
business. Two girls plan to go to the University of Wisconsin at Madison or
Whitewaterone in psychology and one in English.

The President of the Student Government originally came to Washington
High for the computer specialty program. Now enrolled in "PAT" (Program for
the Academically Talented) classes, and focusing on English, he plans to
attend Morehouse College, a prestiaious historically black Institution: and
return to Milwaukee for a career in politics. He is very sure about his
plans and, given his articulateness at age 17, his aspirations seem
plausible.

Whtle these students are undoubtedly unrepresentative of the majority,
their commitment to and belief in the school are striking. They certainly
do not seem to find Washington High a frightening environment, and if anyone
were to be picked on, it seems likely that the very small number of
overachievers would be singled out. "Alienation* is not a word that we
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preferring to maintain its image as an institutiwt that can meet the needs
of all its students under one roof. The time it rapidly approaching,
however, when this option will no longer be viable, despite the community's
philosophy of education. Although the high school has managed to cling to
nine of the 10 vocational programs that fl. rished a decade ago, enrollment
in several programs is increasingly marginal and two departments (home
economics and horticulture) have been reduced to a single instructor.

School Climate

Fridley High School is a very orderly place. The Director of
Vocational Programs is also the Assistant Principal. He is specifically
responsible for upholding the school's discipline and attendance policies,
which have recently been strengthened. Improving attendance rates is a
particular concern. Not long ago, the district noticed a direct correlation
between increased numbers of students with after school jobs and an
unacceptably high absentee rate. After working the 3-to-11 p.m. shift at
fast food restaurants, students were finding it all too easy to oversleep,
missing school altogether or arriving late. Careful monitoring and a tough
line on excuses have improved the attendance situation.

Disciplinary procedures are also rigorously but fairly enforced. At
most hours of the day, one oz more students can be found serving in-house
suspensions on the rut of chairs outside the Assistant Principal's office.
This punishment-by-boredom technique brings some students around. Others
require more creative measures. One recidivist truant and troublemaker was
astonished to find that his penance was an obligation to drop by the office
each day to say *Good morning" to the Assistant Principal. This simple
requirement succeeded in connecting the boy to the school where other,
harsher methods had failed.

Fridley is a good, safe, structured environment where students can and
do learn. The school and the community care about the students and are
proud of them.

II. The School and the Community

Demographics

As a community, Fridley has changed over the past 10 years. At one
time, shortly after its rapid post-Korean War construction the town was the
most densely populated suburb in the Twin Cities area. Its original
citizens were upwardly mobile blue-collar workers and their families who
prized family stability and saw high quality education--including extensive
vocational education--as the key to their children's future.

Today there are really two Fridleys. The central core of the
community, where the igh school and middle school are located, is a
neighborhood of well-tended, single family homes--most of them without
school-age children. (Only 24 percent of the homes in Fridley shelter
school-age children today.) In contrast with the community's dominant ethos
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INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT .16
Fridley. Minnesota

Nancy E. Adelman

I. Ovarview

The Setting

The suburb of Fridley is situated to the north of Minneapolis-St. Paul,
just outside the interstate beltway that circles the Twin Cities. Its

western edge fronts the Mississippi River. At 7:30 on an unseasonably warm
spring morning, the neighborhood surrounding Fridley High School looks like
an advertisement for the American dream. Commuters emerge from comfortable
homes on treelined streets and enter sensible cars for the commute to the

city. Groups of well-dressed children wait on street corners for school
buses or amble slowly toward a presumably scholastic destination.

Fridley High School is low and sprawling, built around four central
courtyards that are not visible from the street. A refugee duck from Moore

Lake across the road parades on the school roof, perhaps the same duck that

raised its offspring in one of the courtyards the previous year. School

buses roll in and students pile out. The problem for Fridley is that there

are fewer of them than there were last year and only 60 percent as many as

there were 15 years ago. Fridley is a "graying" community, a circumstance
with vast implications for its school system generally and its vocational

program in particular. Like many suburban areas throughout the nation,
Fridley is watching its enrollment curve fall off the bottom of the chart.

fhilosophyAlissiotGoala

As stated in its promotional literature, the broadest mission of the

Fridley Public Schools is to provide for the educational needs of its

students." At the high school level, the system is committed to providing

comprehensive education that will prepare all students for entry into either

postsecondary education or the world of work by offering:

Opportunities for satisfying the personal and academic needs and
interests rf each student

o The opportunity to explore a variety of career options

o The opportunity t4 explore family living and other life

experiences

A balance between theoretical and practical courses

o Opportunities for students to relate present education experiences
with future employsent possibilities

Unlike two-thirds of the school districts in the area, Fridley has so
far resisted entering into a cooperative vocational education arrangement.



If consolidation becomes ecessary, a number of configurations are
possible, including magnet schools, upper and lower division secondary
schools, and other cooperative arrangements. While they recognize the
inevitability of change in their school system, some local educators are
concerned that some alternatives being examined, such as magnet schools or
an area vocational center, are likely to result in a vocational "track" that
will discourage the broadly based participation in vocational education that
the community has traditionally valued.

5upoorts and Constraints

Obviously, declining enrollments and scarce resources are major
constraints on Fridley's vocational education programs. Sensitive to both
the local economy and the overwhelming proportion of voters without school-
age children, the school ',ward has been reluctant to place a bond issue
before the public. Recently, however, the board voted to attempt a $13
million levy during the 1987-88 school year that would generate about $1.6
million per year of local effort.

While vocational education in Fridley is not considered a luxury that
the town can ill afford, there is general agtsement that vocational programs
are expensive. Per pupil expenditures in vocational education are higher
than in any other area except, perhaps, physics. In 1986-87, vocational
programs received $35,625 from the general fund (state end local monies) and
$17,152 for capital expenditures. Salaries and benefits for vocational
program staff came to about $250,000. The district obtained $11,000 from
the state's Perkins Act &location for use in its vocational curriculum for
handicapped and disadvantaged students. State vocational categorical aid to
the district was over $101,000. Total expenditures for vocational education
were just over $400,000, approximately $400 per student based on total high
school enrollment.

If cost constraints and declining enrollments have had a serious impact
on vocational education in Fridley, the crowning blow was the shortening of
the school dayfrom seven periods to six, accompanied by additional, local-
ly mandated requirements in mathematita and computer literacy for all
students. Not only are there fewer students altogether, but those who
remain have fewer elective slots open in their programs.

One final constraint mentioned by several vocational teachers concerns
the registration procedures employed by the high school, considered par-
ticularly detrimental to advanced vocational courses. Registration for the
following year begins in Decemter and closes at the end of January. It is
difficult for a student in the first semester of Accounting I, for example,
to decide whether or not to take Advanced Accounting before first semester
grades ere even completed. Schedule revisions are allowed in May and June,
but for most students, this is simply an announcement over the P.A. system.
Furthermore, by that point, teacher assignments for the following year have
been determined. If Advanced Accounting did not "make" in January, chances
are it will not be resurrected in June.
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Fridley requires completion of 21 credits for graduation. The six-
period day allows a maximum of 24 credits in four years. As Table 1 shows,
13.5 credits must be taken in core disciplines, physical education, computer
science, and health, leaving 7.5 units available for elective choices,
principally in the junior and senior years. Students must cake math
proficiency test in ninth grade; those who fail to obtain a passing score
re required to enroll in a remedial math course in Grade 10.

Table 1

High School Graduation Requirements
Fridley, Minnesota

Subiect Areas ReAuired_ Credits

English 4.0
Social studies 4.0
Science 2.0
Mathematics 2.0
Physical education 1.5
Computer science 0.5
Health 0.5
Electives 7.5

TOTAL 21.0

Elective courses are available In all the academic departments as well
as in art, music, and vocational education. A popular Teacher Aid (TAID)
program also allows a limited number of students the experience of working
for the various departments (including Business, Horticulture, Home
Economics, and Industrial Arts) as clerical, laboratory, or special
assignment assistants.

IV. The Programs

Fridley High School offers vocational programs through five depart-
ments: Business, Horticulture, Home Economics, Industrial Tschnolcgy (cfttn
referred to as Trades and Industry in other settings), and Vocational
Cooperative Work Programs. For a school of its size, Fridley continuas to
support a large number of vocational courses, with considerable scope and
some sequence in most vocational areas.
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Although school district rhttoric emphasizes exploratory vocational
education, the available programs actually offer students the opportunity to
engage in e good deal of occupationally specific training in typing,
accounting, business occupations, distributive education (marll.eting),
horticulture power and equipment, drafting, wood technology, electronics..
metals technology, and graphics. Table 2 outlines the vocational offerings
listed in the school's most recent catalogue. If enrollment ;ells below 10
students, a course may be cancelled.

Table 2

Vocational Offerings
Fridley High School

DeputmenSYCourlss No. of Credits Freouisites

BUSINESS
Beginning Typing .5 None
Intermediate Typing .5 Beg. Typ.
Advanced Typing .5 Inter. Yyp,
Electronic Machines/Bus. Procedures' 1.0 Beg. Typ.
Accounting I' 1.0 None
Advanced Accounting .5 Beg. Acct.
Basic Law .5 None
Consumer Mathb .5 None
Electronic Mathb .5 None
Stanospeed 1.0 Beg. Typ.
Marketing I .5 None

HORTICULTURE
Power and Equipment I .5 None
Power and Equipment II 1.0 FILE I
Natural Resource Management .5 None
Recreational Animals/Animal Science .5 None
Ornamental Horticulture 1.0 None
Auto Care/Mechanics for Begin. Driver .5 None

HOME ECONOMICS
Clothing Today .5 None
Housing/Interior Design .5 None
Independent Living .5 None
Family Relationships .5 None
Exploring Childhood .5 None
Food for You e

.., None
*Computers in the Home .5 None

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY
Computer-Aided Drafting (CAD)' 1.0 None
Vocational Architecture 1.0 CAD
Drafting and Design 1,0 CAD
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Table 2 (Continued)

Vocational Offerings
Fridley High School

Industrial Technical Mathb
Wood Technology
Advanced Wood Technology
Voc. Bldg. Trades Tech.
Electricity Technology
Electronics Tech. I
Electronics Tech. II
General Hotel,' Tech.
Metal Machining Tech.
Voc. Welding Teich.
Graphic Arts Tech.
Voc. Graphic Arts Tech.

VOCATIONAL CO -OP WORK PROGRAM
Business Occupations Classc
Co-op Business Occupations
Occup. Relations/Trade 61 Indurtryc
Co-op Trade and Industry
Marketing IIC
Distributive Retailing
Horticulture Co-op

.5 None

.5 None

.5 Wood Tech.
7.0 Wood Tech.
.5 None

1.0 None
1.0 Elec. Tech. I
1.0 None
1.0 Gin. Metals
2.0 Gen. Metal,
1.0 None
2.0 Graph. Arts

1.0
1-2.0

1.0
1-2.0

1.0

1-2.0
1-2.0

&Meets the 1/2 computer credit requirement for graduation
bMeets 1/2 of the 2-credit math requirement for graduation
cClassroom courses taken in conjunction with on-the-job experience

e

At Fridley High School. only seniors may enroll in co-op programs.
Three hours of rele,ise time for on-the-job experience yield two credits
toward graduation. Students may also opt for one or two hours (1 credit) or
receive one credit for after school work experiences.

In terms of enrollments and number of instructors (four), the Busine-s
Education Department is the largest vocational program at Fridley.
Beginning typing (personal service rather than vocational) drew 2C5
students, electronic machines/business procedures 117, and Basic Law 65.
Neither Stenospeed nor Advanced Typing was offered during 1986-87 because of
low demand. Department staff are heartened that a section of Advanced
Typing was 'made" for the 1987-88 school year.

A recent evaluation by the North Central Association found the Fridley
business education program healthy. The major limitations of the program
were found to be t shortage of microcomputers, a lack of Basic Business/
Business Management courses, and overly large beginning typing classes. In
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their self-evaluation, business instructors indicated That they fuund them-
selves falling short on providing kl) career awareness and orientation to
work, (2) assistance in placement, guidance, and follow-up, and (3) related
student activities.

Horticulture is the suburban version of the vocational agriculture
program. With its emphasis on floriculture/landscaping and the repair of
small engines (such as lawnmowers and chain saws), horticulture is quite
different from the traditional rural 'vo-age' model. However, since most
horticulture teachers grew up and were trained in the vo-ag system, they
tend to evaluate themselves and their programs (perhaps unfairly) against
traditional criteria. Thus, the Fridley horticulture teacher (there is
presently A single instructor in this area) criticized his program for
failing to provide a supervised occupational experience (SOEP) and for
fciling to serve adults. Quite possibly neither of these objectives is
appropriate for Fridley in 1987.

The North Central Association found Fridley's horticulture program to
be too heavily focused on engine maintenance. Other criticisms appear to be
related to a single person's trying to coordinate too many aspects of a
complex program (e.g., adequate maintenance of the campus's landscape
plantings, greenhouse, and equipment and adequate supervision of the co-op
component of the program).

The entire home economics program ig now the responsibility of one
instructor. The teacher commented that roller skates vauld be useful for
supervising her .'main, which spreads across five classrooms and includes
the ki4chen area and sewing room. Despite careful maintenance of applian-
ces, the tine is approaching when the kitchen equipment will need replacing
and updating, a capital outlay that the budget can ill afford. In the
meantime, the instructors make the best of what they have and quietly lament
the passing of the advanced and occupational home economics classes that
characterized another era.

In order to keep enrollments in Nome economics high enough for
survival, the instructor has devolopoo a 'Computers in the Nome' class,
which satisfies the new school computer requirement for graduation. The
course began as a money management unit in the Independent Living class.
Now a semester course in its own right, the curriculum covers databases,
spreadsheets, simple room design and floor plans, electronic banking, and
making an energy audit of the home.

The Industrial Technology Department encompasses a wide variety of
instructional areas, including electricity /electronics, metals, woods,
welding, graphic arts, and drafting. Four staff members cover the instruc-
tional content in all these specialties. In relationship to total school
enrollment, the North Central Association found Fridley's industrial
offerings to be "far above average.' Although it is far from having enough
high tech equipment (such as computers for CAD) to meet student demand, the
school has moved as rapidly in this direction as budget constraints allow.
Staff yearn for a larger drafting room, a CAD-CAM lat;te, a laser writer, and
electronic training units with robotic arms. The ability to purchase some
of this expensive equipment through the pooling of multiple school
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districts' resources may be one consolation prize if Fridley is forced to
consolidate.

In 1986-87, enrollments supported two sections each of advanced woods,
graphic arts, and CAD, and one section of 10 other courses listed in the
course catalogue. Vocational graphic arts technology was not offered.

special Populations

Fridley High School has a transition vocational education progralf ilr
handicapped and disadvantaged students. In 1986-87, it served a total -:
107 students in the following categories:

Orthopedically handicapped 4
Educable mentally retarded 11
Socially/emotionally handicapped 19
Learning disabled 48
Educationally, socially, or economically disadvantaged 25

Instruction takes place in a Student Resource Center. Units in what is
termed a "fundamental careers curriculum° include:

vocational mathematics

o sources for locating jobs

o skills in applying for work

o safety

o managing money

In addition to these curriculum packages. students engage in career explora-
tion through the use of kits (the Discovery Program) that introduce them to

vocational areas such as plumbing, electricity, accounting, small engines,
masonry, animal care, medical records, and graphic arts.

Various vocational assessment instruments are used throughout a
handicapped student's high school program. Results of these tests, plus
interests generated through the Discovery Program, suggest appropriate
nonpaid placements in a community-baled career exploraki.on program for
eleventh and twelfth graders. Students visit a career site five hours per
week for a quarter and may ultimately become familiar with eight work
settings during their last two years of high school. A job coach works with
employers and school personnel to develop the sites.

As policy, Fridley encourages vocational mainstreaming. However. the
special education department believes there is a considerable way to go
before fully effective programming for handicapped and disadvantaged stu-
dents will be achieved. Special education staff assist vocational program
faculty in adapting regular vocational programs to the needs of individual
students. About 10 to 15 handicapped student* per year participate in the
paid co-op work program. Their placements ere specifically generated and
supervised by the special education coordinator. The Minnesota Department
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of Rehabilitation Services and the county transition project assist students
and their families with post-high school planning. Many handicapped stu-
dents go on to en AVTI or a community college.

Class ooa Colcopents

Fridley's vocational classrooms, shops, and laboratories are modestly
but adequately equipped. Most industrial technology shops are located on
the back side of the school, vIth easy access to a separate garage-like
structure that houses larger projects, tractors, lawnmowers, and assorted
materials. Business, drafting, home economics, and the horticulture
program's greenhouse and classroom are on other corridors of the sprawling
complex.

At the time of our visit, late in the school year, students know the
routines in their vocational classes. For example, an early morning welding
class moves smoothly through the process of opening up the garage, backing
out the school-owned van, and maneuvering the 12 to 15-foot metal docks-on-
wheels that they have been assembling, on commission. as their class
project. (These docks, which can be removed from the water for the winter,
are apparently popular items with the many area residents who own lakeside
property.) The students are equipped with the required safety glasses and
clearly know their way around the materials and equipment. Their teacher
notes that at this point, his role is more like that of a foreman or boss
than a teacher.

In an advanced woods class, .01 the students are working independently
on projects that they hope to finish before the end of the school year.
Items include clocks, stereo speakers, a computer table, and bedside tables.
Most students indicate that they are taking this course for reasons of
personal interest and accomplishment rather than any intention of pursuing a
career in wood working. Like the welders, they are comfortakde with the
shop and its machinery. Occasionally a student consults with the instructor
on the next step. Most seem to enjoy thinking through procedures and making
decisions o' their own. At the 10-minute bell. they lock away their
project:, sweep up the sawdust, and pick up their beloribl.gs before moving
on to the next class.

The floriculture/landscaping classroom is crowded ms about 25 students
listen to general instructions for the day and plans for an upcoming field
trip. A large refrigerator of the type used in florist shops buzzes and
hums, making it difficult to hear from the back of the room. Shortly, the
class breaks into smaller work groups. A few students adjourn to the
attached greenhouse to care for the lush greenery that will be sold to the
public. Most gather around the marble-topped work tables to assemble floral
arrangements that will be graded as class projects. The class Appears to be
about evenly divided between girls and boys.

The currew7 director of vocational programs began the horticulture
program in 1971. At one time, there were three instructors and the
curriculum incluJ.ed production agriculture
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Nineteen students are pounding keyboards in intermediate typing during
the last period on a Friday afternoon. First there is the warm-up exercise,
accompanied by gradually decreasing chatter. The instructor returns graded
papers and outlines the new assignmentthe typing of a short report with
the indentations, blocked paragraphs, bullets, and other intricacies
associated with production typing. The typewriters are electric and in good
condition, but the observer (who writes reports for a living) wonders
whether these students will over encounter anything other than microcom-
puters and word processors in the workplace. Granted that touch-typing
skills are transferable to higher technologies, the student who knows a word
processing program will still'have the edge in the marketplace. Can the
typical comprehensive high school afford the 25 microcomputers per business
classroom needed to offer each enrollee word processing training? Can they
afford nal to offer such training? In 10 years--perhaps sooner--the
typewriter may be completely obsolete in the business world. These business
students are the transition generfition.

Marketing I attracts two sections with about 20 students each. The
curriculum is organized ground units such as the different ways in which
businesses are organized, "investing' $10,000 and watching your investment's
progress in the stock market reports, salesmanship, arm how to find a job.
Marketing II is a two-semester course taken in conjunction with co-op work
experience. Sixteen students are enrolled (about half as many as 10 years
ago). Topics covered in the classroom include business loath, entrepreneur-
ship, setting up business, taxes, store security, labor/management
relations, and how to resign gracefully, among others. Each student must
present an oral report on his or her future plans. On this particular day.
the class is taking the Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery (ASVAB)--
an interest and aptitude inventory that Fridley also administers to its
industrial technology and some transition program students. The results are
used by students, their families, and guidance counselors ir 'eking post-
high school plans.

The drafting room is even more crowded than the horticulture classroom.
lraditional drafting tables share space with a row of computers for CAD
instruction. Drafting is a popular elective at Fridley High School. This
year 45 students signed up for the introductory course and over 20 were
enrolled in the second year class. For next year, the instructor has been
forced to turn away students at both levels. Instruction is largely
individualized and the finel projects displayed around the room are truly
impressive. Several boys demonstrate their skills with a CAD program and
print out three-dimensional designs that make you wonder how we have managed
to fall behind in our industrial capacity. These kids are creative, they
understand the technology, and they are only 16. But like microcomputers
for word processing, there are simply not enough stations for large numbers
of students to get extensive experience in CAD during high school. The boys
ws observe are putting in JOIN' extra time during a study hall or lunch
break.

Work En/till=

Although it is considerably diminished in comparison with the 1970s,
Fridley's cooperative (co-op) work experience program remains an integral



part of its overall vocational offerings. At one time, the high school
suppo7.ed three full-time and two half-time co-op work coordinators. Next
year, there will be one half-time and four one-fifth time coordinators. On
a full-time equiv.lent basin, this is approximately one coordinator to 45
co-op students.

In 1986-87, the half -time co-op coordinator for the trades and industry
area placed 22 students in paid work stations that he developed, at least
officially, in an eight-day extension to his 10-month teaching contract.
(One can imaagine that finalizing arrangements might take somewhat longer
than this.) He visits each student two times per quarter on the average.

The horticulture program places 10 students in co-op during the school
year. Three of these placements are with the school district for
maintenance of athletic fields and other parts of the school property.
During the summer, larger numbers of students participate in a grounds
maintenance program, receiving one-half credit toward graduation for
learning to operate various pieces ofequipment as well as an hourly wage
once the training period is over. Some studants participate in this program
for two summers. The more experienced workers act as foremen for work
crews. The horticulture teacher receives a 33-day extension to his teaching
contract for his co-op activities and supervision of the summer program.
During the instructor's approximately six-week summer vacation, the Directc
of Vocational Education or the school custodians provide the student forem,.,
with back-up advice and supervision.

The Business Department offers what is termed a 'capstone" course in
business occupations that includes on-the-job experience. This senior year
program qualifies the department for state vocational education funds. Last
year, 11 students were enrolled. The distributive retailing cooperative
program placed 15 students.

Employers who agree to take on a co-op student are responsible for on-
the-job supervision, socialization of the student to the workplace, and
training in any specific skills necessary to perform the job. Employer..
grade students' performance each semester. In general, they appear to be
pleased with the Fridley High School students they have sponsored. The
Trades and Industry coordinator noted that a few employers have reimbursed
co-op students for continuing their training at an AVTI.

Overall, about eight percent of Fridley's total high school enrollment
participated in cooperative work experiences during 1986-87. Developing
placements does not seem to be a particular problem in the metropolitan
Minneapolis/St. Paul area. Rather, like all the elective courses at the
school, co-op is fighting an uphill battle against increased graduation
requirements, a shorter school day, and the demographic changes described
earlier. There is also the fact that many students find their own jobs, for
which they do not receive credit or release time, which come without the
teacher supervision, employer scrutiny, and classroom requirement of co -op.
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Extracurricular Sounanu

Fridley supports chapters of all the major student organizations
associated with particular vocational areas: Future Farmers of America
(Horticulture Club), the Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (VICA), the
Distributive Education Clubs of America (DECA), etc. Students routinely
participate and win prizes in the local, state, and national competitions
sponsored by these clubs, as well as a.. the State Fair. Fundraising to
support club activities is a major annual endeavor. As he distributed a
delivery of suntan products that students had sold door-to-door, one teacher
mildly complained about the necessity for the sales campaigns; however, he
is resigned to their inevitability.

The accomplishments of vocational students are recognized by the school
in several ways. Display cabinets in the halls showcase trophies, ribbons,
and prize-winning projects. The school sponsors an annual Fine end
Practical Arts Festival where parents and the community at large may view
student projects. The district bulletin, principal's newsletter, and school
newspaper publicize vocational honors and victories as well. In fact, says
the Director of Vocational Programs, "There is considerably more recognition
of students than of teachers."

laraultisaLmirhlaasiniglisurial.
Information presented in Table 2 indicates that several vocational

courses meet mathematics or computer science requirements for graduation.
In addition, the Director of Vocational Programs is currently lobbying to
have horticulture, electronics, and home economics bear some science credit.
For the first time next year, the building trades and physics teachers will
work cooperatively on instructional units that present principles of physics
for the noncollege-bound student. The North Central Association has also
recommended that the business, home economics, and English departments
should collaborate on the teaching of word processing, spreadsheets,
databases, and writing skills.

Most of the relationships between vocational and academic offerings at
Fridley High School seem to have grown out of vocational education's
survival instinct rather than out of any conviction that better integration
of the theoretical and the applied will result in better education. The
fact is that it is difficult to concentrate on innovative strategies when
yovx program and possibly your job are on the line.

Outcomes

On the average, Fridley sends 45 percent cf its graduates to four-year
colleges, 10-12 percent to community colleges, and 12-15 percent to AVTIs.
As in most Minnesota high schools, the dropout rate is low and there is no
indication that it is increasing as result of stricter graduation
requirements.
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Students taking vocational courses are not necessarily among the
approximately 35 percent of graduates wh. do not go directly on to
postsecondary education. The drafting instructor estimated that about 80
percent of the students taking his advanced courses pursue their education.
About three-fourths of the students in Marketing II plan further education
next year and half the students in building trades classes will probably go
on. During the past year, 16 junior and senior Fridley students (including
five vocational students) elected to attend courses at colleges, community
colleges, and AVTIs under the stat-'s new postsecondary enrollment option,
which requires school districts to pay tuition expenses.

Fridley undertakes a student follow-up survey every five years. The
last survey established the post-high school activities of 264 members of
the class of 1984, 47 percent of whom described themselves as having been in
the General high school program. Forty-five percent of the graduates were
attending college or university, 13 percent were enrolled in community
colleges, and a very large 27 percent were in postsecondary vocational
schools. The survey found that 75 percent of the graduates were employed,
indicating that many worked and attended school simultaneously. No
information is available on the relationship between high school vocational
training and post-school, training-related job placements.

V. The Teachers

Fridley High School has 36 full time equivalent faculty members in its
regular program and six special education teachers. Eleven instructors
teach in the vocational programs, some of them on a part-time basis.

The vocational staff is highly educated and highly experienced. Nine
of the 11 teachers hold masters degrees and all have been teaching for more
than 15 years. Most hold multiple vocational certificates and a few are
also qualified to teach other subjects, principally physical education or
health.

In order to renew their certification, vocational teachers in Minnesota
are required to work 10$ hours in choir specialty area every five years.
Most of these hours are filled by attending upgrading workshops and con-
ferences. Some teachers, however, hold summer jobs in the field they teach.
A trades and industry instructor, for exempla, has a contracting business on
the side and easily meets this standard. Others make special arrangements
with business and industry as needed.

The majority of Fridley's vocatio al instructors specifically trained
for a teaching career and entered the professicra as young adults directly
out of college. The drafting teacher is an exception. His first career was
with the Minnesota Highway D-4artment where he did surveying, :oil and
concrete testing, "soundings" of the earth, and design work. He has also
built several houses, including the log house he currently inhabits. He
became a teacher 20 years ago, after obtaining a degree in industrial
technology.
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The vocational teachers and other school or school district personnel
we interviewed feel strongly about the value of vocational education in the
total curriculum of a comprehensive high school. Some are bitter about what
they see as the *elitism" of national reports like A, Nation at Risk. As one
vocational coordinator put it, The worst thing in education right now is
the message out of Washington (saying) that vs should totally eliminate
vocational education.'

These educators accept the fact that unstoppable demographic trends are
curtailing their vocational programs. What they find indefensible is the
way in which other institutions, families, and the public have bought into
the argument that stronger academics are the sole solution to all the
nation's problems. For example, they say, surveys of employers keep harping
on their desire for employees with good basic skills. The schools respond
by raising academic requirements, but the reality is that without some job-
related skills, you can't even get an interview. The university comes in
for particular criticism. Although a foreign language is not officially
required for admission to the University of Minnesota, that institution has
*suggested' that foreign language study will help a student's chances.
Fridley parents have taken this hint to heart; next year, an incredibly high
prclportion (67 percent) of incoming ninth graders are signed up for a
foreign language, leaving them only one-half credit for another elective in
their freshman year.

Vocational education supporters in Fridley believe that a concerted
effort to educate the public is called for. As the Superintendent of
Schools put it, 'We need to break down the stereotypes of vocational
education." One idea being contemplated is a Registration Night when
students and their parents can talk with teachers and guidance people and
obtain more detail on course offerings before signing off on next year's
program. 'Then," says the trades and industry coordinator, "we could change
'the birdhouse' Lugs of industrial arts.'

VI. The Students

The student population at Fridley High School is homogeneous: white and
middle class. Lass titan one percent of the students are minorities. In the
hallways, different hair and clothing styles indicate that this school, like
most, has its cliques: the preps, the punks, the jocks, or whatever the
local nomenclature may be. Still, the students are more aliks than
different.

There is no particular way to characterize the students we observed and
interviewed in vocational classes. They were uniformly well spoken and
polite, engaged in their work, eager to demonstrate or describe what they
were doing. Along with the fact that there are fewer of them than in
previous years, their teachers say that they are more uniformly average in
ability. The genuinely "academic' students no longer have room in their
programs for vocational electives, even though the interest may still be
there. Naturally, there is nostalgia for the year when nine National Honor
Society students were enrolled in horticulture.
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Teachers also perceive a difference in attitudes. For example, minimum
wage jobs are not acceptable to many students. Nor are they willing to do
things like go for a job interview if it interferes with their social lives.
This is probably less a comment on vocational students than on a whole
generation, whose values and priorities often seem mysterious to those of us
who were raised on a sore liberal ration of guilt.

Most of the students we interviewed were taking particular vocational
courses for personal use. Two seniors in the wood techn(logy course
expected to attend four-year collages. One had been accepted at a public
institution but was coptinuing to look for a "hockey school" that could use
his talents. He plans to major in business or engineering. The other boy
would like to take a year off and then attend a "general" college. In a
welding class, we met one student who is already working in the carpentry
business and plans to continue in that field after graduation. Another has
enlisted in the Army for four years, requesting training in machining. A
third has made no post-high school decisions yet.

A popular annual event at Fridley is a real world update by a panel of
former vocational students. Of course success stories are preferred. One
recent panelist described his job as a supervisor for a cabinetmaking firm
at which he earns $35,000 per year, a figure that far surpasses average
salaries for college graduates in the Twin Cities region. Another favorite
son is young John Barnitt, who applied his high school-learned welding
skills as a crew member on the Stars and Stripes during its successful
challenge to bring the America's Cup home.

VII. Summary Themes and Indicators of Success

Fridley's story is being repeated in many suburbs all over the country,
but particularly in the northeast and the midwest. Thp idea of the
comprehensi-no high school, with a wide variety of offerings that appeal to
the full cross-section of adolescents, is being threatened by a combination
of factors that include (1) declining enrollments accompanied by decreasing
financial resources and (2) the impact of state and/or local elanges in high
school graduation requirements and scheduling patterns. Usually, the
C,timate result is the need to make painful decisions: dropping courses or
whole programs, Riling staff, closing a school or changing its structure.

As the negative factors pile up, the first areas to feel the pinch are
ti, electives: art, music, and, of course, vocational education, Fridley is
nearing the endgame in this downward spiral. Soon it will be neither
economically feasible nor fair to students for the community to try to
maintain Ch.,* comprehensive curriculum that it has always prized. However,
for at least one more year, the high school will continue on its own, doing
the best that it can to maintain a full range of courses and opportunities,
including some very good vocational classes.

Although there are several two -year vocational sequences and a still-
viable cooperative work experience program, the philosophy of vocational
education espoused in Fridley is essentially exploratory. Many students
enroll in vocational courses and sequences with personal use rather than
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career goals in mind. A large proportion of them will go on fir further
education and training immediately after graduation, and others are likely
to do so eventually. Whatever their motivations, there is no doubt that the
students who enroll value and enjoy the hands-on, applied skills that they
learn in their vocational clAises. For some, it is a relaxing antidote to
the more academic part of their school day. For others, such as the
students who spend extra hours in the drafting room exploring CAD programs,
it is the most intellectually stimulating portion of the day. Either way,
Fridley is not likely to abandon secondary vocational options for its
students, even if the high school must consolidate with its neighbors in
order to maintain a viable program.
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IV. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN A
SCHOOL-WITHIN-A-SCHOOL

The "school-within-a-ichool* structure has been effectively employed
for multiple purposes in districts across the country. Its primary value as
a structure lies in its ability to personalize education and reduce the
effects of anonymity that often alienate some students in a larte high
school. The School District of Philadelphia has made a significant
commitment to this approach in the delivery of vocational education through
its High School Academies. The Academies have experienced impressive
success in keeping at-risk students in school as well as improving their
post-school outcomes. In some ways similar to the career specialty magnet
programs that have been implemented in Milwaukee high schools, the Academies
are small schools nested in large comprehensive high schools. Vocational
components of the program are carefully integrated with academic courses.
Academy students are "block rostered,6 which means that they take their
courses together and are taught by small number of teachers who remain
with them over their high school years. The individual Academism, two of
which are described in this volume, place great emphasis on a partnership
between the schools and the private sector to ensure that the instructional
programs offered to students will proviie the foundations they need far
postsecondary training and viable career: in 'le Philadelphia labor market.

lit
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THE HIGH SCHOOL ACADLMIES PROGRAM
Phi.lidelphia, Pennsylvania

Nancy E. Adelman

I. Overview

The room is decorated with posters of Spain and student-made restaurant
menus offering delicacies from Spanish-speaking countries. Twenty -tvo
student -s are attentive as the teacher fires off questions in rapid Spanish.
For the benefit of her two non-Spanish speaking visitors, she inserts enough
English to indicate the situation to which the students in Spanish II are
responding: a medical professional is reviewing patient's symptoms. "Yo
siento mal." "Me duels la cabeza." "Me duele el estcmego." "Me duele is
gartanta." "Me duels mi cuerpo." Before they graduate from high school,
these students will complete four years of.Spanish instruction. They are on
a cellitgi-wound track within a vocational education program in the PH.ladel-
phia public schools--the Philadelphia Health Academy.

The High School Academies Program began in 1969 with the creattm of
the Academy of Applied Electrical ..cience. Today 10 academies enrol. over
1,300 students in four vocational or career areas: business, health,
automotive and mechanical sciences, and electrical science. It is no
accident that "science" is used in two academy titles. A major
instructional goal of each academy is to strengthen and make explicit to
students the link between traditional academic coursework and various career
paths.

Most frequently described as a "partnership" between local business and
industry, community organizations, and the school district, the academy
concept in Philadelphia relies on the active support of the private sector
for financing, training placements, and jobs. Recognition for the program
includes a Privets Sector Initiative Commendation from the President of the
United States ant a statement by Public/Private Venturesl that the academies
program is 'the best single model in the country for business involvement in
the schools."

Now in its eighteenth year of operation, the academies program has
grown and changed with the city and its environs. Like other "Rust Belt"
cities, Philadelphia has worked to replace its outmoded manufacturing base
with new technological and service industries, including computers, health
care, pharmaceuticals, education, banking, real estate, insurance, and
direct mail. While many jobs are now in the suburbs, there are, neverthe-
less, jobs for individuals with the proper training and education. The
Academies are working to help inner-city youth participate in the region's
economic upswing.

1Public/Private Ventures is a national, nonprofit corporation that
designs, manages, and evaluates social policy initiatives designed to assist
individuals to become productive members sf the workforce.
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History

The establishment of the Academy of Applied Electrical Science was a
proactive response to an acute problem. Like other major cities, theviolence that erupted in the spring and summer of 1968 forced Philadelphia
to confront its education and employment deficiencies. Out of the riots
emerged the Philadelphia Urban Coalition, which had as one of its charter
goals the development of career-oriented programs for disadvantaged students
in iLner-city high schools.

In 1969, Edison High School had ..Thieved a dubious distinction among
its sister schools: the lowest attar:a/once rate and the highest dropout rateof any comprehensive secondary school in the city. Under the auspices of
the Urban Coalition, representatives from the school district, the Bell
Telephone Company, the Philadelphia Electric Company (DECO), and other local
businesses associated with the electrical, electronics, and communications
industries brainstormed a new approach for capturing and sustaining the
interest of disaffected youth in completing their high school education.
With the cooperation of Edison's administration and faculty, the group
proposed to field test their ideas in one of the most challenging settings
the school system had to offer.

fhilosuhv/Missionigoels

If the Philadelphia business community had simply contributed its
ideas, blessings, and even money to the venture at Edison High School, in
all likelihood there would be no story to tell today. In addition to
intellectual, moral, and financial support, business loaned the program
full-time, experienced executives to share leadership and management
responsibility with the school's administrators and teachers. PECO's
Hendrik B. Honing essumed a lead role in the second year of the Academy's
operations and, to this day, remains on loan" to the program, currently as
executive director of the Philadelphia High School Academies Association,
The LEA counterpart to Mr. Honig is Mrs. Barbara Goldsmith, a sesearch
associate who reports to the school system's Executive Director for Career
and Vocational Education. These parallel positions are critical to sustain-
ing the private sector/school district partnership that is a hallmark of the
Academies program.

The academies were founded on the philosophy that you cannot motivate
and instill the work ethic in reluctant students without providing (1) the
opportunity for reel and remunerative work and (2) an educational atmosphere
that is personal but structured. The model that has put this philosophy
into operation has the following characteristics:

o a school-wizhin-a-school organizational structure that gives a
clear sense of program identity within the comprehensive high
school

o integration of academic and vocational instruction through team
teaching and career-specific curriculum materials
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"block rostering,° a scheduling approach that keeps academyo

students together through all or most of the school day

o clearly defined rules that are understood by students, parents,
and school

o assurance of part-time paid work experience during the school year
and full-time jobs in the summer for all eleventh and twelfth
graders.

The academy program grew slowly but steadily throughout the 1970s.
(See Table 1.) A second academy--the Philadelphia Business Academy--was
inaugurated at University High School in 1972 and expanded to South
Philadelphia High School in 1976. A third- -the Academy of Applied
Automotive and Mechanical Sciencebegan at Waist Philadelphia High School in
1974. Following a period of consolidation, the program came under a new
administrative structure and entered a new phase of expansion in the 1980s,
adding health professions academies in two schools, three more business
academies, and a second electrical academy.

Total enrollment in all the academies during school year 1986-87 is
bout 1,350 students. Superintendent Constance Clayton has challenged the

program's private sector partners to develop resources for serving 5,000
students in the near future.

Table 1

The Growth of the Academies

Year Enrollment

Automotive & Mechanical Science 155
West Philadelphia High School 1974

Business Academy 722
University City High School 1973
So. Philadelphia High School 1976
William Penn High School 1982
Strawberry Mansion High School 1985
Roxborough High School 1987

Applied Electrical Science 208
Thomas Edison High School 1969
John Bertram High School [19881

Health Academy 262
Martin Luther King High School 1982
Overbrook High School >,985
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11. The Schools and the Community

LaliaLLEAzaaugusta

Community involvement is an integral part of the academy concept.
From the outset, business developed the -....odel; contributed personnel, money,
and job placements for its implementation; and served in voluntary advisory
roles. The governance and finance structure for the academies reflects the
strong private sector involvement that is the program's hallmark. (See
organizational chart below.)

ThilAstra h.aiLtwasimlArakswaiti Program
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The Philadelphia High School Academies Association (PHSAA) is
responsible for long-range planning and expansion of the program and general
oversight of its activities. In addition to Mr. Koning, the executive
director of the PHSAA, the Association employs several other staff, who are
supported with private sector or PECO money and housed by the Philadelphia
Electric Company. The senior partner of a prominent law firm serves as the
Association's part-time, volunteer director of development. Membership on
the PHSAA board includes senior executives from the private sector, the
superintendent of schools, the school district's director of career and
vocational education and other school administrators, and the chairman and
executive director of the four academy programs.

Boards of the separate programs are composed of upper- and middle-levp1
executives from key supporting businesses or organizations, the school
system's Executive Director of Career and Vocational Education, the Research
Associate who is the LEA liaison, and other school district personnel.
Their responsibilities are similar to those of the overall PHSAA board but
focus on program development and improvement in a single career area, in-
cluding the development of personnel policies
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When a new academy site is contemplated, representatives from approprl-
ate sectors of business and industry form a search committee. Since the
academies ere popular supplements to school's basic offerings, there are
usually several school site applicants. The committee looks for several key
institutional characteristics that have proven to to indicators of success-
ful sites over the program's history. Absolutely critical is the principal-
's commitment to the essential ingredient of the academy program: creation
of a school-within-a-school through block scheduling that keeps acae4my
students together as much as possible over four years of high school. This
is noe a trivial commitment. In a large high school, scheduling is a
science; a program that breaks with well-established pattern' is a major
headache.

With the exception of the Health Academy, each Academy has an execu-
tive director, whose time and/or salary is contributed by private sector
supporters. The executive director and the school district's full-time
academies liaison (Research AssoLiate) form the program's day-to-day manage-
ment team. Only the Business Ac.demy, which has programs in five high
schools, currene4 has (or needs) a full-time executive director, as well as
two full-time elacement specialtr*s. Executive directors of the other three
academies are released one day per week by their employers to take care of
academy affairs.

Some private sector leaders recently resod questions about the
management efficiency of the academies' governance structure. They
expressed several concernsthe expense of supporting five executive
directors (PHSAA and the four academies), high per student costs, and the
fact that the individual academies were beginning to trip over each other as
they sought to line up sources of funding and jobs. Two consultants
assessed the situation and recommended consolidation into single organiza-
tion. The PHSAA board of directors has approved this concept in principle
and is testing the waters for change among the larger community of business
participants.

For every company with a seat on one or more of the Academy Program's
boards of directors, there are dozens of other small, medium, and large
businesses that participate through the "work stations` and monetary
contributions that they volunteer. In 1986, over 500 firms employed academy
students, either after school or during the summer.

Financial

In 1985-86, the private sector spent approximately $800,000 to operate
10 academies, as shown in Table 2.

These figures include the private sector funds needed for program
operations, above and beyond normal school district support for faculty
salaries, facilities, etc. (The districtvide per pupil expenditure in
Philadelphia is about $2,800.) Additional costs associated with supporting
the academies include: (1) two extra teachers per site to accommodate block
scheduling and a longer school day; (2) materials and supplies; (3) renova-
tion costs; (4) purchase of state-of-the-art equipment; and (5) bus rentals
for trips that are a standard part of the various academy curricula. The
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PHSAA and the executive directors of the four academies raise these amounts
each year. As the program has grown, so hes the need for corporate dona-
tions, making fund raising a cunstant activity that requires considerable
persuasiveness, persistence, and occasional bullying.

Table 2

Budget and rer Pupil Costs of the Academies

Total
021/1linkild

Per Pupil

Business Academy (5 sites) $212,000 $294
Applied Electrical Science

Academy (2 sites) $141,000 $678
Automotive and Mechanical

Science Academy (1 site) $111,200 $717
Health Academy (2 sitee) $ 70,300 $268
PHSAA $250,000

Unions

The Health Academy, founded in 1982, is the first of the four academies
in which organized labor played a key developmental rola. Its original
executive k:irector was loaned by the Training and Upgrading Fund of the
National Union of Hospital Workers and Health Care Employees. The union
continues to be active in promoting and supporting the academy's goals.

The Philadelphia school system is an exceptionally strong affiliate of
the American Federation of !ditchers. The teachers' union is represented on
each academy's board and has consistently supported the academy program.
This support is essential since the union contract could potentially be a
roadblock to features of the academy model, such as involvement of business
and industry in teacher selection, extra work loads, and a longer school
day.

parent,

In recent years, the academies program has increased its attention to
parent involvement. The Business Academy, for example, regularly mails
newsletters and student evaluation reports to parents.

Most parents azd families of academy students are not traditionally
school boosters. Many students come from singe- parent homes, a large
proportion of which receive welfare. Academy staff work hard to gain paren
cal participation in the program, even to the point of offering token
rewards for coming to meetings and other events. For example, at one Busi-
ness Academy where 80 percent of the students are from welfare families, the
promise of a free T-shirt with an academy logo to each student accompanied
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by a parent or other "significant* adult resulted in 100 percent attendance
at the fall Orientation Night. Pennants, sweatshirts, and jackets have
served the same purpose in other programs. According co the district's
Academy Liaison, it is not unusual for parents to inquire about th'
possibility of enrolling in an academy themselves--an indicator of Joth the
need for and success of the program.

III. Distr. Structure of Vocational Education

The academies program has always been a school- business partnership,
but the structure of that relationship has changed over the years. Ths
original impetus and vision came from the private sector. Although the
relationship between the partners has always been overtly cordial, the
initial gesture by business and industry was at least implicitly critical of
the school district s capacity to retain, motivate, and train disaffected
ycath.

While individual schools lobbied to host new academies, growth was slow
through the 1970s. One impediment to expansion was the lack of clearly
designated liaison in the central school district administration to oversee
and facilitate the considerable negotiation, arbitration, and decisionmaking
involved in setting up new sites.

Under new leadership in 1982, the school district signalled its
commitment to the growth of the academies program by creating a liaison
position. The liaison is housed in the Division of Career and Vocational
Education of the Philadelphia Public Schools. Her salary is paid from
general operating funds. In collaboration with the executive directors for
the four career areas, the liaison is responsible for the day-to-day
functioning of the program. Operationally, this structure means a daunting
array of responsibilities: advocacy for the program both inside and outside
the school administration, now program development, improvement of existing
academies, identification and resolution of problems, troubleshooting, and
quality control. The liaison is an eg 9ffi4o member of the boards of
directors for the four academies and the PHSAA.

Individuals who have had contact with the academies program for many
years believe that the creation of the liaison position came at a critical
juncture. As one executive director put it, 'Before there was a liaison, it
was difficult for us (the private sector partners) to get entry into the
school district. We had no participation in the selection of teachers for
the program and no one to help us fight battles, such as including ninth
grade in our plans.' Now, the liaison is empowered to broker resources and
mediate compromises, with the result that five new academies have opened
their doors in the past five years.

IV. The Vocational Education Programa

Because the Academies Program is a mociel, many features are held
constant across the 10 operating sites. All are "schools-within-a-school,"
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which means that they function as identifiable and, to s,me excent, isolated
programs within inner-city comprehensive high schools. All encourage
greater than average coordination between the academic and vocational or
career aspects of the curriculum. This integration is referred to as
"infusion" and is a two-way street, depending on the particular academy inquestion: the academic may be infused into the vocational (as in the
Business Academies) or the vocational may be infused into the academic (as
in the Health Academies). In addition, all the academies also (1) limit
enrollment, (2) employ "block rostering" (a scheduling format that moves
academy students through the school day as a group) as mach as possible,
(3) guarantee work experience to 611 students in good standing who desire a
job, and (4) have a standard organizational structure that includes an
executive director, a lead teacher, and a teaching team.

The Business Academy and the Health Academy are described in the
following sections,

The Philadelphia Business Academy

As of the 1986-87 school year, the Philadelphia Business Academy is
firmly established in five high schools, each in a different administrative
district of the school system.2 The demographics of the five settings
differ substantially. University City High School, the oldest Business
Academy site, is in Vest Philadelphia near the demolished block that once
was MOVE headquarters. South Philadelphia High School (65 percent black and
in transition) and William Penn High School are at opposite ends of the
central city thoroughfare known as Broad Street. Strawberry Mansion High
School, small combination junior/senior high school that abuts the east
side of Fairmovnt Park, serves a housing project where approximately 80
percent of th' families receive AFDC payments. The newest Business Academy,
in Roxbotough High Scho "l, is situated outside the downtown area and prin-
cipally serves the children of white, 'taus collar workers. Information
about the Business Academies is based on interviews with the program's
Administrative staff.

Originally designed as a program for tenth, eleventh, and twelfth
graders, the Business Academy has gradually encompassed ninth grade, as
Philadelphia's high schools adapted their grade structures to changing
enrollments. The four-year curriculum appears in Table 3. Like all high
school students in Philadelphia, participants in the Business Academy must
take four years of English, three of mathematics, three of science, and
three of social studies. Other requirements include arts And humanities and
physic'l education/health.

In order to qualify for state vocational education reimbursement, a
program must demonstrate that students are enrolled in three hours of

2Like most large urban school districts, Philadelphia's administrative
infrastructure includes the central office and seven geographically based,
middle management offices. It is the Business Academy's intention to
support Business Academy site in each of the district's seven administra-
tive regions in the near future.
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vocational education daily. Beginning in tenth grade, Business Academy
students meet this requirement through a combination of vocational skills
courses and business math or English courses that also carry academic
credit. The sixth and seventh periods in the senior year are reserved for
work release time.

The basic vocational business course sequence offered in the Business
Academy is similar to a business concentration in high schools all over
America: Introduction to Business, Typing I, II, and III, Clerical Practices
I and U, Stenography I and II (perhaps on its way out of the curriculum),
Word Processing, Office Practices, and Accounting I and II. The uniqueness
of the program lies not in ghat it offers, but in how it is organized.
Because teachers assigned to an Academy program work as a team, the topics
studied in the different subject areas can be more closely coordinated and
key educational objectives consistently reinforced across the curriculum.
Because students are block rostered and work with a limited number of
teacher* over a four-year period, peer and faculty support systems combine
to help students make it through. In short, structure, not content, is the
key variable in the program's success.

Table 3

Philadelphia business Academy
Four Year Curriculum

period 1 9th 10th _1141_ 1.2t11

I

I English
I ItrimLLIngliAll.._1

1
I

1 English I English
*Business

.
1

tic 4
I 1/2 Aim Ed.

-

A__
1 Social
I Studies

Social
Studies

I I *Typing III or

I
*Word Processing or

*TYPltkga-----LNffart
I Arts/

ti

I*+Accounting I or' *Accounting II or
I *Distribution orl *Distribution or
* ,. .1 1. a hv

1 *Intro. to *Clerical 1 *Clerical

1 1/2 Phys.Ed.
1 1/2 Arts/ 1/2 Phys.Ed1 1/2 Phys.Ed. I

7 Lw__Humanities 1 112 Health 11/2 Health I Work Aejease

NOTES: * indicates Business Course (Chapter 6)
A 6-week unit of Job Search will be incorporated within Clerical

Practices II (11th Grade)
+ Accounting may also be used to satisfy the Mzthematics

requirement (Chapter 5)

Business Academy administrators are increasingly convinced that, at
least in the Philadelphia job market, it maces little sense to distinguish
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between business education and distributive education. Available jobs
crosscut both areas and call for essentially the same "family of skills."
At Roxborough High School, the newest of the Business Academies, an
experiment is under way to test the feasibility of combining all business
and distributive vocational programs under the academy umbrella. There are,needless to say, political problems. To some extent, the very presence of
an academy in a school can be threatening to existing vocational education
programs, even when it is serving a small fraction of the total schoolpopulation. In the Roxborough experiment, an established vocational
program--distributive educationis being asked, at lesst temporarily, to
relinquish its identity, not an easy step psychologically.

Work Experience,

Classroom work in the Business Academy is supplemented by planned, out-of-school activities at each grade level. Ninth graders, for example,
participate in cultural tours of the city--not a directly business-related
activity but vocationally relevant for students who may have experienced
little of Philadelphia beyond their own neighborhoods and will shortly be
required to travel to job placements in other sections of the city. Tenthgraders are taken on three "company tours" in groups of 10 to 15. The tours
are intended as an overview of the different --nes of work and environments
found in a large business. The third tour year--an introduction to
the court system in action--actually has sevt. 1 agendas: information on
employment possibilities within the judicial system, a link to the social
studies program, and an opportunity to caution students about ending up on
the wrong side of the berth.

Serious, personalL,Ald orientation to the world of work and job
placement begins in eleventh grade with company visits. In groups of three,
students spend a morning at a business going through all the steps involved
in the Job application process, including skills tests. Each student
participates in a one -on -one discussion with an employee (who may be a
Business Academy graduate). At the conclusion of the visit, the students
are treated to lunch by the employer, a gesture intended to indicate
interest, support, and encouragement.

Twelfth graders are exposed to practice job interviews. They are
expected to have a resume and to conduct themselves as they would if
actually applying for a position. The practice interview is designed to
help the student polish his or her job search skills, but it serves as
source of data for program assessment as well. Interviewers complete a
Practice Job Interview Evaluation Form, supplied by the Business Academy,
and return it to the academy's central office for review and analysis.
Individual students receive counseling based on their evaluations. From the
aggregated data on 1986 student evaluations, the executive director of the
Business Academy determined that greater emphasis was needed on written
communication and on skills that may appear on entry level employment tests

Thus, the Business Academy systematically prepares its students for
successful emplcyment through instruction in four areas: (1) basic skills,
(2) technical skills, (3) employability skills, and (4) caree- exploration.
Like all students, Business Academy participants are graded on their perfor-
mance in academic and vocational courses. However, they are also rated on
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qualities such as accepting and following directions, interpersonal skills.
enthusiasm, and appearance. Attendance and punctuality at school are care-
fully monitored. The 1.eward for adequate performance in all these areas is
a guaranteed work station after schuol in the eleventh and twelfth grades
and in eh* summer for ninth, tenth, and eleventh graders.

Assignment to a work station is by no means a certainty for all
students enrolled in the Business Academy program. There are standards to
be met. However, the standards are not as rigorous as in the more strictly
academic Health Academy, where low achievement results in academic probation
and no work placement. That strategy would nrt succeed in the Business
Academy, which serves a lower achieving, less academically motivated clien-
tele. As the executive director pointed out, 'The work experience is really
a way of keeping kids in school. Students with marginal academic records
are eligible for placements, in the hope that a positive work experience
will influence their overall attitude toward school. Once placed, continua-
tion in the work station depends on the student. Abuses of the placement
(e.g., tardiness, absenteeism, attitude problems) are not tolerated for
long.

While program administrators take responsibility for developing and
matching students with jobs (with the help of two full-time placement
specialists/counselors), the individual student is responsible fir
presenting him or herself at the intake interview, where duties and
expectations are explained. At a school like Strawberry Mansion, with its
high proportion of students from families with little knowledge of business
protocol, teaching appropriate job behaviors is a painstaking, step-by-step
process. Many students have had to learn the hard way that if you don't
show up for an interview, you don't get a job. The Business Academy
considers this type of situation a challenge; in time, and with all the
support and resources that the program can bring to bear, it is assumed that
Strawberry Mansion students will have the same high placement rate as
students in the-other Academies.

Developing and maintaining work stattons for large numbers of students
require hard work and constant monitotlug. The academies generally, but
especially the Business Academy because of its larger enrollment, are con-
scantly following up on job placement possibilities throughout the central
city and in the metropolitan area. One of the arguments for combining
business and distributive education into one academy at Roxborough High
School concerns the problem of multiple programs dunning the same employers
for student placements. In the search for placements, the Business Academy
has a slight edge because of a Private Industry Council (PIC) contract that
enables the program to reimburse employers of some disadvantaged seniors for
50 percent of wages paid,3 However, only about one-sixth of the students to
be placed qualify under contract guidelines. Last year, reimbursement funds
accounted for only $5,000 of the approximately $200,000 in wages earned by
Business Academy students.

3Funds for these partially subsidized placements come from the
Neighborhood Assistance Act. The Academies Program is eligible to receive
them because of its nonprofit status.
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EXtracyrriculsr Activitie&

One of the core objectives of all the academies is raising students'
self-esteem. The theory is that half the battle is won when students become
convinced that the goals the program sets for them are really achievable.
The Business Academy employs several strategies to meet this objective.
First, each site produces its own newsletter, which features student
accomplishments of all kinds--job placements, attendance, academic
excellence. Each school also sponsors a Philadelphia Business Academy Cold
Star Club. Co-sponsored by the lead teacher and a placement coordinator
from the Academy's central office, the Gold Star Club meets monthly to
recognize outstanding members, hold discussion groups, or hear speakers.
All students are eligible to become probationary members of the club when
they are placed in a job. Two months of satisfactory job performance lead
to full membership; three months of excellence on the job And in the
classroom qualify the student as a Star Performer and earn him or her a
blazer.

At the end of every school year, the Business Academy students citywide
join forces to host a luncheon for the teachers, school administrators, and
members of the business community who support the program. In Juno 1986,
this popular event drew 450 people to a local restaurant. Academy adminis-
trators intend the luncheon to teach students the value of recogni:ing and
thanking the many people who have motivated them to make something of their
high school experience. It is also an opportunity to honor outstanding
student accomplishments.

Ovtcomes

The Business Academy is understandably proud of its statistics
regarding attendance, graduation rate, and post-graduation status.
Philadelphia school officials claim an official districtwide dropout rate of
9.$ percent per year, which may underestimate the actual rate. However, it
is still nearly nine times higher than the academies' one percent dropout
rate.

Average daily attendance (ADA) across all 10 Academies and for the five
Business Academy sites is 90 percent. For all Philadelphia secondary
schools, the ADA is 67 percent. The academy's graduation rates also far
outstrip citywide outcomes: 91 percent for all Academy sites; 95 percent
for the Business Academy sites; 77 percent for all Philadelphia high
schools.

The Business Academy does a follow-up on its graduates one year after
graduation. For the class of 1984, the survey found that 86 percent were
either employed or attending postsecondary institutions; the comparable
figure for the class of 1985 was 87 percent. A somewhat more detailed
analysis of post-high school outcomes for the class of 1986 shows that, of
the 117 students in the senior class, 50 (43 percent) are employed and 29
(25 percent) are attending a postsecondary institution. Only nine students
are unemployed, while 13 are repeating the twelfth grade and 10 are either
unavailable for work or unable to be contacted. Comparison follk..-up data
on Philadelphia's entire class of 1986 are not available. However, the nine
unemployed Business Academy graduates yield an unemployment rate of eight
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percent, a striking contrast to the 1985 national unemployment rate of 19
percent for all 16.19 year-olds and 40 percent for black youth in that age
range.4

The Business Academy program is able to conduct follow -up on its
graduates in part because it maintains an on-line data bank on all of its
students--past and present. Each student record contains home address and
telephone and, for graduates, the last known employer. More to the point,
dependent as it is on private sector support, there are strong incentives
for the program to maintain current and cumulative evidence of success, for
both marketing and accountability purposes, Finally, there is th4 very
significant fact that this is a highly personalized program; follow-up
surveys satisfy a desire to know how real people are getting along, not
merely a need for statistical data

ThiEhilasistishAsisax
The health field is the newest of the career areas targeted by the

Philadelphia academies program. Philadelphia, with its many medical
schools, hospitals, allied health programs, and dozens of related
industries, is a hub for the health professions. The first Health Academy
site was established at Martin Luther King High School in 1982-83; a second
opened at Overbrook High School in 1985-86. In November 1986, 262 students
were enrolled at the two sites. One class of 17 students has graduated from
the M. L. King Hetth Academy; a second class of approximately 30 will
graduate this year.

The Health Academy profile is based on general information about the
program and on a site visit to the academy at Overbrook High School, now
completing its second year of operation. Overbrook is located in a run-down
but viable section of West Philadelphia. The school, built in the 1930s,
enrolls approximately 2,000 students, excluding special education classes.
It employs 130 certified teachers and a total of 175 staff. Upwards of 50
percent of the student body is enrolled in a bevy of specially designated
programs designed to retain the neighberhoWs more successful students and
to attract a clientele from throughout the city.

Three years ago, Overbrook began to seek an academy to add to its
drawing power. Overbrook's principal actively lobbied for an academy and,
having pledged the whole school's support for the program, is working
closely with the Health Academy executive director and the lead teacher to
launch a strong, credible effort. As in most of Philadelphia's comprehen-
sive high schools, vocational education at Overbrook is practically extinct
because of the sta e's Chapter 6 statute, which requires students to enroll
in three hours of vocational programming per day in order to qualify for
vocational funding. The single traditional vocational program that has
survived at Overbrook is business education, although there are some three-
period shops for special education students. Overbrook's principal would
like to create an Automotive, and Mechanical Science Academy site in the near

4
Comparison statistics are drawn from Statistical Abstract of the

United tates. 198_7.
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future to fill the void in Trades and Industry options fir the wrerage
student.

Academic Progra

The Health Academy targets a different type of student and offers a
substantially different type of program from those of the other academies.
Admission to the health programs is selective. In school year 1986 -87,
about 240 students applied for 120 places in the combined entering classes
for the two Health Academy sites. The program deliberately accepts more
than the number of students it can actually accommodate, since many students
apply to more than one special program and may not actually enroll. Faculty
and health professionals interview prospective candidates, looking for a
combination of at least average academic achievement, mod attendance, and
high motivation.

The Health Academy curriculum is essentially a college preparatory
course that in many ways is more rigorous than the typical program followed
by students in an academic track. (See Table 4.) Students take four years
of English, math, science, and foreign language, and three years of social
studies. By the time the school district's requirements in humanities,
physical education, and health are factored in, the schedule allows one
additional elective credit each year, which the program reserves for support
courses such as study skills, typing, and an SAT prep course.

Table 4

Health Academy Curriculum
Overbrook High School

41111=1111.iltil:Li=MMMMEI.M1211
English English English II English III English IV
Foreign Lang. Spanish I Spanish II Spanish III Spanish IV
Math Algebra I Geometry Algebra II Elem.Functions
Science Biology Chemistry Psychology Physics
Social Studies World Hist. --- Amer.Hist. Soc.Science
Physical Ed. Phys.Ed./ Phys.Ed./ Phys.Ed./ Phys.Ed./

Humanities Health Health Humanities
Electives Study Typing Scholastic Elective

Skills Computer Aptitude
Skills Test Prep
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In contrast to the Business Academy, the Health Academy curriculum
contains no overtly 'vocational" courses,5 nor does it receive state
vocational funds for its operation. Despite its inclusion under the
essentially vocational Academies' umbrella, it is better described as a
career-related program. No specifically vocational skills are taught, but
vocational concepts and applications are integrated, or "infused," into the
core academic subjects. Thus, English classes may emphasize medically
related vocabulary, the relevance of the various sciences to particular
professions is stressed, and Spanish is taught using a telt subtitled Basic
Spanish for Medical Profession'. In a chemistry lab, for example, tenth
graders were engaged in a Lesson on anhydrides, or how to nuke acid rain.
These students have a double lab period every week for a school year,
considerably more hands-on science time than the average high school
chemistry student experiences. The regularity of the labs is facilitated by
the presence of a chemistry aide/lab assistant who prepares experiments and
performs demonstrations.

Not surprisingly, students find this curriculum difficult. At

Overbrook High School, which currently enrolls about 100 Health Academy
students in the ninth and tenth grades, fewer than 10 students were on the
official school Honor Roll (requiring all A's and B's) during the fall
semester. The majority of students are on academic probation, a designation
that applies when a student has two D's or one F during a given grading
period. (There is also a condition known as disciplinary probation that is
invoked far less frequently, since most Health Academy students are,
generally speaking, not behavior problems.)

The foreign language requirement has posed a particular probleft for
students. Its inclusion in the curriculum is based on data from Philadel-
phia's extensive medical community concerning shortages of qualified
personnel of all types who can communicate with the city's language
minorities. Fluency (or at least familiarity) vi.r.h Spanish will presumably
give Health Academy graduates an edge over other c.Intenders for future jobs.
At Overbrook, several atudents failed Spanish I during the program's first
year. Because the total curriculum is so tightly woven, making up credits
is difficult. Prior to the suo.Ner of 1987, school district policy required
that students fail two courses before they were eligible for free summer
school sessions. Most academy students failing Spanish did not qualify.
The less-than-satisfactory alternative was to place the tenth grade Spanish
I repeaters in non-Academy sections of the course, thus breaking up the
block rostering that the program tries to maintain. This situation is
expected to improve with the repeal of the two-failure policy.

5Philadelphia's Area Vocational-Technical Schools (AVTS) offer health-
related programs, but they are significantly different from the Health
Academy. At an AVTS, students receive credit hours for training in
activities ranging from making hospital corners on bedsheets to performing
laboratory tests. Some AVTS students go on for the postsecondary training
that will allow them to move into upwardly mobile health careers; most do
not. In contrast, the Health Academy's.goal is to place all its graduates
in postsecondary education or training.
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To help students make the transition from junior high to a demanding
academic program, the Health Academy requires a ninth grade course in study
skills. In truth, such a class would probably benefit all freshmen. In the
half hour that we spent in study skills section, an extremely competent
instructor used what was essentially a health-related reading comprehension
exercise to teach some math (simple descriptive statistics), some geography
(the location of the various U.S. military academies), and a basic lesson in
epidemiology. His lesson reflected the academy theme, but he took advantage
of every opportunity to broaden the general knowledge and culture base of
the 12 students sitting in the semicircle. If he has anything to say about
it, those students will be liberally, not narrowly, educated.

Work Experience

Health Academy students are not offered afterschool work experiences
that would sidetrack them from the serious business of homework. Students
entering tenth, eleventh, and twelfth grades who are not on academic
probation are eligible for placement in sumer jobs. In 1985, 32 students
from the Martin Luther King Health Academy site took advantage of this
option. There is a 'pecking order" for placements, with the highest
achievers earning first choice among the available jobs. About half (25
students) of Overbrook's first entering class wanted summer employment
between their freshman and sophomore years. Others preferred zo pursue
different summer alternatives such as the PRIME program (pre - engineering
focus) or opportunities available through the American Federation of Negro
Affairs (AFNA).

Althou:t. _he Health Academy limits actual paid work experience for its
students during the school year, it provides many opportunities for ex-
ploration of health-related careers, beginning with an academic summer
program for entering freshmen at the Osteopathic Medical Center of Philadel-
phia. This program, which also involves some students from the Business
Academy, is funded through the Mayor's Summer Youth Program. Students t e
courses in math, Znglish, physical science, and career development. Career-
related activities include an introduction to job application skills, over-
views of health fields by guest lecturers, and an introduction to os-
teopathic medicine.

Thrlughout the school year, relevant field trips are a regular part of
the Health Academy curriculum. During 1986-87, for example, Overbrook
Health Academy students visited the Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, a
senior citizen center, a health fair, and Albert Einstein Hospital. In
addition to the trips, speakers are regularly brought in to discuss issues
ranging from mental health to nutrition to sex equity. Some students (and
teachers, tool) have had the opportunity of "shadowing" a health care
professional on the job. Health Academy board members often volunteer to
introduce students to some aspect of the health field through these shadow-
ing experiences.

How much do students benefit from these career-related experiences? In
a ninth grade study skins class, we observed a teacher orally quizzing
students on an assigned newspaper article headlined "Military Revises Policy
on AIDS.' Asked 'Which three steps are recommended as a means of avoiding
AIDS?" the group immediately responded with the three measures named in the
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article but added five or six other suggestions drawn from recent lecture
on sexuality and choice. The teacher straightforwardly admitted that the
class had taught him some things he didn't know.

In many ways, the career-related activities of the Health Academy are
proxies for the job experience provided by the other academies. Basically,
program administrators and faculty try to sustain student motivation to
complete a difficult program of studies by shaking the carrot at the end of
the stick. 'If you stay with it,' they say, 'if you try your hardest, many
lucrative and satisfying careers will be open to you.' Since teenagers are
not known for taking a long-range view, the program builds in monthly
stimuli to keep aspirations up.

Latracurzicular Activities

Like the other academies, the Health Academy looks for every
opportunity to highlight student accomplishments. At Overbrook High School,
making the official school honor role requires a report card with A's and
B's in all major subjects, a difficult task for academy students. The
academy parent newsletter, therefore, recognizes other categories of
excellence: students with a D average (allowing for the occasional C),
perfect attendance, and contest winners, for example.

The Health Academy, following in the footsteps of its predecessors, has
instituted the tradition of a graduation luncheon. Parents, teachers,
administrators, and representatives of the health care industry come
together to honor the srnduAstes and. in turn, receive the students'
appreciation for their support.

There are no special clubs associated with the Health Academy.
Officially, students are welcomed into and encouraged to participate in the
extracurricular life of Overbrook High School. Although the academy
students have separate academic life within this large comprehensive high
school, their status is not particularly unusual in an institution that for
18 years has housed selective Scholars Program and magnet programs in art
and music. The principal makes it clear that Overbrook and all its
activities ar the joint property of both the students who are assigned
there by residence And those who choose to be there for special programs.

Outcomes

Both the Martin Luther King and Overbrook Health academy sites are too
new to have data on long-term outcomes for students. Of the 17 students in
King's first graduating class, 12 are attending postsecondary institutions,
four are in the military, and one is enrolled in a trade school.

Attendance levels have been high at both Health Academy sites-96
percent in November 1986. The academies liaison points out that, while the
overall academy attendance rate of about 90 percent is excellent in com-
parison with the citywide figure of 67 percent, percentages are deceiving.
With 180 days in a school year, a 10 percent average obsente rate means 18
days when a student is not "on the job " -- unacceptable performance in the
business world.



V. The Teachers

larAsszinsLansiInanins

The creation of a special learntng environment within a larger
educational institution has implications for faculty as well as students.
Although they may not devote their entire day to teaching academy students,
teachers involved with the program become "academy teachers." It is a
commitment requiring extra time and, wore importantly, a belief that the
premises on which the program is founded can make a difference in students'
lives. ConseqUently, attachment to an academy does not appeal to all.

Identification of appropriate staff is essential to an academy's
success. When a new academy is starting up, a flyer it circulated among the
staff of the host high school to advertise the positions available.
Interested candidates are interviewed by a team that includes representa-
cives from the business community and school district administrators. In
addition to subject matter expertise, key selection criteria are (1) the
ability to work Nith others as part of a team, (2) exceptional interpersonal
skills, (3) *hint:), to relate to students in multiple capacities (e.g., role
model, counselor, motivator, teacher), (4) flexibility and opennens to
change, and (5) seniority (a selection factor that encompasses both a desire
for highly experienced teachers and union rules giving veteran teachers some
priority when desirable teaching slots open up).

In most academies, the staff includes both academic and vocational
teachers who will subsequently work as a team to infuse core requirements
into the vocational program. Thus, the Automotive and Mechanical Science
Academy has four vocational teachers, the Applied Electrical Science Academy
has three, and the various Business Academy sites average five vocational
instructors. These individuals work in concert with one or more teachers
from the English, mathematics, social studies, and science departments.
Sometimes, it is possible to find an interested teacher with multiple
credentials tor example. math and businesswhose own training naturally
bridges the curricular gap that the academies seek to close. The Health
Academy sites, with no vocational teachers on staff, are the exception to
this staffing model. Health Academy personnel form an interdisciplinary
academic team, who look .-r ways to emphasize health topics within the
college track curriculum.

Until about five years ago, staff training and development
were largely informal and Ad hgl throughout the academies. The policy
decision to systematically promote and expand the program suggested that
more formal, written procedures would shortly be needed. The academies
program wJuld no longer be a small business. School and business leaders
obtained foundation funding to support development of standardized
orientation and training materials that would be used in Philadelphia as
well as disseminated to other, ,communities seeking to replicate the model.
The guides, prepared by the Philadelphia-based research company Research for
Better Schools, stress processes rather than sp.fcific content, since each
academy must plan for the needs of students with varying backgrounds,
abilities, interests, and motivations!.
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On average, the professional teaching team at an academy meets once a
week for planning, discussion, and troubleshooting. The executive director
of each academy and the district-level academies liaison periodically attend
these meetings, particularly if a significant problem is on the agenda. In
addition, 40 hours of '....fficial" staff development activities are budgeted
each year. Those sessions are inrended for the business sponsors; as well as
the school-based staff and serve to reinforce the partnership concept that
forms the core of the model.

Teacher Characteristigg

Who works for the academies? This is a more appropriate question than
Who teaches in to academies?" The somewhat odd combination ot a complex
infrastructure and a resolve to maintain a family-like intimacy among the
separate parts means that many adults directly touch students' lives.

Teachers, of course, do have the most extensive contact with students
on daily basis. Their motivations for wanting to teach in an academy
vary. One teacher told us that she is intrigued by the idea of closely
following the progress of one group of students for four years--very
different from the usual waves of new faces that roll by teachers annually.
"It's a unique opportunity to se, if you really make difference for a
kid," she said. Another teacher cited the family atmosphere and the chance
to interact more frequently with colleagues. A third had been happily
involved in a foundation-funded allied health program in the mid-seventies
and saw the Health Academy as a chance to continue some interests developed
earlier.

Since academy teachers are selected from the existing faculty of the
host school, they are, by definition, experienced teachers. Many are
veterans of 20 or more years in the system. If the match it right,
participation in an innovative program such as this one provides a great
mid-career boost.

Although schools are eager to attract an academy program, it is
sometimes difficult to convince teachers that the extra work and the
dedIrerion to a group of students is personally worthwhile. Particularly in
a s(-.00l like Overbrook where several special programs were heady in
place, there was no initial impetus for teachers to jump on the academy
bandwagon. In such cases, administrators are not above a little arm
twisting to encourage certain teachers to apply. Once teachers are aboard,
however, most quickly become converts to the academy approach to curriculum
and instruction.

Each academy has a lead teacher, in e:fect the teaching principal of
the school-within-a-school. 'The lead teacher is chosen from the teaching
team selected for the site. Responsibilities include teaching, coordina-
tion, and acting as site liaison with business and industry, with the school
district': czniaal administration, and with the academy's board. At the
Overbrook High School Health Academy site, the lead teacher is 20 -year

veteran of the Philadelphia school system who has received numerous honors
for professional excellence. She receives some release time from the school
district and some reimbursement from the academy for the extra administra-
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tive duties issociated with her role. A typical work week fo: a lead
teacher involves two or three periods of teaching per day, two free periods,
additional extended hours (reimbursed) for planning, coordinating, and
attending meetings, and an uncounted '-umber of nonreimbursed hours to attend
evening meetings and generally make sure the job gets done right.

Lead teachers work closely with an academy's executive director. The
executive director of the Health Academy is Director of Nursing Education at
a major Philadelphia hospital, who is officially released one day per week
to tend to academy business. She contributes a good deal more of her own
time in order to work in all her academy duties, which include:

o scheduling board meetings

o developing agenda materials

attending several academy-related meetings per month

o developing summer work stations for students

o preparing and administering the budget

o arranging speakers and field trips.

The full-time executive director of the Business Academy has similar
responsibilities on a larger scale. The need to establish and maintain work
stations ear over 700 students in itself requires the continuous attention
of the executive director And two other full-time personnel. The executive
director came from the private sector and has held his Academy position for
10 years.

In actuality, all the adults involved with the academy programfrom
business leaders to the executive director of PHSAA to supervisors of work
stationsare personally involved with students and committed to seeing them
succeed. Holding high expectations for students and believing that'all
students gin succeed are two of the key precepts of the effective schools
research. These ideas have been at the heart of the academy program since
its inception, nearly a decade before school effectiveness research cane
into vogue.

VI. The Students

Originally, the academy model was exclusively targeted at retaining and
training low-income, minority group students. Today, some sites continue to
serve this group while others serve a more diverse clientele. However, the
academy grogram generally continues to promote itself as an answer for 'at
risk" sic:lc:lents. The typical Business, Automotive and Mechanical Science, or
Applied ,.lectrical Science Academy student scores in the fifth stanine or
lover on tests of basic skills and comes from e blue r!Allar Jr welfare
background. Ninety-four percent of ell entering academy st Jents are
achieving below the 50th peLcontile in reading or math; 74 percent score
below 24th percentile. Health Academy students are typically higher
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achievers, principally from lower middle class homes. Across all academies,
but not necessarily within a single academy setting, the program's enroll-
ment is representative of the overall racial composition of the school
district.

While the various academies have no doubt encountered their quota of
difficult cases, the majority of students are eager to learn whatever it
takes to qualify for a good, entry-level job in their field. Tn some
extent, all teenagers are naive about the skills, training, and personal
habits required in the workplace. Freshmen entering the Academies may be
somewhat more unsophisticated than average. Their instructors find that
there is considerable groundwork to be laid before they are ready to venture
into the world of work. In some cases, such as the high proportion of
Business Academy students at Strawberry Mansion High School who failed to
attend their intake interviews, instruction or coaching in employability
skills becomes a primary program goal. at least equivalent to and perhaps
pre-eminent over basic and vocational skills.

Students are encouraged to set high aspirations. A Business Academy
student said, "My goal is to work for a number of different companies and to
get a lot of different experiences." Another business student, whose
excellent performance in a summer job placement led to continued employment
at a bank, hopes to attend college and major in marketing. At least one
Automotive Academy graduate has returned to the program as an instructor.

The freshmen and sophomores at Overbrook's Health Academy site have
college and, in many cases, graduate or professional school in mind. One
girl plans to be a nurse midwife. A group of boys mentioned engineering,
sports medicine, and veterinary medicine as career goals. Another girl
wants to be "the first doctor in my family." The class realist will only
say that she is "exploring the health professions." In fact, some of these
aspirations may be unrealistic. The typical ninth or tenth grader cannot
really comprehend the long road to complete a medical degree. There is no
doubt, however, that participation in the Health Academy has raised these
students' expectations and made Chem (and their families) aware of myriad
career possibilities available in their hose town. Even if they don't
become physicians, the probability that they will continue their education
and enter a field with real mobility is high.

VII. Summary Themes and Indicators of Success

Are the academies exemplary? How does one determine if a program is
exemplary or achieving above average succoes? The usual criteria applied to
secondary schools include attendance rates. graduation rates, work
experience placements, and post-high school outcomes (in the case of
vocational education, post-high school job placements in particular).
all these standards, the Academies are indeed Outstanding:

o Attendance averages 90 percent across all academies in a school
system where the average ADA is 67 percent.



o Dropout rates are low (2-3 percent) and graduation rates high (97-
98 percent.).

o The academies have bean extraordinarily successful in developing
both summer and school year work stations for interested and
eligible program participants.

o While no post-high school jobs are guaranteed, follow-up surveys
by the individual academies indicate that the vast majority of
graduates either continue their education or obtain training-
related employannt.

There are other indicators of success as well. The fact that the
academies program has survived for 20 years represents one vote of
confidence. Private sector support could easily have dwindled away once the
political heat of the 1960s cooled. Instead, the program maintained a
steady, if sometimes low, profile until conditions; were right for a
resurgence of interest and backing.

The current expansionist mode is another clue to the program's local
popularity and the belief in its approach to education and training. Six
academy sites have opened since 1980 and the PHSAA director of development
is aggressively soliciting support for further expansion. New career themes
are Being explored in addition to consideration of new settings for the

.ished programs. With present enrollment at about one-fourth of the
student goal that the superintendent has set, the planners have much

work ahead of them.

Why has the Philadelphia High School Academies Program been so
successful? A number of reasons emerge. Ulric, there is no doubt that the
school-within-a-school concept works--particularly for students who might
otherwise become merely names on a roster in a large comprehensive high
school. The personal touch, the knowledge of individual problems, the
fostering of individual strengths, an the imposition of strict but
consistent and fair rules lend struc, tl lives '.:slat are too frequently
undisciplined and fragmented.

Second, the promise and delivery of training-related work stations are
strong incentives for students who, on their own, would likely look no
further than McDonald,. Placements become more valued because they are
offered as rewards for adequate or better performance in instructional areas
and internalization of the attitudes and behaviors known as employability
skills.

Third, the enthusiasm, energy, and commitment that characterize both
school district and private sector leadership of the academies program are
indispensible to its success. Since its inception, the program has had
consistent and unflagging advocates among the top officers and boards of
directors of several prominent Philadelphia firms. The more recent creation
of the academies liaison position in the district's central office was both
necessary and inspired as a symbol of the system's renewed support, under a
new superintendent, for the model, Moreovel, it is clear that the dedica-
tion and organizational skills of an academy's executive director have a
tremendous impact on the viability of the enterprise.
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Finally, the team approach to curriculum and instruction ensures a far
more targeted program of study than the average high school student
experiences. The blending and integration of academic and vocational
education in the various academy programs initially requires a great deal of
work from teachers. However, the effort has visible rewinds. Students who
might normally reject chemistry or sleep through English class begin to see
the relevance of specific learning objectives to particular work place
activities. For many teachers, the full impact of the infusion approach is
heightened by the opportunity to observe students' learning curves over a
three or four-year period. Not every story is a success story, but there
are enough to sustain a sense of teaching as a mission and not merely a job.
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V. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN A
SPECIALTY HIGH SCHOOL

Principally found in larger metropolitan areas, vocational specialty
high schools typically provide occupationally specific vocational programs
characterized by a scope and sequence that will enable graduates to obtain
good entry-level jobs, with viable career advancement potential, directly
after graduation. Such schools house both the academic and vocational
components of a student's high school program. Some specialty high schools
offer vocational programs in several occupations, while others limit their
vocational education to one occupational cluster.

Although job placement rates are thought to be the chief indicator of
effectiveness for vocational high schools, in many instances postsecondary
enrollment rates also tend to be high, as students decide to undertake
further education in their chosen fields. This is the case at the Walter
Biddle Saul High School of Agriculture Sciences in Philadelphia, which for
many years has enjoyed a reputation for fending nearly all its graduates
either to good jobs in agriculturally related occupations or to
postsecondary institutions for further training or education. The case
study of the Saul School describes the types of career and educational
opportunities available in a large metropolitan area to students who elect
to attend a "farm" school.



WALTER BIDDLE SAUL HIGH SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Richard N. Apling

I. Overview

Tb.e Setting

The idea of a vocational agriculture (vo-ag, to the initiated) high
school as one of the centerpieces of secondary vocational education in the
nation's fourth largest city is intriguing, to say the least. In the minds
of most people, vo-ag means farming, and it is difficult to envision how
farming fits in with the labor market characteristics, and the vocational
education needs, of a city like Philadelphia. Conceived by its founder as a
continuation of the "victory gardens" that patriotic Americans cultivated on
small urban plots during World War II, the Walter Biddle Saul High School of
Agricultural Sciences has been ,successful enough at training students for a

large number of occupational fields that are needed in a city (as well as

having provided effective preparation for college) to have "caught on" in
other cities.1

Saul School is a special selection high school located in a residential
neighborhood approximately 10 miles northwest of central Philadelphia.
Enrolling 600 students in grad6s nine through twelve, the school occupies a
campus of some 200 acres on both sides of a busy boulevard and is adjacent
to Fairmount Part, a !ergs multipurpose recreational area. The main
blilding is 4 two-story structure housing academic classes, the school
of:ice, and the cafeteria/multipurpose room. Behind the main building are
classrooms, shops, and greenhouses related td the agricultural program.
Across the street are other facilities such as barns for cows and horses, a
meat cutting And processing lab, and pens and cages for farm and laboratory
animals. Several hundred yards behind these buildings are a stable and
training ring for the equine sciences program.

Built in 1957, Saul's facilities are old but well maintained. The
grounds are neat, as one would expect at a school offering turf management
and landscape design. The interior and exterior of the building have no
graffiti. The hallways and classrooms are clean.

The school's viability in its urban location is reflected in the
loyalty it has generated over time. One of the school's academic teachers
attended Saul as a student; he commented that he liked the school so well
that when he later became a teacher, he requested Saul as hi: first choice
of teaching assignments. Another academic teacher attended the school's
summer camp as a child, and had selected Saul as her first choice when she
was riffed from another school in the district. Further, many parents of

1Hilwaukee and Chicago, for example, have established vocational
agricultural high schools within their school systems in recent years.
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former students continue to support the Home School Association long after
their children have graduated.

As a vocational high school, Saul provides its students all of their
academic courses at the school in addition to their course work in
agricultural sciences. However, as a history teacher pointed out, Saul is
too small to offer the full array of , seismic subjects (such as Advanced
Placement history and calculus) that the large comprehensive high schools in
Philadelphia offer. The academic "side" of Saul is overseen by a department
dead who also teaches physics.

Saul's agricultural program is divided into two general areas--plant
sciences and animal sciences. Each area is headed by a coordinator, who is
comparable to a department head but does not teach. All students take
agriculture science each of the four years they attend Saul. As ninth and
tenth graders, students enroll in a rotation of eight one-quarter courses,
which expose them to all agricultural offerings at the school. These
courses are in some sense "exploratory" in that they facilitate student
choice of a concentration area for their last two years at Saul. Eleventh
and twelfth graders specialize in one of the following clusters:
agricultural production, agricultural mechanics, agriculture products,
horticulture, laboratory animal technology, and agricultural business.

Saul also operates a program for elementary school children in the
Philadelphia area at Foxchase Farm. Employing two teachers, the farm nerves
as site for younger students from urban environments to learn how food is
produced.

Ehilg121212.Y.

According to the acting vice principal,2 the Saul School tries to
teach the whole person. We want to give them a good overall background
because people often change their job five or six times in a lifetime."
Although not all teachers agree, the philosophy of the school's leaders is
that Saul should serve a wide spectrum of students, not just an elite. As
one administrator stated, "We're a public school and we're educating all
students to be productive citizens." As a result, staff try to provide
occupationally specific training for students who need job skills they can
apply immediately after graduation as well as a strong foundation '..or
furehdr training in agricultural sciences for students who plan to attend
postsecondary institutions.

Academically, this philosophy is implemented by encouraging students to
determine their own educeLional programs, rather than assigning students to
tracks when they enter the school. For example, students decide as ninth
graders whether to enroll in (1) algebra or general math, and (2) biology or
general physical science. Moat ninth graders reportedly enroll in algebra
and biology, reflecting their intent to go to college. Students may enroll

2The Saul School has been without a permanent principal for nearly a
year. The vice principal is acting as principal, and an English teacher is
acting vice principal.
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in advanced courses in the later grades even if they did not perform well in
the prerequisite courses. According to one math teacher, "There is a right
to fail. If the parents want them in Algebra 2, they get in." At the same
time, however, counseling is available to help students design an
educational program that best suits their abilities and aspirations.

Uhool Clime&

The Saul School is marked by its orderly climate. The halls are quiet
while classes are in session, and students move between classes in an
orderly fashion. This is in contrast with many inner-city schools fr.

Philadelphia where, according to a teacher Who had taught in the inner city,
seemed like kids were always changing classes because there were always

so many people in the halls.'

Saul staff members attribute this aspect of the school's climate to the
policies and character of the current acting principal. "It's a no nonsense
philosophy, but it's not dehumanizing.* One staff member said:

He's the most effective administrator I've worked under. He's fair but
"hard headed fair. He sets up guidelines and makes no exceptions
unless he changes the policy. He is rigid but almost ruthlessly fair.
He has a mind like Mr. Spock (the character on who operates
by logic alone].

The acting principal treats teachers with the same fairness that he
employs with students. H. knows the [teachers' union] contract backwards
and forwards,' reported one staff member. One time I vent in to see him
(about a dispute), and he had the contract all underlined in yellow.' As a
result of the fair treatment of students and teachers, "morale is high--the
only teachers with complaints are those who never taught anywhere else."

The acting principal's policies and consistent behavior reportedly
contribute to the school's 96 percent attendance rate, one of the highest in
the city. If a student is absent, school staff call his or her parents. If
the parents cannot be reached by telephone, the school sends a letter to the
parents each day the student is absent. A teacher said, °We force kids to
come to school; the average kid here would be absent one third of the time
at another school." High attendance makes teaching more efficient and
reduces boredom for students who attend regularly. A teacher who previously
taught in an inner-city junior high said:

I had an enrollment of 30. Thirteen would show up, and it would be a
different 13 each day. So I'd have to teach the same thing two or
three times each week. Here the policy is teach a lesson once and
that's it.

Saul appears to have no racial tensions. As a result of formal
desegregation requirements, the school's enrollment is 60 percent white and
40 percent black. Before desegregation, whites constituted 85 percent of
the school's enrollment. Both academic and vocational classes appear to be
fully integrated, as are students' informal groups.
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The school's small enrollment also contributes to the orderliness and
friendly atmosphere. Students take courses from almost every teacher in the
school over four years, and teachers become acquainted with every student.
Graduates remain loyal and concerned about the school. An agricultural
teacher said, 'I have graduates come back who helped plant trees in the
orchard and want to make sure they're doing well."

Not all teachers agreed that fewer students ensure an orderly and
friendly climate. One teacher said that, "I worked at a much larger school,
but I had fewer kids in class because half didn't show up. But we didn't
have the closeness there that we have here.'

Part of tbis closeness results from agricultural teachers working daily
with students for large blocks of time. As a result, in one teacher's view,
"We may be the single most important adult in their lives.' These teachers
also work with their students during contests, on field trips, and during
weekend activities. Because agricultural teachers are with students in many
different environments both at school and elsewhere, they discuss and
provide advice on a wide range of concerns. 'It's not unusual for us to
talk to students about their families and problems they have at home;
because we're interested in their future, were dealing with the whole
child," said one teacher.

h byproduct of an orderly and humane climate is reduced costs. A
recent study found that Saul had the lowest per capita cost of any high
school in Philadelphia. The vocational education coordinators attribute
this to low security costs (ono guard for 600 students) and to low incidence
of vandalism because of students' pride in the school. (Costs are also
lower because students pay for their own transportation.)

II. The School and the Community

parent:

Teachers who have taught at other schools report that parent interest
and involvement are much more evident at Saul. The school's Home and School
Association has raised money to purchase a copying machine and a bus.
Parents also sponsor a major fund raiser each May, which is called
Demonstration Day. Students demonstrate their agricultural achievemeolts
while members of the Home and School Association man booths selling things
like cotton candy and tickets for activities such as hay rides.

Parent support at Saul is largely the result of parents' satisfaction
with the education their children receive. According to one staff member:

Whole families have gono here. For example, we had eight children from
the same family. Both the president and vice president of the National
Honor Society have younger siblings who want to come. So parents a:e
active over long period of time.

She noted that "some parents of kids who are long gone are still active."
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According to the staff, the former principal fostered strong relation-
ships with both parents and the business community. He was very active in
the community and with agricultural associations, attended many meetings,
and brought in a lot of extra resources. One staff member described the
former principal as "a PR man.'

Business ,,,and,

Teachers and administrators at Saul are in close touch with employers
in the vicinity of the school. This contact helps in making decisions to
modify current courses, tr,,0 offerings with little employment potential, and
create new courses. For exaaple, emplo:per input may influence changes in
the meat sciences course. This course currently teaches meat cutting,
indus(zry practices, and government regulation of the industry. Demand for
these skills is decreasing in the Philadelphia area because most meat now
arrives at retail stores already cut and prepackaged. The school is
considering whether to alter the course to emphasize skills more useful in
delicatessens and specialty meat shops.

Employers also sometimes request new training programs. Input of this
kind from the business community led to the establishment of an equine
sciences course. Faculty members worked for two years with owners of
racetracks and stables in the area before initiating the course. Their goal
was to ensure that the course met the needs of potential employers so that
graduates could be placed in good jobs.

According to the acting vice principal, the school endeavors to address
a wide range of community needs. Thus, for example, students specializing
in turf management are readily employable at the numerous golf courses in
the area. Students who have taken agricultural mechanics are in demand to
repair tractors and other lawn maintenance equipment and also are sought by
construction companies. Students who have studied small animal science
easily find et loyment with drug companies, pet stores, and-research
hospitals in tne area. (Philadelphia has a large number of medical research
institutions, which sometimes hire Saul graduates as lab animal care takers
and technicians.)

Although vocational skills are important in placement, equally
important are the attitudes and uork habits that students learn at Saul.
According to one staff member, "One of the most important things we teach is
work habit*. Employers are deligEted with our students because they show up
for work on time and put in a full day.'

TIT. District Strv...tura of Vocational Education

Saul is one of four vocational high schools3 in Philadelphia. The
school does not seem to receive special attention or extensive additional

3The official name of these school* is 'Area Vocational Technical
Schools' (AVTS); the other three are Pok, Dobbins, and Mastbaua.
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resources from the School District of Philadelphia. Part of the reason for
this may be that Saul is a well-established, successful program, which c.oesnot attract or need special attention. Another reason is that the school isunique in the district; it serves a purpose but is not a program that will
ever be expanded into other schools as the High School Academies, forexample, have been. As one central office staff member noted, "Saul is in acategory by itself because it is so highly specialized."

Saul does receive some extra zupport from the district for vocational
education. The vocational education coordinators said that their
departments receive approximately $26,000 per year for equipmmt andmaterials. (The school as a whole received $52,000.) They estimate that
vocational education receives another $26,000 from sales of agricultural
products such as plants and flowers raised by horticulture classes. In
addition, fund raising brings in between $8,000 and $10,000, which is used
exclusively for student activities and clubs.

Like other schools in large urban districts, the Saul School faces longdelays in obtaining maintenance services. As a result, if equipment breaksdown, it may never be repaired unless the staff can do it themselves. Forexample, the mechanism controlling the sun shades in the greenhouses has notworked for years. When the horticulture teacher discusses processes for
cooling greenhouses, he must describe what would happen if the machinery
worked. In practice, the shades Lust be manipulated by hand.

gagliaughjarstsbutagsbu

State-mandated changes in high school graduation requirements were
implemented in school year 1986-87. The overall number of credits required
to graduate increased from 18 to 21; additionally, there was an increase in
the number of specified courses each student must complete in science,
mathematics, and arts/humanities. The effect of these changes nas been to
reduce the time available in students' schedules for electives, a factor
that has implications for completion of vocational program- in Philadelphia.

To graduate from Saul, for example, students must earn 29 Carnegie
units, which is considerably more than the number required of the average
Philadelphia high school graduate. 'he Saul requirements include 15 units
in academic subjects, 10 in agricultural science and four in health and
physical education. To complete these requirements, students attend Saul
for a longer school day than is in effect at most other Philadelphia highschools.

atuatuSraaiiat
In its earliest days, dating from 1957, Saul was very small and mainly

served students with behavior problems or those from farming backgrounds.
During the 1970s, enrollment rose from about 100 to 220, with four
applicants for etch opening. By 1980, enrollment had reached approximately
600 and has remained stable since. Recently, however, the number of
applications has declined somewhat and consequently admission has become
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somewhat less selective. Nevertheless, administrators noted that the school
still has about two applicants for each available slot.

Ironically, the school's success as a model for 'magnet" programs in
Philadelphia may have contributed to its declining popularity among students
entering high school in the city. Following its experience with Saul,
during the late 1970s and early 1980s the district established other magnet
specialty schools, including the Science and Engineering, Performing Arts
and. International Affairs High Schools. These schools, in addition to
sevcrel academic high schools (e.g., Girls), tend to attract some students
who might in earlier years have applied to Saul in part because of its
academic reputation.

IV. The Vocational Education Programs

Student Application Procgs4

Saul is a specialty school to which students must apply and be accepted
before they can attend. The process begins formally in January of the year
students are eighth graders. They fill out an application form at their
home school, which their parents must sign. Selection decisions are based
on three criteria: the student's grades in seventh and eighth grade, an
interest inventory, and an interview at the school with both an academic and
an agricultural teacher. both the student and a parent attend the
interview. Students are then ranked, and those with the highest ratings are
selected to attend. In past years, Saul staff made all selection decisions.
"They didn't bother us downtown," according to one staff member. This year,
because of citywide desegregation, "the process will become more
centralized, and more students will be assigned for reasons of racial
balance.'

Very few students transfer in after ninth grade, although exceptions
are made for students coming into the Philadelphia area who have been in
agricultural programs in their former schools.

Sausrhurai
Before their first year at the school, students attend a four-week

summer session, which exposes them to the agricultural activities at the
school. They attend the school four hours a day, five days a week. A
counselor described this activity as "almost a summer camp," although a
student described it as challenging. In addition to offering an
introduction to agriculture, the summer session provides students a chance
to see whether they really want to come to Saul. Very few withdraw as a
result of the experience. According to one counselor, the summer program
also "gives students a chance to see if they can get here from home."



$,chool Day

The school day at Saul is one of the longest in the city--starting at
8:45 and lasting until 2:55. The school day at other high schools is
shorter by as much as one and one-half hours. The longer school day results
from the large blocks of time set aside for agricultural courses. Ninth and
tenth graders take two periods of agricultural courses each day. Eleventh
and twelfth graders participate in three-period blocks of agricultural
COUISOS.

To accommodate the longer school day within the framework of the union
contract, teachers start and end their school days at different times.
Academic teachers start at 8:45 and usually end at 2:05 unless they teach an
eighth period class (for which they receive extra pay). Agricultural
teachers begin their day with a planning period during secord period and
teach five periods (three hours with eleventh and twelfth graders and two
hours with ninth and tenth graders). Their day ends at 2:55.

Students must use public transportation at their own expense to attend
Saul. This means that some students must ride the bus for one and one-half
hours, at cost of up to $5.50 week. Some students arrive as early as
7:30 to play intramural sports, visit with friends, and do homework.

Synopses of Individual Prog?ra ss

itericulturallrAcram

The following courses are offered at Saul in agricultural science:

o Aquaculture: skills, techniques, and processes in raising
fish and marketing fish products

o Equine Science: horse care, including anatomy, breeds,
handling, caring, feeding, housing, and health needs

o Meat Science: meat cutting practices and government
regulation of the industry

o Animal Production: anatomy, breeds, care, feeding, handling,
housing, health, and marketing of dairy cattle, market hogs,
sheep, and beef cattle

Laboratory Animal Science: care. maintenance, uses, and
handling of all common laboratory animals

o Agricultural Mechanics: agricultural machinery maintenance,
repair, and operation; agricultural construction; basic
electricity; and small engine repair

o Retail Floral Business: principles of floral design, care of
cut flowers, telephone and wire orders, buying,
marchandising,,advertising, and flower shop layout
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o Greenhouse Management: fundamentals of operating a
commercial greenhouse (including ordering, planting, growing,
and marketing crops), plant taxonomy and physiology

o Turfgrass Management: soil science and mechanical skills
necessary for the establishment and maintenance of golf
course turf

o Landscaping and Nursery Production: identifying,
propagating, growing, and retailing nursery stock; garden
center management; and the basic principles of landscaping

o Fruit and Vegetable Production: introduction to fruit and
vegetable growing :Achniques, pest control, finances, and
marketing for large and small operations

o Agricultural Business: introduction to agricultural business
practices

Most of the areas of specialization have one or two required courses
and a series of electives. For example, students specializing in laboratory
animal technology must take Laboratory Animal Science I and II and may
choose from among the following electives:

Agriculture Mechanics Construction and Maintenance
Equine Science
Dairy and Swine Management
Beef and Sheep Production
Aquaculture

Many of the electives cut across specialty areas. For example, Animal
Production can be taken by a student specializing in Agricultural Production
or Agricultural Products.

In agricultural courses, the classroom and laboratory are usually
distinct areas. For example, the Greenhouse Management class has a
classroom area with a blackboard, teacher's desk, and student desks arranged
in rows. In an adjacent area are lab tables for planting and transplanting.
A tropical greenhouse and a production greenhouse open onto the back of the
classroom. In one class we observed, the teacher lectured on techniques for
cooling greenhouses, using a question-and-answer format based on the
homework assignment. For example, he asked, 'What are some ways to reduce
the temperature in greenhouse?* and then wrote students' responses on the
blackboard. Following the classroom session, which lasted approximately 20
minutes, students worked in the lab on planting assignments.

Like other agricultural teachers at Saul. this instructor teaches rwo
blocks. In the afternoon he teaches a two-period block for ninth and tenth
graders. His mornings are devoted to a three-period block for eleventh and
twelfth graders majoring in horticulture. He said that he covers the
following areas in this 18week course: horticulture theory, planting,
raising and caring for crops, light control, and marketing. As an adjunct
activity, students operate a shop 30 minutes a day selling plants and



flowers to ::tie public. The instructor teaches a similar course in the fall
with an emphasis on the care of poinsettias for the Christmas market.

Another agricultural class used a similar lecture format with a
combined cue's* of roughly 40 students in small animal science. The lecture
began with k discussion of how to measure an animal's temperature (followed
later by actual practice with a rabbit or a dog). The lecture proceeded to
the more general tcil,: of causes and diagnoses of disease in anissls. In
many respects this cnvld have been a lesson in a biology class. For
example, when a student named viruses as taus: of disease, the teacher
probed for what viruset are.

Academic

In addition to fours years of agricultural science, students must take
the following courses to graduate: four years of English, three years of
mathematics, three years of ,science, three years of social studies, two
years of humanities, and four years of health and physical education. Saul
offers the following academic and nonagricultural courses:

Arts 6 Humanities
Communications
Computer Science
English
Health & Physical 7lucation
Mathematics

Applied Math
Algebra
Geometry
Elementary Functions
Trigonometry

SAT Preparation
Spanish

Science
Biology
Applied Biology
Advanced Biology
Chemistry
Applied Chemistry
Physics
Applied Physics
Physical Science
Honors Science

Social Studies
American History
Psychology
Social Science
World Cultures
World History

Although students are not initially tracked by ability and some courses
such as biology and history are heterogeneously grouped, students are
eventually placed into college and noncollege tracks. College track
students take the algebra/geometry and chemistry/physics courses, while
noncoilige track students take applied math and applied chemistry/applied
physics. In addition, some college-bound students are selected for the
honors science program, in which they take a sequence of honors elemistry,
honors physics, and honors advanced biology.

Work Experience

Saul has not adopted en extensive work experience program. The staff's
philosophy is that it is more important for students to be in school and
that work can interfere with learning. Students who do participate in the
work experience program leave school after the agricultural block and miss
two academic electives. They receive one credit for the work experience.
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Instructors discourage college-bound students from prrticipating in work
experience. Staff are also concerned that employers may exploit students
by, for example, hiring them during the holidays and then laying them off
after the holiday rush. They are more likely to encourage students who do
not plan to attend college to participate in work experience, especially if
the job is closely linked to their career plans.

Some students hold outside jobs related to their interests. For
example, one student who is studying landscape architecture works for
landscape company. The echool also hires student farmers to take care of
pets, greenhouses, etc., on weekends and during vacation. A junior cleans
cages and feeds the mice, rats, rabbits, and other animals that used in
the school's small animals program.

Saul students studying horticulture work at the flower show each year
for three weeks. They receive excused absences from classes and earn
approximately $600. The students help set up the show and work on exhibits
and behind the sce$ -s (in the storage area, for example). In the past, only
the better students participated in this activity. However, according to
one agricultural teacher, "This year we experimented with sending less able
students and it worred out well."

Finally, staff make considerable effort to help both college- and
noncollege-bound students obtain full-time summer jobs that are related to
their fields of interest.

fatracurriculjar Ac vitke

The school brochure nets 11 intramural sports and the following other
extracurricular activities: debating, Future Farmers of America (FFA), honor
society, public speaking, and tutoring:. The size of the school, the
administration's philosophical opposition to interscholastic sports, and the
fact that *deny students commute long distances combine to limit the amount
and variety of extracurricular octivitiea. Most uf the resources for
extracurricular activities go for the intramural sports program.

The FFA is a significant extracurricular activity at Saul but probably
not as important as it is in many rural schools. One reason is that the FFA
does not have the enthusiastic suppork of all staff in the school, perhAps
in part because some of the agricultural teachers did not come from FFA
backgrounds. Some Saul staff are not comfortable with the overall philoso-
phy of the FFA, believing that it supports a white middle clpss viewpoint
that is not completely appropriate for an urban school population. Out
staff member said, 'Kids mouth the FFA creed about 'sharing with others' and
I know they are on welfare.' Other staff noted that in rural settings FFA
is a major school focus whereas in an urban environmert, students have many
more activities competing for their time and attention.

One of our respondents said, however, that "teachers aczive with the
FFA do promote FFA values and goals and work them into their cAasses."
Moreover, she said, "when we compete [in FFA contests], we have been
winners."
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Both academic and agricultural teachers at Saul admit that they could
do more to integrate academics and vocational education. According to one
academic teacher, the academic staff has done considerable work to develop
curriculum outlines for all courses that include crosswalks with
agricultural courses. The main strategy is to use agricultural examples
when teaching academic materials. A science teacher said that he tries to
work in agricultural concepts such as soil acidity and current events such
as acid rain problems, which are relevant to the study of both chemistry and
agricultural science. He also subscribe, to agricultural science journals
to get ideas for his courses. In general. however, teachers said they need
to take additional steps to achieve the level of integration they seek.

Citywide course requirements and textbooks also hinder coordination
between academic and agriculture courses. Philadelphia's academic curricula
not only specify what is to be taught and when but provide midterm and
semester exams. Teachers are thus pressured to prepare their students for
these exams. The pressure means that a biology teacher does not teach about
animals until the second semester, hindering coordination with a first-
semester small animals course.

In addition, teachers are often more comfortable following what is in
their textbooks. If agricultural teachers want something taught
differently, this means more work for the academic teacher. For example,
the algebri textbook deals only with whole numbers, not with fractions.
"The agricultural teachers want fractions, and we're stuck doing algebra
with whole numbers," according to a math teacher.

Outcomes

Over 60 percent of Saul's graduates attend postsecondary institutions.
Virtually all others obtain jobs in agriculturally related occupations- -

turf or lawn care, horticulture, and laboratory animal care, for example.
Two outcome measures for the programs at the Saul School are its high
placement rates in postsecondary institutions and in well-paying jobs.
Sixty-two percent of Saul's graduates attend two- or four-year institutions.
The school posts a list of all seniors who have been accepted at various
institutions. Postsecondary institutions with the most names under them
appeared to be Pennsylvania State University, Temple University, and
Delaware Valley State University.

Nearby Fairmount Park, one of the largest municipal park systems in the
country, employs many graduates of the Saul School. Although jobs in the
park system are Civil Service positions obtained by examination, one teacher
said that our students just blow everybody else away." AdiAtionally,
research hospitals, medics' schools, and drug companies in the Philadelphia
area employ graduates of the laboratory animal program. These jobs pay
well, even for recent high school graduates. One of the instructors in the
program said that, "When I started teaching, I placed students in jobs where
they made more money than I did teaching."
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We asked several agricultural teachers how they thought their programs
and the school in general should be evaluated. Do they believe that they
have failed if a student does not go into a training-related job, or does
not go into a job related to agricultural The consensus was that these are
not indicators of failure. Or: agricultural teacher noted that he had seen
Armand Hammer on television net morning. 'He was trained as a doctor but
never practiced medicine. Would you consider hil education to be a
failure?"

V. The Teachers

Background and Training

The academic teachers at Saul are, in general, more experienced than
the agricultural teachers. For most of the agricultural teachers, Saul is
their first and only high school teaching experience. In contrast, all the
academic teachers have taught elsewhere in the Philadelphia system and have
transferred to Saul, either voluntarily or as a result of a "forced
transfer' because of a Reduction in Force (RIF) at their former school.
(Under tha current teachers' contract, forced transfers may select school
assignments ahead of voluntary transfers, and Saul is among the top five
schools that teachers choose.) Agricultural teachers tend to have college
degrees either in agriculture, vocational education, or science. We did not
interview any teachers who had retired or moved from industry to Saul
without a college degree. Some of the agricultural teachers have
considerable postgraduate training. For example, one horticulture teacher
has a B.S. and M.S. in horticulture and a Ph.D. in agricultural education.

irasuratisuaxisiSILAusisaiaPX2111.1121

While the relationships between academic and agricultural teachers
appear tc be generally good, there is some evidence of conflict and
Jealousy. Some academic teachers resent having to terra. many more students,
even though their class periods are shorter. There also is some conflict
about who is responsible for ensuring that students have the academic skills
to succeed in the agricultural programs. An academic teacher said, "The
agricultural people say, 'We'd like to do this but the kids don't have the
math.' We say, 'We taught that but they forgot it between here and there."'
Some academic teachers resent privileges *hey believe agricultural teachers
have that they don't. 'Agricultural classes take a lot of field trips, yet
field trips (for academic subjects) ere strongly discouraged.' Also,
'Students are excused (from classes) to work at the flower show. In theory
they make up the work."

In many respects Saul is two schools with two faculties. Scheduling is
a major cause of this division. Academic teachers begin and end their day
earlier than agricultural teachers. All academic teachers are teaching when
the agricultural teachers have their planning period. Most agricultural
teachers teach during academic planning periods. As a result, the school
schedule provides no time when agricultural and academic teachers can plan
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together. In addition, since most faculty meetings are by department, such
meetings are not a mechanism for integration of the faculty.

The physical arrangement of the buildings also inhibits interaction" by
separating academic and agricultural teachers. 'You can teach here 20 ytars
and never go into the agricultural buildings,' a science teacher said. A
math teacher said, "There are a lot of [academic) teachers who never walk
across the street [where the barns and pens are located)."

Attitudes Toward Students

Several agricultural and academic teachers said that the quality of
Saul's students has declined in recent years. One reason noted is that Saul
now has to compete with other specialty schools ,nd magnet programs, such as
the high school for science and engineering. :ome of the ocher special
schools aggressively seek students, while Saul los just started to recruit
them. Some schools offer transportation tokens and other benefits to
attract students, while Saul still requires students to pay for their own
transportation. Some teachers worry that the loss of highly able students
to other specialty schools may have a spiral effect. "As the ability level
declines, parents are less willing to send their talented kids here," one
teacher said.

Even so, some of the agricultural teachers actually see some advantage
in the current student population over that of previous years. Some believe
that, perhaps because current students are not as well qualified, they are
more interested in obtaining agricultural jobs immediately after graduation
and as a result are easier to place.

There is some evidence that teachers at the Saul School ate uncomfort-
able teaching special education students. One agriculture tea:her said, "Do
you want as to be honest? Mainstreaming doesn't work. Having kids with
emotional problems and.learning disabilities is difficult when you have 24
kids. I don't feel competent to handle them. Good students are held back
because you have to go slower."

VI. The Students

Demographic Characteristics

Saul students come from all sections of Philadelphia, although they are
most likely to live in nearby neighborhoods. Virtually all of the school's
students are either white or black. Respondents said that a reason for this
is the perception of agriculture among some ethnic groups. For example, one
staff member noted that the Korean community in Philadelphia comes mostly



from the merchant class. They see farm-related occupations as suited for
peasants and thus discourage their children from attending Sau1.4

Many students at Saul attended parochial grade schools. One staff
m.mber said that about half of the students came from parochial schools.
Apparently tuition for Catholic high schools in Philadelphia is
significantly higher than for elementary schools, and, for parents who are
unable to afford the high school tuition, Saul is seen as a "safe" alterna-
tive to large, impersonal public high schools.

Approximately 60 percentof the graduating class attends two- or four-
year institutions. This rate is much higher than that of many comprehensive
high schools in Philadelphia, even though Saul is not a scholastically elite
school.

In recent years Saul hes experienced a decline in the number of
applicants. According to oie counselor, "Six or seven years ago we had four
applicants for every opening. Now we have two and one-half per opening."
Because of this declining application rate (which has resulted from the
opening of ether specialty and magnet programs, au well as overall
enrollment oeclines in Philadelphia), Saul staff hay, begun systematically
recruiting students. At one time, Saul staff recruited in parochial
schools, but the archdiocese schools now discourage this because they need
the students too.

AsairaduagEirtMstratignAlasiugisaan

Students display positive attitudes toward vocational education. As
one teacher noted, "There is no stigma attached to agriculture here because
everyone takes agriculture." The community attitude toward Saul has changed
over the years, as a teacher who grew up in the area and attended a nearby
comprehensive high school reflected. 'People used to make fun of students
going to the 'farm school.' Now its flip-flopped, perhaps because the
academic component of the school has become stronger."

Some students resent the limitations that a small school imposes. One
junior expressed a desire for interscholastic sports. 'It gets on my
nerves,' she said. 'If we played [a nearby school] in football, maybe we
wouldn't have.to rumble with them." Other students are frustrated by the
limited number of academic alternatives. "You don't get the selection of
academics because of agriculture," one student said. 'If you want to take a
special biology course, its not offered and you wouldn't have the time
anyway.' Despite these frustration students choose tc come to Saul, and
most remain.

4As noted previously, Saul's racial composition ts 40 percent black, 60
percent white. For all public schools in Philadelphia, the racial breakdown
is 68 percent black, 28 percent white, 3 percent Hispanic, and 1 percent Asian.
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Students at Saul enroll for a variety of reasons. Many students come
for reasons related to animals or horticulture. The school helps clarify
their career goals and opens up opportunities and choices they had not
considered. A junior said, "I came here for the animals because I wanted to
be a vet. My goals have changed, though, and I now see other possibilities.
Now I want to go into animal research." Another junior also wanted to be a
veterinarian. (A teacher said that half the students come to Saul because
they want to be veterinarians.) She is now majoring in poultry science and
wants to pursue this area at Pennsylvania State or Purdue. Other students
come to Saul for reasons unrelated to-agriculture: because it is near home,
because it is a "same harbor." A senior said he C&! to Saul "because it
has a good reputation." He has become interested in horticulture and plans
to continue his studies in this field at Temple.

VII. Summary Themes and Indicators of Success

Although the Saul School is not perfect, it appears be successful.
Several factors have contributed to that success.

The former principal wcs a key person in building the school's
reputation. In part because of his emphasis on involving parents, parental
support of the school remains strong. This support is expressed both
through fundraising efforts and through backing for the school's
disciplinary and academic policies. The former principal also helped build
strong relationships with the business community and other potential
employers. Part of the success Saul experiences in placing all isz.4duates
who want jobs is the attention staff pay to employers' needs and changes in
the local labor market. The former principal was instrumental in
maintaining high morale among the agricultural teachers. As one teacher
noted, "(he) believed in vocational agriculture and publicized the school."
Agricultural teachers believe that "it's important to have a principal with
a vocational agriculture background who believes in the system." They worry
that a principal coming from an academic background will be less likely to
give full support to the school's vocational program.

The current acting principal has become an important figure in
maintaining and even improving the climate and reputation of Saul. It is
clear that his "ruthlessly fair" execution of school policies is a major
reason for the school's orderly atmosphere. His emphasis on maximizing
instructional time has strengthened both the academic and agricultural
programs. He has instituted policies to reduce nonproductive time by
reducing the lunch period from 45 minutes to a half hour and eliminating
study hall and breaks. His policy of scheduling extracurricular activities
before school helps students burn up excess energy before beginning the
s-...hool day and encourages them to come to school early.

The acting principal's practices also help to maintain. high morale
among teachers. He never undercuts the authority of those undAr him and
consistently backs teachers who enforce school policy. He restricts staff
members' time at inschool and districtwide meetings, putting the school and
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teaching first. The principal also runs interference for teachers and
administrators with district officials; for example, he has been known to
ask officials to have teachers' classrooms if hs feels the official is
hindering the teacher in any way. Finally, he treats everyone the same,
regardless of status.

In addition to the acting principal, other people and factors
contribute to the positive school climate. One important element is the
size of the school. An enrollment of 600 permits administrators and staff
to treat students as individuals. Everyone knows everyone else. No student
gets lost. In addition, administrators and teachers obviously care about
students. For example, the acting principal knows every student by name.
Because they teach students several hours a day and work with them on
projects outside of school, the agricultural teachers advise their students
not only on school-related issues, but also on personal and family problems.
As one teacher noted, they may become the most significant adult in
students' lives,

In part because of its reputation and in part because of the climate
they find at the school, students and teachers come to Saul because they
want to be there. Some students enroll because of its reputation as a safe
school or because it is near their homes, but many come because they are
interested in agriculture and agricultural careers. Similarly, teachers
want to teach at Saul because of its reputation and climate. Virtually
every academic teacher taught at some other high school or junior high in
Philadelphia and transferred to Saul voluntarily ar chose Saul when forced
to leave their former school because of a RIF.

The organization of the vocational curriculum also plays a role in the
success of the school. Students are provided with ample opportunity to
explore all agricultural offerings both before they enroll and during their
first two years. When they enter the eleventh grade, students choose from
among a wide assortment of courses, which allows specialization. Classes
are highly structured. Students are expected to take notes from lectures,
participate in discussion, and do the assigned homework. The two-and three-
period blocks for agricultural classes permit teachers to vary coursework
among lectures, discussions, demonstrations, films, and hands-on activities.

Teachers and administrators agree on indicators of Saul's success. Some
of these indicators can be termed internal and are linked to the school's
climate. For example, even though the school faces increased competition
for students within the district's overall declining enrollment, it still
has more than two applicants for ovary availLble slot. Once enrolled,
students come to school regularly, attend classes, and graduate. (Saul
admits roughly 150 each year and has an average graduating class of 130.)
Together with such external indicators as high postsecondary enrollment and
job placement rates, these factors suggest that the school merits its
reputation as an effe-tive vocational high school.
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VI. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN
AREA SKILL CENTERS

Conceived in part as a mechanism to concentrate resources needed to
provide high-quality vocational programs at the secondary level, area
vocational-technical centers typically offer a variety of vocational
programs under one roof. Students attend a vocational center on a part-time
basis, traveling from their home high schools where they take their academic
courses. One of two such centers in Philadelphia, the A. Philip Randolph
Skills Center offers occupationally specific training for students whose
primary goal is to enter the labor force after graduation. The case study
of Randolph describes the types of training available to students at the
Center and the strategies the school has implemented to I.Jspond to
challenges facing secondary vocational education in this decade.

The second case study in this section describes the Wright Vocational
Cooperative Center, an area shared-time school established to provide
exploratory vocational education to students in ten school districts in
Minnesota. The case study illustrates the organization of cooperatives,
which enable low population school districts to pool resources in order to
offer students expanied vocational experiences that individual districts
are often unable to support.



A. PHILIP RANDOLPH SKILLS CENTER
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Becky J. Hayward

I. Overview

The Setting

The A. Philip Randolph Skills Canter is one of two secondary-level area
vocational skills centers in Philadelphia. It is housed in an old asbestos
factory that was donated to the school system for this purpose. Located in
Northwest Philadelphia just off the Schuylkill Parkway in a combined
manufacturing and blue collar residential section of the city, the area
around Randolph looks suburban, because of the park-like grounds surrounding
the psychiatric institution across the street. Down the street are some
fast food restaurants and small stores. The school itself looks like the
manufacturing facility that it once was; although the interior has been
radically restructured, the one-story brick exterior remains unchanged. The
only indication that this is a school is the name above the front entrance.
In addition to the main building, there are some mobile classrooms in back;
since enrollments have been declining in the past few years, these are
currently not in use.

Philsmhxatiaii2naula
According to its principal, the mission of Randolph is to train

students for jobs that are available in the community and that are in fields
in which there is advancement potential. Thus, for example, the'school
recently dropped a program in long-term geriatric care. Although there is
high demand for workers in this field, discussions with health care
providers in Philadelphia indicated little opportunity fGr advancement, with
earnings potential quickly topping out at a relatively low maximum. This is
not the kind of future that Randolph'2 decisionmakers envision for their
graduates.

Interviews with other administrators, instructional and guidance staff,
and students at the school revealed a high level of consensus about the
school's gamental purpose. According to the four cluster coordinators,
Randolph Jbjective is to train students in skills for employment, with
actual employment the ultimate goal. They believe that the training
provided at the school is good enough to enable students to obtain desirable
jobs without postsecondary vocational training; according to the trades and
industry coordinator, we all feel ylge strongly abo'..,t t" :q.*

Another administrator commented that *attitudes and skills are what we
sell.' A guidance counselor described an innovative "directive' counseling
program that haa been implemented at Randolph, in the face of potential
teacher union objections, to ensure that graduating sc,dents would have job
search and employability skills to complement the occupational skills they
acquire at the school. As he commented, while postsecondary vocational
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training is useful for many of the students, those who cannot or do not wish
to access further education need to leave Randolph fully equipped for
success in the labor market.

Finally, many of the students attending Randolph go there with fairly
clear occupational goals in mind and view the school as a place where they
can work toward those goals. One carpentry student, about to graduate and
preparing for the union apprenticeship examination, said he always wanted to
be a carpenter, and through talking with other students, ha Jecided that
Randolph was the best place to go. (No one in his family had ever been a
carpenter.) Other students reported that their time it Randolph had helped
them to refine their goals: one student who entered in automotive mechanics
will enroll next fall in a postsecondary aeronautics program in Oklahoma.
In his view, this is not a change in plans but a logical development based
on his experiences in school, where, as he said: "I've worked for the
school, and they've worked for me."

school Climate

The first thing a visitor to Randolph notices is the highly polished
floors. According to one administrator, teachers and students need
something to be proud of; they need a place where they will enjoy coming to
work, and the school must therefore be clean and orderly. As a symbol of
his intentions regarding the climate he insists on maintaining in his
school. the principal pays for the floor wax out of his own pocket. uw is,
by all reports, "a stickler on wax;" and all the broad halls throughout the
school must shine. This policy carries over into the shops: all the
equipment in the baking shop is spotless and polished; the automotive area
is clean and orderly; the cosmetology lab looks rather like a downtown
beauty shop.

According to one of the vice principals, Randolph is "the best in the
city' for overall atmosphere, learning environment, and student deportment.
The students are very polite, although they are not selected on this basis.
Clearly, it is something they quickly learn at the Center. Teachers are
consistently cooperative, concerned, and knowledgeable. The school's
climate is essentially attributable to its leadership, which sets the tone
for everythiag that occura at the Center. Apparently the throe top
administrators walk through the building frequently and do not hesitate to
correct behaviors that are considered inappropriate. For example, one look
from the principal led several students to remove their caps.

Teachers do not view this leadership presence as threatening or
insulting; they understand that its purpose is school improvement and a
better environment in which to do one's job. The high morale that
characterizes the school is reflected in the fact that teachers tend not to
leave immediately at the end of the day. In fact, several of the teachers
interviewed during the visit were so enthusiastic about their message tLat
they were in no hurry to depart. Others were meeting on the school
improvement plan long after the school day had ended. As the co-op
coordinator commented, "Teachers and students at Randolph like to come to
work; you don't see teachers flying out the door at the end of the day. We
have low turnover among staff, and the school's administrators care about
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kids, about teachers as people, and about upgrading the education we provide
here, even if it means working nights and weekends."

Overall, then, Randolph projects an image of a place where learning can
take place. Students are orderly, polite, and clearly on task. The
building is spotless and well equipped; teachers are professional and
extremely enthusiastic; administrators are proud of what they are doing and
candid about their problems as well as their successes. Randolph has a
climate that seems ideal for accomplishing the school's mission of training
young people for meaningful labor force participation.

II. The School and the Community

Parents

As a shared time center, Randolph has no Home-School Association, which
is the principal means of involving parents in a school's activities in
Philadelphia. Nevertheless, the Center uses several methods to foster
pir.ent involvement and support. The principal periodically obtains
telephc.-.6 numbers of parents and makes calls to ask about their satisfaction
level concerning their child's vocational program. This strategy yields
substantial feedback, which is used in planning programs and working with
individual students as necessary. Additionally, the school tries to have an
open house for parents once a year, for which there is generally a good
turnout.

Administrators also contact parents under the school's policy for
dealing wi_h absences. The official district-wide policy is that a letter
goes to parents after a student has been absent three times, requesting that
the parent call the school (thus ensuring that the student will deliver the
letter). After six absences, the student's parent is asked to come to the
school, and after ninei according to the official policy, the student is
dropped from the roll.1

Parents may also be contacted toward the end of students' programs in
the following manner. Randolph's guidance counselors work with each senior
in developing a post-high school plan. This plan is the final product of
the directive counseling program Randolph has implemented for. its seniors.
It specifies in detail the student's intentions for enrolling in postsecond-
ary institutions or obtaining employment following graduation. During their
final semester, the counselors monitor students' progress in gaining
admission to postsecondary training or in job search activities. Counselors
involve the parents of any students who drag their feet on plan development
or implementation. They are determined that each student leave
Randolph knowing what lies in his/her immediate future.

1The principal commented that this eventuality is unlikely; generally
the early contact with parents resolves the problem, but the threat of being
dropped is a useful device for conveying the point to students that they
need to be in school.
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The evidence offered for the efficacy of these mechanisms for involving
parents in their children's vocational programs is that many brothers and
sisters of former students choose to attend the Center. The theory is that
if parents were unhappy with the school, they would not encourage, or
permit, other children to attend the Center.

eistigsuaSizsam.

Each occupational program at Randolph has a 'craft comdittee," which is
required to meet twice a year. The committees review curriculum, advise nn
equipment purchases, and, mnst important, provide information on
availability of job opportunities for both graduating seniors and co-op
students. With the exception of construction, most of the craft committees
are mainly composed of small business representatives. This configuration
is based on an administrative decision taken by the Center. Most of the
jobs available to vocational students completing high school are in small
businesses. Membership of representatives from this sector on the
committees signals the school's responsiveness to its employer target group
and creates linkages between the schools and employers that can be expected
to pay off with jobs.

EmPloyers

As the descriTtIon of the craft committees points out, the main target
group for Randolph in sterns of jobs for graduates and students is small
businesses. Some studonts do go directly into high-paying positions in
large organizations. One example cited by several administrators and
instructors was a student who obtained a welding job at $11.20 per hour in a

large railroad car manufacturing facility located near the Center. Further,
some of the studants graduating in food service and hotel/motel management
have gone to work for large chains.

In general, however, the experience at Randolph is that students
graduating from high school, especially in metropolitan areas, are often
stereotyped as too young and unreliable; therefore big businesses are
reluctant to hire them. The small businesses, cn the other hand, cannot
afford to provide much on-the-job training, at least not of a formal nature,
or to engage in extensive searches for employees. Thus the school tries to
develop receptivity to its students among the small shops--those that do not
report to the Employment Service.

School administrators view the small employers as an entry avenue for
their students. The important thing is for graduates to obtain their first
fob, at a reasonable wage, and to gain experience and maturity that will
_hen facilitate advancement in the labor market over time, perhaps to other
small businesses but perhaps to one of the major employers in the city.
This is one reason that heavy emphasis is placed on employability skills- -

industriousness, respect for authority, self-reliancethat will be useful
on any job. It is also the reason for the "cluster plan" (described in more
detail lacer) in operation at Randolph. While students train in an occupa-
tion, the goal is for students to have skills that will be transferable such
that they are equipped to grow with the changing labor market.
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One strategy the principal uses to ensure that the Center's programs
are both labor-market responsive and provide advancement potential for
students is to pick up the telephone. He had recently conducted an informal
survey of 12 or so hospital administrators in Philadelphia to discuss trends
in health care occupettons. Based on these conversations, he is dropping
the nursing assistant program because graduates have little advancement
potential in terms of earnings and because Philadelphia medical facilities
employ persons as nursing assistants without requiring the level of training
associated with a two-year program. Additionally, he is restructuring his
medical lab assistant program to accommodate changes in the field.
Specifically, the program will place increased emphasis on the use of
c-:,,,uters for lab operations and will add work in microbiology.

III. District Structure of Vocational Education

goleofi_VocAntjanalEducation_An the District

As stated in the district's long-range plan for the period 1985-1990,
the purpose of vocational education is the following:

Concerned with the total development of an individual, vocational
education develops an appreciation for the work ethic, proper
attitudes, proper work habits, usable consumer and employment-relatnd
knowledge, leadership skills, and saleable employment skills.

To achieve this purpose, sit is the mission of the Division of Career and
Vocational Education [the district division responsible for administering
vocational education in the public schools) to provide a labor market
intensive education, training, job placement. and rolftzed monitoring Arai
evaluation system for the School District of Philadelphia" (Long Range Plan
for 1985-1990, pp. 1, 2).

The district implements its objectives through a vocational educa,:ion
delivery system that includes four vocational high schools, two shared time
skills centers, 31 comprehensive high schools, nine academy programs
(described elsewhere in this report), two adult training centers, and 0

centers that provide supportive services for persona with disabilities.

Districtwida enrollments in vocational education are approximtel.
26,000 secondary and 1,200 postsecondary students. Using a standardized
competency-based curriculum, 1,100 instructional staff offer a total o, 90
different vocational curricula. Instruction is supported by a central ad-
ministration that comprises one Executive Diroccor, an Adult Training
Director, five curriculum-specific assistant directors, three adult program
assistant directors, 13 supervisors, six assistant project coordinatorF, two
program activity liaison staff, and a coordinator of the district's
Vocational Education Management Information System (VEMIS).

As part of its ongoing response to changing educational and labor
market needs in the city, the Division of Career and Vocational Education
implemented a standardized competency-based curriculum for all vocational
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offerings during the 1984-85 school year. Other changes currently underway
are construction of a new high school and technical center, expansion of the
high school academies program to serve a total of 5,000 students (the
academies currently enroll about 1,000 students in all), and major expansion
of winter part-time and summer full-time job opportunities for students
scrolled in vocational programs in the district.

The specific objectives of these changes reo articulated in a series of
planned student-oriented outcomes. These outcomes, in addition to
emphasizing equity and access, focus consistently on the goal of employment
for vocational education students. They include the following:

o Each student who completes a vocational education program will be
able to secure employment, pursue further education, or enter the
military.

o Students will progress through the duty and tasks of CBVE in
manner that will enable them to be employable at the conclusion of
their program.

o Equity for each program [and therefore student] will be assured by
the installation of standardized equipment, supplies, and
appropriate instructional hours.

o Access to any appropriate vocational program will be available to
handicapped students, ESOL students, and students of both sexes.

o Students will demonstrate career decision-making skills at the
awareness, exploratory, and preparation levels (paraphrased from
the Long Range Plan, p. 6).

This focus on training for jobs pervae.es the objectives and operation' in
evidence at Randolph.

All3tIopship ro the Academic Progrm

kennsylvania legislated new state high school graduation requirements
in 1984 and implemented the changes in the 1986-87 school year. Past and
current requirements are shown in Table 1. Since the old requirements
covered only three grades while the new ones cover four, the absolute n...mber
of credits required over a four-year period has not changed as radically as
might be inferred from the discrepancy bemeen la and 21. The old
requirements specified 18 credits over four years. Nevertheless, overall
high school program requireasnts have incraased, and the specification of
courses required is also great&r.

To complete a vocational conc.-int-re-4:ton, ztudents need nine electives,
which means that they end with a total of 25 credits when they gradate.
One of the problems that has resulted from the overall increase in gradua-
tion requirements has been that students tend not to be able to start their
vocational program until eleventh grade. For programs such as cosmetology.
this means that students cannot complete the number of class hours required
for state licensing during their time in high school and have to make up
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hours, or, as some do at Randolph, return to school as postgraduates to
complete their program. Further, failure in an academic course may
complicate scheduling to the point that, to graduate, students have to drop
their vocational program.

Table 1

Pennsylvania's High School Graduation Requirements

Requirements
Qld* New**

English 3 4
Mathematics 1 3

Science 1 3

Soc141 studies 2 3

Arts/humanities 0 2

Health/physical ed. 2 1

Electives (including approved voc ed courses) 4 5

Total 13

*These requirements were specified for grades 10 - 12.

**These requirements cover grades 9 - 12.

arajagnilakingh_aluiSdayi ante

21

Primarily because of a strategy of maintaining a strong, visible
administrative presence throughGut the school, the Randolph Center is
extremely well-organized and businesslike. The principal and two vice-
prircipals spend a considerable proportion of the day out in the shops, not
so much as monitors of students' and teachers' behavior, but as resources,
available to provide any support that may be needed. Instructional and
support staff are consistently treated as professionals and are granted the
respect and decisionmaking power to operate their programs as they see fit.
The cluster coordinators say that the principal 'will work with you and
listen to you.' This contributes to good peer relations among coor-
dinators. Thus there is a feeling of teamwork among staff, whico minimizes
difficulties and enables people to focus their energies on the "prod."--
the students and their occupational training.

The efficacy of this management strategy is suggested by the high
morale evident among administrators, staff, and students at the Center.
Virtually all respondents believe that Randolph is the best school in the
city. A vice principal, asked to rate the school and explain his answer,
believes that the school 'Is "better than excellent--it is great--because
everything is spelled out ano well organized. There is no doubt about the
processes, cuzeiculum, expectations, and everyone, including teachers and
students, knows what those expectations are." The co-op coordinator says
that the principal and vice-principals, who are 'color blind" (a point made
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by several other respondents as well), care about the students and teachers
as People and about continuously upgrading the education provided by the
Center. Leadership, everyone agrees, is the key.

In this instance, the critical ingredient in leadership success is
experience. The principal of the Center has spent time in both district and
Central offtces. Thus he has gotten to know the system overall very well
and knows how to 4CCIIIIS the resources and other support he needs to operate
his school. For example, he recently wrote a grant and received funds to
start a new program in high tech electronics occupations. Additionally, he
currently is chairman of the vocational principals' association, which meets
once a month to discuss issues that may arise concerning vocational
education in the system. All of these factors appear to have contributed to
the current status of Randolph as a relatively well-supported school in
terms of equipment and other resources needed to provide high-quality
vocational training.

The key to the administrationand likely to the success--of Randolph
appears to be a carefully implemented philosophy of orchestrated chaise,
combined with very close attention to virtually all the details of running a
school.2 As noted elsewhere, programs are added, dropped, or reconfigured
in response to labor market trends and also based on analysis of their
li/ Ay career pay off for students. The vice principals have recently
traded responsibilities, a strategy that creates a change within overall
school stability and probably brings some fresh approaches to administrative
duties. Even the building configuration changes often. Th, one-floor
structure has concrete-block walls that the principal periodically has torn
down and relocated to accommodate space needs of new or changing programs.

The cluster coordinators' responsibilities include oversight of
programs both within and outside their areas of vocational certification.
The trades and industry coordinator is trained as a nurse (with extensive
postgraduate training in organizational administration), and the coordinator
in charge of health occupations is a welder. This deliberate assignment
policy facilitates definition of their responsibilities as coordinative
rather than solely substantive and also fosters close interactions among the
four coordinators in discussing curriculum, scheduling, and other issues.

The school is currently installing building-wide communications
system in which all computers will be linked. (This is in addition to their
computerized system for rt.-ording student achievement of skill-area
competencies, which was developed early in the school's history and has been
replicated elsewhere in the country.) During the site visit, school
officials were administering vocationally oriented basic skills tests to all
students on a trial basis. The vice principal in charge of school

ANO.MIIIIMM...11=1.11111

2As one of the vice principals explained, years ago when the principal
was a high school science teacher, he vas absolutely obsessed that the
window shades in hia classroom be precisely at the same level at all times.
If students adjusted the shades, he would hive a fit. The psychological
principle here is that if students know that you care about the little
things, they will never gat around to challenging you on the big things.
The approach seems to work.
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improvement explained his hope that the achievement te-ts might prove to be
a useful means to evaluate status and progress in school LJprovement.

This year the Center began implementing a district-wide School
Improvement Program whose purpose is to increase the overall quality of
instruction in the Philadelphia public schools. The phased program, which
is four years old, was first implemented in the city's elementary schools
and then in English and math departments in the high schools. This year all
departments in the comprehensive high schools, vocational high schools, and
skill centers are undertaking formal school improvement activities that
include identification of problem areas and implementation of strategies to
address priority problems. Included in the plan are specified goals, staff
development activities, and strategies for evaluating progress. At
Randolph, the cluster coordinators are working with teachers to identify
areas of concern and devise timelines, budgets, and activities to effect
improvements. Plans are then reviewed by the regional superintendents prior
to implementation. As the vice principal commented, the initiative is not
just "pie in the sky" but targets very 'pacific areas in which improvement
is needed.

The student scheduling system employed by Randolph is called "week-
about.' Students attend the Center for bill days every other week.
Alternate weeks are spent in academic classes at the home school. Because
their vocational studies are full-time, the instructional environment
simulates the work place. Students are expected to show up on time, to be
on-task during work, and have breaks as workers do in factories, businesses,
restaurants, bakeries, dentists' offices, hospitals, and beauty shops. Thus
the very format of their learning is teechint', them work behaviors as well as
occupational skills. In fact, the entire "organization* that is the
Randolph Skills Center reflects a structured, but participatory, approach to
operations whose intent is to provide the type of vocational education
thought to be central to improving the post-school options of the students
it serves.

TS Ma

Opened in September 1975, Randolph was the first of five planned skills
centers in Philadlphia.3 The centers were to have replaced vocational
education that was suffering from c-itdated equipment and facilities,
particularly through a concentration of resources in a few localities. As
the first of the planned Centers, Randolph benefitted from a relatively high
commitment of staff planning and development time, financial resources, and
overall system commitment to the idea. Thus, for example, one of the
current vice principal-3 (who was assigned to planning activities for v°
years prior to the school's actual opening) visited centers in other
localities (North and South Carolina and Dallas) for ideas. The planneKs
purchased curriculum from the Mid-America Vocational Curriculum Consortium
in Oklahoma, and received technical assistance from ilia director of that
consortium in implementation. The school system invested relatively large

hihen tha school system planned the centers, there were eight
subdistrict' within, the city; they have since been reorganized into seven.
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quantities of resources for start-up, at a time when overall funds for
vocational education in the system were substantial, all of which meant that
resources were available for quality equipmene and supplies.

The school began with mostly new teachers, who were "molded to our
concept." There was extensive consultation with the business community in
planning the programs and the curriculum. Admintstrators were carefully
selected. It is interesting that two of thi top administrators had been
academic teachers in comprehensive high schools and thus brought to the
Center a perspective that was not strictly 'vocational.° Additionally,
there was a very high level of commitment from the Central Office to the
concept of a skills center.

The environment in which the Center was established was in some sense
ideal. But times have changed in Philadelphia, as elsewhere in the nation,
since the school opened in 1975. Budgets have been cut, enrollments have
declined, vocational education has fallen into disfavor (particularly to the
extent that research has not demonstrated clear labor market payoffs), and
many educators believe that students should be spending their high school
years in academic courses to build a foundation for social and labor market
success. Further, to many students, parents, and academic faculty there is
a stigma attached to vocational education at the high school level. As one
of the cluster coordinators at Randolph put it, many people view "vocational
education as dumb kids banging blocks together."

What have been the effects of these changes on the Center? First, it
is interesting that there is very little staff turnover. The three top
administrators have been at Randolph since before the school opened, and the
principal has declined offers of advancement. Most of the teachers stay
there after they join the school. Further, the high morale that is evident
throughout the school suggests that the assaults on vocational education
have helped to reaffirm the school's commitment to its purpose. As noted
earlier, the Center is constantly engaged in change at all levels, in order
to accommodate the new circumstances. Within that reality, there appears to
be a conviction among its administrators and instructional staff that the
purpose they are engaged in is an unchanging and legitimate one. The
school's approach is to confront new challenges through upgrading and
improvement in order to accomplish that purpose rather than focusing on the
potentially depressing aspects of retrenchment. Using this strategy, the
Center, charging constantly, has remained relatively stable and vibrant
since its opening.

IV. The Vocational Education Programs

The occupational programs at Randolph are organized into seven
clusters: power mechanics, manufacturing maintenance, construction, distri-
bution and warehousing, communications, personal services, and health
assistance. Four persons serve as cluster coordinators; each coordinator
covers two clusters, with personal services divided between two of the
coordinators. The skill areas constituting the clusters include the
following:
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Power Mechanics

automotive tech
o general automotive mechanics
o auto body
o auto painting

diesel engine repair

Manufacturing_ Maintenance

welding
o machine tool

Construction

o carpentry
o plumbing
o electricity
o masonry

building maintenance
o building sanitation (a special education curriculum)
o custodial services

Distribution and Warehousing

o distribution
assembly and packaging

faziaanicatiana

o electronic product repair
o lithography
o biomedical instrument repair
o graphic design

computer electronic technology
robotics tech

o telecommunications

Health Assistant

dental assistant
o medical lab assistant
o nursing assistant

medical records technician

cosmetology
food services

o child care
hotel/motel management

o baking
o fashion design
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As this listing indicates, there are no business or distributive
education courses at Randolph. These programa are firmly rooted in the
comprehensive high schools and are not duplicated at the Center, Addition-
ally, some of the comprehensive schools have other programs, including
automotive repair. District policy does not permit students attending those
schools to enroll at a skills centers even though the skills center may have
acre up-to-date training in areas such as automotive tech. Interestingly,
Philadelphia has one of the nation's few parochial vocational high schools.
Students there do attend Randolph, but only if they choose a program that is
not available in their home high school.

Randolph uses a recruitment and application process for selecting
students for its programs. Applications include vocational interest and
basic skills tests as well as interviews. In practice, the Center turns
down very few applicants, but they do use the process to try to match
students to clusters and specific occupational areas. Further, for some
programs, reading and math scores are used in selection. This is true for
the high tech programs and also for cosmetology, where students need to have
a certain proficiency in reading to pass the state licensing examination.

To ensure good student/program matches, the school has also implemented
an informal "hold-harmless" change period. From the beginning of school
through the end of October each year, new students can change programs
without suffering any consequences, such as loss of credits. The rationale
for this arrangement is that while students do visit the school prior to
enrollment and may think they know what program they want, a trial period,
along with the opportunity to see what is going on in other shops and talk
with students enrolled in other programs, may lead them to change their
minds. As the principal commented, some programs may seem attractive to
students in the abstract but tirn out not to be consistent with their
expectations.

The utility of this arrangement is particularly apparent in a school
such as Randolph. First, it provides some latitude for exploring. Although
not structured like those schools that have extensive exploratory vocational
courses, the hold-harmless policy does give students at least some time, and
encouragement, to change their minds. This means that they can remain in
vocational education without having to remain in a particular curriculum
that is un_ citable. Second, the policy benefits the school in that students
are more likely to remain enrolled rather than to drop vocational education
altogether. As with other strategies for meeting student needs that are in
place at the school, this policy allows for change within the broader
structure of a stable instructional environment. It is also another
indication that the primary interest at Randolph is the needs of individual
students.

At Randolph, cosmetology and welding are always overenrolled, although
welding is less so than in the past. Food service is typically
oversubscribed, but the teachers in that program will take anyone who really
wants to enroll and adjust their classes to accommodate a varying number of
students. One respondent noted that five years ago the Center was always
overloa4ed, but declining enrollments and increased graduation requirements
have laigely eliminated this problem.
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Classroom Components

All instruction at Randolph is competency based. When it opened, the
Center adopted its curriculum from Mid-America Vocational Curriculum
Consortium (MAVCC) and has continued to purchase materials from that source.
( MAVCC is a consortium of midwestern states that invest considerable
resources in curriculum development. Members of the consortium share the
results, and MAVCC also markets curriculum and instructional materials to
nonmember states.) Thus the Center is using curriculum that has been widely
disseminated nationally, particularly in the midwest but also as far away as
the Pacific Islands. The school system has recently mandated a standardized
curriculum for all vocational education in the district. According to one
respondent, much of Randolph's curricular materials, including tasks lists,
have been adopted citywide. Consequently the Center has not been required
to make extensive curricular revisions in response to the district's
decision to implement a standardized curriculum.

To support the competency-based instruction, the Center has a
computerized system for recording students' achievement of task competen-
cies. When a student masters an instructional objective, he/she enters a
card that is signed by the instructor, and his/her computer file records the
competency, Graduating students can obtain these competency certificates
for use during their job search to show potential employers precisely what
they can do. For example, an auto mechanics student had certified the
following competencies in fuel systems:

remove 6 replace fuel pump
clean carburetor
remove is replace oil pump

install carburetor
remove Es replace oil pan
replace flywheel

Students work at their own rates, with teachers establishing the
overall percentage of competencies that must be achieved for grading
purposes. Teachers and cluster coordinators strongly believe that
competency-based instruction is the best model for teaching occupational
skills, principally because it does permit students to go at their own pace
and because the clarity of instructional components facilitates
identification of areas where individual students may need extra help.

As noted earlier, students attend the Center on a week-about schedule.
The advantage of this schedule is that students *works a full work week. To

the extent possible, instruction is organized to simulate real work. In

contrast with the typical schedules of vocational courses in a comprehensive
high school, this approach allows students to experience the full range of
tasks associated with a particular job and adapt to the rhythm of working a
full day. For example, in food service students do planning, preparation,
serving, and cleanup. In a regular high school, students attend shops for
only part of the day and thus say not be able to complete a full sequence of
activities in any one day.

All of Randolph's programs are organized around shops or labs; each has
varying amounts of classroom instruction depending on the amount of theory
and book work required for a particular course. High tech electronics and
automotive and the health cluster spend considerable time on theory, as one
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might expect. Considerable theory is also infused into the more traditional
trades programs as wall. The electricity class, for example, was learning
Ohm's lay.

Everywhere we looked, students were cheerfully and productively engaged
in their work. Students in thy baking program were cleaning the equipment
that they had just used to produce a batch of the famous Randolph cinnamon
bread. The school sells this product commercially and also bestows it on
visitors. Food service students were waiting tables in the staff dining
room; others were preparing elaborate hors d'oeuvre trays for an event that
they were catering the next day. While the auto shops look like auto shops
in vocational schools and garages everywhere, the automotive high tech
program had some very sophisticated diagnostic equipment and a new hydraulic
bench containing one of the new generation of modular construction cars.
(The teacher had been given release time to attend a General Motors training
course on this equipment.)

Cooperative EslucaSion4

Administrators and staff at Randolph believe that cooperative
education, typically called co-op, is a critical component of secondary
vocational education for urban youth. Students in cr. -op are able to learn
the worksite and become comfortable there. The ben4fits of co-op become
apparent when they are seeking full-time jobs, because they are much more
confident--even cocky--about their ability to land the jobs they seek. The
principal would like to do a study of the contribution of co-op to breaking
the cycle of poverty among SES vocational students and use the res-ats
to tailor a program specifically for these students.

The school's co-op coordinator, who is also an electronics teachar,
administers the program and supervises all participating students. He
develops jobs through typical avenues, including monitoring the want ads,
and then cultivates employers. He commented that this aspect of his job is
easy; in fact, he has more jobs available than he has students to fill them,
primarily because employers are so pleased with their Randolph students that
they request new students each year and also call the school when other
appropriate jobs become available. Th± co-op coordinator visits each
student at the worksite a total of 10 times during the year and teaches the
classroom component of the program, which students attend bimonthly.
Additionally, he maintains a very thorough, automated inform .ion system on
the students and their placements.

Co-op is not available to everyone. Students must have a B average in
all coursevork, including their academic courses, to be eligible. Most of
the jobs are 'co-curricular," which means that two students fill one job
since students attend their vocational program every other week. Students
and employers each enter into contracts that cover the specifications of the
job. For students, these include attendance and punctuality, grade

4"Cooperative education" programs combine paid work experience in the
occupations students are training for with classroom Activities that focus
on job-related skills and behaviors.
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requirements, submission of salary and work status information, attendance
at the co-op class, completion of required assignments, and appropriate job
behavic.rs. This agreement must be signed by tite student's parent.

Employers agree to complete periodic student evaluations, including
submission of a grade. The following is an excerpt from an employer evalua-
tion:

[The student] has progressed from the LIMAS operation and is now
assigned to the receipt function. This is one of the most important
areas in our organization. A receipt improperly processed is an asset
not accounted for, we therefore assign our most competent personnel to
this open- -ion. No other student aide has been assigned to the
receiving function. His training at Randolph has prepared him for this

facet of the warehousing function.

;The student] is quick to learn new methods and procedures and is most
flexible when it comes to work assignments. He willingly accepts
transfers within the branch to alleviate backlogs. [He] has been an
asset to the Storaga Branch since the first day of his employment and
his value increases as he applies knowledge gained on the job.

The student received an A.

At the time of our visit, 64 seniors were participating in co-op.
Twelve were working as plumbers, eight as carpenters, six in fokd service,
and three as dental assistants. The highest hourly wages were $6.50 for
each of two plumbers, $5.25 for a student working in a restaurant, and $5.00
for a dental assistant, electrician, auto body worker, and carpenter.
Fifteen of the students were receiving minimum wage ($3.35 an hour). Most

of the worksites were in small businesses, although several co-op jobs have
been developed at such locations as the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard, the
zoo, and Hechinger's, a large hardware and L-..:11ding supply chain.

In addition to the seniors, during the last report period of the year
juniors are permitted to start co-op if they have the required coursework
average and recommendations from their shop teachers. The rationale is that
these students will then have a job during the summer and be able to
continue that job through their full senior year. This arrangement
eliminates the orientation time that is otherwise necessary at the beginning
of the senior year and provides a substantially longer framework for the co-
op experience.

ktrecarlicial

Since it is a shared time facility. Randolph does not have intramural
or interscholastic sports, music groups, or most of the student clubs that
form an important part of students' high school experience. Students who
participate in these activities do so at their home schools. According to
one of the vice principals, the absence of extracurricular actiities is one
of the few drawbacks of a skills center.
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To some extent this lack is compensated for by the presence of very
active Vocational-Industrial Clubs of America (VICA) and Health Occupations
Students of America (HOSA) organizations, which are enthusiastically
supported by all administrators and faculty at Randolph. Students are
encouraged to submit projects to competitions; one student had recently
received a national Student of the Year Award from HOSA, and her picture was
posted in numerous locations around the school. Automotive students, who
had recently placed well in the citywide competition, proudly pointed out
the awards that were displayed in their classroom.

Integration_ with the 4cadem progran

Because Randolph is a shared time school, students take academics in
their home high schools and vocational education at the Center. This
arrangement obviously reduces the likelihood that much collaboration between
academic and vocational teachers will occur informally or even in a
structured way. While the advantages of integration between academic and
vocational programs were acknowledged by respondents at the Center, such
integration is not for the most part realistically feasible, particularly
when students come to Randolph from a large number of comprehensive and
parochial high schools throughout the city. In fact, while defending the
importance of vocational education for urban youth, one administrator
acknowledged that those students also lifted basic education. However, he
believes that students should have a good grounding in basic skills by the
end of the ninth or tenth grade, and if they do not, keeping them out of
vocational education in their last two years is not likely to incraase their
academic achievement unless "something radically different is dine." He and
others at Randolph argue that, for such students, vocational education can
serve as a vehicle for teaching (or remediating) basic academic skills.

As a case in point, the new electricity teacher (who had come from
industry and was in the process of taking his teacher certification courses
at night) commented that he had found it necessary to teach a considerable
amount of math in order to prepare his students for their skill training.
Other courses (e.g., the high tech automotive program and some of the health
occupations) have increasingly infused theory into the hands-on instruction
of the curricula.

Perhaps most interesting in this connection is a new high tech
electronics course recently initiated under a school pairing arrangement
with one of the comprehensive high schools and one of the parochial schools,
In part conceived as a "magnet" program to attract brighter students to
vocational education,5 the program is organized to ensure that students who
are interested will have the academic training thought necessary for success
in the vocational courses. Thus the academic curriculum has been designed

5Additionally, it tends to combat the problem of home achool reluctance
to send students to Randolph by having students enroll in the paired
comprehensive school as ninth graders. The strategy is attracting students
to the comprehensive school, which has its own enrollment problems, as well
as facilitating their enrollment at Randolph as tenth graders.
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collaboratively between the vocational teachers at Randolph and academic
faculty at the two participating schools. It includes requirements in
algebra, geometry, trigonometry, physics, and chemistry. Additionally,
selection criteria include minimum performance levels on standardized
reading and mat: tests. Fields available for study at Randolph in this
program include telecommunications, computer electronics, biomedical
instrumentation repair, programming, and robotics. The early experience
with this new approach has led Randolph administrators to make plans for
implementing additional programs, particularly health occupations, with
other high schools.

Special izesrail

The Center operates several programs for special needs students and a
unique counseling program for all seniors. An after-school program for
limited English proficient (LEP) students provides four language tutors,
each proficient in a different language, for students enrolled in an
extended-day cosmetology course. In addition to regular instruction, the
LEP students were working on computers with a curriculum that teaches
English through cosmetology subject matter. As we watched, one student used
the computer to learn proper uses of toolshairbrush, comb, scissors--while
simultaneously mastering the English vocabulary for tools and tasks.)
Tutors assist the instructor when the long -4ge barrier impedes communication
and also work individually with students to improve their English
proficiency. According tc the instructor, the only difference between this
program and the regular day program is that she spends more time on theory
and does somewhat more review of skill applications, primarily to help
students achieve proficiency in English.

Randolph also operates two special programs for handicapped students.
One is a building sanitation program for students who are classified as
trainable mentally retarded. Intended to facilitate competitive employment
for persons who, in the past, would likely have been able to work only in
sheltered workshops, the program teaches "mop and buff" skills, including
primarily cleaning and simple maintenance. Although actual counts were not
availeble, the school's full-time special education coordinator stated that
many of these students have been able tc obtain competitive employment as a
result of their training.

The other special education program is an assembly and packaging
program for more severely handicapped students. In some respects, this
program is similar to the type of work that traditionally occurs in
sheltered workshops (e.g., packaging plastic utensils and napkins for sale
to airlines). It is likely that most of these students, if they work at
all, will be employed in sheltered situations, although one of the goals of
the program is to move students into higher level skill training such as the
building sanitation curriculum. Since these students are receiving more
educational and training services under P. L. 94-142 and Perkins than was
available to them in the past and are therefore potentially able to function
at higher levels, the special education coordinator believes that at least
some of them will be able to move into more independent levels of work.
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In addition to these err-grams, three shop training assistants (STAs)
are assigned to the school: an additional STA, who "floats" among several:cools, is currently based there as well. These persons, who are funded
under the Perkins set-aside for handicapped students, work with mainstreamed
students in the shops to provide extra

instructional and other support as
needed. (Handicapped students who are making a "C" no longer

receive theseservices.) The STA-student ratio is 1 to 25. Each mainstreamed student has
about 45 minutes per day with an STA, and students also participate insmall-group tutoring sessions. STAs submit weekly reports to the special
education coordinator on student activities, progress, and problems. It isinteresting that administrators at Randolph believe that handicappedstudents are less stigmatized

at the Center than they are at the homecomprehensive high schools. Perhaps this is one explanation for the large
number of handicapped students who attend the school.

In the past year or two, Randolph ham agreed to receive small groups of
students from some of the special residential schools for small periods of
time at the Center. These students are likely to be severely or profoundlyhandicapped. The arrangement is part of the system's response to increased
federal and advocacy group support for coomunity integration of severelyhandicapped persons. Centrally eight students come to the school with twoinstructors, spend some time in a shop, and then eat lunch in the schoolcafeteria. Thu.:, they achieve some level of integration with nonhandicapped
students as well as exposure to work situations.

Another program, designad and implemented at Randolph,6 is a directedgroup counseling program for seniors. The course meets for one hour per day
for a week and covers a variety of life skills and employment-related
topics. Included are units on (1) economic

literacy, including financial
needs anticipation, child support, insurance, and the like; (2) life skills,
such as voter registration; (3) advantages and disadvantages of jobs incivil service, the private sector, and the military; and (4) procedures for
enrolling in postsecondary education, including financial aid opportunities.
The latter segment includes a field trip to the Community

College ofPennsylvania (CCP). According to one of the Center's two guidancecounselors, Randolph is the only high school in the city that takes students
to CCP as part of their

preparation for high school graduation. As part of
this program, seniors are required to develop a plan to guide theirtransition from Randolph to jobs or postsecondary training. Using thinplan, the guidance counselors then monitor each senior's job searph orpostsecondary enrollment activities until the students have graduated.

The designers of the guidance program have refined it in response toemerging student needs, and they are very proud of the results. According
to the principal, the program was the "brain child" of the counselors, whosaw group counseling as an efficient

and nonthreatening method for imparting
some of the skills and information needed for successful transition into the

6The guidance counselors at the Center Lave published a monographdescribing the program: Gordon, J. and E. Rogers,
"F.O.R.C.E. (Facilitating

Occupational Readiness [through) Counseling Efforts): A Directed Program of
Group Counseling and Guidance,"

Pennsylvania Personnel & GuidanglAssociation Jourul, Fall 1977, Vol. 5, No. 1, 37-43.
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adult world that many of their students were lacking. The counselors, in
turn, praise the principal for encouraging them tc develop their ideas.
Implementation of the program was complicated by the view of the teachers'
union that working with groups of students constituted teaching and thus was
not allowable under 04 union contract. That difficulty was resolved, and
the program has become institutionalized at Randolph, but it has not been
adopted by any other schools in the system.

Outcomes

In February 1986 the governor of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania paid
a visit to Randolph. In his press release, he noted that the school is

. . . considered to z...ffer on,* of the best secondary vocational computer

programs in the state, [and] . . .enjoys a 79.4 percent placement rate among
its vocational education program graduates. . . ." This year, the principal
believes that the placement rate will be a little higher, around 82 percent,
and the overall target is an 85 percent training-related placement rate.
The guidance counselors indicated that, on average, about 45 percent of
graduates enter jobs, .t 45 percent go on to postsecondary training, 8
percent enter the military, and the rest "have no plan." It may be that
this information is based on the plans students develop in their senior
years rather than on follow-up surveys of graduates.

The state used to do an annual survey of placement and postsecondary
enrollments among vocational program graduates (probably in response to the
requirements of the now-defunct VEDS). This state survey is no longer done,
and while Randolph has very good computerized data on student demographics,
co-op participation, and other types of information, it was not apparent
that systematic follow-ups of their graduates are conducted. There is, of
course, a wealth of anecdotal information, provided by former students and
the siblings of former students, through informal contacts with employers,
and from other sources.

V. The Teachers

Randolph's staff includes the following:

principal and 2 vice principals
4 cluster coordinators
1 special education coordinator
2 guidance counselors

52 teachers
5 nonteaching assistants
4 shop training assistants (paraprofessionals)
office support staff

Most of these persons are "long termers" who have been at the school since

it opened in 1975. Vsory few persons have voluntarily transferred out. (One

teacher who did transfer returned after two years.) A few staff have been
lost through reductions in force, although when programs have been closed,
some of these have changed jobs in order to stay at the Center. One of the
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persons currently in charge of the school`s automated information system,
for example, was formerly an instructor in the abandoned geriatric care
program. A small number of teachers have retired or left because of
illness.

The principal, a former high school science and math teacher who has
been in the system for 30 years, does not hold

certification in vocational
education but has worked in the area for many years. Teachers are required
to have

certifications in vocational
education. The new electricity teacher,

for example, came from industry and is in the process of taking his teacher
certification courses at night. The co-op coordinator, who has an
engineering degree from Temple and worked at Boeing, took 36 credits for
v-.)cational

certification and 30 for
certification as a co-op

teacher. In
effect he has a master's plus 30 hours. He moved from industry to education
when his neighbor, knowing that he was teaching an FCC class, asked if he
wanted to get involved in an adopt-a-school

program that Boeing had
undertaken. He tried that and has not returned to an industry job, although

he does run a small
electronics business, mainly, as he commented, to keep

my son employed."

The cluster
coordinators have master's or Ph.D. degrees, mostly from

Temple. One has been on the Temple faculty for 10 years and continues to
teach in the university's health occupations department at night.

Bec..use most of the
teachers have had industry

experience, they define
their instructional roles somewhat in terms of a line

supervisor. They
simulate real working conditions in the shops, and treat the students as
peers. All of the teachers

interviewed expressed very bign
enthusiasm for

their work,
commitment to vocational education at Rando4h, and admiration

for the school's
administration. The principal

treats faculty as profes-
sionals and provides the support they need to do their jots effectively.One of the food service

instructors literally bubbles with enthusiasm
about his program. He was able to describe in detail the placements, and
often the salary levels, of students who had graduated from that program
over the past few years. Many have gone on to chef's schools (including the
Culinary Institute of America), and some recent

graduates have already
gotten big promotions in the kitchens of some of

Philadelphia's most
prestigious restaurants. One is second chef at Warwick and earns $24,000
per year.

According to a cosmetology teacher, about
three-fourths of her

graduates enter the field. (The rest take cosmetology for personal use
reasons.) Her students have high pass rates on the state

exam, though not
always on the first try, and most are abls to enter beauty parlors as
operators rather than having to start out as shampoo

workers. Many make as
much as $15,000 per year out of school, and some end up making a substantial
living in their chosen field.

The new electricity teacher seemed a bit
overwhelmed with the magnitude

of activities required of a beginning teacher, including developing lesson
plans, trying to make do with equipment and supplies that are not as up to
date as those he was accustomed to ia his former job as a construction
electrician, trying to think of ways to teach

his students the math they
171-22
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need--and convince them they need it--to succeed in their c-urses. At the

same time, he was excited and genuinely happy that he had decided to take up

teaching. He will likely become a good teacher.

Probably an important factor in the high morale and effectiveness of
the instruction provided by these teachers is the relatively low student-
teacher ratio. The state requires that the ratio in vocational education
not exceed 24:1. Some of the shops at the Center can't accommodate even
this many students. For example, the capacity of the dental assistant and
medical records programs is 15 students. Some of the shops have 18:1, some

as low as 6:1. Overall, the schoolwide average is around 10:1. This means

that there is time for individualized instruction and support as students
need it. It also facilitates the climate of sharing and cooperation that
chararLerired all the shops we observed during the visit. Students
obviously feel comfortable with these teachers, which does not result in
rowdiness or lack of attention to their tasks, but rather appears to create
an environment whore good teaching and good learning can occur.

It is also clear that teachers invest themselves and their personal
time in the school and their students. The four high tech instructors 'were

observed deep in a conversation in their shop around 4:15 p.m., long after
the end of the school day at about 2:30. The co-op coordinator gladly
remained long after closing to describe his program, his students, and the
excellence of the school.

Perhaps most striking is the fact that the visit to Randolph occurred
during an atypical time. Students were taking the trial vocational tests in
the morning, and the afternoons were teacher planning days, so the students
were leaving. Furthez on one day there was a fire that had required
evacuation of the building not long before we arrived; on another there was
a crisis with student with emotional problems. None of these events

seemed to intrude into the school's atmosphere, however, and while
individuals around the building were busy handling them, the overall *epee
of calm and orderly purpose in the shops and classrooms prevailed.

VI. The Students

Administrators at Randolph believe that high-quality, occupationally
specific vocational education ill a particularly important component of the
overall educational offerings of large metropolitan school systems. A sig-

nificant proportion of the secondary students enrolled in the Philadelphia
public schools will not continue their education past high school, and these
students need to acquire the occupational and employability skills that will
enable them to succeed in the labor market. As one respondent commented,
secondary vocational education works when a student does not follow the
welfare tradition of his family. To break this cycle, we need good training
for high-paying occupations; and we need to teach students how to manage
effectively, not only in their first job but in future jobs as well."

Students who attend the Skills Center reflect a wide range of

demographic characteristics, attitudes, and aspirations. The fact that they

come from public and parochial schools throughout the city means that
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Randolph is not strictly a "typical" inner city high school; but as the
following profile suggests, the student population is generally one for whom
good training for good jobs is very important.

Iraslualausassarlittisi
The fact that Randolph is a shared time center whose course offerings

are limited to vocational
education has important implications for the types

of studets who attend. According to most of the administrators and
teachers interviewed, guidance counselors, teachers, and administrators at
feeder schools tend to discourage brighter, potentially college-bound
students from enrolling in

vocational education.? In fact, in the Center's
early ys.4:1, many

administrators in the city's comprehensive schools tended
to view it am a good "dumping ground" for less talented and more difficult
students. Randolph staff have had to overcome this stereotype of vocational
education as the appropriate

placement for the "dummies* of the system.
Additionally, girls are often encouraged to enroll in business programs at
their hose schools rather than attending Randolph in other programs.
Further, district policy specifiez "hat students cannot enroll at a skills
center if their home comprehensive high school offers a particularvocational curriculum. This requirement affects enrollments in automechanics and some other programs. Finally, depending on availability of
the program they want, students usually attend the skills center nearest
their home school.

Sex and Ethnicity

Of the 800 students (unduplicated count) attendics the Center during
the 1986-87 school year, 65 percent (n 509) are male, and two-thirds are
black. As shown in Table 2, the

racial/ethnic diatribution differs markedly
by feeder school type. Overall, three-fourths of the students are enrolled
in public schools. The mostly white parochial schools contribute most of
Randolph's white students. The predominantly black public schools seud 85
percent of Randolph's black population. While there are currently very few
Hispanic or Asian students at Randolph except in the bilingual extended day
program, these proportions are reportedly

increasing each year.

1221211121MilatiZil
According to one administrator, iron 25 to 30 percent of the students

at Randolph are from poverty-level families; about 30 to 35 percent could be

7This tendency has been exacerbated by recent declining enrollments in
the Philadelphia public and parochial schools; more and more

frequently,
home schools are competing to retain students in order to avoid losingfaculty and staff.
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classified as lower middle class: and the remainder ere middle class.8 Only

a very few students at Randolph are from upper middle class backgrounds.

Table 2

Distribution of Randolph Students by

Race/Ethnicity
School Year 2986-87

Overall Public
t

Parochial Private

Black 518 66 438 80 41 23 16 89

White 180 23 47 9 126 70 2 17.

Asian 48 6 46 8 1 <1 -- --

Hispanic 30 4 16 3 11 6 .. --

Other 3 <1 2 <1 -- . . .= . . .

Total 779 99 549 99 179 99 18 100

Grade Levkls and Retention

.MAIMMER.F.

Students begin their vocational programs at Randolph in the tenth

grade. The following is the distribution of the 1986-87 students by grade:

2E114A Nab= Percept

ungraded 93 12

10 131 17

11 307 39

12 210 27

postgraduate 38 5

Total 779 100

Most of the ungraded students are enrolled in a self-contained special

education program. The postgraduates are primarily cosmetology students who

were unable to complete the number of hours required for state licensing

durtn& their regular program because of their academic graduation

requirements. These students are accepted so long as the program has enough

slots available. If they are city residents, their attendance is free.

60ne respondent reported his perception that relatively few upper

middle or upper class students in thl Philadelphia area attend public

schools at all. +se who qualify for some of the very high-status

specialty schools ,ke Girls High School or the Science and Engineering ligh

School may be in the public system, but overall students in that stratum

tend to enroll in private schools.
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According to district officials, the districtwide average daily
attendance in the Philadelphia schools is 67 percent, and the dropout rateis 9.8 percent. At Randolph, average daily membership runs between 83 and85 percent, considerably higher than the district as a whole. However,
according to school administrators, the dropout rate for the school is
between 10 and 12 percent, which is higher than that reported for the school
system as a whole. This discrepancy may well be an artifact of the Center's
week about schedule: if students are having to repeat academic courses they
need to graduate, they may have to drop their vocational program because of
scheduling difficulties. Thus these students may not be leaving the system
altogether but rather returning full time to their home schools.

Ilaulstat_ArlionannLiaula
As noted earlier, when Randolph first opened, the feeder schools tended

to direct their lowest achieving, often disaffected, students to the Center.
This pattern has declined over time, in part because administrators at
Randolph have strongly resisted accepting students who they believe cannot
succeed in the program and in part because these students are typically
failing so many of their academic courses that their schedule does not
permit them to attend the Center. While comprehensive data on the
achievement levels of the students attending the Center were not available
(these records remain in the students' home 'high schools), the
administrators interviewed concurred that the average achievement level on
standardized tests is around the 30th to 35th percentile. The range is
from the 16th to 55th percentiles. The exception is the new high tech
program, for which entrance criteria have been implemented. These students
average from the 55th to the 75th percentile.

Pontradltiqpal Enrollments

According to several respondents, guidance counselors, instructional
staff, and other school personnel encourage nontraditional enrollmeuts butwith limited success. One respondent commented that sex stereotyping is
leIgely parentally determined, and the school can do littls to change these
attitudes. Even t`udents who want to enter nontraditional fields are
discouraged or forbidden, primarily by parents but also by advisors at their
home schools. For example, one girl who wanted to attend Randolph to become
a plumber was told by her home school counselor that it was against the law
for girls to be plumbers; she remained at her home school in the business
program.

Nevertheless, there are some nontraditional enrollments. Twenty-twopercent (n 59) of the female students are enrolled in traditionally "male"
occupations, with five concentrating in welding (perhaps in part because oneof the melding instructors is female) and 12 in biomedical electronics.
There are nine girls in electrical and nine in telecommunications. The

9For ex..Aple, one rf the parochial feeder schools groups students into
five tracks; toe z-,d4ntis from that school who attend the Center are from
traces 5 and 4, although a few track 3 students have entered the new
electronics program.
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proportion of nontraditional enrollments among male students is much lower- -
only three percent, or 17 students in all. These students are enrolled in
fashion design, cosmetology, the dental assistant program, and other
"nontraditional" curricula.

Special Educatiol Students

Twenty-eight percent (a total of 225) of the students attending
Randolph in 1986-87 are receiving special education services; this is a very
high percentage relative to national averages. About two-thirds of these
students are enrolled in regular vocational education courses. Eight are in
a special building maintenance course that trains for "mop and buff" jobs.
The remainder are in a self-contained packaging curriculum; most of these
students will end up working in sheltered workshops, although some may
eventually achieve competitive employment.

The most frequent handicapping conditions of the special education
students are (1) learning disabilities (39 percent), trainable mental
retardation (26 percent), educable mental retardation (12 percent), and
severe emotional disturbances (12 percent). There is no particular pattern
in their vocational concentrations; as the school's fulltime special
education coordinator pointed out, these students are in "all the shops,"
and are not particularly discernible from the rest of the students.
Seventy-four percent of graded students are passing their courses.

In summary, then, while Randolph is not, strictly speaking, a
stereotypical inner city high school, the composite profile describes a
population that includes a fr.ir number of students who have traditionally
experienced difficulty in educational attainment and labor force
participation. Over two-thirds are minority; a high proportion are
handicapped; about one-fourth to one-third are from low- income families; on
average they achieve in the lower third on standardized achievement tests.
One indicator of the effectiveness of a school such as Randolph is the
extent to which each students select the school and flourish there.

W and Aspirations

There are a number of potential disincentives that may affect students'
decisions to enroll in vocational education it Philadelphia, as well as some
that might be expected to affect decisions about choosing Randolph in par-
ticular. According to most respondents, the home schools actively
discourage their brighter students from selecting vocational education at
all; thus rich students must be highly committed to vocational education if
they decide to enroll. Further, declining enrollments systemwide have meant
that even lower achieving students (those for 'ohm vocational education may
have been considered appropriate in the past) may be discouraged from
enrolling 1 vocational courses that are not available in their home
schools.

A second factcr that might be expected to discourage students from
attending Randolph is the school's week-about scheduling. Students
attending the Comer must be "block rostered" in their academic courses.

Qi
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Depending on the number of students at a particular comprehensive highschool who are attending the Center, some individual students may not beable to enroll in some desirable academic courses and still complete theirvocational program. In some instances students who are failing in theiracademic work may have to drop their vocational studies in order to completeenough academic work to graduate.

Perhaps most important is the question of whether the week about
arrangement disrupts the academic work of students taking a vocational
program at Randolph, particularly to the extent that the discontinuityimplicit in such a scheduie might be detrimental to achievement in both theacademic and vocational aspects of their studies. In addition to theseissues, the week -about schedule may be difficult for students involved inextracurricular activities at their home high schools and may causedifficulties in terms of friendships and other social activities associatedwith the high school experience.

If any of these issues constituted problems for the students, they werenot telling. One parochial school carpentry student, who attends on analternating day schedule rather than week about, did confess that sometimeshe forgot which school to go to, but otherwise none of the 15 or so studentsinterviewed perceived attendance at the Center to be problematic in terms offriendships, completing academic requirements, or scheduling.

One food service student, a handicapped student with a visual
impairment, had enrolled at the Center because he loves cooking; his brotherhad gone to Randolph and so he felt comfortable choosing the school.Currently working at a downtown restaurant on co-op, be hopes to attend
restaurant school next year.

A junior cosmetology student had decided on cosmetology because heraunt is a beautician. She chose Randolph on the recommendation of friends;since she has been in the program, she has decided that she wants to own herown business. Thus, she is planning to go to college (probably to Temple inbusiness management) and then go into business for herself.

One of the students in the new high smich electronics program haddecided on the program at the end of eighth grade. Therefore, he filed therequired formal transfer papers so that he could enter Roxborough (theaffiliated comprehensive high school) in the ninth grade (he would have goneto Germantown) and is in his second year at Randolph. He chose this programbecause of his belief that it is "a more open field, with moreopportunities." He will likely go to technical school, possibly to a four-year college.

Thus most of the students have had to make some choicer in order toenroll at the Center. At the same time, many of them have refined their'lens over the course of their studies at the Center. Most of these
eefinements include decisions to enter postsecondary training, and while notall graduates go an to school, it is possible that there is a trend towardthis option.
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VII. Summary Themes and Indicators of Success

The Randolph Skills Center is a clean, orderly, well-waxed school that,
by most of the criteria typically ua"d in research on effective schools.
clearly fits the definition. The school is achieving high training-related
placement rates (or postsecondary enrollments) with a student population
that faces many of the traditional barriers to employment charaiterizing
inner-city residents. These include largo proportion of minority students
with relatively low SES and low standardized test scores. Additionally, the

school enrolls a very high proportion of handicapped students, most of whom
are faring well in mainstream programs with focused supportive services.

In some sense, Randolph had a 'leg up" from the outset. The school was
established in an era of relatively high resources, and strong commitment to
secondary vocational education. Public school enrollments were high at the

time. As the first skills center started in the city, it benefitted from
very strong commitment of the system's Central Office, witch had planned to

establish five centers throughout the city. As the first, Randolph very
likely gained from the early enthusiasm for the concept; this inference is
borne out by the system's commitment of staff and travel funds for a long
planning and implementation phase prior to the school's opening in September

1975.

It is possible, but unlikely, that the selection of the school's three
top administrators was accidental. One would imagine that, given the
system's commitment to succeed with the skills center approach to secondary
vocational education, the selection of administrators was very carefully
decided. It 1..- interesting that these administrators ware not vocational
educators but rather academic teachers. Nevertheless, it is difficult to
imagine a higher commitment to the school and to secondary vocational
education among trained vocational educators than these administrators

exhibit. They are all three still at Randolph, al'..ilough one of the vice
principals is currently working toward a principalship of his own. The

school's principal has turned down offers that would have represented career
advancement within the school system; he is not yet through with what he

vanti to do at Randolph.

Now, 12 years later, although tne environment has changed, the school

is still excellent. Enrollments have declined; resources have shrunk;
secondary vocational education is undei. attack. Randolph has rolled with

all these punches and emerged relatively unscathed. Following a natural law

of survival, it has learned the trick of rapid adaptation to a new
environment but without abandoning any of its standards and principles. It

is. 'n short, an exemplary provider of vocational education.
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WRIGHT VOCATIONAL COOPERATIVE CENTER
Buffalo, Minnesota

Richard N. Apling

I. Overview

The Setting

Located approximately 30 miles west of
Wright Vocational Cooperative Center (WVCC)
that serves 10 surrounding schocil districts
went with area high schools.'

Minneapolis/Saint Paul, the
is an area vocational center
througt a shared time arrange-

Despite its rural appearance, only six percent of Wright County's
overall economy is dependent on agriculture. Even the farm economy is not
as depressed as in other areas of Minnesota. Support for education is
strong; for example, Maple Lake just passed a school levy by a vote of three
to ono. The larger towns like Buffalo and St. Michael, are bedroom
communities. Smaller communities in WVCC's consortium are rural, farming
communities. Two of the participating communities illustrate she range of
communities and schools served by the WVCC program. Maple A.ake's economy is
50 percent agricultural; it is the smallest district in the consortium, with
350 students in grades 7-12 and approximately 50 to 60 students iarticipat-
ing in the WVCC program. Buffalo is a middle-class, suburban community with
no industry. Buffalo High School is much larger, with 1,200 students in
grades 9-12. Generally speaking, the area's economy is good.

The Wright Center was built in 1972 but looks newer. The main
structure is a 30,000 square-foot facility blilt on a cement slab with
cement block walls and a brick facade. Constructed inexpensively ($10 per
square foot in 1972), it is basically a no-frills building. The 4urrounding
area is well landscaped, with a circular drive in front for buses, limited
parking on the side for faculty and a few visitors (there is intentionally
no space for student parking), and a few outer buildings. If the Center had
no sign and was not adjacent to a Buffalo High School (one lf the largest
participating schools), one might think that it was a plant for some light
industry.

Most of the vocational programs offered at WVCC are housed in the main
structure. The shops are on the periphery of the building and are large,
well lit, and clean. The "black glove" shops--construction, welding,
machinery, and auto mechanicsare clustered on the left and rear of the
building. The "'white glove" shops--graphics, medical occupations, child
care, and business--are mostly on the right side of ..) building. The Model
Office and Model Store, which are simulated businesses, occupy the center.
The central office area, including the director's office and conference
room, is in the front of the building. A few activities are conducted in

'Annandale, Delano, Becker, Rockford, Big Lake, Buffalo, Howard Lake-
Waverly, Maple Lake, Monticello, St. Michael-Albertville
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small adjacent buildings. The horticulture classes, for example, are held
in classrooms attached to two greenhouses. The classroom and television
studio for media occupations are in a separate building, as are the
electronics classes. The shop for construction trades is located in the
main building; these classes also work on the model house, which is nearing
completion in an area directly outside that shop. Since the Center provides
only vocational education courses, it has no facilities for activities suchas meals or physical education.

fhilopoohv/Mission/Goals

According to the WVCC student handbook, the Center has three overall
goals: 'exploring opportunities of a given occupation, preparing for
postsecondary training, and providing skills necessary for immediate
employment." According to most of the teachers interviewed during thevisit, the Center's main goal is to improve students' career choices by
giving them extensive exposure to c 'e or two occupations. For example, the
medical occupations instructor said that students who complete her course
"have a much better idea what it means to be an RN. [As a result) they are
much more likely to make a valid career decision."

Students may enroll at the Center as juniors or seniors to take one
course per year. Some students come back the following year for another
course, thus enabling them to explore different occupations or skill areas
within occupations. A few students take the same course twice and work as
teaching assistants and on independent advanced projects. There is no
sequence of courses, and few courses at Wright have prerequisites. While
some students have the skills to pursue a trade after completing a one-year
course, most instructors believe that further training at one of Minnesota's
area vocational technical institutes (AVTI), at a four-year institution, or
through on- the -job training is necessary for entering a given occupation.
Thus, most instructors encourage their students to continue their training.

The organization of vocational education as essentially exploratory is
the chief reason that the Center's students ar' thought to need further
training to be job ready for most occupations. Many instructors believe
that the typical year-long course provides good foundations but does not
provide enough instructional time to prepare students for immediate job
placement. For example, the electronics instructor pointed out that, "Ican't turn out a technician here. The AVTI can because they have the
students for six hours a day for two years. I only have them for one and
one-half hours a day for one year.' The instructor in machine trades also
sees his program as feeding into further study at an AVTI. "We're only
touching the surface," he noted. Based on his experience in the field, he
teaches .-he basics, "The advanced skills are taught at the postsecondary
level and in industry. A company will train [tho students) on the specific
machines they have.' Further, these instructors understand and expect that
some students will take their courses and decide that the occupation is not
one they want to pursue, a legitimate cutcome of exploratory vocational
education.

Another purpose of training at Wright is to provide essentially
*vocational or personal use skills. The horticulture teacher expects some
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of his students to develop horticulture as a hobby. Many other skills
taught at Wright--welding, construction, auto--are applicable on the farm.

WVCC's philosophy of providing exploratory vocational education is well
understood by teachers and students, by administrators and counselo:-s in the
home schools, and by parents of students attending the schools. For
example, the principal and superintendent of one of the smaller participat-
ing disti cts said they would like to see even more emphasis on exploration,
with semester, rather than year-long, courses but have been told that
courses must be year-long and two hours per day in order to be funded.
Parents apparently have no complaints about the school or its explanatory
approach to vocational education. In a recent survey in this community,
parents ranked trt.ining for immediate work as a very lov priority for their
schools.

School Climate

VVCC is a clean, orderly school, with teachers and students actively
engaged in teaching and learning. In most classes, students work indepen-
dently or in small groups on projects, with instructors providing individual
help. In only two of the 12 occupational areas were instructors giving lec-
tures: auto mechanics and electronics. In machine trades all the students
were working at milling machines, while the'instructor worked with one or
two students. In construction trades, many of the students were working
independently on the house they are constructing, giving the appearance of a
construction site rather than a schoolroom. The construction trades teacher
was back in the shop in the main building working with other students. In

each instance students were on task and carrying out assignments with little
direct supervision from instructors. This format permits individualized
attention and makes it possible for students to exercise responsibility and
independence, traits that are valuable on the job.

II. the School and the Community

AstziluiyGripailt

Although the Center overall does not have a formal advisory group, the
director reported that the Center obtains advice informally from area
businesses and industries. In addition, each vocational area has an
advisory group with whom instructors meet at least twice a year. The
director encourages rheas formal meetings as well as informal contacts
between instructors and relevant employers: "I like my people to stay in
touch with business because that's where the jobs are.* As a follow -up to
some of these contacts, the director reviews the minutes of the advisory
group meetings.

Instructors at WVCC pointed out that formal and informal contact with
business and industry leaders is important to them in structuring and
restructuring what they teach. The graphics instructors--whose current
advisory boa, c3n.ists of an AVTI instructor, a photographer, an artist,
and print shop w,...7s--seek information on what is relevant and current in
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the graphic field. They have determined, for example, that many potentialemployers still use traditional printing methods -Id therefore continue toconcentrate on more traditional graphics meth as well as covering someaepezts of desktop publishing.

The advisory board for machine trades includes the head of productionfor one manufacturing firm and a company president. The instructor meetsformally with the board twice a year and informally two or three time eachmonth. He said that the board influences his program. "If I or my advisorsfeel that we should stress something, that's what we stress." In addition,members of his board provide him with raw materials such as steel scrapsthat he uses in his classes.

Employers we interviewed in the communities surrounding WVCC have apositive attitude toward the center and claim that they often hire programgraduates. Through serving on advisory boards, employers come to knowinstructors and the quality of their programs. These board members becomeprimary employers of WVCC graduates. For example, advisors to the graphicsprogram have indicated that they hire graduates of that program "because weknow they know graphics." Similarly, advisors for the machine tradesprograms often call the instructor when they need machinists. The presidentof one company, who serves on the board, "would takes' every kid they producein the machine area."

Farmers are also very supportive of the programs at WVCC becausestudents can learn farm-related skills there. According to the weldinginstructor, "Farmers see us as a real asset, especially fot boys. Theskills they learn in welding, machine trades, or construction can bedirectly applied on the farm."

has=
As previously noted, parents in the 10 communities served by WVCC tendto support the center's exploratory philosophy. At the same time, we foundno evidence of active parental involvement in the Center such as fundraising, nor did we find that parental support was thought to be a fundamen-tal cause of the Center's success.

III. District Structure of Vocational Education

The superintendenc in one of the larger districts of the consortiumviews WVCC as doing a good job in providing vocational education optionsthat his own high school does not offer. When he became superintendentabout 10 years ago, he looked carefully at all the district's programs,including participation in the Wright Center. He decided to continueparticipation in the Center, because he believed that program benefitsjustified the costs. A special education consortium (from which he withdrewhis district's participation) "spent money like water° and seemed to be
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administratively top heavy, whereas the number of administrators at the
Wright Center seemed reasonable.

As this anecdote illustrates, participation in secondary-level
vocational cooperatives in Minnesota is voluntary. The chief advantage of
such organizational arrangements is that the pooling of resources across
small districts enables participants to offer a b oader range of vocational
courses, and more and better equipment to support instruction, than any

individual district can afford. Thus at least in theory, students have

access to higher quality vocational education than would otherwise be

possible. The fact that the Wright cooperative has survived while other
such organizations in Minnesota have failed suggests that the superinten-

dents of the participating districts continua to believe that the
educational advantages to their students are worth the investment of funds

and time required to support the cooperative.

DecisLonmaking Governance

WVCC is governed by a supervisory board composed of one member selected

from each school board of the 10 participating districts. The board meets

once a month and convenes special meetings if issues arise. Each member of

the board has one vote regardless of the size of the district represented
and participating school boards tend to appoint the same members each year.

(One superintendent expressed the view that the 2tatic composition of the

board is a potential problem. "We could use some new blood," he noted.)
:he board chairmanship revolves each year to a member from a different

community, and the Center director serves as the board's executive director.

In general, the governance structure for the Center is analogous tc a

school district's. Legally, all rules and guidelines that apply to a s pool

board also apply to the WVCC board. The oversight board makes policy
decisions much as a school board does for a school district. (The major

exception is that the Center's board does not have the power to levy taxes.)

The Center director is similar to a district superintendent and is the chief

administrative officer for the Center.

In addition to the governing board, the director receives important

input into policy and administrative decisions during monthly meetings with

groups from the participating school districts. One group is the superin-

tendents from the 10 districts. According to one of ths superintendents,
the role of this group is advisory, but the superintendents also seek to

influence decisions made by the governing board. For example, "if there are

course changes, (the director] would want us to pass resolutions to pass on

to the governing board.. . . They usually listen to us." The superinten-

dents review information on the Center, including enrollments and general

and capital budgets. They also review and comment on any plans for
additions or modifications to the building.

Another group that meets monthly is the principals from the 10 high

schools in the conr9rtium. The principals' group is important for resolving
problems of coordination between the Center and the home schools. For

example, this group has been instrumental in working out an equitable
disciplinary policy for students at the Center, which has been a difficult
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task because each district has somewhat different disciplinary rules. For
example, one home school's policy is to suspend a student caught smoking;
another views smoking as a minor infraction. Originally, home principals
wanted Wright to handle all discipline problems that occurred at the Center.
They were finally convinced, however, that the following approach is
preferable: the vocational department head handles minor offenses, usually
by talking with and counseling the students involved. If the problem is
more serious or persistent, the department head informs the hone school and
the student receives the punishment he or she would receive if the offense
occurred at the home school.

A third school-based advisory group includes guidance counselors from
the home schools. This group works cooperatively to help solve student
problems and coordinates policies between the Center and the home schools.
One important role they play is facilitating the course registration
process, which requires that 700 or 800 juniors and seniors from 10 schools
be registered such that all slots are filled and as many students as
possible get the program they want. Each school receives a certain number
of slots for the year based on its enrollment. When a school does not use
all its slots, the slots are made available to other schools. (For example,
both Buffalo and Maple Lake tend to use more slots than they are initially
allotted.) The schools preregister their students, and then the counselors
from all the home schools 'get together and start horse trading to fill all
the slots.' Compromises are worked out using the general principle that
seniors' choices are honored first, except for cases of juniors who want a
program such as construction or model office in order to participate in the
cooperative education program during their senior year.

The director concentrates on relationships with the governing board and
superintendents and delegates many aspects of day-to-day operations to
others. He said that he learned this approach from his years of running his
own business before coming to Wright in 1971. He sees teachers as experts
in their fields and allows them to run their own programs. His philosophy
is that 'teacher, are independent here. They're the boss. If you teach
welding, you know more about it than I do." Toanhers agree with this
perception. The teachers in graphics noted that the director basically says
to them, "You're the professional. We hired you as such. We expect you to
do it.' The machine trades instructor noted that the director's attitude is
that 'you know what you want to teach and are allowed to teach it." In

addition, the director has assigned disciplinary matters to a senior teacher
who is a department head. (At an earlier point, he had also delegated
liaison with hone schools to an assistant director, who visited schools
regularly. Since this individual left and was not replaced, there has been
very little contact with home school programs.)

Sports and Cenmtrainta

The current budget for WVCC is $1,171,000, funded by the state and by
contributions from each of the 10 participating districts. No federal funds
are used to support thl Center. The Center also receives support from local
business people on the advisory councils, who provide, for example, some raw
materials for shops and some job placements. Lass tangible support is
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contributed by district board members and administrators serving on the
governing board and advisory boards.

Some districts are ardent supporters of WVCC, but others are not. The
lack of support by some districts is reflected in their not using all their
allotted slots. A superintendent who supports the Center said that one
reason some districts do not use all their slots is their distance from the
Center. With a one-hour bus ride each way, it can take four hours for a
two-hour block." He also admitted that some school staff may subtly deter
students from participatioa. "There may be some counselors and principals
who see it as less than a challenging program, so they don't work very hard
to recruit students." The more supportive schools then use the leftover
slots. Another supportive superintendent said that we always use more
slots--10 to 20 percent more. All students who want to participate, can."
One staff member at the Center noted that, on the other hand, if [a
district doesn't] want a student here, they'll throw up roadblocks."

Relationshio tc, the Academic Prcggsm

As an area vocational school, WVCC operates as a "shared time
facility, with students enrolled at the Center taking their academic courses
at their home high schools and traveling to the Center for vocational
education. As noted earlier, one of the adliantages of this type of
organizational structure in rural or suburban localities is that participat-
ing districts are able to offer their students a broader range of vocational
offerings than would be possible individually. At the same time, the fact
that academic and vocational courses are taught in different facilities may
reduce the likelihood that much coordination of the two components of a
student's program will occur.

Although many of the vocational courses offered at the Center have
significant math and science components, there does not appear to be much
coordination %,-...tween these courses and the trigonometry, physics, or other
math and scie. courses taught at the home schools. Part of the problem is
the difficulty in coordinating the Center with 10 independent home high
schools, each of which may be implementing a different academic program.
Districts in Minnesota are allowed to create their own curriculum offerings
and sequence, and integration of WVCC courses with academics would be
particularly difficult under these circumstances.

At the same time, a larger roadblock to coordination than location or
variability in academic offerings seems to be a feeling of animosity between
academic and vocational teachers. According to our interviews, many
vocational teachers believe that their colleagues in the home schools do not
sea them as qualified to teach academic aspects of their subjects. The
to :hers at WVCC resent this 'second-class citizenship" because they believe
they can teach the principles and applications of these advanced subjects as
well as the academic teachers in the home schools. Referring to the
isolation of teachers at the Center from teachers in her school, one
principal observed that "there's very 14ttle communication. It's not 113

much the physical distance (this schoc" le .,bout 10 miles from WVCC] as
different mind sets." One vocational tstructor said she had no contact
with teachers at the home high schools. The high schools see us as a
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threat because of declining enrollment. We're just one more place for their
students to go and not be in their classes." Another instructor said, "ourteachers are as isolated as they can get. The people at the hone schools
are fighting for their turf, and many are hostile."

Both the home high schools and the vocational center have been affected
by declining enrollment. At WVCC, the demographic trend has been
exacerbated by increased graduation requirements in academic areas. The
impetus for these increased requirements is the University of Minnesota's
intent to raise its entrance requirements in foreign language, math, and
science. This development has led some schools in the consortium to change
their requirements for a diploma. Even in schools that have not officially
raised their requirements, students are beginning to take more foreign
language, math, and science as electives. 'The irony," according to one
guidance counselor, 'is that very few of our students go to 'the U.' Mostwho go to four-year institutions go to St. Cloud State, which has not
changed its requirements."

The effect of these course-taking patterns on WVCC has been
significant. The Center is losing students--and in some cases its better
students - -who believe they cannot afford to attend the Center because of
real and perceived changes in academic requirements. The WVCC staff
collected the following data from the home schools on the 102 students who
dropped out during the first semester:

Moved or transferred 13%
Returned to home school 60%

(needed additional credits)
Graduated early 3%
Dropped out of school 25%

Total 101% (due to rounding)

As a result of increased graduation requirements, the director has
tried to persuade home schools to grant science and math credit for some of
the Center's courses, such as electronics and medical occupations--both of
which have large math or science components. After a long discussion with
the governing board and seeming agreement, however, one member said, "I'm
not going to give more than one-quarter credit," even though these are year-
long courses.

The main changes at Wright 'Lice the school's inception ir. 1972 have
been the growth in number of participating districts, the Center's
enrollment, and the variety of course offerings. The cooperative was formed
by five school districts in the spring of 1971; two more districts joined
later the same year and two more came aboard in 1973. The tenth district
joined in 1981. As the number of participating school districts increased,
enrollment grew from 468 to approximately 800. The number of course
offerings ham also grown. Originally the Center offered classes in
agribusiness, auto mechanics, business and office occupations, child
development, construci:ion, graphics, health occupations, business, fashion
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and apparel, sales and marketing, and welding. Today, agribusiness is
offered only as a cooperative education program, and other programs (e.g.,
media occupations) have been added to reflect changes in the area's labor
market.

u121a laL it Amami

WVCC has continued in operation while many other vocational education
cooperatives in Minnesota have failed. Many small school districts formed
co-ops for vocational education, special education, and other services in
the 1960s and 1970s. When enrollments began to decline and funds for
education dropped, many of these co-ops folded. WVCC is one of the few in
the state that has survived, at least in part because local administrators
believe their distri-ts receive ample services in return for their contribu-
tion to WVCC; several mentioned specifically the administrative efficiency
of the Center.

Perhaps more important to the cooperative's survival is its governance
structure. Although districts contribute resources to the 'enter based on
size, each district has one vote on the governing board. As a result,
although the Center is located in Buffalo, and Buffalo passed the original
bond issue to build the facility, "It's no longer thought of as Buffalo's.
It belongs to all the districts," according'to the director. Thus each of
the 10 districts has an equal say in determining the Center's curriculum
offerings, decisionmaking regarding the allocation of operating and capital
funds, and school policies. This equity has fostered the sense of ownership
and commitment that have enabled the Center to continue in the face of
declining resources and enrollment, changing labor markets, and other
problems that face secondary vocational education in Minnesota and
elsewhere.

IV. The Vocational Education Programs

WVCC offers the following one-year programs:

o Media_Occunations. The program teaches skills involved in
producing video tapes, including sound, script writing,
editing, lighting, and video taping in the studio and on
location.

o Iedical Occupations. Course topics include dim . =t

processes, medical terminology, nutrition, perat,n.al health,
and human behavior. Students have the opportunity to become
certified in Red Cross first aid and cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR) and to complete licensing requirements to
become a long-term care assistant. Students participate in a
four-week volunteer/observer program in area health care
facilities.

o 21111QulAgggRAlicm. Instruction includes career
exploration in child care, prenatal care, childbirth, infant
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care, child development, tarition, and health and safety.
Students participate in a three-week child care service
during the Christmas holidays and also participate in two
six-reek fieldwork experiences in local nurseries, day care
centers, and elementary schools.

o Norticulture-Landscapiug. Aimed at special needs students in
grades 10, 11, and 12, this course provides skills needed for
employment in nurseries and other horticultural businesses
and for developing gardening as a hobby. Skills include the
planting and care of indoor and outdoor house plants, the
planting and care of trees and shrubs, and the design,
planting, and maintenance of fruit and 'vegetable gardens.

o Node). Office. The class is centered on a simulated office in
which students act as receptionists, accountants, mail
clerks, typists, payroll clerks, etc. The course is aimed at
improving students' business skills and knowledge and making
them familiar and comfortable with business practices.

o Nodal Store. Similar to the Model Office, the Model Store
simulates retail sales in food, apparel, books, gifts, and
hardware. Students rotate jobs in morchandizing, cash
register operations, window displays, and sales counters.
Students also study advertising, shipping and receiving,
store layout and design, payroll procedures, inventory
control, and sales management.

o Auto Mechanics. Instruction covers safety, use of service
manuals and publications, preventive maintenance, prob1-41
diagnosis, fuel syr,tems, suspension and brake systems,
transmissions, vemilation systems, electrical systems,
tmneups, pollution control, and front-end alignment.

o Construction. The course centers on residential construction
and includes topics such as site development, planning,
masonry, carpentry, plumbing, and cabinet making. Each year
students build a three-bedroom house on the school grounds.

o Graphics Communications. Coursework involves the design,
preparation, and printing of graphics material. Students
also learn camera use and operation, darkroom techniques,
screen printing, and use of offset and photo presses.

Nat .line Trades- Inelvetion includes principles of machine
and machine tool set up and operation, shaping cold metal
with machines and hand tools, and working from blueprints as
well as written specifications.

o wilding,ael. Students study metallurgy, various welding
processes and techniques, and blueprint readt,-_3.
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octronics. Coursework involves basic principles of direct
and alternating current, semiconductor'''. circuit building,
and testing.

The Center also offers the following OJT programs: service industries,
sales and marketing, trade and industrial, agribusiness, and business and
office. In addition to these programs, WVCC offers a management program for
adult farmers, an alternative school for students aged 16 to 21 who have
dropped out of school, and a two-way interactive television system.

The completion ',if courses at WVCC counts toward graduation requirements
at the schools in the consortium. At Buffalo High School, a year's course
at the Center :ousts for one of the 22 credits needed to graduate. Maple
Lake High requires 'our quarter credits (of the 66 needed for graduation)
from the following: 'agriculture, art, business, home economics, industrial
arts, [or] Wright Vocational Center [courses]."

Classroom Components

Each vocational program has work and classroom areas but is configured
somewhat differently. For example, the machine trades shop occupies a large
area with a large number of milling machines, a smaller nook where the
instructor lectures and students do seat work, and small glassed-in offices.
The auto mechanics program has two separate instructional areas (and two
teachers)--the shop where students work on cars and a more traditionad
classroom with desks and a blackboard. The graphics program also has two
classrooms (and two teachers) but a different configuration. One class is
used for pre-press activities, such as design layouts, and looks like an art
or drafting class with desks and drafting tables. The other classroom has
desks, printing equipment, and a separate darkroom. The model office, which
occupies a large open area, is the first thing a visitor sees after entering
the building. Students work in office areas such as word processing and
reception. The model store, which is behind the model office, simulates a
small department store with a cash register and clothes, household goods,
tools, and toys displayed as if they were for sale. Behind a partition is a
classroom area for lectures, discussions, and seat work. The remainder of
the central part of the building is classrooms for the instructional
components of the on-the-job training programs. These room' are vacant when
students are at their job sitaa.

The mix of classroom teaching and shop or hands-on experience differs
at WVCC according to the content of the particular course and the preference
of the instructor. All classes meet five days per week for 100 minutes and
extend over the full school year. Instructors teach three such blocks each
day. All programs have some kind of classroom component, which involves
lectures, discussions, demo-strations, etc., and most have shop time, in
which students work on individual projects. For many of the "white glove"
programs, hands-on or lab components are limited, such as a throe-week day
care program during the Christmas holidays, where students are responsible
for setting up schedules and for preparing and conducting activities, such
as reading a story. While one student presents an activity, other students
observe the children and the techniques their fellow students use. During
other ports of the year (except during volunteer work programs, discussed in
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the next section), child care students study units such as birth defects,

child abuse, licensing and setting up a day care center, and job seeking
skills.

The two
instructors in graphics

communications use a team teaching
approach. Cts instructor conducts pre-press activities fo' a given project,

which might include design, layout, typesetting, and/or photography. The

other instructor teaches production activities, during which students print

and bind their projects. The instructors work with half of the students at

a time,
switching the groups roughly every 22 days.

They believe this
approach works well because "there's a sense of urgency to get a project
done so that it can be continued in the other shop.*

The auto mechanics instructors spend
approximately 50 percent of their

time in class and 50 percent in the shop. Class work involves lectures and
demonstrations on applications

and principles that students use in the shop,

together with review of the math necessary to learn auto mechanics. One
reason that math review is necessary is that *students know how to do math
on calculators but they have problems working thing out by hand. We spend
a lot of time on measuring, and review of decimals and fractions." Some of

the topics that are covered in class and applied in the shop are: personal
and shop safety, engine overhaul, starters, battery maintenance, lubrica-
tion, tire balancing, and tune ups.

W2IiiE2L2EXisnot

WVCC offers three types of work experience: unpaid (volunteer) work
study within a regular program, simulated work in the model office and model

store, and work through a cooperative
education program. Each type is

integrated into one of the separate year-long courses. The child care
program, for example, has two six-week voluntary woe-. periods.

Students are

not paid for this work but do earn class credit. During these periods,
students attend class oue day each week and spend the other four days at
their work

assignments. These include placements at elementary
schools, day

care centers, and nursery schools. To minimize
transportation, the

instructor tries to place each student in his or her home town.
A second kind of work experience is simulated work in the model office

and model store. In the model store, for example, students spend part of
their class time learning about topics related to retail sales such as
advertising and

serchandizing. The remainder of their time is spent role
playing a variety of jobs related to sales; some students act as salespeople

and cashiers
while others act as customers. Those working in promotions

develop advertising plans and newspaper ads and radio and tv s7ots.
Students rotate roles so that all gain experience in every areaThe third type of work

experience is cooperative education (co-op) in
the five areas alziady

mentioned. These are full-year
courses that are open

only to seniors. The co-op program places
approximately 180 students in

part -time jobs. Although most co-op students attended WVCC as juniors, this

is not a requirement for co-op eligibility. For example, a student may take
business at his or her home school or say enroll as junior in the model
office at WVCC and then take the business and office co-op as a senior. The
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one prerequisite is that every student must be interviewed by a co-op
coordinator to take the course. Selection is not automatic: "We turn down

a lot of students," according to the director. The coordinators check for
appropriate skill levels but also assess factors such as the student's
attitudes and attendance record. Interviews are Important to determine what

kind of job the studert wants. Some students come into the program with a

job. Others are placed by the Center. Almost all placements are paying

jobs. According to one coordinator, "It's not as important ihat they make
as that they make something." Wages range from minimum wage to $8.00 per

hour. If, as rarely occurs, a student cannot be placed, he or she
enroll in another program at WVCC or return full-time to the home school.

Students earn one credit for the co-op job and one credit for classroom
work associated with the co-op program. Coursework centers on job
behaviors--"how to find them, how to keep them, how to quit." The following
are examples of places where students currently hold jobs:

o Service Industry: child care facility, hospital, nursing home,
fast food restaurant

o business: law office, accounting firm, government office, utility
company

o Sales: retail store,

Trades and Industry:
graphic arts firm

Students' grades are based
work. The coordinators observe
their performance in areas such

Extracur

telemarketing firm

construction firm, manufacturing firm,

on job performance, attitude, and class
students on the job, and employers rate
as timeliness, appearance, and cooperation.

WVCC provides only vocational education services. It sponsors no
extracurricular activities because students participate in such activities
at their home schools. The Center and the districts do cooperate so that
students taking a class at WVCC can participate in home school activities.
For example, if a school has a pep rally during school hours, staff at WVCC
excuse students from class to attend. Similarly, home schools excuse
students from class to participate in field trips sponsored by the Center.

Outcome;

The main source of data on program outcomes is a one-year follow-up of
students done for the state. These data are imperfect, but they provide
some informazion on what happens to students once they leave WVCC. Table 3

shows that nearly all former students who responded to the survey attend
some postsecondary institution, are gainfully employed, or both. Unemploy-

ment is low. The "Other" category presumably includes military enlistment,
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Table 4 shows the self-reported wages of survey respondents. Overall,
nearly 65 percent reported earning $4.00 an hour or more. Nearly 80 percent
of the male respondents but only 28 percent of the female respondentsreported earnings at this level or above.

Table 3

Results of Ora -Year Follow-up of Students WhoParticipated in WVCC Programs - Status

41.........01=m1mal.waltsatMallim10
II.Mmilmmat1.11M.

II.M...=0=111
Postsecondary Only 51 22 (88% of the 51 are full-time)Paid Employment Only 98 43 (76% of the 98 are full-time)Postsecondary 'd Employed 57 25Unemployed

6 3Other
16 7

Total
228 100

Table 4

Results of One-Year Follow-up of Sr-dents 'JhoParticipated in WVCC Programs - Wages

Male
(n -'166)

Female
(rp..62)

Total
(n-228)

Less than $1.50
1 0 1$1.51 to $1.99 0 0 C$2.00 to $2.99
2 9 4$3.00 to $3.99

19 63 31$4.00 to $4.99
31 3' 27Above $4.99 47 11 38

Total 100 100 100
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V. The Teachers

Professional and support staff at WVCC include the following:

Director 1

Administrative Secretary 1

Bookkeeper 1

Instructors 14*
Co-op Coordinators 7

Technical Tzors 2

Teachers' Aides 2

Custodians 3

Total 31

*With students attending the Center in three two-tour blocks
daily, the student-teacher ratio is approximately 19 to 1.

liAakszoincLAngLatAining

All teachers at WVCC are certi'ied in the areas they teach. Most have
degrees from four-year institutions in relevant fields. For example, the
medical occupations teacher has a B.S. in medical technology; the child care
instructor has a B.A. in elementary education and an M.Ed. in early
childhood education; one graphics instructor has a B.S. in industrial arts;
the other has a B.A. in vocational education. Other teachers were educated
at two-year institutions. For example, the electronics instructor pcudied
at an AVTI. One teacher we interviewed came directly from industry and
earned his certification while teaching.

Although a few of the instructors at WVCC are beginning teachers (the
instructor in the Model Store is completing her first year of teaching, for
example), most are veterans. The medical occupations instructor has 17
years of teaching experience; the two auto mechanics instructors have 47
years of experience between them. Moreover, many of the teaching staff have
extensive experience as teachers at WVCC. At least two of the teachers have
been at the Center since it opened in 1972. Several others have been there
10 years or more. For the teachers interviewed, the overall average years
of experience is nearly eight years, indicating a low turnover rate.

All instructors have had relevant work experience. In some cases, they
have had extensive experience in an industry or business germane to their
subject area. For example, the welding instructor was in the welding
business for 20 years before, he started teaching at WVCC. One of the
graphics instructors said, "I heels worked in the offset printing business my
whole lire.' The child care instructor was a director of a day care center.
The electronics teacher owned a television repair shop before he started
teaching. Some teacherssuch as the machine trades instructorstill work
in their trade every summer to keep current.*
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it;titudelloward Voca;ionia Idaratton and Students

Instructors at WVCC seem to have a business or industry orientation.
They see themselves as craftsmen and professionals and treat their students
more like employees than students. The teacher often assumes the role of
foreman or supervisor. For example, the machine trades instructor said, "I
set up the class like a job shop with project assignments. They know what
projects are to be done and what chapters are to be read."

Students know
what their assignments are. If they need help, they consult the teacher.

Students react positively to treatment as adults. Regarding trouble-
makers, the machine trades instructor said:

They may be troublemakers at their home school, but they start fresh
here. They lose the identity of the boas school. This is the lastchance for some students to get an education. We're people fromindustry. I tell them what it's like because I do it for a living. I
had a student who was going to drop out. I talked him into takingmachine shop. Now he's a foreman.

Another instructor told or. a counselor at a home school calling one of hisstudent's parents. "'What's he done now' the parent said. *All I wanted to
tell you was that your son got a B in graphics.' He now manages threeInsts-Prints in Wisconsin."

Other instructors express positive attitudes toward special needsstudents. Their attitude is that if students will work hard, they want them
in the program and will see that they benefit from it. One instructor said,
"We can handle kids with low ability. One student has problems even holding
a pencil, but he works hard. He doesn't accomplish as much, but he won't
fail, either."

VI. The Students

We were unable to obtain precise data on student demographics, butrelied instead on observation,
interviews, and a one-year follow-up ofgraduates. As one would expect, the student

population is nearly all white.
They come from a mix of middle-class, farming, and working-class backgrounds
that parallels the combinations of social classes in the communities as a
whole.

Academically, the students at the Center range from the highest to thelowest achievers. A principal of one of those schools said that "the
students attending the Center are reptwsentative of all our students. We
send some good students and some that are not so good." The weldinginstructor indicated that he had at least six straight "A" students in hisclasses this year. One reason high-ability students attend WVCC is that,according to one of the graphics instructors, "students are beginning tounderstand that it's challenging, so were getting better students."According to a principal of one of the home

schools, "they do things toattract better students. Programs such as health occupations are
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challenging. They also individualize programs to challenge students with
different ability levels."

The range in ability levels is supported by data from the one-year
follow-up of self-reported class rank (Table 5). Overall, the reported
class rank of those responding to the survey fell about evenly into four
quartiles, although the self-reported class ranks of female graduates are
noticeably higher than those of male graduates. It is unclear from these
data whether this was an artifact of the survey (e.g., fewer females
responded) or whether girls enrolling at WVCC tend to be higher achievers.
We found no evidence from interviews to support the latter conclusion.

Table 5

Self-Reported Class Rank Based on
Results from One-Year Fellow-up

Male Female Total

clasft B4Als

(ro.166) (n..62) (n-228)

Upper quarter 18 44 25

Second quarter 23 29 25

Third quarter 24 16 22

Bottom quarter 35 11 28

Total 100 100 100

The dropout rate of students in the 10 home schools is low, reportedly
under 10 percent. The rate among students at WVCC is also low, about siA
percent. The superintendent of one district in the consortium said that
"very few students drop out once they're there."

P021alarii2ns.

According to one of the special education tutors, WVCC serves
approximately 30 special education students, or aboqt four percent of the
Canter's total enrollment. Most are classified as learning disabled or
educably mentally retarded. Although tha Center is readily accessible to
the physically handicapped, few enroll. Special education students tend to
be enrolled in certain occupational areas more often than others. For

example, about 20 percent of those enrolled in child care are special
education students. Auto mechanics classes also xeceive a high proportion
of special education students.

Special education students receive support to facilitate their success
at the Center. Two technical tutors--one for the "white gloves" areas, the
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other for the ''black gloves' programs -- provide additional services to thesestudents, who are mainstreamed in several of the programa. One of theprincipal services is helping sophomore special education students decidewhether they vent to attend WVCC and in what program they want to enroll.Orientation activities include a tour of the school and chance to seeclasses in session. We observed one student's introduction to the Center.The tutor provided
information about the program and its demands andconducted a 45- minute screening of the student's strengths and weaknesses.The session was low key but thorough. The tutor had the student read fromthe horticulture textbook and answer questions based on the passage. Shealso asked questions such as "What kinds of things have you dons with yourhands" and "Rut experiences have you had with plants?"

Finally, sheevaluated the student's math ability with problems that she wozld encounterin the program, including using a ruler and a compass. At the end of thesession, the student seemed to be assured that she could succeed in theprogram. The tutor said that she would recommend the student for theprogram and that she had a good idea of the type of help she will need nextyear.

,hex Stereotyping

Although enrollments at the Center are fairly evenly mixed in terms ofgender, most classes do appear to break out 'along traditional male /femalelines. For example, the medical occupations, child care, and model storemainly enroll girls. Electronics, machine shop, and auto mechanics enrollmainly boys. Some classes, such as Graphics and Media, appeared to havefairly even numbers of both sexes.

Several teachers discussed why there are few boys in 'white glove"courses and few girls in *black glove" courses. According to theelectronics instructor, 'students say that 'electronics is for boys' andit's hard to get beyond tnat stereotype." The child care teacher noted thata boy who takes child care "needs to be real brave. He needs to be able tostand up for himself because he will get teased.' Further, home schoolstaff can be responsible for promoting sex stereotyping in vocationalcourses: 'Once a counselor talked a boy out of [child care]. I was veryupset. The students do a lot of stereotyping on their own. We don't needto adA to it."

AltitusimasmusLY.2sAtUnalislusailisa
Overall, students at VVCC have a positive attitude toward vocationaleducation. They see classes at the Center as useful to future careers andfor exploring future opportunities. Some students enroll because they areinterested In preparing for jobs related to coursevork at the Canter.Others take courses at WVCC because they are related to interests at thehome school. For example, a student in graphics said she had taken thatprogram 'because I thought it would have something to do with art." She hasno plane to pursue a career in graphics. In general, students enjoyattending programs at the Center. As one instructor noted, "they are herebecause they applied to be here." According to the sane instructor, who hasbeen at the Ce.Iter since it opened, "the first three or four years we were a
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dumping ground. That's changed since schools started to give credit for
courses and counselors and principals got to know WI better."

At the same time, not all attitudes are positive. One instructor said,
`Sure, there is a stigma attached to vocational education." In addition,
not all students come to WVCC for reasons associated with the coursework.
One teacher told me that some students come here because of their friends.
If one leaves, there is an exodus." Recently when this happened, he asked
some of the students, 'What will you do when you leave school? If he goes
on welfare. will you follow him?'

12Ial...11IISLAAIUALIMIL

Aa the re:.ults of the one-year follow-up show (see Table 1), most
students graduating from WVCC go on to some postsecondary education, into
paid employment, or into a combination of employment and further education.
These outcomes seem to be typical of all students in the home schools. For
example, a principal of one of the smaller sending schools said that "about
50 percent of our students go on for further education and about 50 percent
go right to work." Although a large number of graduates pursue post-
secondary education, "relatively few go on to four-year institutions,"
according to the same principal.

Patterns of pursuing further education and/or crntinuing in the
specific occupational training area differ significantly within vocational
programs at WVCC. In medical occupations, approximately 60 percent continue
il a health-related field, but the instructor indicated that only 13 percent
of her stu(ants attended four-year institutions. According to the
electronics teacher, "Most students who want to prrsue this field go on to
an AVTI. But maybe that's me" (i.e., he is a product of an AVTI and perhaps
as t result encourages his students in that direction). The instructor in
child care said that between 30 and 40 percent of her students attend an
AVTI. The majority end up in other fields, either directly after high
school or aft.: some postsecondary education. She also noted that
significant numbers of her students take this course for parenting skills,
although this is not a purpose of the course and parenting is covered in
courses at the home schools. The Auto mechanics instructors also indicated
that many of their students (50 to 70 percent) take their course for
personal improvement rather than any aspiration to bocome auto methanics.
The welding instructor said that "a lot of my students come back to visit
me. Many of them do not bo into it immediately, but many do end p in
welding after three or four years."

The teachers in the cooperative education program also indicated
different post-high school patterns for their students. The co-op teachers
for business said that 75 percent of their students go on to an AVTI or a
four-year institution. The Trades and Industry instructor noted that about
50 percent of his students continue formal education. He also estimated
that 70 to 75 percent ended up in jobs related to Trades and Industry. The
cooperative teacher for service occupations said that more than half of her
students go directly into the job market, usually in service-related jobs.
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VII, Summary Themes and Indicators of Success

Several themes related to the success of the Wribht Center emerge from
our observations and from interviews with administrators, teachers, andstudents. First, there is a general understanding of and agreement with the
Center's underlying philosophy of vocational education. The staff at WVCCagree that the primary purpose of the Center is ant, should be the explora-
tion of career options. While students do acquire specific vocational
skills that they can apply directly upon employment if they do not enter
postsecondary training, there was consensus that obtaining indepth
information shout a given occupation or cluster of occupations, rather than
receiving extensive skill training in the occupation, is the primary goal ofthe Center.

This view of the appropriate mission of secondary vocational educationis reflected in the organization of the school's offerings. Each of the
"programs" is a single year-long course (although some students in some
programs also enter co-op as a second year). Further, the instruction forthe most part simulates a workplace environment and the social organizationof real jobs; in effect, this approach teaches students Mg to work ratherthan what skills to exercise on the job. Through their class and shop
experiences, students are learning self-reliance, decisionmaking, timeliness
and industriousness, and other aspects of behaving as adults in the
workplace. Learning basic foundations of occupational skills and the job
behaviors necessary for successful labor force participation, along with
exposure to different types of occupations, is thought to be important to
preparing the Center's students for successful pursuit of postsecondary
training and later careers.

The governance structure of the Center has contributed to its survival,
while other vocational cooperatives in the state have failed. Although
districts in the consortium vary in size from a few hundred to a few
thousand students and although districts' monetary contributions and number
of sturtent slots are proportionate to size, each district has one vote onthe governing board. This one- district - one -vote philosophy has contributed,o a sense of ownership for all districts. School boards of the 10
participating districts believe they have direct oversight in the operations
of the Center and as a result have continued their participation andsupport.

The director's consultative style also contributes to this sense of
ownership and support. He regularly consults with superintendents, high
school principals, and guidance counselors on questions and problems
appropriate to their responsibilities. These systematic consultations
provide administrators and staff of the 10 districts with a sense of
participation in the Center's administration. These groups, in turn,
support the director's recommendations before the governing board and tne
larger community.

The director's administrative style, which he derived from his
experience in the business world, is another factor in the Center's success.The most important aspect of this style is delegation of responsibility and
authority. As a result, teachers at WVCC have kubstantial latitude to
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determine what they teach based on their professional expertise and the
guidance of their advisox7 groups. The resulting trust and respect between
the director and teachers have been important in building and maintaining
high staff morale.

The director's administrative style and attendant professional
treatment of teachers have helped to attract and hold a well-qualified
Instructional staff. One important characteristic of the staff is their
experience and ongoing contact with postsecondary institutions and with the
business and industrial community. These contacts help ensure that what is
taught is related to programs for further study at AVTI's and four-year
institution' and ultimately to the needs of employers. Business and
industrial contacts also lead to support for the program' at the Center in
terms of, for example, providing employment for graduates of WVCC. The

business and industrial contacts of WVCC instructors also support positive
perspectives toward students. Teachers at WVCC tend to treat their students
more like employees than like teenagers. Being treated more like adults
seems to have a salutary effect on the behavior and attitudes of students.
Students who are troublemakers at their home high school often perform quite

well at the Center.

Instructors' business orientations influence how they teach. Much of

the instruction is modeled on work. For example, the Model Office and Model

Store simulate office and retail environments. The machine trades
instructor sets up his class as a 'job shop.' Students in graphics cycle
through the design and production phases of a series of projects as they
might in a printing business. The major activity of construction trades is
building a house. An important project of the electronics class is to wile
the house that construction students build.

Besides relating class and shop activities to actual jobs, this
stratec of modeling working environments is important for individualizing
instruction. Students in most classes work on individual projects. The

better students can work faster and more independently, proceeding to more
advanced and challenging work. Less able students can work at a slower
pace, receive continuing help from the instructor, and not hold back the

more able and ambitious students.

In part because of the ability to individualize, programs at WVCC
attract a wide range of students. Course work and shop work can be tailored
to both the needs of special education students and to the college bound.
As a result, the Center has managed to avoid some of the stereotyping and
tracking of the vocational education student that often occurs at the
secondary level.

All these factors have contributed 40 a regional vocational educational
center that is successful in many respects. One aspect of WVCC's success is
that it has survived when similar centers in Minnesota have closed. Even as

enrollments have declined and support for eaucation has decreased, WVCC has
grown in enrollment, in the programs it offers, and In the spectrum of

students it attracts. Although in its early years the less able students
and troublemakers were "dumped" there, more rec,ltly the Center has been
able to draw some of the best students from partic!pating high schools. For
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this reason and because of instructors' support and encouragement, nearlyhalf of WVCC graduates attend two- or four-year postsecondary institutions.

Success of the Center is also indicated by employment rates. In a one-year follow-up of graduates, less than three percent reported that they wereunemployed. Nearly 70 percent indicated that they held full- or part-timepaid employment, and 90 percent of the respondents were engaged in somecombination of further schooling and/or work. Thus the Center appears to bec-'ieving its goals of encouraging students to gain additional training andteaching them how to function affectively in the labor market.
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VII. ITINERANT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

A secondary vocational education cot.perative 'without a ru.,,f," the
Woodland Cooperative Center, based in Staples, Minnesota, takes vocational
education to the students in six small communities in that state. Classes
are conducted in the participating schools, with students or teachers
traveling to one or another of the schools for their vocational courses.
The exploratory vocational education offered through this arrangemem:
introduces students to a variety of career option' that they can pursue
after graduation through further training or education. The case study
describes some of the innovative strategies that have been developed to
enable very small school districts to provide vocational options that
individually they could never hope to offer their high school students.
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WOODLAND COOPERATIVE CENTER
Staples, Minnesota

Nancy E. Adelman

I. Overview

The Setting

Driving north of the Twin Cities for three hours along the Mississippi
River and then west brings a visitor to the heart of central Minnesota. It
is an area of small towns and very small towns. Farming, agribusiness, and
assorted small businesses are the economic mainstays of these communities.
Staples itself is a "division point" on the northern tier east-west railway
route; until about 1960, the railroad was the town's only industry.

The Woodland Cooperative Center is a vehicle for extending the
vocational offerings of high schools in six small Minnesota communities:
Browerville, Clarissa, Eagle Bend, Motley, Pillager, and Staples.' With a
population of about 3,000, Staples is the "metropolis" in the group. The
other towns average 500 to 600 residents. So far, all the towns in the
cooperative have managed to maintain their own school districts, although
the specter of consolidation now faces one community as its physical plant
da-ariorates. Each high school offers some of its own vocational programs,
with the cooperative programs supplementing these often limited offerings.

The Woodland Center is not a place. Unlike the Wright Vocational
Cooperative Center described in another case study in this volume, the
participating communities in the Woodland Cooperative do not have the
resources to float a bond issue for vocational school construction. As the
director of Woodland says, "We are a cooperative without a roof." Space for
administrative offices is rented from the Staples school district. Voca-
tional classes funded through the cooperative arrangement are conducted in
several member schools, and students travel from their home schools to take
vocational courses in whichever school they are offered. In addition, some
-ocational teachers travel among schools, providing vocational instruction
n each. Thus, in some sense the cooperative delivers "itinerant"

1.1cational education.

Finding the offices of the Woodland Cooperative is easy. Turn right
one block past the traific light. (That's the traffic light ) Physically,
Staples is typical of many small midwestern towns--a "downtown' crossroads
with a cluster of two-story, flat-roofed commercial establishments and

1 The name of the cooperative is Freshwater/Woodland Cooperative
Center. The Freshwater portion of the consortium provides special education
programs for children from the six school districts. A third cooperative
enterprise--the interactive Cooperative Educational Television System
(K45AR)--involves Clarissa, Eagle Bend, Staples, and two districts that are
not part of Freshwater/Woodland.

I
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several blocks of residences extending out from the hub in all four direc-tions, gradually thinning to the first farm or the outskirts of town. Theother towns in the cooperative are similar, without the traffic light.

The stated objectives of the Woodland Center are "to provide highschool students with an opportunity to pxolore [emphasis added] careers,enhance basic skills, develop basic job entry or envloyabilicy skills, andto prepare for post - secondary education." Th._ clear emphasis is onexploratory vocational education leading to postsecondary education ortraining. Nevertheless, the Woodland Center Director estimates that approx-!mately one-third of the students served oy the cooperative will go directly, work and therefore need job-entry skills.

school Climat:

Because the vocational classes offered through the Woodland Center aredispersed across several schools, there is no characteristic ambience orethos attached to the center program. Students enrolling in the Center-sponsored courses are alerted through their school's course list to the factthat participation in these vocational counies is a privilege that can bewithdrawn. The principal opportunity for abuse of the cooperative systemwould be failure to attend class. Since a significant number of studentstravel between school districts at various time', of the day, the potentialfor truancy exists. It has never been a serious problem, however.

Forty-three percent of the secondary schools in America, educatingabout 14 percent of all high school students, enroll fewer than 500 studentseach. In addition, there are ovtr 1,600 combined elementary/secondaryschools, enrolling nearly three-quarters of a million students; perhaps one-third of them are in the high school grades.2 As Table 1 shows, both
statistical groups are represented in the high schools participating in theWoodland Cooperative.

Small rural schools have essentially the same types of problems aslarger schools. The qualitative difference lies in the fact that theproblems (and the achievements) are on a personal scale. In schools of thissize, 'very student's successes and failures, warts and blemishes, hopes andplans are v-11 known by some or all of the faculty and administrators. Asmall proportion of students drop out, but 60 percent or more of them arecajoled back In through an alternative education program (described in alater section) run by the Woodland Center. Vandalism and theft are by nomeans unknown. Teenage oregnancy is relatively common. Substance abuse(mainly alcohol) is as rampant as it is anywhere else. There are stillcracks to fall through, but they are not the cracks of anonymity found inlarge schools.

2
Dizest of Education Statistics. 1987. Washington, DC: U.S.Department of Education
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Table 1

Enrollment in Senior High School and Grad. Structure
of Schools for Six Rural Communities in Minnesota

W1.111.1MPIMI=1

Enrollment Grade Structure of
5gh221atitriirat--Grad.181.
Broverville 140 K-12
Clarissa 80 K12
Eagle Bend 90 K-12
Motley 120 K-12
Pillager 140 K-12
Staples 425 K-6;

=111.MINIIM.MMMIMIA.1111MIE.IIIM

II. The School and the Community

Schools and churches are the centerpiedes of community life in the
Woodland Center's member towns. Staples has a community center with a
swimming pool as well. However, in all the towns, the school band, the
sports teams, the chorus, and the honors accrued belong to and are enthusi-
astically supported by the entire populace. This goes for the vocational
education programs as vAll, and for good reason. Not too long ago,
vocational training played a major role in helping bail the area out.

Employer'

In the early 1960s, Staples was led to believe that it would shortly
become redundant as a railroad division point. The trains would continue to
pass through, but they would no longer atop to change crews. This was a
major threat to the community's economy. However, the town fathers decided
to build a new water tower, as a symbol of the commitment to keep the town
vital, and to form an economic development group, in which the
superintendent of schools, the school board chairman, and the high school
machine shop teacher played a prominent role.

At that time, Minnesota already had a strong system of postsecondary
Area Vocational-Technical Institutes (AVTIs), located in considerably larger
towns around the state. The Staples Economic Development Committee asked
themselves, 'Why not here7' and successfully lobbied the appropriate state
officials. Staples' AVTI opened in 1964. Originally housed in Staples High
School, it is now located in a massive building on the outskirts of town.
In the beginning, the principal program was machining, to which have been
added numerous other concentrations such &s food preparation, fast photo
services, emergency personnel training, computer-assisted graphics, and (the
centerpiece) heavy equipment operations.
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The impact of the AVTI on Staples' economy was dramatic. Suddenly, thearea could promise business and industry a ready supply of well-trainedlabor in a variety of fields. Not only that, the heavy equipm:nt programcould prepare a building site inexpensively. The result is that Staples isno longer a one-shop town. Local employers include:

o 3-M (ono of the state's largest employers) now employing 80-90machinists at $35,000 per year

o A producer of plastic medicel supplies with 100 employees

o a rubber and tool company, with 100 employees

o a photo processing company

o an optical company, employing 60-70 plastics machinists

o a clothing manufacturer

a wooden container company

o a firm that specializes in repairing large machinery (owned by aformer vocational teacher)

o a new hospitsl and nursing home

The director of the Woodland Cooperative points out that both the AVTIand the vocational/special
educatior cooperatives should be included as"industries" that help sustain the economy. The roperatives employ 20people.

Advisory groups

Each vocational program offered by the Woodland cooperative And byindividual high schools has its own advisory council. Mem'aers are drawnfrom local business and industry and from the general citizenry. With 39separate programs offered and an average of six to eight members on eachboard, this means that between 250 and 300 citizens are closely andvoluntarily involved with secondary vocational education at any given time.This is possibly as much as five percent of the total area population! TheWoodland director noteU that much of this support is taken for granted andshould probably be better recognized and honored in some way.

The Woodland Cooperative has a 12-member governing board consisting oftwo representatives from each participating community. Regardless of thenumber of participating students or financial commitment to the cooperative,all towns have an equal vote. The director attributes the cooperative'slongevity to this governing structure. At one time, there were 61 secondaryvocational education cooperatives in Minnesota; now thf-e are about 30.Many failed because of the hostilities engendered by qual representationon the advisory board.
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The present chairman of the Cooperative's governing board, a farmer,
spoke about the vocational education programs from his "official"
perspective and from a parental point of view. Several of his 12 children

1111
have participated heavily in vocational programs while in high school.
Although they have all gone on to four-year colleges, he strongly believes
their vocational training was valuable, no matter what their ultimate career

1111

paths. That attitude is pervasive in a part of the country where nearly all
students elect vocational courses in high school.

1111

The involvement of parents rith the vocational programs is both
intimate and informal. Because of the small settings, teachers are known in
contexts other than the schools, which encourages hove - school communication.
But there are other rituals or traditions that foster parent involvement as

1111
well. In Browerville, for example, the carpentry shop is often open on
Saturdays. Students work on their projects and parents drop in for a cup of
coffee and a chat with the instructor. This habit is both more and less
than a regularly scheduled parent/teacher conference. There is no agenda,
but parents see what students are accomplishing and have the opportunity to
contribute their own ideas and insights regarding the content of the
woodworking courses.

1111
III. District Structure of Vocational Education

111
Role of Vocational Education in the District

We asked the superintendents in all six districts how vocational
education fit into the overall educational programs that their schools
offered. For them, there is no question that vocational education belongs
in the secondary school curriculum. As one said, "Without vocational
education, we wouldn't have a total program." Another described the high
school in a small town as being "like the grocery store. It serves the
whole community and mult account for many tastes." These men know their
constituencies and their -onstituencies value vocational education. Boys
from the farm may enroll in a welding course as background for postsecondary
education or because that skill is useful at home. Girls taking business

111
courses may attend the proprietary business college in the nearest large
town or they may marry a farmer and keep the farm's books. Either way,
their exploratory high school vocational training has been put to use.

Relationship to the Academic Prograa

I In comparison with many states, Minnesota mandates relatively few high
school graduation requirements. In grades 10-12, students mat take English
each year, American history, a senior year soci / studies course, and s year

111

of health/physical education. Locc.1 communitie. are largely left to set
their awn requirements. Standard high school graduation requirements for
Eagle Bend and Staples are representative of the six districts participating
in the Woodland Cooperative.

111
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In Eagle Bend, the district adds one year of math and science in tenthgrade to the state mandates and requires a total of 21 credits (grades 9-12)for graduation. As Table 2 shows, this leaves a good deal of tine forelectives, which are available in the following areas:

Business
Home Economics

Vocational Agriculture
Woodland Vocational Center

Computer Skills
Foreign Language
Math
Music
Social Studies

Witt' so much discretionary time, many- 7.c,tably moststudents take a gooddeal of vocational education and do not Lonfine themselves to a singleprcgram area.

Table 2

High School Graduation Requirements
2agle Bend, Minnesota

9th Grade 10th Grade 11th Grade

quas.Luzugs_
12th Grade

Credit
Civics 1.00* English 1.00 English 1.00 English 1.00English 1.00 Bus.Math or

Soc.Studies 1.00Bus.Math or Geometry 1.00
Algebra 1.00 Am.History 1.00
Science 1.00 Gen.Biology 1.00
Art 0.50 Phy. Ed. 0.50
Phys. Ed. 0.50 Health 0.50

TOTAL 5.00 5.00 1.00 2.00

*Numbers in parentheses indicate Carnegie units: 1 a full year course; 1/2 -a semester course.

Staples is on a quarter system and requires 96 quarter credits forgraduation (the equivalent of 24 Carnegie units). As Table 3 illustrates,11.75 units are specifically designated. Staples High School, at four timesthe enrollment of Eagle Bend, offers students many more elective options.particularly in English, social studies, and art but also in the scope ofvocational sequences.

In order to help students chooSe useful electives, Staples' StudentRegistration Handbook recommend* particular types of courses depending onthe individual's post-high school plans. Students who are interested inattending an AVTI for technical training are steered toward math, science,and computer courses as well as the Woodland Center or school-based occupa-tional classes. Courses such as business English, computers, and typing arerecommended for vocational education and for personal enrichment. As inEagle Bend, a large number of students participate in vocational courses, no
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natter what their post-high school plans. One college-bound senior girl,
for example, was taking a college-level English course offered at the high
school through one of the stste colleges; she was also enrolled in an
independeTt study project in advanced sewing through the Home Economics
Department. Another girt., who described herself as being "in the health
occupations program," was taking machine shop so that she would understand
what her father and her fiance were talking about; she plans to become an
elementary school teacher.

Tablo 3

High School Graduation Requirements
Staples, Minnesota

9th Grade
§ubj ect Credit

I 10th Grade 11th Grade
t Subject Csediti Ithltject, Credit

12th Grade
Subject Credit

Civics 1.00* English 1.00 English 1.00 English 1.00
Soc.Studies 1.00 Soc.cf-udies 0.75 Soc.3tudies 0.75 Soc.Studies 0.75
Math 1.00 Math 0.50** Consumer Ed. 0.25
Science 1.00 Phy. Ed. 0.50**
Phy. Ed. 0.50 Health 0.50
Home Ec. or
Ind. Arts 0.25

TOTAL 3.00-4.00 3.25 2.00 1.75

*Numbers in parentheses indicate Carnegie units. Staples' quarter credits have
been translated for this purpose.

**The half credits in math and physical education may ba taken at any time in
grades 10-12.

Despite the small enrollment of the schools and the centrality of the
vocational programs, there is little deliberate integration of the academic
and vocational curricula. With no math and science required after tenth
grade, vocational instructors in areas such as electronics or machine shop
assume that they will review or perhaps introduce relevant academic topics
as needed in their courses. Students enrolling in Machine Shop II may elect
an eight-credit versLon of the course that includes two periods a day of
related math. Completion of the eight-credit course results in advanced
standing at the AVTI3. Electronics I.and II require general math or Algebra
I as a prerequisite. The Director of Woodland realizes that better integra-

3 Minnesota recently passed the Postsecondary Enrollment Act, allowing
high school students to attend courses or programs not offered in their
secondary schools at community colleges, four-year colleges, or AVTIs at the
achogihgArgLa_umal. This option has not yet been widely used, although
a few Staples students travel to Brainerd Community College.
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tion of learning
across the curriculum is needed, but he has many bases to

cover. This need is not necessarily at the top of his list.

Dec is ionmaking
and Governance

We have already described the structure of the Woodland
Cooperative'sgoverning board. The equal representation clause in the Cooperative's by-

laws is one reason this
cooperative has succeeded where others failed.Other factors are important as well.

The superintendents of the six school districts and the Woodlandvocational director sit as ex of t102 members of the governing board. Inaddition to the governing board, the cooperative has (1) a state-mandatedgeneral advisory committee that meets twice a year, (2)
program-specificadvisory committees that include

representatives from postsecondary institu-
tions in the are, and (3) a six-member

steering committee (with high school
principals ex officl.o) to advise the governing board on long-range planning.
The steering commttteo meets regularly; others are required by theCooperative's bylaws to convene once or twice per year. This structureseems somewhat cumbersome on paper, but there is overlap among the variouscommittees and it appears to function well.

Leadership is a critical factor. Much 'of the credit for Staples'economic revival in the 19602 is attributed to its superintendent of schools
at the time, a gentleman with a national

reputation in vocational education
circles. His former director of secondary vocational education is nowdirector of the Woodland Cooperative. Originally a vocational agricultureteacher, the director has a solid grounding in the community (19 yesrs inone educational capacity or another), tremendous energy, and a vision of
what the cooperative can be, all of which are necessary qualifications for
the job. His principal

responsibility is coordination of vocationaleducation for the cooperative And the separate programs offered by the zixmember districts. Component responsibilities include:
o hiring and supervision of vocational teachers
o planning, development, and evaluation of vocational educationprograms, including provision for student follow-ups
o preparation and monitoring of program budgets for shared secondaryvocational education, adult farm

management, alternativeeducation, and
telecommunications

o purchase of All vocational equipment (shared and unshared programsinclusive)

o tracking of state, and national legislation for the six superinten-dents

o transportation arrangements for shared-time programs
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o community liaison for all matters pertaining to vocational
education

o
1111

liaison to the governing board, superintendents, and principals

111
as we traveled around the cooperating towns, toured the AVTI, and

lunched in various cafes, it was clear that the Woodland director was well
know , well respected, and a highly visible member of the regional

111
community. He is a past president of the Staples Chamber of Commerce and
the Rotary Club. When the state legislature is in session and discussing
educational matters, he regularly makes the five-hour round-trip to the Twin
Cities to represent his member districts' points of view. On behalf of the
Interactive Cooperative Educational Television System, he deals with
Washington-based lawyers, complex FCC rerllations, and state-o17-the-art
fibre optics technologies. It is, therefore, doubly impressive that as he
accompanied us on a tour of four of the six school districts, he addressed
every adult and most students by name.

It would be unfair to say that the Woodland Cooplrative's excellent in-

11 state reputation rests solely on the efforts of a single individual. Other
factors include the superintendents' considerable good will and determina-
tion to make the most of scarce resources, cortnity willingness to serve in
advisory capacities, and some fine and enthusiastic teaching. Nevertheless,
without the dynamic central leadership, the effort would be diminished.

.$upports and Constraint'

The transfer of state arid local monies from the member districts to the

111
cooperative provides the principal financial support for the Woodland
Cooperative. The Woodland budget for 1986-87 was $2,445,719, which is
larger than the total budgets for five of the seven member districts.

Woodland's director is realistic about the constrai.,ts on vocational
education in a rural area. His long-range goal is for the cooperative to
survive amidst uncertainties about changes to state formula funding and
declining enrollmentrJ. In the best of all possible wcrlds, he would like to
modernize some programs. For example, the high school machine shop is
described as traditional and antiquated," in an age when busincts and
industry increasingly rely on computer-assisted machining (CAM). However,
the Cooperative has little money for capital outlay and in fact relies on
hand-me-downs from the AVTI for the machining equipment it does have. In
the director's opinion, serious training programs in new vocational areas
such as robotics cannot be the province of the secondary schools because
they are simply too expensive. (Nevertheless, Staples does offer an
introductory robotics course as part of its electronics sequence.)

U
Uniaue Features

111
The Woodland Cooperative employs a unique delivery system for shared-

time vocational education in rural areas. In contrast to the more familiar
concept of centralizing vocational program,. in a single-purpose building

111
called the Area Vocational Center, Woodland utilizes a satellite model
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whereby (1) specific vocational programs in individual comprehensive highschools serve several schools (a practice involving the movement of studentsbetween schools) gg (2) itinerant teachers offer their vocational
specialties in multiple schools.

Two programs administered by the Woodland Cooperative bear specialmention here. The first is an alternative education program, developed inresponse to the suggestions of a state vocational education evaluationcommittee in 1'#81. Generally peaking, Minnesota has one of the lowestdropout rates in the nation. There are, however, some students who driftaway or openly rebel. The Woodland director estimates that, in the regionserved by the Cooperative, an average of two to three percent of studentsdrop out. Of these, apprwcimately 60-70 percent are now brought back inthrough the Alternative Education Center, which opened in 1983-84.4 TheCanter is principally funded through state vocational education funds forspecial needs students, although $45,000 in federal vocational educationfunds (for handicapped and disadvantaged students) supported the purchase ofa comput' 'zed, individualized basic skills package and a teacher aide in1986-87.

Students, the majority of whom are identified as disadvantaged orlearning disabled, are enrolled in the program through referrals from theirschools or through their own initiative. The Alternative Education Centeris currently a self-contained classroom in the oldest wing of Staples HighSchrcl but will move next year when the wing is demolished. Most partici-pants spend four periods per day in the Center, working individually or insmall groups on academic requirements needed for graduation, employabilityskills, and activities designed to improve self-esteem. The remainder ofthe day is spent in regular classes, Woodland vocational classes, or workexperience cooperative programs. Two teachers are assigned to the Alterna-
tive Education Center.

On average, the alternative program serves from 12 to 20 students atany given time and provides a valuable resource for the communities thatsupport it. However, it has ha,. definitional problems--is it principally avocational program or a special education program?--that are at least
partially related to requirements imposed by funding sources. The Woodlanddirector is currently chairing a committee to evaluate the program's future.One change is definitely scheduled for next year: a computer-assisted
instructional program for use in the classroom component. Other proposalsare also on the table: a new name (perhaps Area Learning Center); involvingmore communities; offering academic work in the evening to accommodate
students who wore.

A second program administered through the Woodland Cooperative isK45AR, the &roes interactive educational television systett. Three of thesix communities in the vocational consortium plus two others participate inthe two-way process. The main nurpose of the system is to extend and enrich

The Alternative Education Center serves the six towns that
participate in the Woodland Center plus the community of Long Prairie, whichis a member of the Freshwater Special Education Cooperative.
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the limited offerings of small schools. As with all the cooperative
programs, pooling resources yields a far bigger bang for the buck. For a
total cost to the participating communities of about $120,000, students can
take shorthand, advanced math, physics, Spanish, and German courses via the
communicastine system. The foreign language courses are moat heavily
subscribed, shorthand the least.

Interactive television is an astonishing technological feat. It in no
way resembles the typical use of instructional television in American
schools, i.e., tuning in regular scheduled shows on the local PBS
affiliate. Teacher and students- Atting in Itudios that are miles apart- -

conduct themselves precisely as if in a regular classroom. Lecture and
explanation are followed by questions and responses. Multiple cameras allow
the instructor to kuep tabs on the attentiveness and behavior of groups as
large as 15-20 students. Homework and quizros are transmitted directly to
the 1 teacher in the originating school via thermofax machines.

The importance of K45AR to small schools is highlighted by the situa-
tion at Clarissa, enrolling 80 high school students. Through the interac-
tive television system, nine students are taking Spanish and two students
each are enrolled in physics, German, and advanced mathematics. The
televised shorthand course originates in Clarissa and is thus a regular
offering for students there.

IV. The Vocational Education Programs

The Woodland Cooporative's shared time vocational courses are offered
in four locations: Browerville, E4gle Bend, Motley, and Staples. Table 4
outlines (1) the actual courses offered, (2) the location of each class, (3)
participating schools for each site, and (4) the times classes meet. Most
classes are double periods with total daily instructional tine of slightly
under two hours.

In vocational areas where even the smallest home schools offer their
own courses (s.g., home economics, industrial arts/beginning carpentry,
vocational aviculture, and business education), the Woodland Center offers
more advanced or specialized classes. Thus, students may travel to Staples
to take Finish Carpentry (pterequisita: Woods I at the home school), to
Motley for Small Engines/Agricultural Production, and to either Browerville
or Staples to participate in a course where, in alternate years, a house is
actually constructed. Child care and child development classes, which are
specialized areas of home economics, are centralized at Staples High School,
where a Child Care Center offers the opportunity to work with preschoolers.
(Interesting/I, the three, four and five-year-olds who attend the Child Care
Center program also "commute" considerable distances in order to partici-
pate. Kind-rgarten is not yet a state requirement in Minnerote.)

Some of the vocational programs offered through the Center are not
taught at all in the home schools, such as !Aealth occupations, machine shop,
and electronics. Without the pooling of resources, these areas would be
unavailable except perhaps to students living in Staples, and Staples alone
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Table 4

Voodland Cooperative Center 952
Shared Time Programs

I

Agriculture
Small Eng./Ag.Prod.

(Sec. I)
Ag. Small Eng. (Sec. II)

Finish Carpentry (Woods II)
Building Trades

Carpentry-Construction
Child Care
Lab Bloc

Occupation Child Care
Elementary Trainee

Drafting II
Electronics I 6 II
Foods Occupatibns
Health Occupations

Section I
Section II
Section III

Machine Shop
Ia
lb

II Shop

II Related Math/P614
Model Office

Bus.Ed./Computers/
Model Office

Auto Mechanics
Agriculture
Alternative Education

Mo

Motley
Browerville
Staples
Staples

Browerville
Staples

Staples
Staples
Eagle Bend

Staples

Browerville
tley/Pillager
Staples

Staples

Browerville
Long Prairie
Motley
Staples

Motley/Pillager/Staples
Browerville/Clarissa/Eagle
Staples

Motley/Pillager/Staples
Browerville/Clarissa/Eagle

Staples

Browerville/Clarissa/Eagle
Staples

Browerville/Clarissa/Eagle
Browerville/Clarissa/Eagle
Browerville /Clarissa/Eagle

Bend

Bend/Long Prairie

Bend/Motley/Pillager/Staples

Bend/Motley/Pillager/Staples
Bend/Motley/Pillager/Staples
Bend/Staples

Motley/Pillager/Staples
Browerville/Clarissa/Eagle Bend/Long Prairie
Motley/Pillager/Staples

Staples

Browervillew/Clarissa/Eagle Bend/Pillager/StaplesStaples
Staples

Browervflle/Clarisss/Eagla Bend/Motley/Pillager/Staples

Browerville/Clarissa/Eagle Bend/Staples
Browerville

Motley/Pillager/Staples
All Schools

10:16 - 12:00
12:45 - 2:10
8:10 - 9:54

12:30 - 2:20
12:45 - 2:1r$

9:58 - 11:41

12:30-2:20
Arranged

12:30 - 2:20
12:30 - 2:20
12:30 - 2:13

10:00 - 12:00
12:45 - 2:10
12:30 - 2:09

9:47 - 11:23
12:30 - 2:20
8:08 - 9:43

12:44 - 3:10
12:30 - 2:20

12:45 - 2:10
Arranged

Scheduled
8:13-11:54

or 12:44- 3:10
or At]. Day

NOTE: Times are approximate. Times will vary to facilitate busing, and home-school schedules.
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1

would have difficulty supporting sequences of courses in all the subjects
currently offered cooperatively.

While the school districts value the enlarged scope of vocatisimi
education that Woodland allows, it does, as one superintendent noted, "put a
crimp in your local scheduling." Coordinating travel schedules and conven-
ient tine slots among six districts is a major administrative feat.
Participating students also have their individual scheduling concerns. If
one lives in Motley and ends up in Building Trades class at Staples at 2:30,
participation in sports and other extracurricular activities becomes
difficult. Many students, thereiore, are likely to enroll in Woodland
courses for only one or two quarters rather t!an a :ull year.

Most of the individual schools in the consortium offer their own
vocational agriculture programs. These follow the classic vocational
agriculture model, including required membership in the Future Farmers of
America, a supervised occupational experience program (SOEP), and main-
tenance of a personal financial record. Participation in vocational
agriculture among the member districts varies. Staples requires all ninth
through twelfth graders to take one quarter or semester of agriculture, home
economics, or industrial arts, which naturally raises enrollments in
introductory courses. In Eagle Bend, vocational agriculture competes
(apparently successfully) with music programs and home economics for
elective enrollments. This year's roster has 52 members in a senior ligh
school program with a total of 90 students.

Classroom _Commonents

The vocational education offered by the Woodland Center is largely
classroom, shop, or laboratory-based. It reflects a combination of
business/industry needs and student interests. Machine shop, child care,
and carpentry are particularly popular programs with the students.

Of the 800 to 900 possible enrollees, only about one-fourth actually
take advantage of the Cooperative opportunities. This mirrors national
sample figures an vocational concentrators. It would be misleading to label
students in this region of Minnesota as vocational concentrators, however,
since they are deliberately encouraged to experiment with various fields and
trades. Training-related placements after high school are 1321 carefully
tracked in these districts, where vocational training may be more directly
related to family lased, or interests than to career paths.

We talked with students about why they are taking particular courses.
In the long run, the major motivation was personal interest or utility at
hose. One articulate senior, who was taking a double period of machine
shop, noted that he had no intention of becoming a machinist, an occupation
that he considered much too precise for his taste. Instead, he will pursue
photo-processing at the AVTI. Nevertheless, he enjoyed his machine shop
experience--as well as several other vocational courses--and has even taken
"related" mathematics courses, such as algebra, that are not required but
are recommended for the students taking the vocational sequence in
machining.
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In the end, students take--and various types of advisors encourage themto explore--vocational courses that appeal to their current interests. Withthe existence of the Woodland Cooperative, there are enough offerings tosatisfy the diverse interests of the student population. (In this region,interests vary mainly according to gender and farm or nonfarm background.)The Woodland philosophy is primarily concerned with the contribution ofvocational education to students' personal lives and less concerned with itsdirect relationship to post-high school plena.

lisaiLlasulanal

Cooperative education and on-the-job training are weak components ofvocational erbaftation in this area of Minnesota, for the simple reason thatthere are few jobs available. In Staples, the relatively few work trainingstations that can be generated go to postsecondary students from the ANTI.At the secondary school level, son. priority is given to finding placementsfor students enrolled in the Alternative Education Program, on the theorythat these alienated adolescents have greater motivational needs. Lastyear, four alternative
program students worked directly for the Woodland/Freshwater Cooperatives and were paid with Job Training Partnership Act(JTPA) funds.

Erowerville has a course titled Cooperative Work/On the Job Trainingassociated with its agribusiness program. Despite the presence of a LandLakes plant in the community, training-related placements are extremelysparse. According to the instructor, he was able to place one student at afeed store, one as a clerk in a grocery store, one in a farm equipment
1.-±pair store, and three on farms. The remainder of the class spends its co-op period in the classroom completing a job search 'skills workbook andparticipating in otter deskhound activities that the teacher plans.

By regional standards, the young, energetic vocational agricultureteacher in Eagle Bend was highly successful in finding agribusineseplacements during the 1986-87 school year. Nineteen of his 52 FFA membersobtained cooperative education slots, although it is likely that some wereonly marginally related to the occupational areas addressed by the program.

The small amount of work experience offered in these six towns issponsored through their individual vocational programs. None of theWoodland Center shared time vocational programs includes paid, on-the-jobtraining or cooperative placements. Instead, many of the programs rely onschool-based, hands-on opportunities designed to simulate the real world ofwork. Examples of this approach are the house building exercise in thebuilding trades program, the preschool center in the child care program, andthe model office in the business education r ogram. (These strategies areall quite common in high schools national,y ) In Staples and surroundingcommunities, vocational educators would like to provide many more studentswith real work. As things now stand, the schools are resigned to sieving thebest of a constrained situation.
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racurr ruler Activities

With the exception of the Future Farmers of America and the Future
Homemakers of America at the home schools, vocational club activities in the
Woodland region are weak or nonexistent. Seventy percent of Woodland Center
studentr surveyed in 1986-87 indicated no involvement in a vocational youth
organization. However, 43 percent said they participate in sports at the
home school, and 46 percent participate in other kinds of extracurricular
activities (mainly band and chorus).

Outcomes

Prior to a 1981 state evaluacion of the Woodland Cooperative Center,
th3re were no formal follow-up activities to determine post-high Ichool
outcomes for students who had participated in vocational programs or
courses, which includes nearly all graduates. At the recommendation of the
state evaluation committee, the Center has planned and executed follow-ups
on the classes of 1981 and 1985. The data from the two surveys are not
precisely comp arable for two reasons. First, the 1981 group is an estimated
80-90 percent sample of graduates who participated in shared time programs
only. In '1981, Motley and Pillager had not yet joined the cooperative;
therefore, the data are based on students from four communities, not six.
The 1985 follow-up includes the post-high school activities of Al], seniors
from six districts one year after graduation. Table 5 describes the results
of the two follow-ups.

Table 5

Reported Post-High School Activities
of 1981 and 1985 Graduates:

Woodland Cooperative Center and Member Communities

Class of 1981 (n..270)
Class of

1985 (41-.283)

One Year
Out (n -231)

Two Yearo
Out (n-221)

Five Years
Out (n-238)

One Year
Out (ri283)

Vocational training 72 (31) 13 ( 6) 8 ( 3) 85 (30)

2- and 4-year Colleges 65 (28) 57 (26) 39 (17) 94 (33)

Employment 86 (37) 128 (58) 166 (69) 44 (16)

Military 8 ( 3) 13 ( 6) 12 ( 5) 20 ( 7)
Unemployed 0 . 0 j 13 ( 5) 17 ( 6)

Homemaker 0 0 j 49 (21)a 23 ( 8)a

a Overlaps with other categories.

The number of students going on for some type of postsecondary
education or A.-..:aining averages 59 to 63 percent across the six school
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districts in the first year after graduation. According to the director ofthe Woodland Center, many graduates prefer to stay in central Minnesota forfurther training and employment. This is confirmed by the follow-ups, whichindicate that the most popular technical institute is the Staples AVTI,followed by two others within commuting distance of home; the preferredfour-year college is St. Cloud, an hour's drive away; and the largestproportion of employed graduates work in Minnesota Economic Region 5--theStaples/Woodland area Students ik2 go away to college or for militaryservice, but they tend to drift back at a later point in their lives. Amongthe 1981 graduates surveyed five years later. over half were then employedin the Staples area or two adjoining
economic regions.

The follow-up on the class of 1985 in the six Woodls i districtsincluded 78 students who were classified SP handicapped--iwout 28 percent ofthe total sample. During the year following graduation, 43 percent of thesehandicapped students were enrolled in postsecondary education and training,most of them at AVTIs; 20 percent were attending college. Sixty-six percentof the handicapped
group were either in school or employed.

The follow-up studies gathered no information on training-relatedplacements. In fact, given the philosophical emphasis on exploratoryvocational education in high school, a clear relationship between coursetaking patterns and jobs ..ould be unlikely. Among the relatively smallnumber of 1981 graduates for whoa occupations were identified five yearslater, 35 were in service occupations, 28 were in administrative supportpositions (other than secretarial), and 17 had production jobs. Other areasincluded secretaries (10), technical occupations (9), and sales (9). Onlyfour former students had become machinists in spite of the training emphasisin this area both in the Woodland Center and at the AVTIs.

The Woodland Center asked 238 participating students to indicate theirpost-high school plans in January 1987. The respondent group includedstudents aged 15 to 20, most of whom (69 percent) were juniors or seniors.Their self-reported intentions were as follows:

vocational-technical institute 30%
military service

16%4-year college or university 15%
community or junior college 15%get a job

10%private trade or business school 1%

undecided
15%no response
5%

Counting military service as further education or training, 77 percent ofthese students believe that they will seek additional *reparation for workafter they graduate. The popularity of training at an AVTI reflects bothfamiliarity with local institutions and economic realism.
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V. The Teachers

Three categories of teachers are involved in vocational education
through the Woodland Center and/or the six cooperating towns. Eight
teachers have Woodland contracts, meaning their salaries are paid directly
from the pooled resources of the participating districts. One of these is
an Adult Education agriculture teacher.5 Twelve teachers are hired directly
by the districts and do not teach students from other schools. A third
group of nine teachers teach bnth local and Woodland Center courses.

Most vocational education teachers in Minnesota appear to he the
products of vocational teacher training programs in the state's publiz
colleges and university. This is particularly true of agriculture, home
economics, and building trades instructors. It is not unusual for teachers
to have considerable education beyond the bachelor's degree. Nondegreed
teachers who come to vocational teaching from an occupational area must
complete a bachelor's degree within a specified period of time, including
appropriate courses to meet specialty area certification revieements. One
business education teacher whom we interviewed had caughz sccount:ng and
business law elsewhere but was having difficulty applyirg hle previous
education and experience to meet Minnesota's certification requirements.

In a small high school, a vocational teacher must be prepared to teach
a wide variety of topics within his or her general field. OLe business
education teacher was teaching business, math, typing, shorthand, account-
ing, general recordkeeping, and individualized, advanced levels of all of
these during the quarter that we visited. The previous quarter she had
taught business law and office machines as well. Her classes include
straight A students and special education students. Every sophomore in this
school takes typing.

A home economics teacher, formerly a nurse, handles all home economic
courses--required and elective--for seventh through twelfth graders. She
teaches foods, housing, family living, clothing, child development, and
consumer education, juggling some topics in alternate years in order to
cover the territory.

We observed a nuber of excellent teachers. Their relationships with
students were, in virtually every case, relaxed and personal. Activities in
the classrooms were purposeful, and interest, in general, appeared to be
high.

The machine shop was most impressive of all. Housed in a large,
garage-like space at Staples High School, it is immaculate. The instructor
is profoosionelly dressed in a navy blue laboratory-style coat with his name

5 In the 1940s, Staples purchased a 300 acre research farm with local
funds. This facility has pioneered research on irrigation techniques, which
has brought farmers of the area', heavy, saney loam to the point where they
are able to feed their own livestock. Three instructors are attached to the
farm, including one provided by the University Extension Service.
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embroidered on it in red. Students call him by his first name, but this inno way reflects an inappropriate lack of respect. This teacher made a mid-career change from a responsible and higher paid machine shop position at 3Mto teaching because he loves instructing others and because he is good atit.

A machine shop is, by nature, a noisy place. There is also constantmovement of students from place to place to use different pieces of equip-ment. In other words, it is gia a classroom. In spite of the distractions,the teacher never failed to notice and respond to a student in need of hisassistance. Students helped each other, as well. Every one of the 14students was totally engaged throughout the entire period. Since the end ofthe school year was approaching,
completion of required projects was verymuch on everyone's mind. Students say, "It's embarrassing to have to dumpproject in the "junk heap" for failed projects.' Therefore, they all listencarefully and 2rk hard. As the period drew to a close, the studentscleaned up--without being asked.

Whether this excellent vocational education results in a career or ajob placement is almost irrelevant. Whatever their personal motivations forenrolling (and they are several), students are inspired by a man's love andmastery of a craft and their own carefully guided success in applying whatpreviously might have appeared to be useless mathematical knowledge to coaxprecisely tooled pieces of metal out of impossible-looking
machines. In theprocess, they clearly learn the value of teamwork, task-oriented behavior,neatness, and punctuality.

IntagiratimatithAthezEasalta
Because of school size, vocational classes in the Woodland Regionschools are less isolated physically than in large urban high schools.Staples doss have a vocational wing, but teachers there feel very much apart of the total faculty--at least socially and in terms of participationin the decisionmaking process. There is certainly no overt sense of eithersecond class citizenship or a separate and unequal status.

VI. The Students

lasszazalisa

There is little demographic diversity in the student populatior servedby the Woodland Center schools. Families are nearly 100 percent white andmiddle or lower middle class. One WWI a few Asian faces in the corridors- -adopted children of Caucasian parents. Approximately 50 percent ofsecondary school students qualify for free lunch. About sight percent areclassified is handicapped.

The Woodland Center made a survey of participating students in January1987. The average student was 17 years old and in either eleventh nrtwelfth grade. Slightly more boys (127) than girls (111) perticipi-e.Center enrollments by home school appear below:
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Staples 124
Browerville 35

Clarissa 21
Pinner 18
Eagle Bend 15
Motley 15
Long Prairie 10 (telecommunicasting only)

Total 238

Sixty-five students traveled to a vocational education class in another
community than their home school.

Particular vocational programs or classes within programs seem to
attract different types of students--different in the sense of interest,
motivation, and achievement. For example, one community's agriculture
teacher described his 40 FFA members as being "average or better academic-
ally." In one business education program, Basic Typing I enrolls mainly
lower achieving students because of scheduling constraints. However,
accounting attracts students in the top quartile, as does Model Office.
Students electing upper level business education courses or Woodland's
health occupations program are very frequently college bound.

Attitudes Toward Vocational Education

In the 1986-87 survey, vocational education participants emphasized
several reasons for enrolling in Woodland Center courses, with no single
reason standing out. "To prepare for a job" and "to prepare for further
education or training' received the most votes, closely followed by "wanted
to try something new" and "wanted to explore different occupations." Two-
thirds of the students liked their vocational courses more than other
courses tney were taking. Forty-six percent felt that the training they
received there was sufficient to prepare them for a job and 49 percent
thought it would bill prepare them for a specific occupation. Mainly,
however, students took vocational courses because they liked them--fully 84
percent indicated that they like or like very much the Woodland classes they
are taking.

The 1961 evaluation report of the Woodland Center programs specifically
assessed whether sex role stereotyping affected enrollments in nontradi-
tional occupational areas. The committee found that:

Progress is being made to assure that sex bias and sex-role stereotyp-
ing are being eliminated from center vocational programs. Interviews
with seven staff members indicate'rhat many students are aware of the
opportunities for them in "nontraditional" vocational courses. Infor-
mation has been given to students to increase their awareness of career
opportunities available to them. Some classes cover career opportuni-
ties within the curriculum. Enrollment figures indicate that tradi-
tionally "male and female" programs have nontraditional students in
almost all of the vocational classes.
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Several of the member school fastricts require all junior high school
students (male and female) to take both industrial arts and home economics.
Theoretically, this practice encourages senior high school students to elect
nontraditional courses. There is rurrent evidence of moderate success in
this area. A business education teacher estimated that about one-third of
his Model Office enrollment was male, and accounting was evenly divided
between boys and girls. Vocational agriculture programs routinely involve
both boys and girls. Of the 40 FFA members in one school, six or seven are
girls and two of them are officers in the organization. On the other hand,
building trades and machine shop arm almost exclusively sale bastions, while
the child care and health occupations programs enroll mostly girls.

lie asked students why they were taking the particular vocational class
where we interviewed them. Reasons varied from "it fit my schedule" to "I
plan to be an engineer." Most students, however, had no specific career
goal in mind. Some know better what they $12W1 want to be than what they
do. A senior in a machine shop class has taken all the electronics courses
available at the secondary level. Despite the fact that (1) his father ts a
machinist at 3M, (2) he loves the machine shop course, and (3) he has
elected to take relatad higher mathematics courses in order to understand
machinery better, this student has made up his mind to enter an unrelated
vocational program at the AVTI in the fall.

Another boy took three years of drafting but is "tired of drawing
bridges." Three weeks after graduation, he is headed for the Army Airborne
Division on a four-year hitch (for which he was paid a sizeable bonus).
Maybe he will let the Army train him, or perhaps he'll come back to the AVTI
as a young adult.

Three girls--all seniors--are taking an independent study class in home
economics. The first, who is swing a designer outfit for herself, plans to
attend a proprietary school and become a court stenographer. Another, who
is preparing topical reports on issues related to early childhood education,
says that she can't afford college right now, but may go to the AVTI in the
fall. She has no idea what career path she might pursue. The third girl,
who is pregnant, is making baby clothes for her independent study. She
expects to marry her baby's camber and become a homemaker.

A very articulate young woman acts as an advocate for vocational
education generally and nontraditional enrollments in particular. She has
taken a lot of it, majoring in health occupations and minoring in machine
shop. Of herself she says, "My brain is simple. If you show me something
over and over, I'll get it." It's clear that thts statement is unnecessar-
ily self-deprecatory, but it is her way of saying that she values the
learning by doing approach that she has found in vocational classes. Her
personal plans include marriage and relocation in the summer following
graduation. She will either work as a nurse's assistant or, "If I can't
find a job, I'll go to college and major in education.'

These are all open, unself-conscious, intelligent, and mainly unfocused
students who see high school graduation as the major foreseeable milestone.
They assume they'll go on to postsecondary education and eventually get a
job, or vice versa. The direct connection between what they have done for
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the past four years and what they will do is not particJ.arly strong in
their minds or in their plans. They seen very relaxed about the future.

VII. Summary Themes and Indicators of Success

Suomma_lLtall

The vocational education tradition in central Minnesota is very strong.
Aa .ne would expect, vocational agriculture (frequently called agribusiness)
is especially vital, but other, often related, areas also thrive. What
clearly euerges from interviews and from studying the scope of vocational
programs in high school course lists is a conscious and probably necessary
emphasis on exploratory vocational education. Even with the pooling of
resources represented by the Woodland Center, the region cannot support the
depth of instruction in occupationally specific programs found in urban
vocational magnet schools or in skills centers et the secondary school,
level. The possible exceptirn to this statement is the machining program,
which offers the possibility of intensive training.

To fit its own geographic and demographic circumstances Minnesota has
developed an exceptionally strong system of postsecondary vocational train-
ing through its AVTIs. Oc-upationally so ific training is *Is reserved
for the post-high school years in regional organizations. Over the past two
decades, the major portion of federal vocational education allocations to
the state has been pumped into the AVTIs. There are many questions and
discussions in the Minnesota legislature regarding the structure of postsec-
ondary vocational education in the state (e.g., programmatic overlap between
the AVTIs and the community college system). The point here, however, is
that the philosophy of secondary vocational education has been shaped by an
overall state educational plan that stresses postsecondary training. High
school is a time to taste various career areas and test personal aptitudes.

The Woodland region is representative of rural education throughout the
Midwest. These small towns are not isolated in terms of occasional shopping
expeditions to large places, but they are in terms of the daily education of
their children. Local pride and a desire to protect students from long,
exhausting c- -mutes to consolidated schools motivate communities to look for
creative ways to keep their home schools intact and at the same time provide
as many oducati^nal opportunities as possible. Their problems are
compounded by the fact that, despite small total enrollments, their 'madam_
bodies contain the full range of abilities found in any school.

In the face of these issues, the Woodland area has developed viable
mechanisms for delivering expanded educational services. The Freshwater/
Woodland Center increases vocational opportunities for all students in the
member communities and for special populations, including the handicapped,
the gifted, and the alienated. Operating as it does without a central
vocational facility, the Woodland Cooperative is a model that could easily
be replicated without recourse to divisive referenda or capital outlay.
What it takes is a shared interest in enlarging the scope of vocational
offerings, good will, and time.
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Indicators Q Success

Perhaps the greatest indicator of Woodland's success is its continued
existence where many similar efforts have dissolved. The one town, one
vote' rule has been a critical factor in sustalaing the cc--Irative
arrangement, in combination with determined Idadership.

A consistent.and respectable proportion of high school graduates from
the six member communities go directly 0.41 for further education or training
--approximately 55-65 percent annually. Many others may seek more training
later oi.. (The average ago of the student body at the Staples AVTI has nowrisen to 26.)

Minnesota has tne lowest ugh school dropout rate in the nation. Inthe Woodland Cooperative towns, the dropout rate averages one to two percent
annually. What is expressive is that even this low proportion is considered
too many. lirough the Alternative Education Program, the Cooperative
succeeds in bringing 60-70 percent of the dropouts back into the sducationrafold.

It would be unfair and probably impossible to attempt to measure
Woodlanils success by training-related placements. Neither the cooperative
nor individual schools take responsibility for job placement. The guidancestaff focus primarily on postsecondary education, personal counseling, anddiscipline. Most students will eventually land on their feet in jobs or
careers that are at least adequately satisfying. Church, family, and
friends provide local job search networks that the school could only
duplicate. Students going further afield are necessarily on their own.

On balance, the Woodland region has good reason for pride in its
accomplishments. The vocational cooperative's director is by no means
complacent and acknowledges the areas for improvement that he and the
governing board must constantly address. This willingness to confront
issues head-on is another indicator of the organization's dynamism.
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